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M U L T I P L I C A T I V E PROPERTIES 
OF T H E SLICE FILTRATION 

Pablo PELAEZ 

Abstract. — Let 5 be a Noetherian separated scheme of finite Krull dimension, and 
0{{S) be the motivic stable homotopy category of Morel-Voevodsky. In order to 
get a motivic analogue of the Postnikov tower, Voevodsky [25] constructs the slice 
filtration by filtering ffî{{S) with respect to the smash powers of the multiplicative 
group Gm. We show that the slice filtration is compatible with the smash product in 
Jardine's category Spi^M* of motivic symmetric T-spectra [14], and describe several 
interesting consequences that follow from this compatibility. Among them, we have 
that over a perfect field all the slices sq are in a canonical way modules in Spt^y^* 
over the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ, and if the field has characteristic 
zero it follows that the slices sq are big motives in the sense of Voevodsky, this relies 
on the work of Levine [16], Rôndigs-0stvaer [22] and Voevodsky [26]. It also follows 
that the smash product in Spi^M* induces pairings in the motivic Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence. 

Résumé (Les propriétés multiplicatives de la filtration par les tranches). — Soit S un 
schéma noethérien séparé de dimension de Krull finie, et ^H(S) la catégorie homo-
topique stable de Morel-Voevodsky. Afin d'obtenir un analogue motivique de la tour 
de Postnikov, Voevodsky [25] définit la filtration par les tranches dans ffî{{S) con
sidérant les smash-produits itérées de le groupe multiplicatif Gm. Nous montrons que 
la filtration par les tranches est compatible avec le smash-produit dans la catégorie 
de Jardine Spt^^* des T-spectres symétriques motiviques [14]. Cette compatibilité 
a plusieurs conséquences intéressantes. D'entre eux, sur un corps parfait tous les 
tranches sq sont canoniquement modules dans Spty>%* sur le spectre motivique 
d'Eilenberg-MacLane HZ, et si le corps est de charactéristique zéro les tranches 
sq sont motifs grands au sens de Voevodsky, ce utilise les résultats de Levine [16], 
Rôndigs-0stvœr [22] et Voevodsky [26]. Nous montrons aussi que le smash-produit 
dans Spt̂ J^* induit des structures multiplicatives sur la suite spectrale motivique de 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Let S be a Noetherian separated scheme of finite Krull dimension, $n\s be the 
category of smooth schemes of finite type over 5, M* be the category of pointed 
simplicial presheaves on $n\s equipped with the motivic model structure of Morel 
and Voevodsky [18], and T in M* be S1 A Gm where Gm is the multiplicative group 
A^ —{0} pointed by 1, and S1 is the simplicial circle. Let SptTJ^* denote the category 
of T-spectra on M* equipped with the motivic stable model structure, and ffi{(S) 
its homotopy category, which is triangulated. We consider the following objects in 
SptT<^*: 

Cqen = {Fn(Sr A Gsm A | n, r, s > 0; s - n > q; U € Ms] 

where Fn is the left adjoint to the n-evaluation functor evn : SptT^* —• M*. In order 
to get a motivic version of the Postnikov tower, Voevodsky [25] constructs a filtered 
family of triangulated subcategories of ffi(S), which we call the slice filtration: 

(1) • • • C E^+1^eff(5) C £ f ^ f f ( S ) C E^^PT* (S) C • • • 

where £^9$^eff(5) is the smallest full triangulated subcategory of <ffi{S) which con
tains Cgff and is closed under arbitrary coproducts. The work of Neeman [19], [20], 
shows that the inclusion: 

iq : E ^ e f f ( 5 ) <-> ${{S) 

has a right adjoint rg, and that the functors: 

fq,sq :<ft{{S) - * « f ( 5 ) 

are exact, where fq = iqrq, and for every X in SptTM*, sq(X) fits in the following 
distinguished triangle: 

pX 7TX 
fq+lX ^ fqX ^ SqX ^ Ey'°fq+\X 

We say that fq(X) is the (q — l)-connective cover of X and sq(X) the g-slice of X. 
Let SptyM* denote the category of symmetric T-spectra on M* equipped with the 

motivic symmetric stable model structure defined by Jardine [14], and (ffi^(S) its 
homotopy category, which is triangulated. Since the adjunction: 

(V, U, <p) : SptT^* -> Spt̂ J%* 
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viii INTRODUCTION 

given by the symmetrization and forgetful functors is a Quillen equivalence [14], we get 
a similar filtration for <^i#E(5). Using the slice filtration (1), it is possible to construct 
a spectral sequence which is an analogue of the classical Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral 
sequence in algebraic topology. Namely, let X, Y be in SptE^*, and [—, — ]gpt be the 
set of maps between two objects in ^^{S). Then the collection of distinguished 
triangles: 

if?+iX - f?X - s^X -+ ^°fi+1X} 

generates an exact couple (D^q(Y; X), Ef,q(Y; X ) ) , where: 

1. Dr(Y;X) = [r,S^'°/PS^]fPt, and 
2. &1^YiX) = \Y,I,?*0sfX]$pt. 

Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum with unit in SptE^*, and A-mod be the cat
egory of left A-modules in Spi^M*. It follows directly from the work of Jardine [14] 
and Hovey [9] that the adjunction: 

(A A - , U, <p) : Spt^R, -> A-mod 

induces a model structure A-mod(^*) in A-mod, i.e. a map / in A-mod(M*) is a 
weak equivalence or a fibration if and only if Uf is a weak equivalence or a fibration 
in Spt^J^*. In the rest of this introduction p, q G Z will denote arbitrary integers, and 
u : 1 —• A the unit map of A. 

Our main results are the following: 

1. There exists a model structure RCQ SptSj^* for symmetric T-spectra on 
eff 

such that its homotopy category Rci <$H (S) is triangulated and naturally 
eff 

equivalent as a triangulated category to Y^ffiC* (S) (see diagrams (2) and (3) 
at the end of this introduction). Furthermore, the identity: 

id : SptrJW. -+ Rc*fSptj.JU* 

is a right Quillen functor, and the functor fq is canonically isomorphic to the 
following composition of exact functors: 

Me (S) 
Rz Ri xm Ms (S) Cm 

Ms (S) 

where R^ denotes a fibrant replacement functor in SptT^*, and Cf denotes 
a cofibrant replacement functor in RCQ SptEM*. For the proof the reader may 

eff 
look at Theorem 3.3.9, Corollary 3.3.17, Theorem 3.3.25, corollary 3.3.5, and 
Theorem 3.3.22. 

2. There exists a model structure SqSpt^M^ for symmetric T-spectra on M* such 
that its homotopy category Sq<$W^(S) is triangulated and the identity: 

id : RC« SptrM* SqSptrM* 
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INTRODUCTION 

is a left Quillen functor. Furthermore, the functor sq is canonically isomorphic 
to the following composition of exact functors: 

^ (S) Ml (S) 

fis 

Rc* ^(S) 
cf 

Sq^(S) 
Wq + l 

Cm 

Rclff^{S) 

ix 

where W^+1 denotes a fibrant replacement functor in SqSpt^M^. For the proof 
the reader may look at Theorem 3.3.50, Corollaries 3.3.59, 3.3.5, and Theo
rem 3.3.68. In the rest of this introduction /~ , s^1 will denote respectively 
CfoRv,CfoW?+loCfoRv. 

3. The smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces the following Quillen bi-
functors in the sense of Hovey [10]: 

Rcp S p t ^ * x Rc* Sptj.M* Rçp+q SptTM* 

SpSpt%M* x 5«Spt^JK. >• S ^ S p t ^ * 

For the proof the reader may look at Theorems 3.4.5 and 3.4.12. 
4. The homotopy category (A-mod) of A-mod(M*) is triangulated. Further

more, there exist model structures Re* A-mod(M*), SqA-mod(M*) in A-mod 
such that their homotopy categories Rcqf{ A-mod), Sqffi{(A-mod) are tri
angulated, and the identity functors: 

A-mo&iM*) Rc«ffA-mod(M*) -^-^ SqA-mod(M*) 

are left Quillen functors. We will denote by f™, s™ the following compositions 
of exact functors: 

9^(A-mod) Rc*0£(A-mo&) 9—* <ffl(A-mod) 

<4K(A-mod) 

Rcq (^T(A-mod) S ^ (A-mod) 
W9 + l 

<ft{(A-mod) 

Rc« (^(A-mod) 

Rm 
Om 

Cm 

where C™ denotes a cofibrant replacement functor in RCQ^A-mod(M*); and 
Rmi WJ+i denote fibrant replacement functors respectively in A-mod(^*), 
SqA-mod(M*). For the proof the reader may look at Theorem 2.8.4, Propo
sition 3.5.3, Theorems 3.5.8, 3.5.49, and propositions 3.5.12, 3.5.54. 
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X INTRODUCTION 

5. If A is cofibrant in Rco Spi^M*, then the exact functors: 

ft o URm : <<W(A-mod) -» ^ ( 5 ) 

o t/.Rm : «KfM-mod) <M^(S) 
factor (up to a canonical isomorphism) through ($tt{A-m.od) as follows: 

^ (A-mod) - ^ 3 * №*(S) 0{{A-moà) —^ <№*(S) 

S7 i URm URm URm 

cffi(A-mod) URm m (s) cffi(A-mod) URm URm 

This means that for every A-module M, its (q — l)-connective cover ff(M) and 
g-slice «g (M) inherit a natural structure of A-module in Spt^W*. For the proof 
the reader may look at Theorem 3.6.19. 

6. If A is cofibrant in Rc° Sp^M* and its unit map u is a weak equivalence in 
5°SptfL^*, then the functor: 

cffi(A-mod)cffi(A-mod) 
is canonically isomorphic to the following composition of exact functors: 

cffi(A-mod) ^ (S) 

R* URrr, 

Rc* № (S) (^(A-mod) 

Ms 

S*<M^(S) 
AAP?-

Sq<ffl(A-mod) Ms 
Mas 

Rc* cffi(A-mod) 

where denotes a cofibrant replacement functor m SqSptTM*. This means 
that for every X in Spt|L^*, its g-slice s^(X) is naturally equipped with a 
structure of A-module in Spt^i^*. For the proof the reader may look at Theo
rem 3.6.20. 

7. Let X,X',Y,Y' be in Spt̂ J%*. Then the smash product in Spt̂ J%* induces 
natural external pairings in the motivic Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence: 

E%>*IY]X)®EP« (r ; X ) EP+P ,q+q (Y AY';X AX') 

For the proof the reader may look at Theorem 3.6.16. 
8. Let H7L denote the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum in Spi^M* [16, Ex

ample 8.2.2(2)]. The following result proves a conjecture of Voevodsky [25]: 
— If the base scheme S is a perfect field, then for every X in Spt^J^*, its 

ç-slice s?(X) has a natural structure of ifZ-module in SptSj^*. 
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For the proof the reader may look at Theorem 3.6.22. 
9. If we restrict the field even further to the case of characteristic zero, then we 

get that the slices may be interpreted as motives in the sense of Voevodsky: 
— If A: is a field of characteristic zero, then for every X in SptE^* its g-slice 

s^(X) is a big motive in the sense of Voevodsky [22, Section 2.3]. 
For the proof the reader may look at Theorem 3.6.23. 

The model category RCQ^Spt^M^ is defined as the right Bousfield localization of 
Spi^M* with respect to the C^E-colocal equivalences, where C^F denotes the sym-
metrization of the collection of T-spectra Cgff described above (see Theorem 3.3.9). 
On the other hand, SqSpt^M^ is defined as a right Bousfield localization with respect 
to an auxiliary model structure L<(?+iSptE^*, which is a left Bousfield localiza
tion of Sptf^* and its fibrant replacement functor describes the cone of the map 
6^x : ffX X. The model structures i?c« A-mod(^*), SqA-mod(M*) are con
structed similarly using the left adjoint A A — to define the maps that get inverted in 
the Bousfield localization. To show that the smash product in SptEJ^* induces Quillen 
bifunctors, we use Hovey's approach to symmetric monoidal model categories [10, 
Chapter 4], and the triangulated structure in the homotopy categories RcqH ^^{S)^ 
Sq<fflE(S). The Bousfield localizations are constructed following Hirschhorn's ap
proach [6]. In order to apply Hirschhorn's techniques, it is necessary to check that 
SptE^* and A-mod(M*) are both cellular; for this we rely on Hovey's general ap
proach to spectra [11] and on an unpublished result of Hirschhorn (see Theorem 2.2.4). 

We now give an outline of this thesis. In Chapter 1, we just recall some standard re
sults about Quillen model categories. The reader who is familiar with the terminology 
of model categories may skip this chapter. 

In Chapter 2, we review the definitions of the Morel-Voevodsky stable model struc
ture for simplicial presheaves SptT^* and Jardine's stable model structure for sym
metric T-spectra Sp^M*. We also show that these two model structures are cellular, 
therefore it is possible to apply Hirschhorn's technology to construct Bousfield lo
calizations. In Section 2.8 we recall the construction of the model structures for the 
categories of A-modules and A-algebras, where A denotes a cofibrant ring spectrum 
with unit in Jardine's motivic symmetric stable model category. We verify that the 
category of A-modules equipped with this model structure also satisfies Hirschhorn's 
cellularity condition. The reader who is familiar with these model structures may ei
ther skip this chapter or simply look at Sections 2.2, 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8 where we prove 
that the cellularity condition holds. 

Finally in Chapter 3, we carry out the program sketched above. In Section 3.1, 
we review Voevodsky's construction for the slice filtration in the setting of sim
plicial presheaves. In Section 3.2, we apply Hirschhorn's localization techniques to 
the Morel-Voevodsky stable model structure in order to construct three families of 
model structures, namely Rcqu SptT^*, L<gSptT^* and SqSptTM*. The first fam
ily, Rcq{{ SptTM* is constructed by a right Bousfield localization with respect to the 
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xii INTRODUCTION 

Morel-Voevodsky stable model structure (see Theorem 3.2.1), and it provides a lift
ing of Voevodsky's slice filtration to the model category level (see Theorem 3.2.23). 
Moreover, this family has the property that the cofibrant replacement functor Cq pro
vides an alternative description for the functor fq ((q — l)-connective cover) defined 
above (see Theorem 3.2.20). In order to get a lifting for the slice functors sq to the 
model category level, we need to introduce the model structures L<qSptTM* and 
SqSptTM*. The model category L<qSptTM* is defined as a left Bousfield localization 
with respect to the Morel-Voevodsky stable model structure (see Theorem 3.2.29); its 
main property is that its fibrant replacement functor Wq gives an alternative descrip
tion for the cone of the natural map fqX —• X (see Theorems 3.1.18 and 3.2.52). On 
the other hand, the model structure SqSptTM* is constructed using right Bousfield 
localization with respect to the model category L<q+iSptTM* (see Theorem 3.2.59), 
and it gives the desired lifting for the slice functor sq to the model category level (see 
Theorem 3.2.80). 

In Section 3.3, we promote the model structures defined above (Section 3.2) to 
the setting of symmetric T-spectra. In this case, Hirschhorn's localization technol
ogy applied to Jardine's stable model structure for symmetric T-spectra allows us 
to introduce three families of model structures which we denote by RQI Spt^M^, 
L<qSpt^M^ and SqSpi^M^; where the underlying category is given by symmetric 
T-spectra (see Theorems 3.3.9, 3.3.26 and 3.3.50). Using the Quillen equivalence [14] 
given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors, we are then able to show 
that these new families of model structures are also Quillen equivalent to the ones 
introduced in Section 3.2 (see Theorems 3.3.19, 3.3.42 and 3.3.64). Therefore, these 
model structures give liftings for the functors fq and sq to the model category level 
(see Corollary 3.3.5, and Theorems 3.3.22(3), 3.3.68(3)), with the great technical ad
vantage that the underlying categories are now symmetric monoidal. Hence, we have 
a natural framework for the study of the multiplicative properties of Voevodsky's slice 
filtration. 

In Section 3.4, we show that the smash product of symmetric T-spectra 

Rcp{ Spt^M^ x Rc^Spi^M* RCp+qSptj.M* 

S'Spt^jK. x SqSpt%M> Sp+qSpt%M* 

is in both cases a Quillen bifunctor in the sense of Hovey (see Theorems 3.4.5 and 
3.4.12). 

In Section 3.5, we will promote (using the free A-module functor A A —) the model 
structures constructed in Section 3.3 to the category of A-modules, where A is a 
cofibrant ring spectrum with unit in Spt^M*. We will denote these new model struc
tures by Rcqif A-mod(M*), L<qA-mod(M*) and SqA-mod(M*). These new model 
structures will be used as an analogue of the slice filtration for the motivic stable ho-
motopy category of A-modules, as well as a tool to describe the behavior of the slice 
functors when they are restricted to the category of A-modules. We will see that if 
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one imposes some natural additonal conditions on the ring spectrum A, then the free 
A-module functor A A — induces a strict compatibility between the slice filtration in 
the categories of symmetric T-spectra and A-modules (see Theorems 3.5.22, 3.5.45, 
3.5.68 and 3.5.70). 

In Section 3.6, we will rely on all the previous constructions to obtain our main 
results. We will show that the smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces up to 
homotopy natural pairings (see Theorem 3.6.9): 

f V ( X ) A f ? ( Y ) ^ U p c f*+q(XAY) 

s f ( X ) A s * ( Y ) ^ U p c sf+q(XAY) 

As a consequence, if A is a ring spectrum in ffl{^{S) (i.e. up to homotopy) and M is 
an A-module in ^{^(S), then (see Theorem 3.6.13): 

1. The (—l)-connective cover of A, fo(A) is a ring spectrum (up to homotopy) in 
9f#E(S). 

2. The (q — l)-connective cover of M, /E(M) is a module (up to homotopy) over fEo (A). 

3. The direct sum of all the connective covers of A, f^(A) = ®nGz/E(^) is a 
graded ring (up to homotopy) in <^fE(S'). 

4. The direct sum of all the connective covers of M, /E(M) = 0nGz/E(^) is a 
graded module (up to homotopy) over f^(A). 

5. The zero slice of A, Sq (A) is a ring spectrum (up to homotopy) in <ffi^(S). 
6. The g-slice of M, sE(M) is a module (up to homotopy) over Sq (A). 
7. The direct sum of all the slices of A, s^(A) = 0nG^s^(A) is a graded ring (up 

to homotopy) in £&%"E(5). 
8. The direct sum of all the slices of M, ss(M) = 0nG^sE(M) is a graded module 

(up to homotopy) over s^(A). 
9. The smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces (via the external pairings 

Uc and Us) natural external pairings in the motivic Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral 
sequence (see definition 3.6.15 and Theorem 3.6.16): 

E?>*(Y; X) ® E?''*' (Y'\ X') ^ p + p (Y (Y A Y'\X A X') 

(a, p) l a - p 

We will also see that if we have a cofibrant ring spectrum A with unit in Rco SptS^*, 
eff 

then for every A-module M in SptEJ%* (see Theorem 3.6.19): 
1. f^(M) is again an A-module in SptEJ#/* (not just up to homotopy, but in a 

very strict sense). 
2. sE(M) is again an ^-module in SptE^* (not just up to homotopy, but in a very 

strict sense). 
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Furthermore, if the unit map u is a weak equivalence in 5°Spt^J%|e, then the free 
A-module functor A A — induces for every symmetric T-spectrum X (see Theo
rem 3.6.20), a natural structure of A-module in Sptfi^* (i.e. not just up to homotopy, 
but in a very strict sense) on its g-slice s^(X). 

Finally, we will be able to prove a conjecture of Voevodsky (see [16, Corol
lary 11.1.3], [25]), which says that if the base scheme S is a perfect field, then 
for every symmetric T-spectrum X, its g-slice s^(X) is naturally equipped with 
a module structure in S p t | ^ * over the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ 
(see Theorem 3.6.22). If we restrict the field even further, considering a field of 
characteristic zero, then as a consequence we will prove that all the slices (X) are 
big motives in the sense of Voevodsky (see Theorem 3.6.23). 

Tower of Quillen model categories for the slice filtration: 

(2) 

id, ,id 

RcQjiSptTM* — i ^ + i S p t ^ * 

id id 

Rc*SptTM* v—^ Rc* Spt^M* 
eff p̂ff -*• 

lid 

Rc«-iSptTM* — # c , - i S p t ^ % . 

id ,id 

id id 

SptTM* -
v 

S p t 5 ^ * 

and its associated diagram of homotopy categories: 

Rc*SptTM* rq+iCq+1 
Cq + 2 J 

Rc^0£[S vcq+i Rcq+i^ {S) 

Mss 

Rc*SptTM* rqCq 
Rc*M* G9 + l 
RciHms) - vcq Rcls^ {S) 

c„ (3) 
Rc*SptTM* rq-iCq-l 

Ms Rc,-i 0({S) RcM* 
= 

•cf 
flc„-i#f (S) 

Cq-i\ RcM* 

Rc*SptTM* Rc*SptTM* VQ, 
Ms #fE (S) 
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CHAPTER 1 

PRELIMINARIES 

All the results in this chapter are classical (see [21], [10], [6], [4], [3]) and are 
included here just to fix notation and to make our discussion relatively self contained. 

1.1. Model Categories 

Model categories were first introduced by Quillen in [21], his original definition has 
been slightly modified along the years, we will use the definition introduced in [1]. 

Definition 1.1.1. —r- A model category H is a category equipped with three classes of 
maps (V , 5?, 57") called weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations, such that the 
following axioms hold: 

MCI : $ is closed under small limits and colimits. 
MC2 : If f,g are two composable maps in ffi and two out of /,g,g o f are weak 

equivalences then so is the third one. 
MC3 : The classes of weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations are closed 

under retracts. 
MC4 : Suppose we have a solid commutative diagram: 

A X 

i P 

B- v 
where i is a cofibration, p is a fibration, and either i or p is a weak equivalence, 
then the dotted arrow making the diagram commutative exists. 

MC5 : Given any arrow f : A —* B in ffi, there exist two functorial factorizations, 
f = p o i and f = q o jy where p is a fibration and a weak equivalence, i is a 
cofibration, q is a fibration and j is a cofibration and a weak equivalence. 
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A map j : A —• B will be called a trivial cofibration (respectively trivial fibration) 

if it is both a cofibration and a weak equivalence (respectively a fibration and a weak 

equivalence). 

If a given category U has a model structure, then we get immediately the following 

consequences: 

Remark 1.1.2. — 1. The limit axiom M C I implies that there is an initial and a 

final object in ffi, which we will denote by 0 and * respectively. We say that the 

category H is pointed if the canonical map 0 —> * is an isomorphism. 

2. The axioms for a model category are self dual, therefore the opposite category 

Sop has also a model structure, where a map i : A —> B in $op is a weak 

equivalence, cofibration or fibration if its dual i : B —• A is a weak equivalence, 

fibration or cofibration in U. This implies in particular that any result we prove 

about model categories will have a dual version. 

3. Let X be an object in ffi. Then the category (IS I X) of objects in ffi over 

X has also a model structure, where the weak equivalences, cofibrations and 

fibrations are maps which become weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations 

after applying the forgetful functor (ffi j X) —• 

4. Similarly the category (X [ W) has a model structure induced from the one in 

H. We will denote by the category (* j S) of objects under the final object 

ofU. 

5. Let A,X be two objects in ffi, then the category (A j $ J, X) of objects which 

are simultaneously under A and over X has also a model structure induced from 

the one in H. 

Let X be an object in We say that X is cofibrant if the natural map 0 —> X 

is a cofibration. Similarly, we say that X is fibrant if the natural map X —> * is a 

fibration. 

Consider two objects A, X in S. We say that A is a cofibrant replacement for X , if 

A is cofibrant and there is a map A —> X which is a weak equivalence in H. Dually, we 

say that X is a fibrant replacement for A, if X is fibrant and there is a map A—*X 

which is a weak equivalence in ¡2. 

Let i : A —> B, p : X Y be two maps in iS. We say that i has the left lifting 

property with respect to p (or that p has the right lifting property with respect to i) if 

for every solid commutative diagram: 

A ^X 

/ V 

B ^Y 

the dotted arrow making the diagram commutative exists. 
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The following are two elementary but extremely useful results about model cate
gories. 

Proposition 1.1.3 (Retract Argument, [10]). — Let Ube a model category and f = poi a 
factorization of f such that f has the left lifting property with respect to p (respectively 
f has the right lifting property with respect to i). Then f is a retract of i (respectively 
f is a retract of p). 

Proof — By duality it is enough to show the case where / has the left lifting property 
with respect to p. 

Consider the following solid commutative diagram: 

A X 

f 

B — r - I D B 

By hypothesis the dotted arrow j making the diagram commutative exists. But then 
the following commutative diagram shows that / is a retract of i. 

A id A id A 

f i f 

B——X—~^ B 

Lemma 1.1 A (Ken Brown's lemma, [10]). — Let F : U —• 2) be a functor, where U is a 
model category. Assume that there exists a class V of maps in 0 which has the two 
out of three property, and that F{i) € V for all trivial cofibrations i : A —> B between 
cofibrant objects A and B in ffi. Then F(g) G V for all weak equivalences g : A —• B 
between cofibrant objects A and B in S. 

Proof — Consider the following commutative diagram: 

0 ^ A 

B ^ AU B 

t 

(g,id) 

id 

i 
9 

P 

B 
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where we have a factorization of (p,id) = p o i, with i a cofibration and p a trivial 

fibration. 

Since A and B are cofibrant, it follows that iA and iB are cofibrations. This implies 

that i o iA, ioiB are both cofibrations, and hence C is a cofibrant object in S. 

By the two out of three property in £2, i o iA and i o iB are weak equivalences, 

since g, p and idB are weak equivalences. Therefore i o iA and i o i B are both trivial 

cofibrations. It follows that F(i o iA) and F(i oiB) are both in V. But then F(p) o 

F(f o ¿5) = F(p oioiB) = F(id) = id, and since V has the two out of three property, 

we have that F(p) is in V. Then the two out of three property for V implies that 

F(g) = F(p) o F(i o iA) is also in V. • 

By duality we get immediately the following lemma: 

Lemma 1.1.5. — Let F : $ —• 2) be a functor, where U is a model category. Assume 

that there exists a class V of maps in 2) which has the two out of three property, and 

that F(p) G V for all trivial fibrations p : X —> Y between fibrant objects X, Y in ffi. 

Then F(g) G V for all weak equivalences g : X —> Y between fibrant objects X and Y 

in n. • 

The retract argument has the following consequences, which give nice characteri

zations for the cofibrations and trivial cofibrations (respectively fibrations and trivial 

fibrations) in terms of a left lifting property (respectively right lifting property). 

Corollary 1.1.6. — The class of cofibrations (respectively trivial cofibrations) in a 

model category $ is equal to the class of maps having the left lifting property with 

respect to any trivial fibration in £2 (respectively any fibration in H). The class of 

fibrations (respectively trivial fibrations) in a model category $ is equal to the class 

of maps having the right lifting property with respect to any trivial cofibration in U 

(respectively any cofibration in H). 

Proof — By duality it is enough to prove the case of cofibrations and trivial cofi

brations. Suppose that i : A —• B is a cofibration in then the lifting axiom M C 4 

implies that i has the left lifting property with respect to any trivial fibration in 

S. Conversely, if i : A —• B has the left lifting property with respect to any trivial 

fibration in then the factorization axiom M C 5 implies that i = ql where / is a 

cofibration in 22 and q is a trivial fibration in S. Since i has the left lifting property 

with respect to q, the retract argument (see Proposition 1.1.3) implies that i is a 

retract of /. Therefore, the retract axiom M C 3 implies that i is also a cofibration. 

The case for trivial cofibrations is similar. • 
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Corollary 1.1.7. — Any isomorphism in a model category is a cofibration, a fibra-

tion, and a weak equivalence. The class of cofibrations and the class of trivial cofi-

brations in & are closed under retracts and pushouts. The class of fibrations and the 

class of trivial fibrations in ffî are closed under retracts and pullbacks. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from the lifting property characterization (Corol

lary 1.1.6) for cofibrations, trivial cofibrations, fibrations and trivial fibrations. • 

Remark 1.1.8. — Let & be a model category. Given any object X in we can apply 

the factorization axiom M C 5 to the natural map 0 —• X to get a cofibrant replacement 

forX: 

Qx 
0 ^ QX X 

where QX is cofibrant and Qx is a trivial fibration. We also get fibrant replacements 

for X when we factor the natural map X —> *: 

X >- RX ^ * 

where RX is fibrant and Rx is a trivial cofibration. The factorization axiom M C 5 

implies also that these two constructions are functorial. 

Definition 1.1.9. — Let 8, $ be two model categories. A functor F : —• $ ¿5 called 

a left Quillen functor if it has a right adjoint G : <B and satisfies the following 

conditions: 

1. If i is a cofibration in 8, then F(i) is also a cofibration in CB. 

2. If j is a trivial cofibration in ffi, then F(j) is also a trivial cofibration in CB. 

The right adjoint G is called a right Quillen functor, and the adjunction 

{F,G^)-.U B 

is called a Quillen adjunction. 

Definition 1.1.10. — Let (F, G, </?) : —> $ be a Quillen adjunction. We say that F is 

a left Quillen equivalence if for every cofibrant object X in & and every fibrant object 

Y in <$ the following condition holds: 

— A map f : X —> GY is a weak equivalence in ffî if and only if its adjoint 

ft : FX —>Y is a weak equivalence in (É. 

In this case G will be called a right Quillen equivalence, and (F,G,(p) a Quillen 

equivalence. 
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Definition 1.1.11. — Let U be a model category, and let X be an object of £2. We say 

that X is a cylinder object for X, if we have a factorization of the fold map 

X]\X V X 

X 

where i is a cofibration and s is a weak equivalence. 

Definition 1.1.12. — Let H be a model category, and let X be an object of We say 

that X is a path object for X, if we have a factorization of the diagonal map 

X ^ ^ X x X 

X 

where p is a fibration and r is a weak equivalence. 

Definition 1.1.13. — Let $ be a model category and consider two maps f,g:X^>Y. 

We say that f is left homotopic to g (f ~ g) if there exists a cylinder object X for 

X, together with the following factorization: 

XÌÌX 
f g a 

Y 

H 

X 

The map H is called a left homotopy from f to g. 

Definition 1.1.14. — Let H be a model category and consider two maps f,g : X —> Y\ 

We say that f is right homotopic to g (f ~g) if there exists a path object Y for Y, 

toqether with the followinq factorization: 

X ^ (f, g) Y.Y 

H 

Y 

p 

The map H is called a right homotopy from f to g. 

Definition 1.1.15. — Let $ be a model category and consider two maps f,g:A^B. 

We say that f is homotopic to g (f ~ g) if f and g are both left and right homotopic. 
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Definition 1.1.16 (cf. [21]). — Let £2 be an arbitrary category and °W a class of maps 

in U. The localization of $ with respect to W will be a category W'1 together with 

a functor 

7 : U W-1 A 

having the following universal property: for every w € V , j(w) is an isomorphism, 

and given any functor F : $ —> 0 such that F(w) is an isomorphism for every 

w E there is a unique functor 8 : °W~ S —> 2), such that # 0 7 = F, i.e. the 

following diagram commutes: 

C F 2> 

7 e 

W-1 A 

Theorem 1.1.17 (Quillen). — Let H be a model category. Then there exists a category 

Ho <d, which is the localization of iS with respect to the class V of weak equivalences, 

and is called the homotopy category of ffl. HoS is defined as follows: 

1. The objects o/HoiS are just the objects in H. 

2. The set of maps in HoS between two objects X, Y is given by the set of homotopy 

classes between cofibrant-fibrant replacements for X and Y: 

RomUon(X,Y) = 7rn(RQX,RQY) 

and the composition law is induced by the composition in S. 

Let Hoffic, Hoffif, Kofficf be the full subcategories ofHoffi generated by the cofibrant, 

fibrant and cofibrant-fibrant objects of S respectively. In the following diagram, all the 

functors are equivalences of categories: 

UoÏÏc 

Ho Sc/ 
BoR 

HoQ 

HoQ 

Hog 

HoSf 
Hoi? 

where the adjoints to the equivalences given above are constructed taking cofibrant, 

fibrant and cofibrant-fibrant replacements. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [21, LI Theorem 1]. 
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Theorem 1.1.18 (Quillen). — Let (F, G,(p) : U —> $ be a Quillen adjunction. Then the 

adjunction (F, £?, y>) descends to the homotopy categories, i.e. we get an adjunction: 

(QF,RG,ip) : HoS ^ H o $ 

Furthermore, if (F, G, <p) is a Quillen equivalence, then (QF, RG, ip) is an equivalence 

of categories. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [21, 1.4 Theorem 3]. • 

1.2. Cofibrantly Generated Model Categories 

In this section we recall the definition of a cofibrantly generated model category. 

In order to get the functorial factorizations required in axiom MC5, we need to 

introduce ordinals, cardinals, and regular cardinals. For a definition of these, see [6, 

Chapter 10]. It will be convenient in some situations to consider an ordinal A as a 

small category, with objects equal to the elements of A, and a unique map from a to 

b if a < b. 

Definition 1.2.1. — Let *6 be a category that is closed under small colimits, and let 

V be a class of maps in <6. If X is an ordinal, then a A-sequence in 5? is a functor 

A : A —> *6, i.e. a diagram 

A0 - > J4I > Ap —> ••• ((3 < A) 

such that for every limit ordinal 7 < A the induced map 

colim^<7A^ —> Ay 

is an isomorphism. 

The composition of the X-sequence is the map Aq —• colim/3<AA/3. 

If Ap —* Ap+i is in V for any ¡3 < X, we say that the X-sequence is a A-sequence of 

maps in °V', and the transfinite composition Aq —> colim/3<A^4/3 is called a transfinite 

composition of maps in V. 

Proposition 1.2.2. — Let H be a model category, then the cofibrations and trivial cofi-

brations in 8 are both closed under transfinite composition. 

Proof. — The cofibrations and trivial cofibrations in H are characterized by a left 

lifting property. But the universal property of the colimit clearly preserves this lifting 

property under transfinite composition. • 

Definition 1.2.3. — Let *6 be a category closed under small colimits, and let *V be a 

class of maps in 
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1. If k is a cardinal, then an object D in ^6 is /s-small relative to V, if for every 

regular cardinal A > k and every A-sequence 

A o - A i - - . - - ^ - - " ( / ?<A) 

of maps in V, we have a bijection of sets: 

colim£<AHomg>(i}, Ap) —• Hom^(J9, c o l i m ^ A ^ ) 

2. An object D in ^ is small relative to V i/ it is K-small relative to V /or some 

cardinal k, and it is small if it is small relative to the class of all maps in 8\ 

Definition 1.2.4. — Let & be a category, and let I be a set of maps in 

1. We define I-inj as the class of maps in *6 that have the right lifting property 

with respect to every map in I. 

2. We define I-cof as the class of maps in "6 that have the left lifting property with 

respect to every map in I-inj. 

Definition 1.2.5. — Let 5? be a category closed under small colimits, and let I be a set 

of maps in *6, then 

1. The relative /-cell complexes are the maps that can be constructed as a transfi-

nite composition of pushouts of elements of I. 

2. An object A of ^ is an /-cell complex, if the map 0 —> A is a relative I-cell 

complex. 

3. A map is an inclusion of /-cell complexes if it is a relative I-cell complex whose 

domain is an I-cell complex. 

We will denote the class of relative /-cell complexes as I-cells. 

Remark 1.2.6. — Since the left lifting property is preserved under pushouts and trans-

finite compositions we have that I-cells C I-cof. 

Theorem 1.2.7 (Quillen's small object argument). — Let *6 be a category closed under 

small colimits, and let I be a set of maps in *6. Assume that the domains of all the 

maps in I are small with respect to I-cells. Then for every map f \ X —* Y in *6, 

there is a functorial factorization 

X - ^ E { - Z + Y 

where i is in I-cells, and p is in I-inj. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [21], [6], or [10]. • 

Definition 1.2.8. — A model category H is cofibrantly generated if there exist sets / 

and J of maps in <d, such that: 

1. The domains of all the maps in I are small with respect to the I-cells. 
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2. The domains of all the maps in J are small with respect to the J-cells. 

3. The class ¿ 7 n V of trivial fibrations in £2 is equal to I-inf. 

4. The class ¿7 of fibrations in 8 is equal to J-inj. 

In this situation, I will be called the set of generating cofibrations, and J will be called 

the set of generating trivial cofibrations. 

To work with spectra, we need to start with a pointed model category. The following 

result will allow us to go from an unpointed cofibrantly generated model category to 

a pointed one. 

Theorem 1.2.9 (Hirschhorn). — Let H be a cofibrantly generated model category with 

set of generating cofibrations I and set of generating trivial cofibrations J. Then the 

associated pointed model category iS* (see Remark 1.1.2) is also a cofibrantly generated 

model category, with set of generating cofibrations F(I) — 1+ and set of generating 

trivial cofibrations F(J) = J+, where F is the functor F : ffi —» £2* defined on objects 

A in 8 as the pushout in the commutative diagram: 

0 >- A 

F{A) = A+ 

and on maps i : A —• B in U as: 

F(A) = AU* 
i]Jid 

•BU* = F(B) 

Proof — We refer the reader to [7, Theorem 2.7]. 

1.3. Cellular Model Categories 

In this section we review Hirschhorn's cellularity, which is the main property that 

a model category has to satisfy if we want to construct Bousfield localizations. 

Definition 1.3.1. — Let & be a category closed under small colimits, and let I be a set 

of maps in If i : A —> B is a relative I-cell complex, then a presentation of i is a 

pair consisting of a X-sequence 

A0^AX^ Ab (p<\) 

for some ordinal X, and a sequence of ordered triples 

{ ( T ' . e V ) } 

such that: 

1. The composition of the X-sequence is isomorphic to i 
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2. For every ß < X 

(a) Tß is a set 

(b) eß is a function eß : Tß —• /. 

(c) IfieTß and ef is the element Ci —> Di of I, then is a map /if : —> 

AR. such that there is a vushout diaaram 

IE tX 
Ci I K I I A 

ie Tx 

L K 

Aß- Ab + 1 

Definition 1.3.2. — Let *& be a category closed under small colimits, and let I be a set 

of maps in If 

i:A->B,A = A0^A1^.-.^ Aß->--.(ß<\), {Tß ,eß ,hß}ß<x 

is a presented relative I-cell complex, then 

1. The presentation ordinal of i is X. 

2. The set of cells of i is \}(3<x T^• 

3. The size of i is the cardinal of the set of cells of i. 

4. If e is a cell of i, the presentation ordinal of e is the ordinal /3 such that e G T@. 

5. If /3 < X, then the /^-skeleton of i is Ap. 

The next remark follows directly from the previous definitions. 

Remark 1.3.3. — If ^ is a category closed under small colimits, and I is a set of maps 

in *6, then a presented relative I-cell complex is entirely determined by its presentation 

ordinal X, and its sequence of triples h@)}p<x. 

Definition 1.3.4. — Let & be a category closed under small colimits, and I a set of 

maps in £?. If 

i:A^B,A = A0^A1^...-+ Aß^---(ß<X), {Tß,eß,hß}ß<x 

is a presented relative I-cell complex, then a subcomplex of i consists of a presented 

relative I-cell complex 

i : A - B, A = A0 - A1 - • • • - Aß - • • • (ß < À), {Tß ,eß ,hß}ß<x 

such that 

1. For every (3 < X, fP CT& and eP is the restriction of to fP. 
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2. There is a map of X-sequences 

A > Ä0 ^ Äx ^ Ä2 ^ 

id 
V V V и 
А — А 0 ^ АГ ^ А2 ^ 

id 

such that, for every /3 < X and every i G T&, the map : C% —• is a 
factorization of the map /if : C{ —• ^ through the map Ap Ap. 

Proposition 7.5.5. — Let ^ be a category closed under small colimits, and I a set 
0/ maps in sitc/i t/iat the relative I-cell complexes are monomorphisms, then a 
subcomplex of a presented relative I-cell complex is entirely determined by its set of 
cells {TP}p<x. 

Proof. — The definition of a subcomplex implies that the maps Âp —> Ap are all 

inclusions of subcomplexes (see definition 1.2.5(3)). Since inclusions of subcomplexes 

are monomorphisms, there is at most one possible factorization h% of each hf through 

Âp -> Ap. • 

Proposition 13.6. — Let & be a category closed under small colimits, and let I be a 

set of maps in "6 such that the relative I-cell complexes are monomorphisms. If 

i : A -> B, A = A0 -> Ai -* • • • -> Ap - • • • ((3 < A), {T^ e^ h?}p<x 

is a presented relative I-cell complex, then an arbitrary subcomplex of i can be con

structed by the following inductive procedure: 

1. Choose an arbitrary subset T° ofT°. 

2. If ¡3 < X and we have defined {T1}1<p, then we have determined the object Ap 

and the map Ap —• Ap. Consider the set 

{i eT^lhf : Ci —• Ap factors through Ap —• Ap} 

Choose an arbitrary subset T@ of this set. For every i G T@ there is a unique 

map hf : Ci Ap that makes the diagram 

Ci 

iesd h*3 

V ¿0 
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commute. Let AQ+\ be defined by the pushout diagram 

I ex s 
Iex Di 

ie T x 

I K 

AB V u 

Proof. — It follows immediately from the definitions and Proposition 1.3.5. • 

Corollary 1.3.7. — Let *6 be a category closed under small colimits, and let I be a set 
of maps in *6 such that the relative I-cell complexes are monomorphisms. Consider 
an arbitrary 

i : A^> B, J4 = J40 .Ai A/? —••••( /?< A), {T^y,h%<x 

presented cell complex. Assume that S is a set and take an arbitrary family {As}ses 
of subcomplexes ofi:A^>B, then there exists a subcomplex UsGsA, which represents 
the union of the given family. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from Proposition 1.3.6. • 

Definition 1.3.8. — Let *@ be a category closed under small colimits, and let I be a set 
of maps in *6. 

1. If ^ is a cardinal, then an object A of "6 is 7-compact relative to / if, for every 
presented relative I-cell complex i : X -+ Y, every map from A to Y factors 
through a subcomplex of i of size at most 7. 

2. An object A of ^ is compact relative to J if it is 7-compact relative to I for 
some cardinal 7. 

Definition 1.3.9. — Let ffi be a cofibrantly generated model category with set of gener
ating cofibrations I. 

1. If 7 is a cardinal, then an object X of $ is 7-compact if it is 7-compact relative 
to I (see definition 1.3.8). 

2. An object X of iS is compact if there is a cardinal 7 for which it is ^-compact. 

To complete the definition of a cellular model category, we need to introduce the 
concept of effective monomorphism. 

Definition 1.3.10. — Let & be a category that is closed under pushouts. The map i : 
A —> B is an effective monomorphism if i is the equalizer of the pair of natural 
inclusions B =} B \\A B. 

Remark 1.3.11. — In the category of sets, the class of effective monomorphisms is 
just the class of injective maps. 
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Definition 1.3.12 (cf. [6]). — Let H be a model category. We say that $ is cellular if 
it satisfies the following conditions: 

1. ffi is cofibrantly generated (see definition 1.2.8) with set of generating cofibrations 
I and set of generating trivial cofibrations J. 

2. Both the domains and codomains of the maps in I are compact (see definition 
1.3.9). 

3. The domains of the maps in J are small relative to I (see definition 1.2.3). 
4. The cofibrations in $ are effective monomorphisms (see definition 1.3.10). 

When we have a cellular model category Й with set of generating cofibrations / , 
the relative /-cell complexes will be called relative cell complexes. 

Theorem 1.3.13 (Hirschhorn). — Let H be a cellular model category. Then the associ
ated pointed model category $* equipped with the model structure considered in The
orem 1.2.9 is also cellular. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [7, Theorem 2.8]. • 

1.4. Proper Model Categories 

In this section we just recall the definition of proper model categories. 

Definition 1.4.1. — Let U be a model category. We say that ffi is left proper if the class 
of weak equivalences is closed under pushouts along cofibrations, i.e. in any pushout 
diagram 

A X 

B 
h1 

Y 

where i is a cofibration and h is a weak equivalence, we then have that h* is also a 
weak equivalence. 

Definition 1.4.2. — Let ffi be a model category. We say that iS is right proper if the 
class of weak equivalences is closed under pullbacks along fibrations, i.e. in any pullback 
diagram 

A X 

r 
B 

Y 

where p is a fibration and h is a weak equivalence, we then have that / i * is also a weak 
equivalence. 
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Definition 1.4.3. — Let U be a model category. We say that £2 is proper if it is both 
left and right proper. 

Theorem 1.4.4 (Hirschhorn). — Let U be a left proper, right proper, or proper model 
category. Then the associated pointed model category £2* (see Remark 1.1.2) is also 
left proper, right proper, or proper. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [7, Theorem 2.8]. • 

1.5. Simplicial Sets 

Let A denote the category of well ordered finite sets, i.e. the category with objects: 

n = {0 < 1 < • • • < n} 

where n > 0; and maps the weakly order preserving functions, i.e.: 

HomA(m, n) = { / : m -> n\i < j f{i) < f(j)} 

There exists a canonical set of generators for the maps in A, called cofaces (Sl : 
n - M i + 1), and codegeneracies (a1 : n + 1 —• n), defined as: 

Ci (j) 3, if 3 < i 
J + 1, if j > i 

Ci (j) 
j 1 if 3 < i 

3-h if j > i 

The cofaces and codegeneracies satisfy a list of relations called the co simplicial 
identities'. 

SiS* = ( W - 1 for i < j 

o-Jd1 = 5*a*-1 for i < j 

(4) 
a* 6* = id 

aW*1 = id 

(jifr = V for i > j + 1 

xi ax = alaj+1 for г < j 

Definition 1.5.1. — A simplicial set X is a contravariant functor from the category A 
to the category of sets. 

We will denote the category of simplicial sets by SSets, where the maps between 
two simplicial sets X and Y are just the natural transformations 77 : X —• Y. 

It follows from the cosimplicial identities that to specify a simplicial set X , it is 
enough to give sets X Q , X±,..., Xn,...; where Xi = X(i) together with face maps 
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di : XN —> Xn-i (di = X(S1')) and degeneracy maps Si : XN —> Xn+i (si = X(cr*)), 

satisfying the following relations which are called simplicial identities (these are just 

the duals with respect to the cosimplicial identities): 

(5) 

didj — dj-idi for i < j 

di Sj = Sj-idi for i < j 

diSi = id 

di+\Si = id 

diSj = Sjdi-i for i > j + 1 

SiSj = Sj+xSi for i < j 

There exist three particular interesting families of simplicial sets:.An, <9An and 

they are defined in the following way: 

(6) An = HomA(-,n) 

dAn is the subobject of An characterized by: 

(7) (9An)m = { / : m —• n|/ is not surjective} 

and finally / \£ is the subobject of dAn given by: 

(8) (Ajj)m = { / : m - n |{0 < K - . - < f e < . . - < n } ^ i m ( / ) } 

where { 0 < l < - - - < f c < - - - < n } denotes the well ordered set n with the k element 

removed. 

We also have the dual notion of cosimplicial set: 

Definition 1.5.2. — A cosimplicial set X is a covariant functor from the category A 

to the category of sets. 

Given any category 8\ we can also define simplicial and cosimplicial objects in 6\ 

where a simplicial (respectively cosimplicial) object X in 5? is just a contravariant 

(respectively covariant) functor from A to (&. 

Let Top be the category of compactly generated Hausdorff topological spaces. 

Consider the following family of objects in Top: 

|An| = {(t0, h,..., tn)\U > 0, U = 1} C Rn+1 

We get a cosimplicial object |A*| in Top if we define the coface and codegeneracy 

maps for |An| as: 

Si . |An| ^ |An+l| 
(9) 

(to, t\,..., tn) I >• (to, • • •, ti-i, 0, ti,..., tn) 
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and 

a{ : |An+1| >• |An| 
(10) 

( to, t i , . . . , £n+i) l ^ (to, • . . ,U-i,U + £¿+1,^+2, • • • »*n+i) 

Now we are ready to define the geometric realization functor: 

I - I : SSets -> Top 

Let X be a simplicial set, then its geometric realization \X\ is the following topo

logical space: 

(11) \X\ = lim |An| 

where the indexing category to compute the colimit has objects given by the simplices 

over X, i.e. maps of simplicial sets An —> X; and morphisms given by commutative 

triangles: 

An >- Am 

X 

for 6 : n —• m 

The geometric realization functor | — | has a right adjoint: 

Sing : Top -» SSets 

called the singular functor and defined in the following way: 

Sing(T) : A ° P ^ SETS 
(12) 

ni ^ HoniTop (| A721, T) 

with faces and degeneracies induced by the cofaces and codegeneracies of the cosim-

plical object |A*|. 

We say that a map of simplicial sets 9 : X —> Y is a weak equivalence if its geometric 

realization |0| : \X\ —> \Y\ is a weak equivalence of topological spaces, i.e. 7Ti(|0|,*) is 

an isomorphism for any i > 0, and for every choice of base point * G 

With all the previous definitions, we are ready to give a cofibrantly generated 

model category structure on the category of simplicial sets. Take / = {dAn <̂-> A71} 

and J = {Afe - A " } . 

Theorem 1.5.3 (Quillen). — The category of simplicial sets SSets has a cofibrantly 

generated model category structure, where the weak equivalences, the set of generating 

cofibrations I and the set of generating trivial cofibrations J are defined as above. 

Proof. — The proof is probably one of the most difficult in abstract homotopy theory. 

We refer the reader to [21, II.3 Theorem 3], [4] or [10]. • 
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1.6. Simplicial Model Categories 

Simplicial model categeries were denned by Quillen in [21], we will follow the 
approach in [4, Chapter 2] and [6, Chapter 9]. 

Definition 1.6.1. — Let H be a category. We say that H is simplicial if it satisfies the 
following axioms: 

1. There exists a functor 

nop x ft ^ SSets 

X, Y I ^ Map(X, Y) 

such that 
2. The set of O-simplices in Map(X, Y) is equal to the set of maps in ft from X to 

Y, i.e. Map(X,y)0 = Uomn(X,Y). 
3. For every triple X, Y, Z of objects in ft, there exists a map of simplicial sets 

called composition law 

°X,Y,Z : Map(y, Z) x Map(X, Y) ^ Map(X, Z) 

which is compatible with the composition in H. 
4. There exists a map of simplicial sets ix : * —• Map(X, X), for every object 

X en. 
5. There exist three commutative diagrams (see [6, definition 9.1.2],), which give 

the associativity of the composition law, and right and left unit properties for 
the map ix-

Definition 1.6.2. — Let U be a model category, we say that H is a simplicial model 
category if it is a simplicial category (see definition 1.6.1) and satisfies the following 
two axioms: 

SMO : 1. For every X e U, the functor 

Map(X, - ) : U ^ SSets 

Y I >• Map(X, Y) 

has a left adjoint 

X® - : SSets ^ U 

K\ ^X®K 

such that the adjunction is compatible with the simplicial structure on ffi, 
i.e. Map(X ® if, y ) = Map (if, Map (X, Y)), where the simplicial set on 
the right hand side is the one defined in Remark 1.6.3(1). 
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2. For every 7 G S; the functor 

M a p ( - y ) : nop SSets 

X\ ^ M a p ( X , y ) 

has a left adjoint 

Y~ : SSets ^ U°v 

K\ ^YK 

such that the adjunction is compatible with the simplicial structure on H, 

i.e. Map(X, YK) = Map(if,Map(X, Y)), where the simplicial set on the 

right hand side is the one defined in Remark 1.6.3(1). 

SM7 : For any cofibration i : A —> B in $ and fibration p : X —> Y in S3, the 

map 

M a p ( £ , X ) (**,P*} > Map(A,X) xMap(A,y) Map(£, Y) 

is a fibration of simplicial sets, which is trivial if either i or p is a weak equiva

lence. 

Remark 1.6.3. — 1. The category of simplicial sets SSets has a canonical sim

plicial model category structure where Map(X, Y) is the simplicial set having 

n-simplices 

Map(X, Y)n = HomSSets(X x An, Y) 

with faces and degeneracies induced from the cosimplicial object A*. 

2. The associated category of pointed simplicial sets SSets* equipped with the in

duced model structure from SSets (see Remark 1.1.2) has a natural simplicial 

model category structure. 

Lemma 1.6.4. — Let $ be a simplicial model category. Suppose that i : A —• B, 

p : X —> Y are maps in ffi and j : L —> K is a map of simplicial sets. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

1. For every solid commutative diagram of simplicial sets 

L ^ Map(£, X) 

3 ^ - ^ (i*,P*) 

K — ^ Map(A,X) XM&P(A,Y) Map(£ ,Y) 

the dotted arrow making the diagram commutative exists. 
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2. For every solid commutative diagram in S 

A ^ K W ^ B ^ L x 

i O i 

B®K Y 

the dotted arrow making the diagram commutative exists. 

3. For every solid commutative diagram in 22 

A XK 

B 

(i*,p.) 

XL xw, YK 

the dotted arrow making the diagram commutative exists. 

Proof. — It follows directly from the existence of the adjunctions in axiom SMO. • 

The following is a useful criterion to check axiom SM7. 

Proposition 1.6.5. — Let "a be a model category with a simplicial structure (see defi

nition 1.6.1), satisfying axiom SMO, then the following are equivalent: 

1. £2 satisfies axiom SM7. 

2. Suppose that i : A —> B is a cofibration in iS, and j : L —> K is a cofibration of 

simplicial sets, then the map 

A®K UA®L B®L IOI B®K 

is a cofibration in H, which is trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence. 

3. Suppose that p : X —> Y is a fibration in (d, and j : L —> K is a cofibration of 

simplicial sets, then the map 

X r is Rax XL XYL YK 

is a fibration in ffl, which is trivial if either p or j is a weak equivalence. 

Proof. — It follows from Lemma 1.6.4 and Corollary 1.1.6. 

These characterizations of axiom SM7, allow to construct "simplicial" cylinder 

(respectively path) objects for any cofibrant (respectively fibrant) object A of £2. 
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Proposition 1.6.6. — Let H be a simplicial model category, and let A be a cofibrant 
object in S. Then the following diagram represents a cylinder object for A 

A^dA1 Ç* A]\A 

A <g> A1 A ® * = A 

Proof. — Proposition 1.6.5 implies that i is a cofibration. In the following commuta
tive diagram 

A®* = A 
id 

A® A1 A ® * = A 

proposition 1.6.5 implies that t is a trivial cofibration, so by the two out of three 
property for weak equivalences we have that s is a weak equivalence. It only remains 
to show that A ® dA1 —> A (g> * is the fold map A ]J A —> A, but this follows from the 
next commutative diagram: 

A <g) * 

id®di 

A 60 dA1 • 

id 

A® A1 A O + 

id®do 

A <g) * 
id 

The dual statement for path objects is the following. 

Proposition 1.6.7. — Let be a simplicial model category, and let X be a fibrant object 
in ffî. Then the following diagram represents a path object for X 

xAl 

x<*x* XdAl ^ X x X 
One of the interesting consequences we get when we have a simplicial model cate

gory S, is that we can compute the maps in the homotopy category HoH simplicially. 

Proposition 1.6.8. — Let X,Y be a pair of objects in U, where X is cofibrant and Y 
is fibrant. Then [X,Y] = 7r0Map(X,r), where [X,Y] = KomHo%(X,Y). 
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Proof. — Since X is cofibrant and Y is fibrant, we have that [X,Y] is just the set 

of homotopy classes of maps between X and Y. On the other hand, axiom SM7 

implies that Map(X, Y) is a fibrant simplicial set (Kan complex), so 7r0Map(X, Y) is 

computed using the simplicial homotopies given by A1 —• Ma,p(X,Y), which by the 

adjunction are in bijection with the homotopies given by X ® A1 —>Y. But these are 

just homotopies between X and Y, since Proposition 1.6.6 implies that X <g) A1 is a 

cylinder object for X. • 

Corollary 1.6.9. — Let 8 be a simplicial model category, and consider a couple of 

objects X,Y in U. Then [X,Y] = 7r0Map(i?QX, RQY). 

Proof. — By construction [X, Y] is equal to set of homotopy classes of maps be

tween RQX and RQY. But RQX,RQY are both cofibrant and fibrant objects in 

8, so Proposition 1.6.8 implies that this set of homotopy classes of maps is equal to 

7r0Map(JRQX, RQY). • 

Another simple but very useful consequence of having a simplicial model category 

8, is that we can also detect weak equivalences in iS at the level of simplicial sets. 

Proposition 1.6.10. — Let H be a simplicial model category, and let h : A —> B be 

a map between two cofibrant (respectively fibrant) objects in H. Then h is a weak 

equivalence if and only if for every fibrant (respectively cofibrant) object X in H, 

h* : Map(i? ,X) —> Map(A,X) (respectively h* : Map(X, A) —> Map(X, B)) is a weak 

equivalence of simplicial sets. 

Proof. — By duality, it is enough to consider the case in which A, B are cofibrant ob

jects in 8. Assume that h is a weak equivalence. Since weak equivalences of simplicial 

sets have the two out of three property, then by Ken Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.4) 

we can assume that h is a trivial cofibration. The conclusion then follows from axiom 

SM7 which implies that for any fibrant object X in 8, h* : Map(£, X) —> Map(A, X) 

is a trivial fibration of simplicial sets, so in particular h* is a weak equivalence. 

For the converse, it is enough to show that h* : [B,X] —> is a bijection 

for every fibrant object X in 8. But since for every fibrant object X in 8, h* : 

Map(i?,X) —> Map(A, X) is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, in particular we 

have that h* : 7ToMap(l?,X) —> 7ToMap(^4, X ) is a bijection, and the result follows 

from Proposition 1.6.8 since A, B are cofibrant in 8 and X is fibrant in 8. • 

Corollary 1.6.11. — Let U be a simplicial model category and consider a couple of 

objects A,B in ffi, and a map h : A —> B between them. Then the following conditions 

are equivalent: 

1. h is a weak equivalence in 8. 
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2. For every fibrant object X in H, (Qh)* : Map(Qi?, X) -> Map(<2^4, X) is a weak 

equivalence of simplicial sets. 

3. For every cofibrant object C in (Rh)* : Map(C, RA) —> Map(C, RB) is a 

weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

Proof. — (1) 4=> (2). We have that h is a weak equivalence if and only if every (or 

some) cofibrant approximation Qh : QA —> QB is also a weak equivalence. Since 

QA,QB are cofibrant the result follows from Proposition 1.6.10. 

(1) (3). We know that h is a weak equivalence if and only if every (or some) 

fibrant approximation Rh : RA —• RB is also a weak equivalence. But RA, RB are 

fibrant, so the result follows from Proposition 1.6.10. • 

1.7. Symmetric Monoidal Model Categories 

Symmetric monoidal model categories were introduced by Hovey in [10, Chapter 4]. 

In this section we just recall some of his definitions and results without proof. This 

is the language that we will use in Section 3.6 to construct external pairings for the 

slice filtration. 

Definition 1.7.1. — Let *6 be a monoidal category. We say that a category 2) is a left 

??-module if the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. There exists a bifunctor <g> : 5? x 2) —> 2) 

2. For every pair of objects X,Y in "6 and every object A in $ there exists a natural 

isomorphism a: (X ® Y) <g> A —> X <g> (Y <g) A). 

3. For every object A in 2) there exists a natural isomorphism I : 1<8)A —• A, where 

1 denotes the unit for the monoidal structure on £?. 

4. Three coherence diagrams commute (see [10, definition 4.1.6],). 

We also have right modules over a given monoidal category. 

Definition 1.7.2. — Given three categories S\2),(5, we define an adjunction of two 

variables as a bifunctor 0 : 5? x 2) —• 6 together with two extra functors Homr : 

2)op x S —> 5? and Horn/ : "6°^ x & —> 2), such that there exist the following two 

adjunctions: 

1. H o m ( 5 ( X ( 8 ) y , Z ) ^ ^ H o m ^ ( X , H o m r ( y , Z ) ) 

2. H o m ( S ( X ( 8 ) y , Z ) ^ ^ H o m 2 ) ( y , H o m i ( X , Z ) ) 

Definition 1.7.3. — We say that a category *6 is closed monoidal if it is a monoidal 

category such that the bifunctor ® : J? x —» 5? giving the monoidal structure is an 

adjunction of two variables. 
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Definition 1.7.4. — Given model categories ft, 2) an adjunction of two variables 
<8> : ft x $ —> 2) is called a Quillen adjunction of two variables, if given a cofibration 
i : A —» B in ft and a cofibration j : C —> D in the induced map 

iUj:A®D]\A^cB®C ^ B ® D 

is a cofibration in 2) which is trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence. In this case, 
we will refer to the functor (8) as a Quillen bifunctor. 

Lemma 1.7.5 (Hovey). — Let ft, 2) be three model categories and let <8> : ftx <$ —• 2) 
be an adjunction of two variables. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

1. 0 is a Quillen bifunctor. 
2. Given a cofibration j : C —> D in $ and a fibration p : X —» Y in 2), the induced 

map 

(j*, p) : Homr(D,X) - H o m r ( C , X ) xHomr(c,y) Homr(L>,y) 

is a fibration in ft which is trivial if either j or p is a weak equivalence. 
3. Given a cofibration i : A —> B in ft and a fibration p : X —>Y in 2), the induced 

map 

(j*, p) : Romi(B,X) ^Homz(A,X) xHom,(A,y) Hom,(J3,y) 

is a fibration in $ which is trivial if either i or p is a weak equivalence. 

Proof — It follows immediately from the adjunctions that appear in the definition 
of an adjunction of two variables (see definition 1.7.2), and the lifting property char
acterization for cofibrations, fibrations, trivial cofibrations and trivial fibrations. • 

Remark 1.7.6 (ci. [10]). — Let (8) : ft x $ —• 2) be a Quillen bifunctor. Then if A is 
a cofibrant object in ft, the functor A <8> — : $ —> 2) is a Quillen functor with right 
adjoint Horn/(A,—) : 2) 0 . Similarly if B is a cofibrant object in we get a 
Quillen functor — <g> B : ft —* 2) with right adjoint Homr(5, —). Finally, if X is 
a fibrant object in 2), we get a Quillen functor Homr(—,X) : 25 —• ftop with right 
adjoint Homj(—,X) : ftop —> CB. 

Definition 1.7.7. — A monoidal model category ft is a closed monoidal category with 
a model category structure, such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The bifunctor (g) : ft x ft —• ft giving the monoidal structure is a Quillen bifunc
tor. 

2. Let q : Ql —• 1 be a cofibrant replacement for the unit 1. Then the natural maps 
q (8) id : Ql <8> A —> 1 0 A, id® q : A® Ql —> A ® 1 are weak equivalences for 
any cofibrant object A in ft. 

We have an analogous definition for symmetric monoidal categories. 
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Proposition 1.7.8 (Quillen). — The category of simplicial sets SSets is a symmetric 

monoidal model category. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [21, II.3 Theorem 3]. • 

Proposition 1.7.9 (Hovey). — Let S be a monoidal model category, with unit 1 equal 

to the terminal object *, and assume that * is cofibrant. Then the associated pointed 

category S* (equipped with the model structure described in Remark 1.1.2) is also a 

monoidal model category, which is symmetric if H is. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [10, Proposition 4.2.9]. • 

Corollary 1.7.10. — The category of pointed simplicial sets SSets* is a symmetric 

monoidal model category. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from Propositions 1.7.8 and 1.7.9. • 

Definition 1.7.11. — Let (F,G,(p) : H —> $ be a Quillen adjunction between two 

monoidal model categories. We say that (F, G, ip) is a monoidal Quillen adjunction if 

F is a monoidal functor (see [10, definition 4.1.2],) and the map F(q\) : F(Q1) —» Fl 

is a weak equivalence. In this situation we say that F is a left Quillen monoidal 

functor. 

Definition 1.7.12. — Let be a monoidal model category. A S-model category is a 

left ÏÏ-module equipped with a model category structure such that the following 

conditions hold: 

1. The action map — 0 — : x <$ ^> is a Quillen bifunctor. 

2. If q : Ql —• 1 is a cofibrant replacement for 1 in &, then the map q 0 id : 

Ql 0 A —» 1 0 A is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant object A in (Ê. 

The simplicial model categories discussed in Section 1.6 are just SSets-model cat

egories. 

Proposition 1.7.13 (Hovey). — Let U be a monoidal model category where the unit 1 is 

equal to the terminal object *. Assume that * is cofibrant. If $ is a ÏÏ-model category, 

then the associated pointed category 25* has a natural H^-model category structure. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [10, Proposition 4.2.19]. • 

Proposition 1.7.14 (Hovey). — Let U, CÈ, 2) be three model categories, and let — 0 — : 

Sx 25 —> tf) be a Quillen bifunctor. Then the total derived functors define an adjunction 

of two variables 0L : Hofê x Ho$ —> Ho2), with adjoints given by RHomj : (Hofâ)op x 

Ho2) -+ 0 and RHomr : (HO$)°P X HO® -» HoS. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [10, Proposition 4.3.1]. • 
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Theorem 1.7.15 (Hovey). — Let iS be a (symmetric) monoidal model category. Then 

Ho 8 can be given the structure of a closed (symmetric) monoidal category. The 

adjunction of two variables (<8>L, RHomj, RHomr) which gives the closed structure 

on HoiS is the total derived adjunction of (®, Horm, Homr) described in Proposi

tion 1.7.14- The associativity and unit isomorphisms (and the commutativity isomor

phism in case ffi is symmetric) on HoiS are derived from the corresponding isomor

phisms of iS. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [10, Theorem 4.3.2]. • 

1.8. Localization of Model Categories 

In this section we recall some of Hirschhorn's constructions [6, Sections 3.1, 3.2] 

restricted to the case where all the model categories are simplicial. 

Definition 1.8.1. — Let $ be a model category and let *V be a class of maps in iS. A 

left localization of S with respect to V is a model category Ly*Q equipped with a left 

Quillen functor A : $ —• LyiS satisfying the following properties: 

1. The total left derived functor LA : HoiS —* HoLyS takes the images in HoS of 

the elements in V into isomorphisms in HoLyS. 

2. If $ is a model category and r : U —• 25 is a left Quillen functor such that Lr : 

HoS —• Ho 25 takes the images in Ho £2 of the elements of V into isomorphisms 

in Ho 25, then there exists a unique left Quillen functor a : LyS —> 25 with 

aX = r. 

Definition 1.8.2. — Let H be a model category and let V be a class of maps in ffi. A 

right localization of U with respect to V is a model category RyH equipped with a 

right Quillen functor p : $ —> R<y ffi satisfying the following properties: 

1. The total right derived functor Hp : HoS —> Hoi?yS takes the images in HoS 

of the elements in °\/ into isomorphisms in HoRyffl. 

2. If $ is a model category and r : H —> $ is a right Quillen functor such that Rr : 

HoS —> Ho 25 takes the images in HoS of the elements of V into isomorphisms 

in Ho25, then there exists a unique right Quillen functor a : R<yU —> 25 with 

up = r. 

Prom the universal property, we immediately get the following uniqueness state

ment. 

Remark 1.8.3. — Let H be a model category and V a class of maps in 8. / / a left 

or right localization of S with respect to V exists, then it is unique up to a unique 

isomorphism. 
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Definition 1.8.4. — Let H be a model category and V a class of maps in U. 

1. An object A of H is V-local if A is fibrant and for every map f : C —> D in 
V, the induced map of simplicial sets Map(QD, A) —> Map(QC, A) is a weak 
equivalence. 

2. A map f : C —> D in ffi is a V-local equivalence if for every V-local object 
A, the induced map of simplicial sets Map(QJD, A) —* Map(QC, A) is a weak 
equivalence. 

Definition 1.8.5. — Let J2 be a model category and V a class of maps in S. 

1. An object A of 22 is V-colocal if A is cofibrant and for every map f : C —> D 
in V, the induced map of simplicial sets Map(A, RC) —• Map(A, RD) is a weak 
equivalence. 

2. A map f : C —• D in U is a V-colocal equivalence if for every V-colocal object 
A, the induced map of simplicial sets Map(A, RC) —> Map(A, RD) is a weak 
equivalence. 

The following definition will be necessary for the construction of right Bousfield 
localizations. 

Definition 1.8.6. — Let U be a model category and let K be a set of objects in U. 

1. A map g : X —• Y is a K-colocal equivalence if for every object A in K the 
induced map of simplicial sets (Rg)* : Map(QA, RX) —» Map(QA, RY) is a 
weak equivalence. 

2. If V is the class of K-colocal equivalences, then a V-colocal object will be called 
K-colocal. 

Proposition /.&7(Hirschhorn). — Let ffi be a model category and let V be a class of 
maps in ffi. 

1. The class of V-local equivalences satisfies the two out of three property (see 
MC2 in definition 1.1.1). 

2. The class of V-colocal equivalences satisfies the two out of three property. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [6, Proposition 3.2.3]. • 

1.9. Bousfield Localization 

In this section we review Hirschhorn's construction of Bousfield localizations [6, 
Section 3.3] in the restricted situation where all the model categories are simplicial. 
These constructions will be the main technical ingredient in our approach to produce 
a lifting of the slice filtration to the model category setting (see Chapter 3). 
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Definition 1.9.1. — Let U be a model category and let V be a class of maps in *6l. The 

left Bousfield localization of ffl with respect to V (in case it exists) is a model category 

structure Lyffi on the underlying category of ffi such that 

1. the class of weak equivalences of Lyffi is defined as the class of *V-local equiva

lences of ffi (see definition 1.8.4). 

2. the class of cofibrations of Lyffi is the same as the class of cofibrations of H. 

3. the class of fibrations of Ly¥l is defined as the class of maps that have the 

right lifting property with respect to the maps which are cofibrations and V-local 

equivalences. 

We will also need the dual notion of right Bousfield localization. 

Definition 1.9.2. — Let & be a model category and let V be a class of maps in ffi. 

The right Bousfield localization of S with respect to V (in case it exists) is a model 

category structure R<y iS on the underlying category of ffl such that 

1. the class of weak equivalences of' Ryffi is defined as the class of V-colocal equiv

alences of $ (see definition 1.8.5). 

2. the class of fibrations of RyU is the same as the class of fibrations of U. 

3. the class of cofibrations of RyU is defined as the class of maps that have the 

left lifting property with respect to the maps which are fibrations and V-colocal 

equivalences. 

Proposition 1.9.3 (Hirschhorn). — Let & be a model category and V a class of maps 

in £2. Let Lyffi be the left Bousfield localization of H with respect to V, then 

1. every weak equivalence in $ is a weak equivalence in LyS. 

2. the class of trivial fibrations of Ley U equals the class of trivial fibrations of U. 

3. every fibration of Lyffi is a fibration of £2. 

4. every trivial cofibration of ¥1 is a trivial cofibration of LyU. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to Proposition 3.3.3 in [6]. • 

We then get the dual version for right Bousfield localizations. 

Proposition 1.9.4 (Hirschhorn). — Let ffi be a model category and V a class of maps 

in H . Let RyU be the right Bousfield localization of H with respect to V, then 

1. every weak equivalence in H is a weak equivalence in R<yU. 

2. the class of trivial cofibrations of Ryffi equals the class of trivial cofibrations of 

3 

4, 

8. 
every cofibration of Ryffi is a cofibration of U. 

every trivial fibration of 8 is a trivial fibration of Ryffi. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to Proposition 3.3.3 in [6]. • 
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Proposition 1.9.5 (Hirschhorn). — Let H be a model category and V a class of maps 

in ÏÏ. 

1. If Ley U is the left Bousfield localization of U with respect to *V, then the identity 

functor id : S —• Ly S is a left Quillen functor with right adjoint id : Ley —> U. 

2. IfRcyH is the right Bousfield localization of £2 with respect to *V, then the identity 

functor \à : RcyÏÏ —• U is a left Quillen functor with right adjoint id : 8 —• ReyÏÏ. 

Proof — It follows immediately from Propositions 1.9.3 and 1.9.4. • 

Theorem 1.9.6 (Hirschhorn). — Let S be a model category and let V be a class of maps 

in ÏÏ. 

1. If Ley S is the left Bousfield localization of S with respect to V, then the identity 

functor id : S —» Ley S is a left localization of S with respect to V (see definition 

1.8.1). 

2. If ReyU is the right Bousfield localization of S with respect to V then the identity 

functor id : S —> ReyU is a right localization of U with respect to V. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [6, Theorem 3.3.19]. • 
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CHAPTER 2 

MOTIVIC UNSTABLE AND 
STABLE HOMOTOPY THEORY 

In this chapter we review the construction of the Morel-Voevodsky motivic stable 
model structure and the construction of Jardine's motivic symmetric stable model 
structure (see Sections 2.4 and 2.6). We also show that these two model structures 
satisfy Hirschhorn's cellularity condition (see Sections 2.5 and 2.7). Therefore, it is 
possible to apply Hirschhorn's localization techniques to get Bousfield localizations 
with respect to these two model structures. Finally, in Section 2.8 we recall the con
struction of the model structures for the categories of A-modules and A-algebras, 
where A denotes a cofibrant ring spectrum in Jardine's motivic symmetric stable 
model category. We will see that the category of ^4-modules equipped with this model 
structure also satisfies Hirschhorn's cellularity condition. 

2.1. The Injective Model Structure 

Let 5 be a Noetherian separated scheme of finite Krull dimension, and consider 
the category <fin\s of smooth schemes of finite type over S. ((^m\s)ms will denote the 
site with underlying category <fin\s equipped with the Nisnevich topology. We are 
interested in the category AopPre(<^|s)Nis of presheaves of simplicial sets on <ftn\s-
The objects in AopPTe((^m\s)ms can also be described as simplicial presheaves on 
0m\s. The work of Jardine (see [13]) shows in particular that AopPre(9^|1s-)Nis has 
the structure of a proper simplicial cofibrantly generated model category. 

We will denote by A|} the representable simplicial presheaf corresponding to the 
objects U in $n\s and n in A, i.e. 

A £ : {Ms x A)°P 

(V,m), 

As t 

(Нот^|Л1/,[/))х(А")га 
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The following functor gives a fully faithful embedding of <fon\s into AopPre(<^w|s)Nis: 

Y : Ms AoePre(vHs)Nis 

U\ *- AoU 

we will abuse notation and write U instead of A ^ . Given any simplicial set K we can 
consider the associated constant presheaf of simplicial sets which we also denote by 
K, i.e. 

K : (M\s x A ) ° P ^ SETS 
(U,n) *KN 

The category of simplicial presheaves AopPre(<^w|s)Nis inherits a natural simplicial 
structure from the one on simplicial sets. 

Given a simplicial presheaf X, the tensor objects for the simplicial structure on 
AopPre(<^iw|s)Nis are defined as follows: 

X ® - : SSets ^ A°PPre(<^w|s)Nis 

where X <8> K is the following simplicial presheaf: 

X®K: (Ms x A ) ° P » SETS 

(U, n) I *• Xn(U) x Kn 

The simplicial functor in two variables is: 

Map( - - ) : (A0PPre(*Ms)Nis)op x A°pPre(^w|s)Nis SSets 

where Map(X, Y) is the simplicial set given by: 

Map(X, Y) : A ° P >- <<Setsk& 

n HomAopPre((^|s)Nis(X <g> A n , y ) 

and finally for any simplicial presheaf Y we have the following functor 

Y~ : SSets (A°PPre(^|s)Nis)op 

where YK is the simplicial presheaf given as follows: 

YK : (<fin\s x A ) ° P >• SETS 
(U,n) l ^ HomSSets(^ x An,y(17)) 

Let t be a point in {$n\s)ms' Denote by 6t the fibre functor which assigns to every 
simplicial presheaf its stalk at t: 

6t : A°PPre(9H5)Nis ^ SSets 
X I *Ot(X) = Xt 
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Now we proceed to define the model structure on AopPre(cJm\s)ms constructed by 

Jardine. A map / : X —> Y in AopPie(cJm\s)ms is defined to be a weak equivalence, 

if / induces a weak equivalence of simplicial sets in all the stalks on ((¿tm\s)ms, i.e. if 

for every point t in ((¿$m\s)ms the map 

et(x)— oi (f) OteT(Y) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

The set / of generating cofibrations is given by all the subobjects of AJ} for U in 

(¿$m\s and n > 0, i.e. 

I = {Y^A%\Ue(Ms),n>0} 
it is easy to see that a map i : X —> Y is in /-cell if and only if it is a monomorphism, 

i.e. in(U) : Xn(U) —> Yn(U) is an injective map of sets, for every U in <fin\s, n>0. 

Let A be a cardinal, and X a simplicial presheaf on <fin\s- We say that X is 

X-bounded if the cardinal of all the simplices of X is bounded by A, i.e. |Xn(C/)| < A 

for every U in <fin\s, n > 0. The site (</fm\s)ms is essentially small, so we can find 

a cardinal k such that k is greater than 2a, where a is the cardinality of the set 

M.&p($n\s) of maps in <ftn\s-

We say that a map j : X —> y of simplicial presheaves in <jiw|5 is a trivial cofibra-

tion, if it is both a cofibration and a weak equivalence. The set J of generating trivial 

cofibrations is given by all the trivial cofibrations where the codomain is bounded by 

the cardinal k described above, i.e. 

J = : X —• Y\j is a trivial cofibration and Y is /c-bounded} 

Theorem 2.1.1 (Jardine). — The category AopPre(q$m\s)ms of simplicial presheaves on 

the Nisnevich site ((¡J/n\s)ms, has the structure of a proper simplicial cofibrantly gen

erated model category where the class W of weak equivalences, and the sets /, J of 

generating cofibratwns and generating trivial cofibrations are defined as above. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [13, Theorem 2.3]. • 

The model structure defined above will be called the injective model structure for 

A°PPre(9*»|5)Nifl. 

Remark 2.1.2. — The cofibrations for the injective model structure on AopPre((¿$m\s)mi 

have the following properties: 

1. The class of cofibrations coincides with the class of relative I-cell complexes, 

therefore a map is a cofibration if and only if it is a monomorphism. 

2. If a map i : A —> B in AopPre((jJw|5)Nis is a cofibration then for every point t in 

((fin\s)ma the associated map 0t(i) : 0t(A) —> 0t(B) is a cofibration of simplicial 

sets. 
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3. Every object A in AopPre(<^/w|s)NiS is an I-cell complex, therefore every object 
in AopPie((/im\s)ms is cofibrant. 

The category AopPre(9Jiw|s)Nis of simplicial presheaves on the smooth Nisnevich 
site (($n\s)ms also nas a closed symmetric monoidal structure which is compatible 
with the injective model structure, i.e. AopPre(<^fw|s)Nis equipped with the injective 
structure is a symmetric monoidal model category in the sense of Hovey (see definition 
1.7.7). 

The closed symmetric monoidal structure is defined as follows: 

AopPre(9fe|5)Nis x AopPre(*H5)Nis AopPre(^|5)Nis 

(X, Y ) I ^ XxY 

where X x Y is the presheaf of simplicial sets defined as follows: 

XxY : (0n\s x A)op ^ f&ft 

(tfjfl), ^Xn(U)xYn(U) 

and the functor that gives the adjunction of two variables is the following: 

HomPre(-,-) : (AopPre(^|5)Nis)op x A0PPre(*Hs)Ni8 AopPre(^|s)Nis 

where Hompre(X,y) is the simplicial presheaf given by: 

HomPre(X, Y) : {^m\s x A)op ^ <fcb 
(U,n) l ^ HomAopPre№|s)Nis(X x A £ , Y) 

Proposition 2.1.3. — Let X , Y, Z be simplicial presheaves on (<^fn\s)ms-

1. There is a natural isomorphism of simplicial sets 

Map(X x Y, Z) Map(X, HomPre(Y, Z)) 

2. There is a natural isomorphism of simplicial presheaves on ($n\s)ma 

HomPre ( I x Y, Z).—HomPre (X, HomPre (y, Z)) 

Proof. — (1). To any n-simplex a in Map(X x Y, Z) 

(X 0 An) x y — ^ (X x Y) ® An — ^ Z 

associate the n-simplex a* in Map(X, HomPre(y, Z)) 

a* : X ® An HomPre(y, Z) 

coming from the adjunction between — xY and HomPre(Y, —). 

(2). To any n-simplex a in HomPre(X x Y,Z)n(U) 

{X x A J ) x 7 — { X x Y ) x A £ — ^ Z 
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associate the n-simplex a* in Hompre(X, Hompre(F, ^ ) ) n ( ^ ) 

a* : X x A £ -> HomPre(F, Z) 

coming from the adjunction between — xY and Hompre(7, —). • 

Lemma 2.1.4 (cf. [14]). — The category AopPre(9fe|s)NiS of simplicial presheaves on 

the smooth Nisnevich site (</Sm\s)ms equipped with the injective model structure is a 

symmetric monoidal model category (see definition 1.7.7). 

Proof. — We need to check that the conditions (l)-(2) in definition 1.7.7 are satisfied. 

Since every object is cofibrant in AopPre(</$m\s)ms, condition (2) is trivially satisfied. 

To check condition (1), we need to show that if we take two cofibrations i : A —» B and 

j : C —> D for the injective model structure on AopPre(<^m\s)ms, then the induced 

map 

iUj :Ax D ] J B x C B x D 

AxC 

is also a cofibration, which is trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence. To see that 

i Dj is a cofibration, it is enough to show that i Dj(U) is a cofibration of simplicial 

sets for every U in <fin\s, but this is true since the category of simplicial sets is a 

symmetric monoidal model category. 

Now we show that iDj is a trivial cofibration if either i or j is a weak equivalence. 

The definition of weak equivalences for the injective model structure implies that is 

enough to prove it at the level of the stalks, so let t be any point in (<fin<\s)Nisi and 

consider the induced map of simplicial sets 

et{iUj): et(A) x et(D) ] J et(B) x et(C) - et(B) x ot{D) 

et(A)xet(C) 
Now since the category of simplicial sets is in particular a symmetric monoidal model 

category, we have that 6t(i • j) is a trivial cofibration if either i or j is a weak 

equivalence. Since this holds for every point t in (9^|s)NiS> we have that i • j is a 

cofibration in AopPre(<^|s)Nis which is trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence, 

hence the result follows. • 

Lemma 2.1.5 (Morel-Voevodsky, cf. [18]). — Let X, Y be two fibrant simplicial 

presheaves in the injective model structure, and consider a map f : X —» Y. 

The following are equivalent: 

1. f is a weak equivalence in the injective model structure for AopPre(<^w|5)Nis-

2. For every U in <$m\s the map 

f(U) : X(U) - Y(U) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
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Proof. — Assume that / is a weak equivalence in AopPre(9^|s)Nis- Since X , Y are 

fibrant and weak equivalences of simplicial sets satisfy the two out of three property, 

by Ken Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.4) we can assume that / is a trivial fibration 

in AopPre(9^|s)Nis- Now consider U as an element of AopPre(<ftn\s)ms- Since every 

object in AopPre(9^|s)Nis is cofibrant, axiom SM7 for simplicial model categories 

implies that: /* : Map(£7, X) —• Map({7, Y) is a trivial fibration of simplicial sets, but 

this is just equal to f(U) : X{U) Y(U). 

Conversely, suppose now that for every U in AopPre(<^|s)Nis> f(U) : X(U) —• 

Y(U) is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Let t be an arbitrary point in (9#^|s)Nis-

We know that t is associated to a pro-object {Ua} in (</$m\s)ms- Therefore 0t(f) : 

0t(X) —• 9t(Y) is a filtered colimit of weak equivalences of simplicial sets, hence a 

weak equivalence of simplicial sets. But this implies that / is a weak equivalence in 

AopPre(^|5)Nis. • 

Definition 2.1.6. — Let X be a simplicial presheaf on (<fon>\s)Nk 

isfies the B.G. property if any elementary Cartesian square 

We say that X sat-

U xwV V 

U w 

of smooth schemes over S withp étale, i an open immersion andp~1(W — U) = W—U 

(both equipped with the reduced scheme structure) maps to a homotopy Cartesian 

diagram of simplicial sets after applying X 

X{W) 

X(U) 

X(V) 

X(U xwV) 

Theorem 2.1.7 (Jardine). — Let X be a simplicial presheaf on (<^|s)Nis- Then X sat

isfies the B.G. property if and only if any fibrant replacement X —> GX in the infective 

model structure for AopPre(<^|s)Nis is & sectionwise weak equivalence of simplicial 

sets, i.e. for any U in $n\s, 

X{U) 
9x(U) GX(U) 

9x(U) is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, Theorem 1.3]. 
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Definition 2.1.8. — Consider U G $n\s with structure map <f> : U —» S, i.e. <j) is a 

smooth map of finite type. Then we have the following adjunction (see [5, proposition 

1.5.1];.-

{(/>-\fa,<f) : A°PPre(*JHs)Nis ^ A°PPre(^|c/)Nis 

where 0_1 and 0* are defined as follows: 

0 - i . A°PPre(^|5)Nis ^ A°PPre(ç*»|̂ )Ni8 

X I ^ (j>~lX 

with (f)~lX defined as the composition of ' <j> and X: 

(Mu x A)°P O XID— {Ms x A)°P 

e- 1 X 
(Jefo 

x 

and the right adjoint 0* ¿5 given by: 

0* : A0PPre(9J |̂f/)Nis ^ A°PPre(^|5)Nis 

XI ^ 0 * X 

where (j)*X is the following simplicial presheaf: 

4>*X : ($n\s x A ) ° P ^ 

(V,n) I Xn{V xs U) 

Remark 2.1.9. — Let (j) : U —> S be a smooth map of finite type, and let Y be an 

arbitrary simplicial presheaf on (<$tn\u)ms- It follows immediately from the description 

of the functors (j)"1 and (j)* that the counit of the adjunction (<^_1, </>*, <p) 

4>~xfaY ^Y 

is an isomorphism which can be naturally identified with the identity map on Y, in 

particular 0-10*Y is canonically isomorphic to Y. 

Proposition 2.1.10. — Let <j> : U —> S be a smooth map of finite type, and let X be an 

arbitrary simplicial presheaf on (çfe|s)Nis- Then we have a canonical isomorphism: 

fa(j)-lX HomPre(f/, X) 

Proof — To any n-simplex a in (fa(/)~1X)n(V) = Xn(V xs U) 

An w jj An a ^ v L^y X U - AVxsU ^ X 

associate the n-simplex a* in Hompre(/7, X)n(V) 

A y — H o m P r e ( [ / , X) 
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coming from the adjunction between — x U and Hompre([/, —). • 

Proposition 2.1.11. — Let (j) : U —> S be a smooth map of finite type, let X be a 
simplicial presheaf on (9^|s)Nis and Y a simplicial presheaf on (<^m\u)NiS. Then we 
have the following enriched adjunctions: 

1. There is a natural isomorphism of simplicial sets 

Map((/>-1X, Y) — M a p ( X , faY) 

2. There is a natural isomorphism of simplicial presheaves on (<fin\s)ma 

Hompre(X ,0*y) sd ^ ( H o m p r e ^ - 1 ^ ^ ) ) 

3. There is a natural isomorphism of simplicial presheaves on (<fin\u)Nia 

0-1(HomPre(X, faY)) sd HompreC^-1^, Y) 

Proof — (1): To any n-simplex a in Map(0_1X, Y) 

^{X <g> An) ̂  <\>-xX ® A n — y 

associate the n-simplex a* in Map(X, <f>*Y) 

X ® A n sd 0*y 

coming from the adjunction between (j)-1 and (/>*. 

(2): To any n-simplex a in Hompre(X, </>*Y)n(V) (where V G ($n\s)) 

X x A - — ^ 0*y 

associate the n-simplex a* in ^(HompRE((^~1AR, y ) )n (V) 

ф-^Х x AV^„ S ф-ЧХ x Д£ xi Y 

coming from the adjunction between <p 1 and </>*. 
(3): To any n-simplex a in </>-1(Hompre(X, 0*F))n(V) (where V G 

I x A n v 0*^ 

associate the n-simplex a* in Hompre(0 X,Y)n(V) 

<\)~XX x A y = (j>~x{X x Ay) Y 

coming from the adjunction between 6 1 and 0*. 

Definition 2.1.12 (cf. [14]). — LetX be a simplicial presheaf on {<fltn\s)w\s- We say that 

X is flasque if: 

1. X is a presheaf of Kan complexes. 
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2. Every finite collection V* c—> V, i = l , . . . , n 0/ subschemes of a scheme V 

induces a Kan fibration 

X(V) * Map(V, X ) — ^ Map(U?=1 VS, X ) 

Remark 2.1.13. — 1. Le£ X be a simplicial presheaf on (<fin>\s)ma which is fibrant 

in the injective model structure for AopPre(<^|s)NiS- Then X is flasque and 

satisfies the B.G. property. 

2. The class of flasque simplicial presheaves is closed under filtered colimits. 

3. The B.G. property is stable under filtered colimits. 

4. The functors and preserve flasque simplicial presheaves. 

5. The functors <\>~x and preserve the B.G. property. 

2.2. Cellularity of the Injective Model Structure 

In this section we prove that the injective model structure on A^Pre^/wls^Nis is 

cellular (see definition 1.3.12). This is an unpublished result due to Hirschhorn, which 

also appears in [8, Theorem 1.4]. The author would like to thank Jens Hornbostel for 

the discussion related to Hirschhorn's cellularity results. 

Lemma 2.2.1. — Let A be a simplicial presheaf on the smooth Nisnevich site 

(<fin\s)m8' Then A is small (see definition 1.2.3). 

Proof. — Let fi be the cardinal of the set SA of simplices of A, i.e. 

SA = TT An(V) 

VG(<M\s),n>0 
and let K be the successor cardinal of /x. Since K is a succesor cardinal, we have that 

K is a regular cardinal (see [6, Proposition 10.1.14]). 

We claim that A is /s-small with respect to the class of all maps in AopPre(<^Jw|seis

in effect, consider an arbitrary A-sequence where A is a regular cardinal greater than 

Kix 
X0 - Xx >X0-+'.- (/? < A) 

we need to show that the map colim^<AHom^oPPre((^|s)Nis(A, Xp) —> H.om(A,X\) is 

a bijection. To check the injectivity, we just take sections on every U G (<fon\s), and 

use the fact that every simplicial set is small (see [10, Lemma 3.1.1]). To check the 

surjectivity, consider an arbitrary map / : A —> XA, now the restriction of / to every 

simplex of A (Ag- —> A), factors through some Xp with (3 < A. Since A is a regular 

cardinal and there are fewer than K simplices in A (where K < A), there exists Xa 

with a < A such that the restriction of / to every simplex of A factors through Xa. 

But this implies that / factors through Xa, and therefore we get the surjectivity. • 
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Lemma 2.2.2. — Consider the category AopPre(9#^|s)NiS of simplicial presheaves on 

the smooth Nisnevich site (</$m\s)ms equipped with the injective model structure. Then 

all the cofibrations in AopPre((^m\s)ms are effective monomorphisms. 

Proof. — A map i : A —> B is an effective monomorphism if and only if for every U G 

WMs)> n > 0 the induced map in(U) : An(U) —> Bn(U) is an effective monomorphism 

of sets, this is true since all small limits and colimits are computed termwise. Now in 

the injective model structure for AopPre(<^|s)NiS the class of cofibrations coincides 

with the class of monomorphisms. But this implies that all the cofibrations are effective 

monomorphisms in AopPre(y$m\s)ms, since in the category of sets any injective map 

is an effective monomorphism (see Remark 1.3.11). • 

The next proposition is an unpublished result due to Hirschhorn, which also ap

pears in [8, Lemma 1.5], nevertheless the proof given here is slightly different since 

it also handles the case of a relative /-cell complex, which is necessary according to 

Hirschhorn's definition of compactness (see definition 1.3.12). 

Proposition 2.2.3. — Let I be the set of generating cofibrations for the injective 

model structure in the category of simplicial presheaves AopPre(9Jiw|s)Nis (see The

orem 2.1.1). The domains and codomains of the maps in I are compact relative to 

I. 

Proof. — Let /i be the cardinal of the set 5/ of simplices corresponding to all the 
domains and codomains of the maps in / , i.e. 

^ = 1 1 I I An(U)UBn(U) 
(i:A-+B)eI Ue(<fin\s),n>0 

and let k be the successor cardinal of /x. Since k is a successor cardinal, we have that 

it is a regular cardinal (see [6, Proposition 10.1.14]). 

If X is a presented /-cell complex with presentation ordinal A, 

i : 0 - X , 0 = X0 -> X i - • • • - Xp - • • • (¡3 < A), {T^ e?, h%<x 

we claim that every cell e of X is contained in a subcomplex Xe of X of size less than 

k. This follows from a transfinite induction argument over the presentation ordinal 

of e (see definition 1.3.2). If the presentation ordinal of e is 0, then the cell e defines 

a subcomplex of X of size 1, this gets the induction started. Now assume that the 

result holds for every cell of presentation ordinal less than /3 < A, and consider an 

arbitrary cell e of presentation ordinal 07 The attaching map he of this cell has image 

contained in the union of fewer than k simplices {se} of X (since the domain of he is 

also a domain for a map in / ) , now each such simplex se is contained in a cell es of 

presentation ordinal less than /? and the induction hypothesis implies that each such 

cell es is contained in a subcomplex Xs of size less than « , thus taking the union of 
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all these subcomplexes Xs (which is possible by Corollary 1.3.7 since all the /-cells 
are monomorphisms in this case) we get a subcomplex X'e of size less than K (since K 
is regular) which contains the image of the attaching map he. Therefore if we define 
Xe as the subcomplex obtained from X'e after attaching the cell e via hei we get a 
subcomplex of size less than K containing the given cell e. This proves the claim. 

Now if A is a simplicial presheaf on (<fon\s) which is a domain or codomain of a 
map in / , we have that A has less than K simplices. Consider a map j : A —> X where 
X is a presented /-cell complex, 

i : 0 - X , 0 = X0 - X1 - • • • - Xp - • • • (/? < A), {TP,e?y}p<x 

then the image of j has less than K simplices { s j} , each such simplex Sj is contained 
in some cell es of X which by the previous argument is contained in a subcomplex Xs 
of X of size less than K. We take now the union of all these subcomplexes Xs to get a 
subcomplex Xj of X of size less than K (since K is regular) which contains the image 
of j . Therefore j factors through the subcomplex Xj which has size less than K. 

Finally, we consider a relative cell complex / : X —• Y, 

f : X - Y, X = X0 - X, - • • • - X ^ - • • • (/? < A), { T ^ , ê 3, ^ } ^ < A 

Take any map j : A —• Y where A is a domain or codomain of a map in / . Since all 
the inclusions are /-cells for the injective model structure, we have that X is a cell 
complex, 

i : 0 - X , 0 = X0 - Xx - • • • - X ^ -> • • • (p < i/), {T^ , e^ , ^} /3<1 , 

Combining this presentation of X with the presentation of / we get a presentation 
for y as a cell complex, where X is a subcomplex. The previous argument shows that 
the image of j is contained in a subcomplex W of Y where the size of W' is less 
than K. Taking the union of W and X we get a subcomplex Xf of / having the same 
size as W (as a subcomplex of / ) which contains the image of j . Therefore j factors 
through Xf where Xf is a subcomplex of / of size less than K, and this shows that A 
is /^-compact relative to / . • 

Finally we are ready to prove Hirschhorn's cellularity theorem. 

Theorem 2.2.4. — The category AopPre(<^|s)NiS of simplicial presheaves on the 
smooth Nisnevich site (<fin\s)Ni8 is a cellular model category when it is equipped with 
the injective model structure, the sets of generating cofibrations and generating trivial 
cofibrations are the ones considered in Theorem 2.1.1. 

Proof. — We have to check that the conditions (l)-(4) of definition 1.3.12 hold. (1) fol
lows from Theorem 2.1.1 which shows that the injective model structure is cofibrantly 
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generated. (2) follows from proposition 2.2.3 and (3) follows from Lemma 2.2.1 which 
says that every simplicial presheaf is small. Finally (4) follows from Lemma 2.2.2. • 

Theorem 2.2.4 will be used to show that the category SptT(9^|s)Nis of T-spectra on 
$n\s equipped with the motivic stable model structure is cellular (see Theorem 2.5.4). 
This will allow us to apply all the localization technology of Hirschhorn [6] to construct 
new model structures for SptT(9#^|s)NiS-

2.3. The Motivic Model Structure 

Let A^ be the affine line over S. Consider the following set of maps 

Vm = {ttu : U x - U \ U G (Ms)} 

In [18] Morel and Voevodsky show in particular that for simplicial sheaves on 
((ftn\s)ms the left Bousfield localization for the injective model structure with respect 
to Vm exists, and furthermore they show it is a proper simplicial model structure. 
Their work was extended to the case of simplicial presheaves by Jardine in [14, 
Section 1]. Following Jardine we call this localized model structure the motivic model 
structure on AopPre(9fc|s)Nis-

Theorem 2.3.1 (Morel-Voevodsky, Jardine). — Consider the category of simplicial 
presheaves on the smooth Nisnevich site ((Jlfn\s)ms equipped with the injective model 
structure. Then the left Bousfield localization (see Section 1.9) with respect to the set 
of maps Vm defined above exists. This model structure will be called motivic, and the 
category AopPre(9^|(s')Nis equipped with the motivic model structure will be denoted 
by M. Furthermore M is a proper and simplicial model category. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Theorem 1.1]. • 

The following theorem gives explicit sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofi-
brations for M\ and it also shows that with this choice of generators, M has the 
structure of a cellular model category. In [8, Corollary 1.6] it is also proved that M is 
cellular. 

Theorem 2.3.2. — M is a cellular model category, where the set Im of generating 
cofibrations and the set Jm of generating trivial cofibrations are defined as follows: 

1. JM = / where I is the set of generating cofibrations for the injective model 
structure on AopPre(<^w|5)Nis (see Theorem 2.1.1). 

2. JM = {j : A —> B} such that: 
(a) j is a monomorphism. 
(b) j is a -local equivalence. 
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(c) The size of B as an I-cell complex (see definition 1.3.2) is less than n, 

where K is the cardinal defined by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof. — By Theorem 2.2.4 the injective model structure on AopPre((^m\s)ms is 

cellular. Therefore we can use Hirschhorn's techniques (see Section 1.9) to construct 

the left Bousfield localization with respect to the set of maps defined above. This 

model structure is identical to the motivic model structure of Theorem 2.3.1 since 

both are left Bousfield localizations with respect to the same set of maps. Now using 

[6, Theorem 4.1.1] we have that the motivic model structure is cellular. So it only 

remains to show that the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations are 

the ones described above. For the set of generating cofibrations it is clear. Theorem 

4.1.1 in [6] implies that the generating trivial cofibrations are the maps j : A —> B 

where j is an inclusion of /-cell complexes and a ^M-local equivalence, and the size of 

B is less than K. The result follows from the fact that in the injective model structure 

for AopPre(9fc|s)Nis5 /-cell is just the class of monomorphisms and that every object 

in AopPre(9fc|s)NiS is an /-cell complex (see Remark 2.1.2). • 

Following Jardine we say that a simplicial presheaf X is motivic fibrant if X is 

^M-local. 

Proposition 2.3.3. — The following conditions are equivalent: 

1. X is motivic fibrant. 

2. X is fibrant in the injective structure and for every U in <fim\s the map induced 

by U x Al -> U 

Map(*7, X) ^ Map(*7 x A^, X) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

3. X is fibrant in the injective structure and for every U in <$m\s the map induced 

by U x * —» U x A i 

Map(*7 x Al,X) Map(£7 x *,X) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, where * —> A^ is any rational point for 
A*. 

4. X is fibrant in the injective structure and for every U in $m\s the map induced 

byUx*^ U x A 1 s . 

Map(t/ x A^X) Map(C/ x * , X ) 

is a trivial fibration of Kan complexes, where * —> is any rational point for 

Ai. 
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5. X is fibrant in the infective structure and for every U in $n\s the map induced 

by U x * —• U x A1s 

HomPre(C/ x Ag^X) ^HomPre([/ x *,X) 

is a trivial fibration between fibrant objects in the injective model structure for 

AopPre(<^w|5)NiS; where * —> ¿5 any rational point for Ag. 

Proof — The claim that (1) and (2) are equivalent follows from the definition of 

VM-local and the fact that every simplicial presheaf is cofibrant in the injective model 

structure. (2) and (3) are equivalent since the following diagram is commutative 

U ^ U x * >- U x Ag 

id 

U 

and weak equivalences of simplicial sets satisfy the two out of three property. (3) 

and (4) are equivalent since the injective structure is in particular a simplicial model 

category. 

(4) (5): Since AopPre(<^£w|s)NiS equipped with the injective model structure is 

a symmetric monoidal model category we have that 

HomPre(C/ x A}S,X) — ^ HomPre(C7 x X U° 

is a fibration between fibrant objects in the injective structure. It only remains to show 

that p is a weak equivalence in the injective model structure. Lemma 2.1.5 implies 

that it is enough to show that 

v(V) 
HomPre(C/ x A^X^V) — ^ HomPre(C/ x *,X)(V) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every V in ($n\s). But for any simplicial 

presheaf Z we have a natural isomorphism of simplicial sets Z(V) = Map(V,Z), 

therefore p(V) is just 

Map(F,HomPre(E/ x A^X)) p(V) Map(y,HomPre(*7 x UX° 

Now using the enriched adjunctions of Proposition 2.1.3, p(V) becomes 

v(V) 
Map(F x U x A^, X) ^ Map(F x U x *, X) 

and by hypothesis we know that this map is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

(5) (4): Since the injective model structure is simplicial, we have that 

Map(C7 x A^, X) — ^ Map(C/ x *, X) 
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is a fibration between Kan complexes. So it only remains to show that / is a weak 

equivalence of simplicial sets. By hypothesis we have that 

HomPre(C/ x A^X) — ^ HomPre(f/ x 

is a trivial fibration between fibrant objects in the injective model structure. Lemma 

2.1.5 implies that if we take global sections at S: 

HomPre([/ x A ^ X ) ( S ) Ps HomPre([/ x *,X)(5) 

we get a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. But p(S) is natural isomorphic to 

Map(C/ x A ^ , I ) — ^ Map(C/ x *,X) 

so this proves the result. • 

Proposition 2.3.4. — Let X be a motivic fibrant simplicial presheaf on the smooth 

Nisnevich site (<^/n\s)ms- Then for any Y in AopPre(<fon\s)ms> the simplicial presheaf 

HomPre(Y,-X") is also motivic fibrant. 

Proof. — Since the inject ive structure is a symmetric monoidal model category (see 

Lemma 2.1.4) we have that HomPre(Y, X) is a fibrant object for the injective model 

structure. Proposition 2.3.3(5) implies that for every U in $n\s, the map 

HomPre(C/ x A\,X) P HomPre([/ x *,X) 

is a trivial fibration between fibrant objects in the injective model structure for 

AopPre(9fe|s)Nis) and since the injective model structure is simplicial we have that 

Map(y,HomPre(C7 x A^X)) P Map(F, HomPre(£/ x * , X ) ) 

is a trivial fibration of Kan complexes. Now using the enriched adjunctions of propo

sition 2.1.3, becomes 

Map(Y xUxA^X) P Map(Y xUx*,X) 

and finally 

Map(C/ x A^,HomPre(Y,X)) P Map(C/ x *,HomPre(Y,X)) 

therefore Proposition 2.3.3(4) implies that HomPre(Y, X) is motivic fibrant since p* 

is a trivial fibration of Kan complexes for every U in ($n\s). • 

Since the motivic and the injective model structures have the same class of cofi-

brations and the same set of generating cofibrations, it follows that the cofibrations 

for the motivic model structure also have the properties described in Remark 2.1.2. 

Corollary 2.3.5. — M is a symmetric monoidal model category. 
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Proof. — The cofibrations for the motivic and injective model structures coincide, 

therefore it only remains to show that if we have two cofibrations i : A —» B,j : C —> D 

where j is a motivic weak equivalence, the induced map 

id j : Ax D]\AxCB xC -> BxD 

is a trivial cofibration in M. Since every simplicial presheaf is cofibrant in the motivic 

model structure, it is enough to prove the following claim: For any trivial cofibration j : 

C —• D in M and for any simplicial presheaf A, the induced map j xid : C x A —> D x A 

is a trivial cofibration in M. Since the injective model structure for AopPre(<^|s)Nis 

is a symmetric monoidal model category (see Lemma 2.1.4) we have that j x id is a 

cofibration, so it only remains to show that it is a weak equivalence in M. Let X be 

any motivic fibrant simplicial presheaf, Proposition 2.3.4 implies that H o m p r e ( i , X ) 

is also motivic fibrant, therefore since j is a weak equivalence in M, the map 

Map(£>, HomPre(i, X)) — M a p ( C , HomPre(i, X)) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Now using the enriched adjunctions of Propo

sition 2.1.3, j * becomes 

Map(L> x A, X) Map(C x A, X) 

and this implies that j x id : C x A —• D x A is a weak equivalence in hence the 

result follows. • 

Remark 2.3.6. — Proposition 1.7.9 implies that the associated pointed category 

AopPre*(çfe|s)Nis of pointed simplicial presheaves is also closed symmetric monoidal, 

we denote by X AY the functor giving the monoidal structure, and by Homj^ (X, Y ) 

the adjunction of two variables. 

Proposition 2.3.7. — Let M* denote the pointed category associated to M (see Re

mark 1.1.2), i.e. the category with pointed simplicial presheaves as objects and base 

point preserving maps. The model structure on M* induced from the model struc

ture on M is cellular, proper, simplicial and symmetric monoidal. Furthermore, M* 

is a S Sets*-model category (see definition 1.7.12). The sets IM+, JM* of generating 

cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively, are defined as follows: 

1. 

JM. = {*+ = Y+ - ( A £ ) + } 

where i :Y A ^ is a generating cofibration for M (see Theorem 2.3.2(1)). 

2. 

JM. = {U • ^+ #+} 

where j is a map in the set J defined in theorem 2.3.2(2), i.e. j is a generating 

trivial cofibration for M. 
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Proof. — Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.2 together with Corollary 2.3.5 imply that M is cel

lular, proper, simplicial and symmetric monoidal. Then theorem 1.3.13 and theorem 

1.4.4 imply that the associated pointed category M* with the induced model structure 

is cellular (with the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations as defined 

above) and proper. Now Proposition 1.7.13 implies that M* is a SSets*-model cate

gory, and this induces a simplicial model structure in Ĵ *, since the natural functor 

SSets —> SSets* which adds a disjoint base point is a left Quillen monoidal functor. 

Finally Proposition 1.7.9 implies that M* is symmetric monoidal. • 

Definition 2.3.8 (cf. [14]). — Let X G M be a simplicial presheaf. We say that X is 

motivic flasque if: 

1. X is flasque (see definition 2.1.12). 

2. For every U G $n\s the map 

X(U) 9* Map(£7, X) ^ Map(C/ x A^, X) ^ X(U x A^) 

induced by the projection U x A^ —> U is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

Remark 2.3.9. — 1. The class of motivic flasque simplicial presheaves is closed un

der filtered colimits. 

2. The functors </>-1 and (see definition 2.1.8) preserve motivic flasque simplicial 

presheaves. 

3. If X is fibrant in the motivic model structure for AopPre*(9fe|s)Nis then X is 

also motivic flasque. 

Definition 2.3.10 (cf. [14]). — Let X G M* be a pointed simplicial presheaf. We say 

that X is compact if: 

1. All inductive systems Z\ —• Z2 —> • • • of pointed simplicial presheaves induce 

isomorphisms 

H o m ^ (X, limZ,) = lim H o m ^ (X, Z{) 

2. If Z is motivic flasque, then H o m ^ (X, Z) is also motivic flasque. 

3. The functor 

H o m ^ (X, - ) : ^ M* 

takes sectionwise weak equivalences of motivic flasque pointed simplicial 

presheaves to sectionwise weak equivalences. 

Proposition 2.3.11. — Let X G M* be a pointed simplicial presheaf, and let 

Z\ ^ Z2 ^ • • • 
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be an inductive system of pointed simplicial presheaves. If X is compact in the sense 

of Jardine (see definition 2.3.10) then: 

[X,fimZi] ^l_im[X,Zi] 

where [—, —] denotes the set of maps in the homotopy category associated to M*. 

Proof. — Let R denote a functorial fibrant replacement in M*, such that the natural 

map Ry : Y —> RY is always a trivial cofibration. Consider the following commutative 

diagram: 

Zi z2 lim Z{ • R(]IMZI) 

RZX RZo lim RZi 
3R 

• RQim RZi) 

Since all the maps Zi —> RZi are trivial cofibrations, it follows that the induced map 

i : lim Zi —> lim RZi is also a trivial cofibration. Therefore: 

(13) [X, lim Z»] ^ [X, lim RZi] ^ [X, R(limRZi)] 

We have that the pointed simplicial presheaves RZi are motivic fibrant, then Re

mark 2.1.13(3) implies that lim RZi satisfies the B.G. property. Therefore using The

orem 2.1.7 we get that the map JR : lim RZi —> RQhnRZi) is a sectionwise weak 

equivalence. On the other hand lunRZi and R(\im RZi) are both motivic flasque (see 

Remark 2.3.9(1)), and since X is compact we have that 

lim H o m ^ (X, RZi) ^ H o m ^ (X, lim RZ{) ^ H o m ^ (X, R(\\m RZi)) 

is a sectionwise weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Taking global sections at S we get 

the following weak equivalence of simplicial sets: 

lim Map(X, RZ{) -+ Map(X, R(\im RZi)) 

Therefore 

(14) [X,R(\imRZi)] £ 7r0Map(X,#(lim JJZi)) 

^ 7T0 lim Map(X, RZi) = lim 7r0Map(X, RZi) 

On the other hand: 

(15) lim 7r0Map(X, RZi) 9* lim[X, i?Z*] 

Hence equations (13), (14) and (15) imply that 

[X, lim Z*] ^ [X, #(lim BZi)] = l_im[X, RZ%\ ^ lim[X, Z*] 

as we wanted. • 
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Definition 2.3.12. — Let A € M* be an arbitrary pointed simplicial presheaf. We de
fine the functor of ^4-loops as follows: 

nA'-M* M+ 

X l >- H o m ^ (A, X) 

Remark 2.3.13. — 1. The functor of A-loops Q,A has a left adjoint given by smash 
product with A, i.e. 

- A A : M+ ^ M* 
X\ ^XAA 

2. The adjunction 

( - A A, nA, <p) : M* ^ M* 

is a Quillen adjunction. 

2.4. The Motivic Stable Model Structure 

In [14] Jardine constructs a stable model structure for the category of T-spectra 
on <fin\s- In order to define this stable model structure, he constructs two auxiliary 
model structures called projective and injective. In this section we recall Jardine's 
definitions for these three model structures on the category of T-spectra. 

Let S1 denote the constant presheaf associated to the pointed simplicial set 
A1/dA1, let Sn denote S1 A • • • A S1 (n-factors) and let Gm denote the multiplicative 
group over the base scheme S, i.e. Gm = — { 0 } pointed by the unit e for the group 
operation. Let T = S1 A Gm. 

Proposition 2.4.1. — 1. T = S1 A Gm is compact in the sense of Jardine (see defi
nition 2.3.10). 

2. Consider U G <$n\s and r,s > 0. Then the pointed simplicial presheaf Sr A 
G ^ A /7+ is compact in the sense of Jardine, where G ^ denotes Gm A • • • A Gm 
(s-factors). 

Proof. — It follows immediately from [14, Lemma 2.2]. • 

Definition 2.4.2. — 1. A T-spectrum X is a collection of pointed simplicial 
presheaves (Xn)n>0 on the smooth Nisnevich site <fin\s, together with bonding 
maps 

T A Xn an Xn+1 
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2. A map f : X —>Y of T-spectra is a collection of maps 

Xn f > Yn 

in M* which are compatible with the bonding maps, i.e. the following diagram: 

idA/n 
TAX71 ^ T A Yn 

j^n+l FN+1 >. yn+l 

commutes for all n > 0. 
3. With the previous definitions we get a category called the category of T-spectra 

which will be denoted by SptT(<$n\s)ms' 

The category of T-spectra has a natural simplicial structure induced from the one 
on pointed simplicial presheaves. 

Given a T-spectrum X , the tensor objects are defined as follows: 

X A - : SSets >- SptT(<^|s)NiS 
K\ ^ X A K 

where (X A K)n = Xn A K+ and the bonding maps are 

T A (Xn A K+) —=-^ (T A Xn) A K+ an Ald x + ̂  Xn+1 A K+ 

The simplicial functor in two variables is: 

Map(- , - ) : (SptT(<^|5)Nis)op x SptT(9fe|5)Nis ^ SSets 

(X, Y) l ^ Map(X, Y) 

where Map(X,y)n = HomSptT(^|s)Nis(X A A+,Y), and finally for any T-spectrum 
Y we have the following functor 

Y~ : SSets ^ (SptT(^|5)Nis)op 

K\ ^YK 

where (YK)n = (Yn)K+ with bonding maps 

T A (Yn)K+ a > (T A Yn)K+ -—^ (Yn+1)K+ 

where for U € (ç^Hs), ol(JJ) is adjoint to 

T(U) A (Yn(U))K+ A K+ ldT(u)AeVK\ T{ij) A Yn(U) 
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Remark 2.4.3. — 1. In fact there exists an adjunction of two variables (see defini
tion 1.7.2): 

- A - : SptT(<^|s)Nis x SSets* ^ SptT((^|5)Nis 

which induces the simplicial structure for T-spectra described above via the 
monoidal functor SSets —* SSets* which adds a disjoint base point. 

2. For any two given spectra X, Y, the simplicial set Map(X, Y) is just Map* (X, Y) 
(i.e. the pointed simplicial set coming from the adjunction of two variables de
scribed above) after forgetting its base point 

u0 : X Y 

We have the following family of shift functors between T-spectra defined for every 
nez z 

sn : SptT(ç4w|s)Nis SptT(0w|s)Nis 

X X[n] 

where X[n] is defined as follows: 

(X[n}r = v-m+n 
if m + n < 0. 

if m + n > 0. 

with the obvious bonding maps induced by X. It is clear that so = id and that for 
> 0, sn is right adjoint to s_n, i.e. 

HomSptT(^|s)Nis(X,y[n]) ^ HomSptT(^|s)Nta(X[-n],y) 

We define the projective model structure as follows. 

Definition 2.4.4. — Consider the following family of functors from the category of 
pointed simplicial presheaves to the category of T-spectra: 

d e ) 
Fx + M • SptT(<^w|s)Nis 

X (E§?A-)[-n] 

where JU^X is defined as follows: 

{^Xy = T AX 

where the bonding maps are the canonical isomorphisms T A (Tk AX) —> Tk+1X and 
T° AX is just X. 

We also have the following evaluation functors from the category of T-spectra to 
the category of pointed simplicial presheaves: 

Evn : SptT((^m\s)ms M+ 

X + Xn 
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where n > 0. It is clear that Fo is left adjoint to Evq. This implies that for every 
n > 0, Fn is left adjoint to Evn and F_n is left adjoint to 0% o Evq. 

We say that a map of T-spectra / : X —> y is a /eve/ equivalence if for every n > 0, 
/n : Xn —> Yn is a weak equivalence in M*. 

Let /m* and Jm* denote the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations 
for M* (see Proposition 2.3.7). 

Theorem 2.4.5 (Jardine). — There exists a cofibrantly generated model structure for 
the category SptT(y$m\s)ms of T-spectra with the following choices: 

1. The weak equivalences are the level weak equivalences defined above. 
2. The set I of generating cofibrations is 

1= \jFn(IM.) 
n>0 

3. The set J of generating trivial cofibrations is 

J = (J Fn(JMm) 
n>0 

This model structure will be called the projective model structure for T-spectra. Fur
thermore, the projective model structure is proper and simplicial. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 2.1]. • 

Remark 2.4.6. — Let f : A —> B be a map of T-spectra. 

1. f is a cofibration in the projective model structure if and only if f° : A0 —> B° 
and the induced maps 

(<7n,fn + 1) 
T A Bn UTAA- ^N+1 —5—^ #N+1 

are all cofibrations in M*. 
2. f is a fibration in the projective model structure if and only if f is a level motivic 

fibration, i.e. for every n>0,fn:An—^ Bn is a fibration in M*. 

Proposition 2.4.7. — Let n > 0. Consider M* and SptT(<^|s)Nis equipped with the 
projective model structure (see Theorem 2.4-5). Then the adjunction 

(Fn, Evn, (p) : M* ^ SptT(<^|s)NiS 

is a Quillen adjunction. 

Proof. — It is enough to show that Evn is a right Quillen functor. Let p : X —> Y 
be a fibration in the projective model structure for SptT(<^|s)NiS5 then p is a level 
motivic fibration. In particular, Evn(p) = pn : Xn —• Yn is a fibration in M*. 
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Now let q : X —» Y be a trivial fibration in the projective model structure for 
SptT((fon\s)ms' Then q is a level motivic trivial fibration. In particular, Evn(q) = qn : 
Xn —• Y71 is a trivial fibration in . • 

We now proceed to define the injective model structure for the category of T-spec-
tra. 

We say that a map of T-spectra i : A —• B is a level cofibration (respectively level 
trivial cofibration) if for every n > 0, in : An —» i?n is a cofibration (respectively 
trivial cofibration) in M*- Notice that a map i : A —> 5 is a level cofibration if and 
only if it is a monomorphism in the category of T-spectra. 

Let A be an arbitrary T-spectrum. We say that A is A-bounded if for every n > 0, 
the presheaf of pointed simplicial sets An is A-bounded. 

Theorem 2.4.8 (Jardine). — Let K be a regular cardinal larger than 2a where a is the 
cardinality of the set Map(c^m\s) of maps in <$m\s> There exists a cofibrantly generated 
model structure for the category SptT(c^m\s)ms of T-spectra with the following choices: 

1. The weak equivalences are the level weak equivalences. 

2. The set I of generating cofibrations is 

I = {i:A-^B} 

where i satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) i is a level cofibration. 
(b) The codomain B of i is K-bounded. 

3. The set J of generating trivial cofibrations is 
J = {j:A^B} 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) j is a level trivial cofibration. 
(b) The codomain B of j is K-bounded. 

This model structure will be called the injective model structure for T-spectra. Fur
thermore, the injective model structure is proper and simplicial. 

Proof. — We refer the reader [14, Lemma 2.1]. • 

Remark 2.4.9. — 1. Let f : A —> B be a map of T-spectra. Then f is a cofibration 
in the injective model structure for SptT(<^|s)NiS if and only if f is a level 
cofibration. 

2. The identity functor on SptT(cJm\s)ms induces a left Quillen functor from the 
projective model structure to the injective model structure. 

Proposition 2.3.7 implies in particular that M* is a closed symmetric monoidal 
category. The category of T-spectra SptT(<^|s)Nis has the structure of a closed 
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M*-module, which is obtained by extending the symmetric monoidal structure for 

M* levelwise. 

The bifunctor giving the adjunction of two variables is defined as follows: 

- A - : SptT(9JHs)Nis X M* >• SptT(<^|s)Nis 

(X, A) l >- XAA 

with (X AA)n = Xn A A and bonding maps given by 

T A (Xn A A) — = ^ (T A Xn) A A — > Xn+1 A A 

The adjoints are given by: 

Q : M°J* x SptT(9fe|s)NiS ^ SptT(<^|s)Nis 

(A, X) I >• QAX 

homr( - , - ) : (SptT((^w|5)Nis)op x SptT(<^|s)NiS >• M* 

(X, Y) I ^ homr(X, Y) 

where {CtAX)n = flAXn and the bonding maps T A (ftAXn) nAXn+1 are adjoint 

to 

TA(QAXn)AA idAeVA > T A Xn Xn+1 

and homr(X, Y) is the following pointed simplicial presheaf on <fin\s-

hom r (X,y) : (<fin\s x A)°P >- 0efo 

(U,n) l HomSptTWs)Nis(X A ( A £ ) + , y ) 

Proposition 2.4.10. — 1. Let SptT(<ft?i\s)ms denote the category of T-spectra 

equipped with the projective model structure. Then SptT((/!$m\s)ms is a M*-model 

category (see definition 1.7.12). 

2. Let SptT(9#^|s)Nis denote the category of T-spectra equipped with the injective 

model structure. Then SptT((fon\s)ms is a M*-model category. 

Proof. — In both cases we need to check that conditions (1) and (2) in definition 

1.7.12 are satisfied. Condition (2) is automatic since the unit * JJ * is cofibrant in M*. 

(1): To check condition (1) in definition 1.7.12 we use Lemma 1.7.5(3) which implies 

that it is enough to prove the following claim: Given a cofibration i : A —• B in M* 

and a fibration p : X —> Y in SptT(<^|s)NiS then : figl —> ftAX XQAY ^BY 

is a fibration of T-spectra (in the projective model structure), which is trivial if either 

i or p is a weak equivalence. But fibrations in the projective model structure are level 

motivic fibrations, by Proposition 2.3.7 we have that M* is a symmetric monoidal 

model category, so in particular (i*,p*) is a level motivic fibration which is trivial if 

either i or p is a weak equivalence. This proves the claim. 
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(2): We will prove directly that we have a Quillen bifunctor, i.e. given a cofibration 

i : A —> B in M* and a level cofibration j : C —• D of T-spectra, we will show that 

i\3 j : D A A WCAA C A B - > D A B i s a level cofibration (i.e a cofibration in the 

injective model structure) which is trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence. But 

cofibrations in the injective model structure are level cofibrations, and since M* is a 

symmetric monoidal model category, we have that i • j is a level cofibration which is 

trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence. This finishes the proof. • 

If we fix A in M*, we get an adjunction 

( - A A, Q,A, <PA) : SptT(9#^|s)Nis ^ SptT(<^|s)Nis 

Proposition 2.4.11. — Let A in M* be an arbitrary presheaf of pointed simplicial sets 

on (fon\s-

1. The adjunction (— A A^QA^A) defined above is a Quillen adjunction for the 

projective model structure on SptT((ftn\s)ms-

2. The adjunction (— A A,£IA,<PA) defined above is a Quillen adjunction for the 

injective model structure on SptT(y$m\s)ms' 

Proof. — Since every object A in M* is cofibrant, the result follows immediately from 

Proposition 2.4.10. • 

Proposition 2.4.12. — Let X, Y be two arbitrary T-spectra and let A in M* be an 

arbitrary presheaf of pointed simplicial sets. Then we have the following enriched 

adjunctions: 

M&p(A, homr(X, Y)) Map(X A A, Y) — ^ Map(X, QAY) 

H o m ^ (A, homr(X, Y)) homr(X A A, Y) homr(X, ilAY) 

where the maps in the first row are isomorphisms of simplicial sets and the maps in 

the second row are isomorphisms in M*. 

Proof. — We consider first the simplicial adjunctions: To any n-simplex t in 

Map(A ,homr(X,F)) 

A 0 A n - ^ h o m r ( I , 7 ) 

associate the following n-simplex in Map(X A A,Y): 

a(t) 
X A A ® An » Y 

corresponding to the adjunction between X A — and homr(X, —). 
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To any n-simplex t in Map(X A A,Y) 

An <g> X A A X A A ® An Y 

associate the following n-simplex in Map(X, £IAY): 

X® An An®X 
B (f) 

SlAY 

corresponding to the adjunction between — A A and \IA> 

We consider now the isomorphisms of simplicial presheaves: To any simplex s in 

H o m ^ (A, homr(X, Y)) 

AAAVj homr(X, Y) 

we associate the following simplex in homr(X A A, Y) 

XAAA Ag-
Sis) 

Y 

corresponding to the adjunction between X A — and homr(X, —). 

To any simplex s in homr(X A A, Y) 

X A Ay A A Bf X A A A Ag- S 
Y 

we associate the following simplex in homr (X^AY) 

X A A g e(s) Qx Y 

corresponding to the adjunction between — A A and QA-

We now proceed to define the stable model structure for the category of T-spectra. 

Consider the functor Q,T of T-loops in SptT(<fon\s)ms' There is another way to promote 

the T-loops functor from the category of pointed simplicial presheaves to the category 

of T-spectra. 

Definition 2.4.13. — We define the functor fi^ as follows: 

QET : SptT(çHs)NiS SptT(<^|s)Nis 

X Çln-iX 

where (Q^X)n = QTXN and the bonding maps T A CITX" —• Q,TXN+1 are given by 

the adjoints to 

iiTXn 
Q x (m) 

-ftT(ftTXn+1) 

where : XN —> QTX71*1 is adjoint to the bonding map 

Xn AT TAX71 Xn+i 

Following Jardine we call the functor 0^ the fake T-loops functor. 
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Remark 2.4.14. — The fake T-loops functor has a left adjoint called the fake 

T-suspension functor defined as follows: 

T,eT : SptT((Jm\s)ms ^ SptT(<^|s)Nis 

X\ *R&TX 

where (£^X)n = T A XN and the bonding maps are 

id A an : T A (T A XN) — T A Xn+1 

We will denote by ET the left adjoint ( - A T) to ftT. 

For any T-spectrum X , the adjoints a™ : XN —> QTXn+1 of the bonding maps 

are the levelwise components of a map cr* : X —• f2^X[l]. Consider the following 

inductive system of T-spectra: 

X n£TX[l] T (Q2t)2 o (2) (0^)2X[2] (Q2t)2 o (2) > • • • 

and denote its colimit by QTX. The functor QT is called the stabilization functor. 

Following Jardine, J will denote a fibrant replacement functor for the projective 

model structure and / will denote the corresponding fibrant replacement functor for 

the injective model structure on SptT(çJfe|s)NiS- The tranfinite composition X —> 

QTX will be denoted rjx, and we define fjx as the composition 

X QTX QTUX) ? QTJX 

We say that a map / : X —> Y of T-spectra is a stable equivalence if it becomes 

a level equivalence after taking a fibrant replacement and applying the stabilization 

functor, i.e. if QrJ(f) ' QTJX —• QTJY is a level equivalence of T-spectra. 

Remark 2.4.15. — Let f : X —* Y be a map of T-spectra. 

1. f is a stable equivalence if and only if the map 

IQTJU) : IQTJX - IQTJY 

is a level equivalence of T-spectra. 

2. If f is a level motivic equivalence, then f is also a stable equivalence. 

Theorem 2.4.16 (Jardine). — Let $\>tT($n\s)ms be the category of T-spectra equipped 

with the projective model structure (see Theorem 2.4-5). Then the left Bousfield lo

calization ofSptT(<^m\s)ms with respect to the class of stable equivalences exists, and 

furthermore it is proper and simplicial. This model structure will be called motivic 

stable, and the category of T-spectra SptT ((fin\s) ms, equipped with the motivic stable 

model structure will be denoted by SptTM*. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Theorem 2.9]. • 
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Proposition 2.4.17. — Let n > 0. Consider the adjunction 

(Fn, Evn, if) : M* ^ SptTJ^* 

described in Proposition 2.4-7. Then (Fn,Evn,(p) is a Quillen adjunction. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from Proposition 2.4.7 and the following fact: 

— The identity functor on SptT (<fin\s) ms is a left Quillen functor from the projec

tive model structure to the motivic stable model structure. 

• 

Lemma 2.4.18 (Jardine). — Letp : X —>Y be a map of T-spectra. Thenp is a fibration 

in SptTM* (we then say that p is a stable fibration) if the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

1. p is a fibration in the projective model structure for SptT(<£Îw|s)Nis> i-e- p is a 

level motivic fibration. 

2. The following diagram is level homotopy Cartesian: 

X QX QTJX 

QTJ(P) 

Y OY QTJY 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 2.7]. • 

Lemma 2.4.19 (Jardine). — Let X be a T-spectrum. The following are equivalent: 

1. X is a fibrant object in SptTM* (we then say that X is stably fibrant,). 

2. X is a fibrant object in the projective model structure for T spectra (i.e. X is 

level motivic fibrant) and the adjoints to the bonding maps a™ : XN —• f^Xn+1 

are weak equivalences in M*. 

3. X is a fibrant object in the projective model structure for T-spectra and the 

adjoints to the bonding maps are sectionwise weak equivalences of simplicial 

sets, i.e. for any U G ($n\s) the induced map a?(U) : Xn(U) fiTXn+1(ï7) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 2.8]. • 

We say that a T-spectrum X is stably fibrant injective, if X is a fibrant object in 

both the motivic stable and the injective model structures for SptT(9fc|s)Nis-

Corollary 2.4.20. — Let X be a T-spectrum. Then IQTJX is a stably fibrant injective 

replacement for X, i.e. the natural map 

X FX IQTJX 
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is a stable weak equivalence and IQTJX is stably fibrant injective. 

Proof. — It is clear that rx is a stable weak equivalence and that IQTJX is fibrant 

in the injective model structure for SptT(<̂ w|<sf)NiS5 so we only need to show that 

IQTJX is stably fibrant. Since the identity functor on SptT(£8w|s)Nis is a left Quillen 

functor from the projective to the injective model structure (see remark 2.4.9(2)), we 

have that IQTJX is in particular a fibrant object in the projective model structure 

for T spectra. Lemma 2.4.19(3) implies that it is enough to show that the adjoints 

to the bonding maps for IQTJX, a7] : (IQTJX)N Q.T(IQTJX)N+L are all sec-

tionwise weak equivalences of simplicial sets. We will prove that using the following 

commutative diagram, and showing that the top row and the vertical maps are all 

sectionwise weak equivalences of simplicial sets: 

(QTJX)71 — ^ QT(QT JX)n+1 

(IQTJX)N —SlT(IQTJX)N+1 

A cofinal argument implies that the adjoints of the bonding maps for QTJX: 

(QTJX)N ^+SlT(QTJX)N+1 

are isomorphisms, so in particular these maps are sectionwise weak equivalences of 

simplicial sets. 

Since the B.G. property (see definition 2.1.6) is preserved under filtered colimits 

and the fibrant objects for M* in particular satisfy the B.G. property (see Theo

rem 2.1.7), we have that the pointed simplicial presheaves (QTJX)71 satisfy the B.G. 

property. Therefore Theorem 2.1.7 implies that the maps (QTJX)71 —> (IQTJX)N 

are sectionwise weak equivalences of simplicial sets. 

Remark 2.3.9(1) implies that the pointed simplicial presheaves (QTJX)71 are all 

motivic flasque, and since the simplicial presheaves (IQTJX)71 are fibrant in J^*, 

we have that (IQTJX)71 are also motivic flasque. Now since T is compact in the 

sense of Jardine (see Proposition 2.4.1), we have that the maps ^(QTJX)71^1 —• 

Q,T(IQT JX)71*1 are sectionwise weak equivalences of simplicial sets. This finishes the 

proof. • 

Corollary 2.4.21. — Let A in M* be an arbitrary pointed simplicial presheaf and let 

X be a stably fibrant T-spectrum. Then Q,AX is also stably fibrant. 

Proof — Using Proposition 2.4.11 we have that flA is a right Quillen functor for 

the projective model structure on SptT((fin\s)ms, therefore in particular QAX is level 
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fibrant. Lemma 2.4.19(2) implies that a™ : XN —> Q.TX71^1 are motivic weak equiva
lences between motivic fibrant objects. M* is a symmetric monoidal model category, 
then Ken Brown's Lemma 1.1.5 implies that 0A(<^*) • &>AX —• QA^TX71^1 is a 
motivic weak equivalence. Let 0n : f ^ X n —> tyr^A^n+1 be the adjoint to the bond
ing map T A SIAX71 —> Q^Xn+1 for the spectrum f ^ X , then we have the following 
commutative diagram: 

nAxn nTnAx»+1 

Qn (a*n) 

nAsiTxn+1 

where t is the isomorphism which flips loop factors. Then the two out of three property 
for weak equivalences in M* implies that the maps 9n : fi^Xn —> QTSIAX71^1 are 
motivic weak equivalences. Finally, lemma 2.4.19(2) implies that Q,AX is stably fibrant 
as we wanted. • 

Lemma 2.4.22 (Jardine). — Let f : A —• B be a map of T-spectra. The following are 
equivalent: 

1. f is a weak equivalence in SptT^*. 
2. For every stably fibrant infective object X, f induces a bisection 

/*:[B,X]Spt MA,X]Spt 

in the homotopy category associated to SptTM*. 
3. For every stably fibrant injective object X, f induces a bijection 

F:[B,X\—+ [A,X] 

in the projective homotopy category for SptT(<^|sf)NiS-
4. For every stably fibrant injective object X, f induces a weak equivalence of sim-

plicial sets 
/ * : Map(£, X) » Map(A, X) 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 2.12]. • 

Proposition 2.4.23. — Let A in M* be an arbitrary presheaf of pointed simplicial sets. 
Then the adjunction 

(- A A, Q,A, <PA) ' SptT^* >- SptTJ%* 
is a Quillen adjunction. 

Proof. — Since the cofibrations in the stable and projective model structures for 
T-spectra coincide, we have that — A A preserves stable cofibrations (since — A A is a 
left Quillen functor for the projective model structure). So it only remains to show that 
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if j : B —> C is a trivial cofibration in SptT^*, then j A id : B A A —• C A A is a weak 

equivalence in SptT^*. Let X be an arbitrary stably fibrant injective T-spectrum, 

corollary 2.4.21 implies that fJ^X is also stably fibrant, and since £IA is a right Quillen 

functor for the injective model structure on SptT(9^|s)NiS (see Proposition 2.4.11), we 

have that f ^ X is also fibrant in the injective model structure. Thus QAX is stably fi

brant injective, then Lemma 2.4.22 implies that j * : Map(C, QAX) —• Map(B,QAX) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Using the enriched adjunction of Proposi

tion 2.4.12, j * becomes (j A id)* : Map(C A A,X) —> Map(£ A A,X). Finally since 

(j A id)* is a weak equivalence for every stably fibrant injective spectrum X , we get 

that j Aid : C A A ^> B A A is & weak equivalence in SptT M* • • 

Proposition 2.4.24. — SptTM* is a M*-model category (see definition 1.7.12). 

Proof. — Condition (2) in definition 1.7.12 follows automatically since the unit in 

M* is cofibrant. It only remains to prove that if i : A -* B is a cofibration in M* and 

j : C —> D is a cofibration in SptT^* then i • j : D A A Y[CAA CAB-^DABisa, 

cofibration in SptTM* which is trivial if either i or j is a weak equivalence. Since the 

cofibrations in the projective and the motivic stable model structure for SptT(<fin\s)ms 

coincide, and Proposition 2.4.10 implies in particular that the category of T-spectra 

equipped with the projective model structure is a J^*-model category, we have that 

i • j is a cofibration in the motivic stable structure. It only remains to show that 

i • j is a stable weak equivalence when either i or j is a weak equivalence. If i is 

a weak equivalence (i.e. a trivial cofibration) then using Proposition 2.4.10 again we 

have that i • j is a level weak equivalence, therefore iDj is also a stable equivalence 

(see Remark 2.4.15). Finally if j is a stable equivalence (i.e. a trivial cofibration in 

the motivic stable structure) then we consider the following commutative diagram 

C A A 
îdc Ai 

CAB 

ax Da 

DAA DAA]\ CHA CAB 

f Akd 

DAB 

Proposition 2.4.23 implies that j A icU and j A id# are both trivial cofibrations in 

SptTM*. Thus / is also a trivial cofibration (since it is the pushout of j A id A along 

idc A i), and therefore the two out of three property for stable weak equivalences 

implies that i • j is a stable equivalence. This finishes the proof. • 

In order to prove that the motivic stable model structure on SptT(<fin\s)ma1S m fact 

"stable", i.e. that the T-suspension functor E T is indeed a Quillen equivalence, Jardine 
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introduces bigraded stable homotopy groups which allow to give another criterion to 

detect motivic stable weak equivalences. 

Definition 2.4.25. — Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum. The weighted stable homo

topy groups of X are presheaves of abelian groups itt^X (where t,s G Z j on <ftn\s- For 

U G (<^m\s) the sections 7rT,SX(U) are defined as the colimit of the inductive system: 

[ST+N A GS+N,Xn\u] ^ [s'+n+i A G£N+1,Xn+1\u] >- • • • 

where [—,X2|t/] denotes the set of maps in the homotopy category associated to 

the motivic model structure on the category AopPTe*((fori\u)ms of pointed simplicial 

presheaves on the smooth Nisnevich site over the base scheme U, and the transition 

maps are given by taking suspension with T and composing with the bonding maps of 

X. The index t is called the degree and the index s is called the weight ofirt,sX. 

Proposition 2.4.26. — Consider t,s G Z and U G {<fltn\s)- Then the following functor: 

SptTJ%* ^ fflx/IM ^wiffo 

X\ **t,*X(U) 

is representable in the homotopy category associated to SptT^*. To represent it we 

can choose any spectrum of the form (see definition 2.4-4) 

Fn(SpAG*nAU+) 

where n,p,q > 0, p — n = t and q — n = s. 

Proof. — Since every pointed simplicial presheaf on y$m\s is cofibrant in M*, Propo

sition 2.4.17 and Corollary 2.4.20 imply that 

[Fn(S*> A G ^ A U+),X]Spt [Sp A A U+, (IQTJX)n] 

where [—, —]spt denotes the set of maps between two objects in the homotopy category 

associated to SptTJ%*, and [—, —] denotes the set of maps in the homotopy category 

associated to M*. Since QTJX —• IQTJX is in particular a level motivic trivial 

fibration we have the natural isomorphism 

[S*> AGlA U+, {IQTJX)n] * [S* A G 1 A U+, (QTJX)n] 

Now since Sp AG-^ A U+ is compact in the sense of Jardine (see Proposition 2.4.1), 

using Proposition 2.3.11 we have that 

[Sp A G ^ A £/+, (QTJX)n] S \\m[Sp+j A G«+' A [/+, (JX)N+J] 
j>0 
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Since M* is in particular a symmetric monoidal model category (see Proposition 2.3.7) 

and E/+ G AopPre*(çiw|5)Nis is cofibrant, we have that 

lim[Sp+J' A G*+j A [/+, (JX)n+j] 2È lim[Sp+3' A G ^ , H o m x (£/+, ( JX)n+^)] 

Proposition 2.1.10 implies that 

l im[5^' A G ^ , H o m x ( f / + , ( JX)n+')] ^ l i m [ S ^ A G£j ^(Map(5^ (JX)"**] 
j>0 j>0 

where <j> : U —> 5 is the structure map defining U as an object in $n\s-

Now since ^ * is in particular a simplicial model category, and 05(c0~1(JX)n+:; = 

H o m x ( ^ + , (JX)n+3) is a fibrant object, we have that 

7ro(Map(5^ (Map(5 A G (Map(5 ^A^iJX)^)) 

computes [Sp+3 A G%t3\(f>*(j)~1(JX)n+3]. The enriched adjunctions of proposition 

2.1.11 imply that 

Map(5p+J' A G«+', (T>,(T>-L{JX)n+3) 9é Map^iS**' A G ^ ' ) , (T>~\JX)n+j) 

= M a p ( S ^ ' A G«+', 4>-\jX)n^) 

Let vu : (j)~1(JX)n+3 —> Ru4>~1(JX)n+3 be a functorial fibrant replacement for 

(j)~1(JX)n+3 in the category of pointed simplicial presheaves AopPre*(9iw|t/)Nis on 

the smooth Nisnevich site over U equipped with the motivic model structure. It is 

clear that (JX)n+3 is motivic flasque (see definition 2.3.8) and satisfies the B.G. 

property (see definition 2.1.6) on AopPre*(çiw|s)Nis> and since 0_1 preserves both 

properties we have that 4>~l(JX)n+3 is motivic flasque and satisfies the B.G. property 

on AopPre*(<^|[/)Nis- Thus r\j is a sectionwise weak equivalence, and since SpJt3 A 

G^3 is compact in the sense of Jardine in AopPre*(9#w|[/)Nis (see Proposition 2.4.1) 

we have that 

(17) 

Hom^. (5*+'' A Gf+i, 4>-\JX)n+i) 

ru* 

Horn*. (S*+* A (Map(5 Rur1 {JX)n+i) 

is also a sectionwise weak equivalence. Taking global sections at U we get a weak 

equivalence of simplicial sets: 

Map(Sp+j A G£>,<l>-1(JX)n+i) 

(18) ru* 

Map(5p+J' A Gq+i, Ru (Map(5 ̂ iJXy+i) n+j. 
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Thus Map(Sp+' A G ^ ' , < M ~ V * ) n 4 " j ) and Map(Sp+J" A G^i, Ru4>~1(JX)n+j) are 

naturally weakly equivalent simplicial sets. Since AopPre*((^w|t/)Nis is a simplicial 

model category we have that 

7r0Map(S^ AGq+j,Rut-^JX)"**) 

computes [Sp+^ A Gq^, (J)-1 {JX)n^)u = [5P+J A G-*+J, (JX)n+j\u], where 

denotes the set of maps in the homotopy category associated to the motivic model 

structure on AopPre*(9fc|c/)Nis. Thus [Sp+j A G^j, 0* </>~1 (JX)n_K7' ] is naturally iso

morphic to [Sp+j A Gffi, (JX)n+i\u]. This implies that 

[Fn(5^AG^At /+) ,X]Spt = l^[S^ AG (Map(5 ̂ ^ ^ i J X ) ^ } 
j>0 

(19) * \im[Sp+j AG£j,(JX)n+j\u] 
j>0 

^ \im[Sp+j AGq+j,Xn+i\u] 
j>0 

— ^p-n,q-nX(U) = 7Tt,sX(U) 

Therefore the functors [Fn(Sp A G ^ A U+),— ]sPt and 7Tt,s(—)(U) have canonically 

isomorphic image for every T-spectrum X. To finish the proof we will give an element 

ol £ ^t,s(Fn(Sp A G ^ A U+))(U) which induces an isomorphism of functors 

[Fn(S* AGJ.A U+), -]Spt 7rt,s(-)(C/) 

Let be the unit of the adjunction between — A U+ and Hom^(£/+, —) evaluated 

in S*+iAGf+J: 

St+i A G ^ Hom«, ([/+, (St+j A G ^ ' A £/+) S j.*"1 (St+j A G£+' A 17+) 

Now let 7^ be the adjoint to ft corresponding to the adjunction between (j>~1 and </>*: 

^-i(5f*+i A G ^ ) (St+j ^ ( S ^ A Ga+S A 17+) 

Let [ y ] e [ r 1 ^ ' A G'+i),*-1 (St+j^* A G # ' (St+j A I/+)]t, = (St+j A G^,(5*^' A 

Ĝ 1"-7 A E/+)|c/] denote the map induced by 7J in the homotopy category associated 

to AopPre*(<^w|[/)Nis equipped with the motivic model structure. It is clear that the 

maps [7J] define an element 

a E \im[St+i A G^j,(St+j A G'+* A U+)\v] 
j>0 

But 

[S*+1 A G'+*, (S*^ A G'+> A U+)\u] = [St+i A G£>', (S^~n A G^~n A U+)\v) 

= [St+J A Gs^, (F„(S* AGlA U+))i\u] 
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Thus 

a G l im[5^ ' A G ^ ' , (Fn(Sp A G ^ A U+))j\u] = 7rt|S(Fn(SP A G ^ A J7+)) 

Finally it is clear that a induces the required isomorphism of functors 

[Fn(SP AGJ.A U+), -]Spt 7rt,s(-)([/) 

since by construction a is compatible with the isomorphisms in (19) which are induced 
by T\J : </>_1(JX)n+J —• Ru(/)~1(JX)n+J via the natural maps rjy* in the diagrams 
(17) and (18), where ru denotes a functorial flbrant replacement in the category 
AopPre*(<^|t/)Nis equipped with the motivic model structure. • 

Proposition 2.4.27 (Jardine). — Let f : X —> Y be a map of T-spectra. The following 
are equivalent: 

1. f is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%. 
2. For every t,s e Z, f induces an isomorphism 

U t,s (f) : nt,sX ^ 7rMY 

of presheaves of abelian groups on $n\s-

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 3.7]. • 

Corollary 2.4.28. — Let f : X —>Y be a map of T-spectra. The following are equiva
lent: 

1. f is a weak equivalence in SptTJ^*. 
2. For every n,p,q>0 and every U G $n\s, f induces an isomorphism 

[Fn(S? A G ^ A f/+), X]Spt [Fn(S? A G ^ A U+), Y]Spt 

in the homotopy category associated to SptTM*. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from Propositions 2.4.27 and 2.4.26. • 

Theorem 2.4.29 (Jardine). — The Quillen adjunction: 

(ST, ^ T , <p) : SptTJ%* ^ SptTM* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.17]. • 

Proposition 2.4.30 (Jardine). — The natural map Yi^X —• X[l] from the fake suspen
sion functor to the shift functor is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. Therefore the fake 
suspension functor and the shift functor are naturally equivalent in the homotopy cat
egory associated to SptTM*. 
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Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 3.19]. • 

Proposition 2.4.31 (Jardine). — The fake suspension functor Y^T and the suspension 

functor T,T are naturally equivalent in the homotopy category associated to SptTM*. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Lemma 3.20]. • 

Corollary 2.4.32 (Jardine). — The T-loops functor £îr, fake T-loops functor ft^f and 

shift functor S-i (s-\X = X[—1]) are all naturally equivalent in the homotopy cate

gory associated to SptTM*. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from Propositions 2.4.30 and 2.4.31. • 

Proposition2.4.33. — Let X G AopPre^((^m\s)ms be a pointed simplicial presheaf 

which is compact in the sense of Jardine (see definition 2.3.10), and let Fn(X) be the 

T-spectrum constructed in definition 2.4-4- Consider an inductive system of T-spectra: 

Zq ^ Z\ ^ Z2 ^ * * * 

Then 

[Fn(X),limZ,]Spt = lim[Fn(X), Zi) spt 

where [—,—]spt denotes the set of maps in the homotopy category associated to 

SptTM*. 

Proof — Since X is cofibrant in M*, Proposition 2.4.17 and corollary 2.4.20 imply 

that 

[Fn(X)1l\mZi]Spt 9È [X, (JQT J l m i ^ n 

[X,(QrJBmZ0n] 

where [—,— ] denotes the set of maps in the homotopy category associated to M*. 

Since X is compact in the sense of Jardine, we have that Proposition 2.3.11 implies 

the following: 

[X,(QTJlimZ;)n] ^ lim^-7 A G3m A X , ( Jlim Z^)n+J] 

^ \im[Sj A &m A X , (lim Zi)n+j] 
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Now Lemma 2.2(4) in [14] implies that Sj A G ^ A X are all compact in the sense of 
Jardine, therefore using proposition 2.3.11 again, we have: 

lim[^' A G ^ A I , (lim Z*)n+J] = lim tim[Sj A G ^ A X , {Zi)n+j} 
j>0 j>0i>0 

* lim lim[Sj A & m A X , {Zi)n+j] 
i>0j>0 

* lim[X,(Qr JZ*)n] 
i>0 

* fim[X, (IQTJZi)n] 
i>0 

* lim[Fn(X),Z,]Spt 
i>0 

and this finishes the proof. • 

2.5. Cellularity of the Motivic Stable Model Structure 

In this section we will show that SptT^* is a cellular model category. For this we 
will use the cellularity of M* (see Proposition 2.3.7) together with some results of 
Hovey [11]. 

The cellularity for the motivic stable model structure is also proved in [8, Corol
lary 1.6]. However, our proof is different since we use the characterization for weak 
equivalences given in corollary 1.6.11(2) (which holds in any simplicial model cate
gory) whereas the argument given in [8, Corollary 1.6] relies on [11, Theorem 4.12] 
which does not apply to the model category described in Proposition 2.3.7 (see 
[11, p. 83]). 

Theorem 2.5.1 (Hovey). — Let SptT(9fc|s)NiS be the category of T-spectra equipped 
with the projective model structure (see Theorem 2.4-5). Then the category 
SptT(y$m\s)ms ^ a cellular model category where the sets of generating cofibra-
tions and trivial cofibrations are the ones described in Theorem 2.4-5. 

Proof. — Proposition 2.3.7 implies that the model category M* is in particular cellu
lar and left proper. Therefore we can apply Theorem A.9 in [11], which says that the 
category of T-spectra equipped with the projective model structure is also cellular 
under our conditions. • 

Theorem 2.4.5 together with Theorem 2.5.1 imply that the projective model struc
ture on SptT(<^|s)Nis is cellular, proper and simplicial. Therefore we can apply 
Hirschhorn's localization technology to it. If we are able to find a suitable set of 
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maps such that the left Bousfield localization with respect to this set recovers the m o 
tivic stable model structure, then an immediate corollary of this will be the cellularity 
of the motivic stable model structure for SptT(($n\s)ms' 

Definition 2.5.2 (Hovey, cf. [11]). — Let Im* = {Y+ ^ (AgO+} be the set of generating 
cofibrations for M* (see Proposition 2.3.7). Notice that Y+ may be equal to (Ag-)+. 
We consider the following set of maps of T-spectra 

S = {FK+1(T A Y+) — FKY+} 

where is the adjoint to the identity map (in AopT>Ye*(<ftn\s)ms) 

id : T A Y+ - Evk+1(FkY+) = T A 7 + 

coming from the adjunction between Fk+i and Evk+i (see definition 2.4-4)-

Proposition 2.5.3 (Hovey). — Let X be a T-spectrum. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 

1. X is stably fibrant, i.e. X is a fibrant object in SptTJ%*. 
2. X is S-local. 

Proof. — It follows from [11, Theorem 3.4] and lemma 2.4.19. • 

Now it is very easy to show that the motivic stable model structure for T-spectra 
is in fact cellular. 

Theorem 2.5.4. — SptT^* is a cellular model category with the following sets , 
of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively: 

ITm. = U > o { W + ^ (St+j )I U 6 (Ms),n> 0} 

JTM,={j:A^B) 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of1^^-complexes. 
2. j is a stable weak equivalence. 
3. the size of B as an ij^ -complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 

described by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof — By Theorem 2.5.1 we know that SptT(<^|s)NiS is cellular when it is 
equipped with the projective model structure. Therefore we can apply Hirschhorn's 
localization techniques to construct the left Bousfield localization with respect to the 
set S of definition 2.5.2. We claim that this localization coincides with SptTJ^*. In 
effect, using Proposition 2.5.3, we have that the fibrant objects in the left Bousfield 
localization with respect to S coincide with the fibrant objects in SptTM*. Therefore 
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a map / : X —• Y of T-spectra is a weak equivalence in the left Bousfield localization 
with respect to S if and only if Qf* : Map(Qy, Z) —> Map(QX, Z) is a weak 
equivalence of simplicial sets for every stably fibrant object Z (here Q denotes the 
cofibrant replacement functor in ^tT{^m\s)ms equipped with the projective model 
structure). But since SptT^* is a simplicial model category and the cofibrations 
coincide with the projective cofibrations, using corollary 1.6.11(2) we get exactly the 
same characterization for the stable equivalences. Hence the weak equivalences in 
both the motivic stable structure and the left Bousfield localization with respect to S 
coincide. This implies that the motivic stable model structure and the left Bousfield 
localization with respect to S are identical, since the cofibrations in both cases are 
just the cofibrations for the projective model structure on SptT(<^|s)NiS-

Therefore using Theorem 4.1.1 in [6] we have that SptT^* is cellular, since it is 
constructed applying Hirschhorn technology with respect to the set S. 

The claim with respect to the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations 
also follows from [6, Theorem 4.1.1] and the fact that 7 ^ is just the set of generating 
cofibrations for the projective model structure on SptT(9#^|s)NiS- D 

Theorem 2.5.4 will be one of the main technical ingredients for the construction of 
new model structures on SptT((^m\s)ms which lift Voevodsky's slice filtration to the 
model category level. 

2.6. The Motivic Symmetric Stable Model Structure 

One of the technical disadvantages of the category of T-spectra SptT(9fc|s)NiS (see 
definition 2.4.2) is that it does not inherit a closed symmetric monoidal structure from 
the category of pointed simplicial presheaves M*. Symmetric spectra were introduced 
by Hovey, Shipley and Smith in [12] to solve this problem in the context of simplicial 
sets. 

Their construction was lifted to the motivic setting by Jardine in [14], where he 
constructs a closed symmetric monoidal category of T-spectra together with a suit
able model structure which is Quillen equivalent to the category SptTJ^* (see Theo
rem 2.4.16). In this section we describe some of his constructions and results that will 
be necessary for our study of the multiplicative properties of the slice filtration. 

Definition 2.6.1. — For n > 0; let En denote the symmetric group on n letters where 
So is by definition the group with only one element. 

The (g,p)-shuffle cQiP e= Sp+g is given by the following formula: 

A q p (i) i + v if 1 < i < q. 

i — q ifq + l<i<p + q. 
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Definition 2.6.2 (Jardine, cf. [14]). — 1. A symmetric T-speetrum X is a collection 

of pointed simplicial presheaves (Xn)n>o on the smooth Nisnevich site <$m\s, 

together with: 

(a) Left actions 

En x XN >- XN 

(b) Bonding maps 

T A XN Xn+1 

such that the iterated composition 

Tr A XN ^ XN+R 

is Er x Y,n-equivariant for r > 1 and n > 0. 

2. A map f : X -^Y of symmetric T-spectra is a collection of maps 

Xn 
r 

yn 

in M* satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) Compatibility with the bonding maps, i.e. the following diagram: 

T A XN 
idAf" 

T A Yn 

Xn On 

Xn+l 
fn + l 

. yn+1 

commutes for all n > 0 

(b) fn is T,n-equivariant. 

3. With the previous definitions we get a category, called the category of symmetric 

T-spectra which will be denoted by Sptf^^^lsONis-

Example 2.6.3. — Given any pointed simplicial presheaf X in M*, the T-spectrum 

FQ(X) has the structure of a symmetric T-spectrum; where the left action of En on 

Fo(X)N = Tn A X is given by the permutation of the T factors. 

In particular if we take X — S°, we get the sphere T-spectrum; which will be 

denoted by 1. 

The category of symmetric T-spectra has a simplicial structure similar to the 

one that exists for T-spectra, which is induced from the one on pointed simplicial 

presheaves. 

Given a symmetric T-spectrum X , the tensor objects are defined as follows: 

X A — : SSets ^ Spt£(dM<?)Nis 

K X AK 
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where (X A K)n — Xn A K+ which has an action of En induced by the one in Xn 

and the functor — A K+, and with bonding maps 

T A (Xn A K+) — ^ (T A Xn) A G MdK+ > Xn+1 A K+ 

The simplicial functor in two variables is: 

Map E ( - - ) : (Spt?(9H5)Nis)op x Spt?(^|5)Nis ^ SSets 

(X, y ) I Map S(X, Y) 

where Map s ( X , y ) n = HomSptE(^|g)Ni8(X A A £ , y ) , and finally for any symmetric 

T-spectrum y we have the following functor 

y - : SSets ^ (Spt?(^|5)Nis)op 

K\ ^YK 

where (YK)n = (yn)x+ which has an action of En induced by the one in Yn £*nd the 

K+ -loops functor, and with bonding maps 

T A (Yn)K+ — ^ (T A Yn)K+ -—(Yn+1)K+ 

where for U G (<fon\s), ot(U) is adjoint to 

idT(u)AevK, 
T(U) A (Yn(U))K+ A + T(tf) A yn(C/) 

In a similar way, it is possible to promote the action of M* on the category of 

T-spectra to the category of symmetric T-spectra, i.e. the category of symmetric 

T-spectra Spt^(<^|s)Nis has the structure of a closed J^*-module, which is obtained 

by extending the symmetric monoidal structure for M* levelwise. 

The bifunctor giving the adjunction of two variables is defined as follows: 

- A - : Spt£(<^|s)Nis x ^ Spt^(<^|s)Nis 

(X, A) I >- X A A 

with (X A A)n — Xn A A which has an action of En induced by the one in Xn and 

the functor — A A, and with bonding maps 

T A (Xn A A) — ( T A Xn) A A on Aid a Xn+1 A A 
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The adjoints are given by: 

fl_-:jexSpt£(*Ms)Nis SN x S p t S c^HsWs 

(AX) Qx A 

h o m ? ( - , - ) : (Spt£(«MS)NI8)°P x SptJ(^ |s)Nis Mx 

(X, Y) h o r < ( X , Y ) 

where (ilAX)n = fi^X™ which has an action of E„ induced by the one in Xn and 
the .A-loops functor, with bonding maps T A (ClAXn) —> UAXn+1 adjoint to 

T A (nAXn) A A idAevA 
T A X " Mx Xn+1 

and hom^? (X, Y) is the following pointed simplicial presheaf on </foi\s'-

h o m ^ ( X , y ) : (Ms x A ) ° P Sets 

(U,n) HomSptz(^|s)№s(XA(Ag)+,y) 

The main difference between the categories of T-spectra and symmetric T-spectra 
is that the latter has a closed symmetric monoidal structure, i.e. it is possible to 
construct the smash product of two symmetric T-spectra. 

Definition 2.6.4 (cf. [14]). — 1. A symmetric sequence X is a collection of pointed 
simplicial presheaves (Xn)n>o on the smooth Nisnevich site <fim\s, together with 
left actions 

En x X Xn 
2. A map f : X —» F of symmetric sequences consists of a collection of T,n-equiv-

ariant maps 
fn x W yn 

in M*. 
3. With these definitions we get a category, called the category of symmetric se

quences which will be denoted by (J^*)s. 

Definition 2.6.5. — LetX andY be two symmetric sequences. Then the product X®Y 
is given by the following symmetric sequence: 

(X ® Y)n = HomSptz(^|s)№s(XA(Ag)+,y 
L o X 

Remark 2.6.6. — A symmetric T-spectrum X can be identified with a symmetric se
quence X equipped with a module structure over the sphere spectrum, i.e. with a map 
of symmetric sequences: 

1 ® X ox X 

satisfying the usual associativity conditions. 
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Definition 2.6.7(cf. [12]). — For every n > 0, we have the following adjunction: 

(Gn, Evn, if) : M* {M^ 

where Evn is the n-evaluation functor 

Evn:(M*)* >M> 

X\ ^XN 

and Gn is the n-free symmetric sequence functor: 

Gn : M* >• (M*)* 

X\ - G n ( X ) 

where 
if m ^ n. 

Gn(Xy . . . 
t6E„ X V m = n. 

Definition 2.6.8 (cf. [14]). — For every n > 0, we have the following adjunction: 

(F=, Evn, <p) : M* Spt?(^|s)Nis 

where Evn is the n-evaluation functor 

Evn : Spt£(*Hs)Nis ^M* 

X\ ^Xn 

and F% is the n-free symmetric T-spectrum functor: 

F„ '• M* *• Spt?(^|S)Nis 

XI >• 1 ® Gn{X) 

Definition 2.6.9 (cf. [14]). — Let X and Y be two symmetric T-spectra. Then the 

smash product X AY is given by the colimit of the following diagram 

I®X®Y O X OLD ;X®Y 

where the bottom arrow is the following composition 

T idfô<7v 
l ® X ® y - - ^ X ® l ® y > X ® Y 

Proposition 2.6.10 (Jardine). — The category of symmetric T-spectra Spt^(<^|s)NiS 

has a closed symmetric monoidal structure where the product is given by the smash 

product described in definition 2.6.9, and the functor that gives the adjunction of two 

variables is the following: 

HomSpts(-, - ) : (Spt^(^w|5)Nis)op x Spt^vM^Nis ^ SptyWH^Nis 

(X, Y) l Hom5pf? (X, Y) 
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where HomSpfs(I,F)n = homf (F^(S°) AX, Y), and the adjoints a™ to the bonding 
maps are given as follows: Let ( : i^+1(T) ^ 1®SlxSn( A T - > 1®SlxSn( 6e *fte adjoint 
corresponding to the inclusion determined by the identity in £n+i: 

*e:Tw£Wn+1(Fns(S0)) = En+1®SlxSn(TA \J S°) = \/ T 

then is the following map induced by £ A id; 

hom?(F=(S°) A X , Y) (CAld)* > hom^(FnE+1(5°) A T A X , Y) 

The twist isomorphism T : X AY -± Y A X is induced levelwise by: 

Xp A yq * ^ yq A Xp 

acq,p 

( X <g> Y)P+I (Y <g> ХУ+* 

Finally, the unit is given by the sphere T-spectrum FQ(S°) = 1. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, Section 4.3]. • 

Proposition 2.6.11. — Let X , У be two arbitrary symmetric T-spectra and let A in 
M* be an arbitrary pointed simplicial presheaf. Then we have the following enriched 
adjunctions: 

(20) Map(A, hom^(X, Y)) — M a p E(X A A, Y) — | - » Map E(X, ttAY) 

(21) H o m x (A, hom?(X, Y)) hom^(X A A, Y) hom^(X, QAY) 

(22) HomSptE ( X A A, Y) HomSpf? (X, QAY) 

where the maps in (20) are isomorphisms of simplicial sets, the maps in (21) are 
isomorphisms of simplicial presheaves, and the map in (22) is an isomorphism of 
symmetric T-spectra. 

Proof. — We consider first the simplicial adjunctions: To any n-simplex t in 
Map(A ,hom^(X,y) ) 

AAAn—^ hom E ^ ( Х , У ) 

associate the following n-simplex in Map E(X Л А, У) : 

X A A A An ^ У 

corresponding to the adjunction between X A — and hom^(X, —). 
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To any n-simplex t in Map x(X A A, Y) 

AN A X A A - • X A A A AN Y 

associate the following n-simplex in Map s ( X , £ÌAY): 

X AAn 
PIT) 

A n M — ^ nAY 

corresponding to the adjunction between — A A and Q,A-

We consider now the isomorphisms of simplicial presheaves: To any simplex s in 

Homx(A ,hom rE(X,7)) 

A A A J - ^ h o m ^ ( X , y ) 

we associate the following simplex in hom^(X A A,Y) 

XAAA A g -^-L Y 

corresponding to the adjunction between X A — and hom^ (X, —). 

To any simplex s in homr (X A A, Y) 

X A Ag- A A • •XAAA Ag -Y 

we associate the following simplex in hom^(X, £IAY) 

X A A g -^L nAY 

corresponding to the adjunction between — A A and fi^. 

Finally, we consider the isomorphism of symmetric T-spectra: Using the adjunction 

given by e in (21), we get for every n > 0 the following commutative diagram, where 

the vertical maps are isomorphisms of simplicial presheaves: 

homf (F^ (S°) A X A A,Y) 
(CAidxAA)* 

homrE(Fns+1(r)AlAi,y) 

SÉ e 

homf (F„s(5°) A X,QAY) • horn? (F*+1(T) A X,SlAY) 
(CAidx)* 

By definition (see Proposition 2.6.10) the diagram above is equal to: 

HomSpt? (X A A, Y)n QrHomSpt? (X A A, F)n+1 

HomSp(z(X,0Ay) ' 

This induces the isomorphism 7. 

nTUomSpMX,nAY) 71+1 
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Proposition 2.6.12. — Let X, Y, Z be three arbitrary symmetric J'spectra. Then we 
have the following enriched adjunctions: 

(23) Map s(X A Y, Z) —Map E (X, HomSpt? (Y, X)) 

(24) horn?(X A Y, Z) horn?(X, HomSp(? (Y, Z)) 

(25) HomSpt? (X A Y, Z) - J U HomSpt? (X, HomSpt? (Y, Z)) 

where the map in (23) is an isomorphism of simplicial sets, the map in (24) is an 
isomorphism of simplicial presheaves, and the map in (25) is an isomorphism of 
symmetric T-spectra. 

Proof. — We consider first the simplicial adjunctions: To any n-simplex t in 
M a p s ( X A 7 , Z ) 

An A X AY — X A Y A An — ^ Z 

associate the following n-simplex in Map E(X , Hom5pfs(7, Z)): 

! A A n AnAX y (t) Hom5pfE (Y, Z) 

corresponding to the adjunction between — AY and HomSpts(F, —). 
We consider now the isomorphisms of simplicial presheaves: To any simplex s in 

hom rE ( lA7 ,Z) 

Ag- AX AY — X AY A Ag- —fU. z 

we associate the following simplex in hom^(X, Hom5pts (7, Z) ) 

X A AUn Ag- A X k (s) HomSpt?(y, Z) 

corresponding to the adjunction between — AY and H o m ^ s f F , —). 
Finally, we consider the isomorphism of symmetric T-spectra: Using the adjunction 

given by K in (24), we get for every n > 0 the following commutative diagram, where 
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the vertical maps are isomorphisms of simplicial presheaves: 

homrs(Fns(S°)AJAr ,Z) 
(T)AXAY,Z) 

homf(F^+1 (T)AXAY,Z) 

homrE(if (S0) A X, Hom5pt?(y, Z)) 

(CAidx)* 

homrs(Fn2+1(T)Al,Hom5pt?(y,Z)) 

By definition (see Proposition 2.6.10) the diagram above is equal to: 

Homs ,e {X A Y, Z)N Q Hom nTHOMSPMXAY,Zr+1 

HomSp(? (X, HomSp(? (Y, Z))N nTHomSp(? (X, HomSpt? (Y, Z))N+' 

This induces the isomorphism ¡1. • 

The following proposition will have remarkable consequences in our study of the 

multiplicative properties for Voevodsky's slice filtration. 

Proposition 2.6.13 (Jardine). — Let A, B be two arbitrary pointed simplicial presheaves 

in M*. Then we have an isomorphism: 

F*(A) A F=(B) F*+n{A A B) 

which is natural in A and B. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Corollary 4.18]. • 

For the construction of the motivic stable model structure on the category of 

T-spectra, it was necessary to introduce the projective and injective model struc

tures (see Theorem 2.4.16). In [14], Jardine considers an injective model structure for 

symmetric T-spectra as a preliminary step in the construction of a model structure 

which turns out to be Quillen equivalent to SptTJ%*. We will also need to consider a 

projective model structure for symmetric T-spectra, in order to show that this stable 

model structure for symmetric T-spectra is cellular. 
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Definition 2.6.14. — Let f : X —> Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We say that f 
is a level cofibration (respectively level fibration, level weak equivalence), if for every 
n > 0, the map fn : Xn —> Yn is a cofibration (respectively a fibration, a weak 
equivalence) in M*. 

In Proposition 2.3.7 we used Jm* and Jm* to denote the sets of generating cofibra-
tions and trivial cofibrations for M*. 

Theorem 2.6.15 (Hovey). — There exists a cofibrantly generated model structure for 
the category Sv^{$n\s)ms of symmetric T-spectra with the following choices: 

1. The weak equivalences are the level weak equivalences. 
2. The set I of generating cofibrations is 

1= \jFf(IM.) 
n>0 

3. The set J of generating trivial cofibrations is 

J=\JFn(JM.) 
n>0 

This model structure will be called the projective model structure for symmetric 
T-spectra. Furthermore, the projective model structure is left proper and simplicial. 

Proof. — Proposition 2.3.7 implies that the model category M* is in particular 
pointed, proper, simplicial and symmetric monoidal. We also have that every pointed 
simplicial presheaf in M* is cofibrant. Then the result follows immediately from 
Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 in [11]. • 

Remark 2.6.16. — Let f : X —>Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. 

1. f is a fibration in SptÇ(9fo|s)Nis equipped with the projective model structure if 
and only if f is a level fibration. 

2. f is a trivial fibration in Spt^(<^|s)NiS equipped with the projective model struc
ture if and only if f is both a level fibration and a level weak equivalence. 

It follows directly from the definition that every symmetric T-spectrum after for
getting the Enactions becomes a T-spectrum in SptT(<^|s)NiS- Therefore we get a 
functor: 

U : Spt^(^m\s)ms ^ SptT(9^|5)Nis 

It turns out that this forgetful functor has a left adjoint. 

Definition 2.6.17 (Jardine, cf. [14]). — Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum in 
SptT(<^w|5)Nis- Then X has a natural filtration {LnX}n>o called the layer filtration, 
where LnX is defined as 

X ° , X 1 , . . . , X n , T A X n , T 2 A X n , . . . 
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and furthermore 
X^limLnX 

It is also possible to give an inductive definition for the layers LnX using the 
following pushout diagrams (see definition 2.4-4): 

Fn+1(TAXn) ^LnX 

Fn+1{X"+l) - L n + 1 X 

Proposition 2.6.18 (Jardine). — We have the following adjunction 

(V, U, <p) : SptT(<^|5)Nis ^ Spt^(9^|5)Nis 

The functor V is called the symmetrization functor and is defined as follows: 

1. For every pointed simplicial presheaf X on the smooth Nisnevich site (q$/n\s)ms 
we have 

V(Fn(X)) = F%(X) 

2. V is constructed inductively using the layer filtration (see definition 2.6.17) to
gether with the following pushout diagrams (see definition 2.6.8): 

Fns+1(TAX") *V{LnX) 

^+i(^n+1) ^V(Ln+1X) 

3. Finally, V{X) = KmV(LnX) 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, p. 507] • 

Proposition 2.6.19. — The adjunction 

(V, (7, if) : SptT(9fe|5)Nis ^ Sptr(*Hs)Nis 

is enriched in the categories of simplicial sets and pointed simplicial presheaves on 
(</$m\s)ms, for every T-spectrum X and for every symmetric T-spectrum Y we 
have the following natural isomorphisms: 

Map E(7X, Y) Map(X, UY) 

hom?(VX, Y) homr(X, UY) 
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Proof. — We consider first the simplicial isomorphism: Given any n-simplex t in 
M a p E ( V X , y ) 

VX A An — Y 

consider the map corresponding to the adjunction between — A An and —An in 
Sptr(9<fo*|s)Ni8 

VX —^ Y*n 

Now use the adjunction between V and U to get the map: 

X^^U(YAn) = (UY)An 

and finally use the adjunction between — A An and —An in SptT(<^m\s)ms to get the 
associated n-simplex e(t) in Map(X, UY): 

e(t) 
X A An ^ UY 

We consider now the isomorphism of simplicial presheaves: Given any simplex s in 
hom*(VX,Y) 

VX A A ^ y 

consider the map corresponding to the adjunction between — A A ^ and ^ A ^ ~~ M 
Spt^((^m\s)ms 

VX • Ov> Y 

Now use the adjunction between V and U to get the map: 

X U(QAnwY) QAn UY 

and finally use the adjunction between — A A ^ and hi SptT((fon\s)ms to get 
the associated simplex rj(s) in homr(X, UY): 

X A A ^ ri{s) UY 

We say that a map / : X —• Y of symmetric T-spectra is an injective fibration if it 
has the right lifting property with respect to the class of maps which are both level 
cofibrations and level weak equivalences. 

Theorem 2.6.20 (Jardine). — There exists a model structure for the category 

SptT(9^|s)Nis of symmetric T-spectra with the following choices: 

1. The weak equivalences are the level weak equivalences. 
2. The cofibrations are the level cofibrations. 
3. The fibrations are the injective fibrations. 
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This model structure will be called the injective model structure for symmetric T'-spec
tra. Furthermore, the injective model structure is proper, simplicial, and cofibrantly 
generated with the following sets I, J of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations, 
respectively (see Theorem 2.4-8): 

1. The set I of generating cofibrations is 

I = {V(i) : VA VB} 

where i satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) i is a level cofibration in SptT(< l̂iw|s)Nis-
(b) The codomain B of i is K-bounded. 

2. The set J of generating trivial cofibrations is 

J = {V(j) : V(A) - V(B)} 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) j is a level trivial cofibration in SptT(<^|s)Nis-
(b) The codomain B of j is ^-bounded. 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Theorem 4.2]. • 

Remark 2.6.21. — The identity functor on Spt^(^m\s)ms induces a left Quillen func
tor from the projective model structure to the injective model structure. 

Definition 2.6.22. — 1. Let Z be a symmetric T-spectrum. We say that Z is injec
tive stably fibrant if Z satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) Z is fibrant in Spt^((^tn\s)ms equipped with the injective model structure. 
(b) UZ is fibrant in SptTjM*. 

2. Let f : X —• Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We say that f is a stable 
weak equivalence if for every injective stably fibrant symmetric T-spectrum Z, 
the induced map 

Map E(y, Z) Map E(X, Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
3. Let f : X —> Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We say that f is a stable 

fibration ifUfisa fibration in SptTM* (see theorem 2.4-16). 

In Theorem 2.5.4 we used ij^ and to denote the sets of generating cofibrations 
and trivial cofibrations for SptT^*. 

Theorem 2.6.23 (Jardine). — There exists a model structure for the category 
Spt^(9fe|s)Nis of symmetric T-spectra with the following choices: 

1. The weak equivalences are the stable weak equivalences. 
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2. The cofibrations are the projective cofibrations (see Theorem 2.6.15), i.e. they 
are generated by the set 

| j F n % . ) = n 4 ) 
n>0 

3. The fibrations are the stable fibrations. 

This model structure will be called motivic symmetric stable, and the category of 
symmetric T-spectra, equippped with the motivic symmetric stable model structure 
will be denoted by S^t^M*. Furthermore, Spt^J^* is a proper and simplicial model 
category. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.15]. • 

Remark 2.6.24. — Let p : X —> Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. Then p is a 
trivial fibration in SptfL/^* if and only if Up is a trivial fibration in SptT^*. 

Proposition 2.6.25. — Spt^J^* is a M*-model category (see definition 1.7.12). 

Proof. — Condition (2) in definition 1.7.12 follows automatically since the unit in 
M* is cofibrant. It remains to show that 

- A - : Spt^(9^|s)NiS x M* Sptr(v*»|s)Nis 

is a Quillen bifunctor. By Lemma 1.7.5 it is enough to prove the following claim: 
Given a cofibration i : A —• B in M* and a fibration p : X —> Y in Sp t | ^* , then 

the map 

nBX i%m'Pm) > nBY xQaY nAX 

is a fibration in Spt^^* which is trivial if either i or p is a weak equivalence. 
But this follows immediately from the following facts: 

1. A map of symmetric T-spectra / : X —> Y is a fibration (respectively a trivial 
fibration) in Sp^M* if and only if Uf : UX —• UY is a fibration (respectively 
a trivial fibration) in SptTJ%*. 

2. For every symmetric T-spectrum X and for any pointed simplicial presheaf A 
in M*, we have that U{VLAX) = &AUX, where the right hand side denotes the 
action of M* in SptT>y^*. 

3. SptT^* is a J^*-model category (see Proposition 2.4.24). • 

Corollary 2.6.26. — For every pointed simplicial presheaf A G M*, the adjunction 

(- A A, <p) : Spt^M* ^ Sp t?^* 

is a Quillen adjunction. 
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Proof. — We have that every pointed simplicial presheaf is cofibrant in M*. Then 

the result follows from Proposition 2.6.25. • 

Theorem 2.6.27(Jardine). — Let T = S1 A G m G M*. Then the Quillen adjunction: 

( - A T, nT, <p) : Sptj,M* >• SptÇ^* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Let 77, e denote the unit and counit of the adjunction (— A T, OT, (f). By 

Proposition 1.3.13 in [10], it suffices to check that the following conditions hold: 

1. For every cofibrant symmetric T-spectrum A in Spt^j^*, the following compo

sition 

A nT(T A A) nT(RTAAK QTR(T A A) 

is a weak equivalence in Spi^M*, where R denotes a fibrant replacement functor 

in Sptj,M*. 

2. For every fibrant symmetric T-spectrum X in Spt^£*, the following composi

tion 

T A Q(ttTX) idAQ"TX > T A (ÇlTX) X 

is a weak equivalence in Spt^J^*, where Q denotes a cofibrant replacement 

functor in Sp^M*. 

(1): It follows directly from Corollary 4.26 in [14]. 

(2): By construction the map QNTX : Q(ÇtTX) —> Q,TX is a weak equivalence in 

Spt^J^*. Therefore by Lemma 4.25 in [14], we have that id A QQTX is also a weak 

equivalence in Sptfi^*. Then by the two out of three property for weak equivalences, 

it suffices to show that ex is a weak equivalence in SptfiM*. 

Since X is fibrant in Spt^J^*, it follows that UX is fibrant in SptTJ^*. Therefore by 

Lemma 2.4.19(2) we have that UX is in particular level fibrant. Then by Corollary 3.16 

in [14] it follows that the map: 

eux:TA(QTUX) ^ UX 

is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*, but this is just U{ex)- Hence by Proposition 4.8 in 

[14], we have that ex is a weak equivalence in Spt^J^*, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 2.6.28 (Jardine). — Spt^M* is a symmetric monoidal model category 

(with respect to the smash product of symmetric T-spectra) in the sense of Hovey (see 

definition 1.7.7). 

Proof. — We refer the reader to [14, Proposition 4.19]. • 
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Corollary 2.6.29. — Let A be a cofibrant symmetric T-spectrum in Spt^M^. Then the 
adjunction: 

(- A A, Hom5pt?(i, - ) , if) : Spt^jW. ^ Spt^jW. 

is a Quillen adjunction. 

Proof. — It follows directly from Proposition 2.6.28. • 

Theorem 2.6.30 (Jardine). — The adjunction: 

(V, 17, tp) : SptT^* ^ Spt^M* 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functor is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof — We refer the reader to [14, Theorem 4.31]. • 

2.7. Cellularity of the Motivic Symmetric Stable Model Structure 

In this section we will show that the model category Spt^JK* is cellular. For this 
we will use the cellularity of M* (see Proposition 2.3.7) together with some results of 
Hovey [11]. 

Theorem 2.7.1 (Hovey). — Let Spi^((^m\s)ms be the category of symmetric T-spec-
tra equipped with the projective model structure (see Theorem 2.6.15). Then 
Spt^(<^w|5)Nis is a cellular model category where the sets of generating cofibra-
tions and trivial cofibrations are the ones described in Theorem 2.6.15. 

Proof. — Proposition 2.3.7 implies that M* is in particular a cellular, left proper and 
symmetric monoidal model category. We also have that T = S1 A G m is cofibrant 
in M*. Therefore we can apply Theorem A.9 in [11], which says that the category 
of symmetric T-spectra equipped with the projective model structure is also cellular 
under our conditions. • 

Theorem 2.6.15 together with Theorem 2.7.1 imply that the projective model struc
ture on Spt^((^m\s)ms is cellular, left proper and simplicial. Therefore we can apply 
Hirschhorn's localization technology to construct left Bousfield localizations. If we are 
able to find a suitable set of maps such that the left Bousfield localization with respect 
to this set recovers the motivic stable model structure on Spt^((^m\s)ms^ then an im
mediate corollary of this will be the cellularity of the motivic stable model structure 
for symmetric T-spectra. 
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Definition 2.7.2 (Hovey, cf. [11]). — Let IM* = {Y+ ^ = {Y+ ^be the set of generating 
cofibrations for M* (see Proposition 2.3.7). Notice that Y+ may be equal to (A^)+. 
We consider the following set of maps of symmetric T-spectra 

SE = {if+1(TAY+) 
Cs,fc 

F?(Y+)} 

where Cv h i>s the adjoint corresponding to the inclusion determined by the identity in 
к + 1 

%e:TAY+~>Evk+1{F£{Y+)) aEEfc+iaEEfc+i T A 

aEEf 

y = 
aEEfc+i 

TAY+ 

coming from the adjunction between F£+i cmd Evk+i (see definition 2.6.8) 

Proposition 2.7.3 (Hovey). — Let X be a symmetric T-spectrum. The following condi
tions are equivalent: 

1. X is stably fibrant, i.e. X is a fibrant object in Spi^M*. 
2. X is S•£-local. 

Proof. — It follows from definition 8.6 and Theorem 8.8 in [11], together with defi
nition 2.6.22(3) and lemma 2.4.19. • 

Now it is very easy to show that the motivic symmetric stable model structure for 
symmetric T-spectra is in fact cellular. 

Theorem 2.7.4. — Spt^M* is a cellular model category with the following sets l£, 
of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively: 

Tw = v(iL.) = 

k>C 

F£(Y+)^ 

= 

k>0 

F£(Y+)^F* ((A&)+) Ue {Ms),n>o} 

Tw = j : A - B 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of l£-complexes. 
2. j is a stable weak equivalence of symmetric T-spectra. 
3. the size of B as an l£-complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 

described by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof — By Theorem 2.7.1 we know that Spt^((^m\s)ms is cellular when it is 
equipped with the projective model structure. Therefore we can apply Hirschhorn's 
localization techniques to construct the left Bousfield localization with respect to the 
set S% of definition 2.7.2. We claim that this localization coincides with Sp^M*. In 
effect, using Proposition 2.7.3, we have that the fibrant objects in the left Bousfield 
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localization with respect to S% coincide with the fibrant objects in Sp t^^* • Therefore 
a map / : X —> Y of symmetric T-spectra is a weak equivalence in the left Bousfield 
localization with respect to if and only if Qf* : Maps(<2Y, Z) —> Map£(QX, Z) is 
a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every stably fibrant object Z (here Q denotes 
the cofibrant replacement functor in S\>^((JSm\s)ms equipped with the projective 
model structure). But since Spt^J^* is a simplicial model category and the cofibra-
tions coincide with the projective cofibrations, using corollary 1.6.11(2) we get exactly 
the same characterization for the stable equivalences. Hence the weak equivalences 
in both the motivic symmetric stable structure and the left Bousfield localization 
with respect to Ss coincide. This implies that the motivic symmetric stable model 
structure and the left Bousfield localization with respect to 5s are identical, since the 
cofibrations in both cases are just the cofibrations for the projective model structure 
on SptT(9fc|s)Nis. 

Therefore using [6, Theorem 4.1.1] we have that the motivic symmetric sta
ble model structure on Spt^(<^|s)NiS is cellular, since it is constructed applying 
Hirschhorn technology with respect to the set 5s-

The claim with respect to the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations 
also follows from [6, Theorem 4.1.1]. • 

Theorem 2.7.4 will be used for the construction of new model structures on 
Spt^(9fc|s)Nis which are adequate to study the multiplicative properties of Voevod-
sky's slice filtration. 

2.8. Modules and Algebras of Motivic Symmetr ic Spec t ra 

In this section A will always denote a ring spectrum with unit in Spty($JEw|s)Nis» 
and A-mod will denote the category of left (or right) A-modules. In case A is a 
commutative ring spectrum, we will denote the category of A-algebras by A-alg. Our 
goal is to define the model structures induced by the motivic symmetric stable model 
structure on the categories of A-modules and A-algebras, and to show some of their 
properties. 

Proposition 2.8.1. — We have the following adjunction between the categories of sym
metric T-spectra and A-modules: 

(A A - , £/, (p) : Spt^(<^m\s)ms ^ A-mod 

where U(N) = N after forgetting the A-module structure, and A AX has a structure 
of A-module induced by the ring structure on A. 
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Proof. — The unit 77 and counit 5 of the adjunction are defined as follows: 

nv : X *á 1 Л X UA Aid U(AAX) = A AX 

SN:AA U(N) = AAN 
PN N 

where UA is the unit of A and /ZJV is the map inducing the A-module structure on 
N. • 

The category of A-modules inherits a simplicial structure from the one that exists 
on symmetric T-spectra (see Section 2.6). 

Given an A-module M, the tensor objects are defined as follows: 

M A - : SSets ^ A-mod 
K I ^ M A K 

where (M A K)N = MN A i.e. it coincides with the tensor object defined for 
symmetric T-spectra and has a structure of A-module induced by the one in M. 

The simplicial functor in two variables is: 

Map A-mod(—» - ) : (A-mod)op x A-mod - SSets 
(M, N) h -Map A-mod(M, N) 

where Map A-mod (M, N)N = Hom^_mod (M A A™, N), and finally for any A-module N 
we have the following functor 

N~ : SSets ^ (A-mod)°P 
K\ ^ NK 

where (NK)N = (NRI)K+, i.e. it coincides with the cotensor object defined for sym
metric T-spectra and has a structure of A-module A A (N)K+ —> NK+ adjoint to 

A A (N)K+ A K+ 
id/\evK i 

AAN—^N 

where ¡1 is the map that induces the A-module structure on N. 
Similarly, it is possible to promote the action of M* on the category of symmetric 

T-spectra to the category of A-modules, i.e. the category of A-modules A-mod has 

the structure of a closed M*-module, which is obtained by extending the symmetric 

monoidal structure for M* levelwise. 

The bifunctor giving the adjunction of two variables is defined as follows: 

- A - : A-mod x M* ^ A-mod 

(Af, D) i ^ MAD 

with (MAD)N — MN AD, i.e. it coincides with the tensor object defined for symmetric 

T-spectra and has a structure of A-module induced by the one in M. 
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The adjoints are given by: 

Q-- : M? x A-mod ^ 4-mod 

(D, N) l ^ QDN 

homrA-mod(-,-) : 04-mod)°P x A-mod QDN 

(M,N)\ -homf-mod(M, N) 

where (QDN)71 = floN71, i.e. it coincides with the cotensor object denned for sym
metric T-spectra and has a structure of A-module A A (QDN) —» QDN adjoint to 

A A (QDN) A D idAevo AAN AT 

and hom^~mod(M, N) is the following pointed simplicial presheaf on <fin\s' 

hom^~mod(M, N) : (Ms x A)°P - • 

(U,n)\ HomA.mod(MA(A£)+,JV) 

Proposition 2.8.2. — The adjunction (see Proposition 2.8.1) 

(A A - , U, <p) : Spt^(<^|s)Nis >• A-mod 

is enriched in the categories of simplicial sets and pointed simplicial presheaves on 
(9^|s)Nis; for every symmetric T-spectrum X and for every A-module N we have 
the following natural isomorphisms: 

Map A-mod(^ AX, N) e 
n 

Maps(X, UN) 

hom?-mod(AAX,N) e 
n 

hom?(X, UN) 

Proof. — We consider first the simplicial isomorphism: Given any n-simplex t in 
MapA.mod(A/\X,N) 

A AX A A™ — N 

use the adjunction between A A — and U to get the associated n-simplex e(t) in 
Maps(X, UY): 

l A A " e(t) 
UN 

We consider now the isomorphism of simplicial presheaves: Given any simplex s in 
hom^mod(AAX,N) 

А АХ А (Дйг)+ JV 
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use the adjunction between A A — and U to get the associated simplex rj(s) in 
hom^pf , UN): 

* л Да, + n(s) UN 

If A is a commutative ring spectrum, then A-mod is a closed symmetric 
monoidal category, where the monoidal structure is induced by the one exisiting on 
Sptr(<^|s)Nis. Namely, 

— AA — ' A-mod x A-mod ^ A-mod 
(M, N) i ^ M AA N 

HorriA-mod(-, - ) : (A-mod)op x A-mod ^ A-mod 
(M, TV) I H o m A.mod(M, TV) 

where M AA N is defined as the colimit of the following diagram 

A AM AN 
MM Aid 

MAN 

with the bottom arrow given by the following composition 

A AM AN tAid M A AA N idA/Xiv MAN 

and Hom^.mod(M, N) is defined as the limit of the following diagram 

Hom5pt?(M,TV) 
(Mm)* 

(MJV)* 
Hornos (A AM, AT) 

If A is not commutative, the bifunctor — A^ — defines instead an adjunction of two 
variables from the categories of right and left A-modules to the category of symmetric 
T-spectra: 

- AA - : A-modr x A-mod¿ >- S p t S f d H s W 

(M, TV) i ^ M AA N 

given a right A-module M, the right adjoint to 

M AA - : A-mod/ —• Sp t^ (^ |5 )n i s 

is given by 

HOIÏ1Ç-E(M, —) : SptS(dMc)Nu¡ —• A-mod/ 

where Hornos (M, Z) has a structure of left A-module 

fi:AA Hom5PIE (M, Z) Hornos (M, Z) 

defined as the adjoint of the following composition 

M A A A Hom5pis (M, Z) 
MM Aid 

- M A H o m Spf?(M,Z ez 
z 
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where HM denotes the map defining the right A-module structure for M and e denotes 
the counit of the adjunction between M A — and HomSpis(M, —). The construction 
of the remaining adjoint is similar. 

Definition 2.8.3. — We will say that A is a cofibrant ring spectrum if A is a ring 
spectrum with unit in Spi^((/S/n\s)ms which is cofibrant in the motivic symmetric stable 
model structure Spt^J^* (see Theorem 2.6.23). 

Theorem 2.8.4. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^y^*. Then the adjunction 
(see Proposition 2.8.1): 

(A A —,U,(p) : SptipJM. ^ A-mod 

induces a model structure for the category A-mod of A-modules, i.e. a map f in 
A-mod is a fibration or a weak equivalence if and only ifU(f) is a fibration or a weak 
equivalence in Spt^J^* (see Theorem 2.6.23). 

This model, structure will be called motivic stable, and the category of A-modules 
equipped with the motivic stable model structure will be denoted by A-mod(M*). 

Proof. — We have that Sp t^^* is a cellular model category (see Theorem 2.7.4), i.e. 
in particular a cofibrantly generated model category, and a monoidal model category 
in the sense of Hovey (see Proposition 2.6.28). Therefore, since A is cofibrant the 
result follows from [9, Corollary 2.2]. • 

Remark 2.8.5. — Notice that Proposition 4.19 in [14] implies that Spt^M^ satisfies 
the monoid axiom of Schwede-Shipley [23, definition 3.3] and hence by [23, Theo
rem 4.1(1)] Theorem 2.8.4 holds even if the ring spectrum A is not cofibrant. How
ever, the reason for restricting our discussion to cofibrant ring spectra in Sp^M* is 
that our main results (Theorems 3.6.19 and 3.6.20) only hold under an even stronger 
condition, namely A being cofibrant in Rc°{{ Spt^M* (see Theorem 3.3.50). This turns 
out to be essential since we need an analogue of Proposition 2.8.9 for Rco Spi^M* 
(see Proposition 3.5.20 and Theorems 3.5.22, 3.5.70(A)). 

Lemma 2.8.6. — Let f : A —> Af be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in Spi^M*, 
which is compatible with the ring structures. Then the adjunction: 

(A' AA - , 17, (f) : A-mod(M*) -» A'-mod{M*) 

is a Quillen adjunction. Furthermore, a map w : M —• M' in A ' - m o d ^ * ) is a weak 
equivalence if and only ifUw is a weak equivalence in A-mod(M*). 

Proof. — It is clear that U : A ' -mod^*) —• A-mod(j^*) is a right Quillen func
tor, since the fibrations (respectively, trivial fibrations) for both model structures 
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are detected in SptyJ%*. Finally, the claim related to the weak equivalences follows 

immediately from Theorem 2.8.4. • 

Proposition 2.8.7. — Let f : A —> A' be a weak equivalence between cofibrant ring 
spectra in Sp^M*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Then f induces a 
Quillen equivalence between the motivic stable model structures of A and A' modules: 

(A' AA -, U, tp) : A-mod(M*) >• j4'-mod(JW.) 

Proof. — It follows immediately from Theorem 2.4 in [9] together with the fact 

that the domains of the generating cofibrations for Spi^M* are cofibrant (see Theo

rem 2.7.4). • 

Proposition 2.8.8. — Let f : A —> A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 
Spt^J%*; which is compatible with the ring structures. Then the adjunction 

(A' AA - , U, (p) : A-mod(M*) ^ Af-mod(M*) 

is enriched in the categories of simplicial sets and pointed simplicial presheaves on 
(<foi\s)Nis> i"e- for every A-module M and for every A'-module N we have the following 
natural isomorphisms: 

Map A'-modW A A Af, N] ̂ M a p A _ m o d ( M , [ / i V ) 

hom^-mod(A/ AA Af, N] - ^ h o m ^ - m o d ( M , UN) 

Proof. — The proof is exactly the same as the one in Proposition 2.8.2. • 

Proposition 2.8.9. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^J^*, and let i be a 
cofibration in A-mod(M*). Then U(i) is also a cofibration in SptfL/^*. 

Proof. — Theorem 2.7.4 implies in particular that Spt^J^* is a cofibrantly generated 
model category. Therefore the proposition follows directly from [9, Corollary 2.2]. • 

Proposition 2.8.10. — A-mod(M*) is a: 

1. proper model category. 

2. simplicial model category. 

3. M*-model category (see definition 1.7.12). 

Proof. — (1): It follows directly from the fact that Spt^J^* is a proper model category 

(see Theorem 2.6.23), together with Theorem 2.8.4 and Proposition 2.8.9. 

(2): Since the cotensor objects NK for the simplicial structure are identical in 

A-mod(J%*) and Spt^£* , the results follows from theorem 2.8.4 and theorem 2.6.23 

which implies in particular that Spt^J%* is a simplicial model category. 
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(3): Since the cotensor objects QDN for the ^•-act ion are identical in A-mod(M*) 
and SptTM*i the results follows from the fact that Spi^M* is a ^*-model category 
(see Proposition 2.6.25) together with Theorem 2.8.4. • 

Theorem 2.8.11. — A-mod(M*) is a cellular model category with the following sets 
Ia-mod,Ja -mod of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively (see The

orem 2.7.4): 

iA-mod = A A i"? 

k>0 
id Ai: A A F?(Y+) - A A i f ((A^)+) U e (<4m\s),n > 0 

JA -mod AAJ£ id A j : A A X — A A Y} 

where j : X —> Y satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of l£-complexes. 
2. j is a stable weak equivalence of symmetric T-spectra. 
3. the size of Y as an l£-complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 

described by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof. — We have to check that the conditions (l)-(4) of definition 1.3.12 hold. 

By construction (see Theorem 2.8.4) it is clear that iA-mod and J -̂mod are gener
ators for the model structure on A-mod(M*). This takes care of (1). 

By adjointness, to prove (2) it suffices to show that the domains and codomains 
of l£ are compact relative to iA-mod- However, the domains and codomains of 
are cofibrant in Sp t^^* , which is in particular a cellular model category (see The
orem 2.7.4). Hence [6, Corollary 12.3.4] implies that the domains and codomains of 
l£ are compact with respect to the class of cofibrations in Spt^M*. Finally, Proposi
tion 2.8.9 implies that all the maps in iA-mod are cofibrations in Sp t^£* . Thus, the 
domains and codomains of l£ are compact with respect to iA-mod > as we wanted. 

Again by adjointness, to prove (3) it suffices to show that the domains of are 
small relative to iA-mod- But Proposition 2.8.9 implies that all the maps in iA-mod are 
cofibrations in Spt^J%*. Therefore by [6, Theorem 12.4.4] we have that the domains 
of j£ are small relative to ^A-mod, since Sp t^^* is a cellular model category (see 
Theorem 2.7.4). 

Finally, Proposition 2.8.9 implies that the cofibrations in A-mod(M*) are in partic
ular cofibrations in Spt^^* , which is a cellular model category (see Theorem 2.7.4). 
Therefore the cofibrations in A-mod(M*) are effective monomorphisms in Spt^J^*. 
This takes care of (4) since the limits and colimits in A-mod(M*) are computed in 
SptÇ^*. • 
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Theorem 2.8.12. — Let T = S1 A Gm G M*. Then the adjunction: 

( - A T, Q>t-> <p) A-moà(M*) ^ A-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Every pointed simplicial presheaf in M* is cofibrant, therefore proposition 
2.8.10(3) implies that - A T : A-mod(M*) -+ A-mod(J%<) is a left Quillen functor. 

Let 77, e denote the unit and counit of the adjunction (— A T, Q,T, ̂ ) - By Proposi
tion 1.3.13 in [10], it suffices to check that the following conditions hold: 

1. For every cofibrant A-module M in A-mod(^*), the following composition 

M-^nT(TAM) 
SlT(RTAM) 

nTR(T A M) 

is a weak equivalence in A-mod(J^*), where R denotes a fibrant replacement 
functor in A-mod(^*). 

2. For every fibrant A-module M in A-mod(j^*), the following composition 

T A Q(QTM) 
idAQ^M 

T A (ßTM cm M 

is a weak equivalence in A-mod(j%*), where Q denotes a cofibrant replacement 
functor in A-mod(^*). 

(1): By Proposition 2.8.9 we have that M is cofibrant in Spt^M^. Thus the result 
follows immediately from theorems 2.6.27(1) and 2.8.4. 

(2): It follows directly from Theorem 2.8.4, Proposition 2.8.9 and theorem 2.6.27(2). 

Proposition 2.8.13. — Let A be a cofibrant commutative ring spectrum in Spt̂ L/%*. 
Then A-mod(M*) is a symmetric monoidal model category in the sense of Hovey (see 
definition 1.7.7). 

Proof. — This follows directly from Theorem 2.7.4, Proposition 2.6.28 and [9, Propo
sition 2.8(2)]. • 

If A is not commutative, then we get a weaker version of the previous proposition. 

Proposition 2.8.14. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Sp t^^* . Then — A A — 
defines a Quillen adjunction of two variables (see definition 1.7.4) from the motivic 
model structure for right and left A-modules to the motivic symmetric stable model 
structure: 

- A A - : A-mod(M*)r x A-mod(M*)i Spt^bfi* 
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Proof. — We need to show that given a cofibration i : M —• M' in A-mo&.(M*)r and 
a cofibration j : N —> Nf in A-mod(M*)i, the induced map 

iUA j :MAA N' 

VfAAN 

M' A A N -> M' A A N' 

is a cofibration in SptT^*, which is trivial if either i or j are trivial. 
Clearly it is enough to do it for the generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations 

in A-mod(M*) (see Lemma 3.5 in [23]). Theorem 2.8.11 implies that A A , A A 
(l£ A A, J^1 A A) are the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations 

for A-mod(M*)i (respectively for A-mod(M*)r)i where i^ , j£ denote the sets of 
generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations for Spi^M*. 

Now 

A A DA A A 1$ = • A A Ç • Il-cof Ç Il-cof 

where the equality follows by definition, the first inclusion follows from the fact that 
A is cofibrant in Spt^J^* and Spt|L^* is a symmetric monoidal model category (see 
Proposition 2.6.28), and the last inclusion follows from the fact that Spt^J^* is a 
symmetric monoidal model category. A similar argument shows that 

j£ AADAAAI£ = j £ • A A il Ç Jl • I^-cof Ç Jl-cof 

and finally, the remaining case follows from this by symmetry. • 

In the rest of this section, we assume that A is a commutative ring spectrum with 
unit in Spt^(9#w|s)Nis- The category of A-algebras is a symmetric monoidal category, 
where the monoidal structure coincides with the one exisiting on A-mod. Namely, 

— AA — : A-alg x A-dlg >- A-alg 

(C, D) I ^ C A A D 

However, the category of A-algebras is not a closed symmetric monoidal category, i.e. 
the functor C AA — ' A-alg —• A-alg does not have in general a right adjoint. 

Proposition 2.8.15. — We have the following adjunction between the categories of sym
metric T-spectra and A-algebras: 

(T, U, <p) : Spt?(^|5)Nis ^ ^-alg 

where U(N) = N after forgetting the A-algebra structure, andT(X) = AAjJn>0^An 
has a structure of A-algebra induced by concatenation together with the ring structure 
on A. 

Proof. — The unit n of the adi unction is 

y ~ i л Y ^ 2 . Л л yfMAX> Г / Í T m i = ¿ A U „ > o * A n 
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where UA is the unit of A. On the other hand, the counit 8 of the adjunction is induced 
by iterating the map that induces the A-algebra structure of B 

A AU B^ A A U „ > 0 „ > 0 B 

Lemma 2.8.16. — Let l£, j£ be the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibra
tions for the motivic symmetric stable model structure Spi^M* of symmetric T-spectra 
(see Theorem 2.7.4). Then: 

1. The domains of 1^ are small relative to X A l£-cell for every symmetric T-spec
trum X. 

2. The domains of j£ are small relative to X A j£-cell for every symmetric T-spec
trum X. 

3. The maps of X A J^-cell are weak equivalences for every symmetric T-spectrum 
X. 

Proof. — Let / , J denote the sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations 
for the category of symmetric T-spectra Spi^(<^m\s)ms equipped with the injective 
model structure (see Theorem 2.6.20), where the cofibrations and the weak equiva
lences are defined levelwise. Hence every symmetric T-spectrum is cofibrant in the 
injective model structure. On the other hand, theorem 2.6.20 implies that the injec
tive model structure is cofibrantly generated and that the codomains of the generating 
cofibrations I are small relative to / . Thus, applying [6, Corollary 11.2.4] we get that 
every symmetric T-spectrum is small with respect to the class of level cofibrations. 

(1): It suffices to show that every map in X A l£ is a level cofibration. But this 
follows directly from [14, Proposition 4.19], since every symmetric T-spectrum X is 
cofibrant in the injective model structure. 

(2): It suffices to show that every map in X A j£ is a level cofibration. But this 
is a consequence of [14, Proposition 4.19], since every symmetric T-spectrum X is 
cofibrant in the injective model structure. 

(3): This follows immediately from [14, Proposition 4.19], since every symmetric 
T-spectrum is cofibrant in the injective model structure. • 

Theorem 2.8.17. — Let A be a cofibrant commutative ring spectrum in Spi^M*. Then 
the adjunction (see Proposition 2.8.15): 

(T, U, <p) : S p t ^ * ^ 4-alg 

induces a model structure for the category A-alg of A-algebras, i.e. a map f in A-alg is 
a fibration or a weak equivalence if and only ifU(f) is afibration or a weak equivalence 
in S p t ^ * (see Theorem 2.6.23). 
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This model structure will be called motivic, and the category of A-algebras 
equipped with the motivic model structure will be denoted by A-alg(M*). Further
more, A-alg(M*) is a cofibrantly generated model category with the following sets 
Â-aig> JA-SAÇ of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively (see 

Theorem 2.7.4): 

{T(i):T(F£(Y+)) 

= 
k>0 

{T(i):T(F£(Y+)) T(F£((AV)+))\U€(Ms),n>0} 

JA-alg — {T(i):T(F {T{j) : T(X) -> T(Y)} 

where j : X —• Y satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of l£-complexes. 
2. j is a stable weak equivalence of symmetric T-spectra. 
3. the size of Y as an l£-complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 

described by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof. — Theorem 2.7.4 implies that Spt^J^* is in particular a cofibrantly generated 

model category, and by Proposition 2.6.28 we have that Sp t^^* is a symmetric 

monoidal model category. Therefore the result follows immediately from Lemma 2.8.16 

and [9, Theorem 3.1]. • 

Proposition 2.8.18. — Let A be a cofibrant commutative ring spectrum in Spt^J^*, 
and let f : B —• B' be a map of A-algebras which is a cofibration in the motivic 
model category A-alg(J^*) of A-algebras. If B is cofibrant in A-m.od(M*), then U f is 
a cofibration in A-mod(M*). 

Proof. — It follows directly from Lemma 6.2 in [23]. • 
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M O D E L S T R U C T U R E S F O R T H E SLICE FILTRATION 

This chapter contains our main results. In Section 3.1, we recall Voevodsky's con
struction of the slice nitration in the context of simplicial presheaves. In Section 3.2, 
we apply Hirschhorn's localization techniques to the Morel-Voevodsky stable model 
structure SptTM*, in order to construct three new families of model structures, namely 
Rcq{{SptT^*, L<qSptTM* and SqSptTM*. These model structures will provide a lift
ing of Voevodsky's slice filtration to the model category setting. Furthermore, we will 
also get a simple description for the exact functors fq ((q — l)-connective cover) and 
sq (g-slice) denned in Section 3.1, in terms of a suitable composition of cofibrant and 
fibrant replacement functors. 

In Section 3.3, we promote the model structures introduced in section 3.2 to 
the setting of symmetric T-spectra. These new model structures will be denoted by 
Rc« SptyJK., L<qSpt%M* and S ^ S p t ^ . . We will prove that the Quillen adjunc
tion given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors descends to a Quillen 
equivalence for these three new model structures. As a consequence we will see that 
the model categories RCQ Spt^J^*, L<qSpt^M* and SqSptj>M* provide a lifting for 
Voevodsky's slice filtration and give an alternative description for the functors fq and 
sq. The great technical advantage of these model structures relies on the fact that the 
underlying category is symmetric monoidal. Hence, we have a natural framework to 
describe the multiplicative properties of the slice filtration. 

In Section 3.4, we will show that the slice filtration is compatible with the smash 
product of symmetric T-spectra. 

In Section 3.5, we will promote the model structures constructed in Section 3.3 to 
the category of A-modules, where A is a cofibrant ring spectrum with unit in Spi^M*. 
We will denote these new model structures by Rcq{{A-mod(J%*), L<QA-mod(M*) 
and SQA-mod(M*). These new model structures will give an analogue of the slice 
filtration for the motivic stable homotopy category of A-modules. We will see that 
when one imposes some natural additional conditions on the ring spectrum A, the free 
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A-module functor (A A —) induces a strict compatibility between the slice filtration 
in the categories of symmetric T-spectra and A-modules. 

In Section 3.6 we will use all our previous results to show that the smash product 
of symmetric T-spectra induces natural pairings (in the motivic stable homotopy 
category) for the functors fq and sq. We will see that for every symmetric T-spectrum 
X, and for every q G Z : 

1. ffX is a module (up to homotopy) over the (—l)-connective cover of the sphere 
spectrum / ^ l . 

2. s ^ J is a module (up to homotopy) over the zero slice of the sphere spectrum 
Sq 1. 

We will verify that the smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces natural external 
pairings in the motivic Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (see definition 3.6.15): 

E*>*(Y\X)®EP'«'(Y'\X')- - EÏ+P'«+«' (Y A Y'\X A X') 

(а, в) i a — ß 

We will also see that for an A-module M, with A a cofibrant ring spectrum with unit 
in Spt^J^*, which also satisfies the additional hypothesis that are required in section 
3.5: 

1. ffM is again an A-module in Spt^J^* (not just up to homotopy, but in a very 
strict sense). 

2. sEX is again an A-module in Sptf^* (not just up to homotopy, but in a very 
strict sense). 

Then we will prove that if the ring spectrum A and its unit map u : 1 —> A satisfy 
the conditions that are required in Section 3.5, the free A-module functor A A — 
induces for every q G Z and for every symmetric T-spectrum X, a natural structure 
of A-module (in S p t ^ C , i.e. not just up to homotopy, but in a very strict sense) on 
its g-slice s^(X). 

Finally, we will be able to prove a conjecture of Voevodsky (see [16, Corol
lary 11.1.3], [25]), which says that if the base scheme 5 is a perfect field, then for 
every q G Z and for every symmetric T-spectrum X, its #-slice s^(X) is naturally 
equipped with a module structure in Spi^M* over the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum HZ. If we restrict the field even further, considering a field of characteristic 
zero, then as a consequence we will prove that all the slices s^X are big motives in 
the sense of Voevodsky. 
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3.1. T h e Slice Fi l t ra t ion 

Let <$K(S) denote the homotopy category associated to SptT^*. We call ffi{(S) the 
motivic stable homotopy category. We will denote by [—, —]spt the set of maps between 
two objects in (ffi(S), and q G Z will be an arbitrary integer. In [25] Voevodsky 
constructs the slice filtration on motivic stable homotopy theory, using sheaves on the 
Nisnevich site (<fon\s)ms instead of simplicial presheaves as the underlying category. 
In this section we recall his construction in the context of simplicial presheaves. 

Definition 3.1.1. — Let Qs denote a cofibrant replacement functor in SptTJ^*; such 
that for every T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

QsX 
QsX 

X 

is a trivial fibration in SptTM*. 

Proposition 3.1.2. — The motivic stable homotopy category <ffi(S) has a structure of 
triangulated category defined as follows: 

1. The suspension functor T,b° is given by 

-AS1 : M(S) - QsX 

X QSX A S1 

2. The distinguished triangles are isomorphic to triangles of the form 

A В С — ^ J^°A 

where i is a cofibration in SptT^*, and C is the homotopy cofibre of i. 

Proof. — Theorem 2.4.16 implies in particular that SptT^* is a pointed simplicial 
model category, and Theorem 2.4.29 implies that the adjunction: 

( - Л S1, îîoi, ш) : SptT^* ^ SptT^* 

is a Quillen equivalence. The result now follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII] (see [10, 
Proposition 7.1.6]). • 

Note 3.1.3. — For n £ Z, S^ 0 will denote the nth iteration of the suspension functor 
ifn>0 (E^0 = idj or the (—n)th iteration of the desuspension functor for n < 0. 

Lemma 3.1.4. — Let X £ M* be a pointed simplicial presheaf which is compact in the 
sense of Jardine (see definition 2.3.10), and let Fn(X) be the T-spectrum constructed 
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in definition 2.4-4- Consider an arbitrary collection of T-spectra {Zi}iei indexed by 
a set I. Then 

[Fn(X),]] 
iei 

Zihpt = T I 
iei 

[Fn(X)1Zi]spt 

Proof. — If the indexing set / is finite then the claim holds trivially since ffi{(S) 
is a triangulated category and therefore finite coproducts and finite products are 
canonically isomorphic. Thus we can assume that the indexing set / is infinite. 

Choosing a well ordering for the set J there exists a unique ordinal \i which is 
isomorphic to the ordered set / (see [6, Proposition 10.2.7]). We will prove the lemma 
by transfinite induction, so assume that for every ordinal A < Fn(X) commutes in 
<ffi(S) with coproducts indexed by A. If fi = A + 1, i.e. if /x is the sucessor of A, then 

a<A+l 

I T za^(Y\za) Y\Z\ 

a<)\ 
Therefore 

[Fn(X), LL<a+i Za]Spt ([Fn(X), Ua<x Za]sPt) U ([Fn(X), Zx]Spt) 

but bv the induction hypothesis 

[FJX), 
a<A+1 

T T Za]spt = T T [Fn(X), Za]spt 
a<A+1 

thus 
[FJX), T T Zahvt = T T [Fn(X),Za]sPt 

a<A+1 a<A+l 
as we wanted. 

It remains to consider the case when ¡1 is a limit ordinal. In this case Proposi
tion 10.2.7 in [6] implies that we can recover the map * —> \Ja<flZa as the transfinite 
composition of a /i-sequence: 

An —> Ai —> • • • —• AR —> • • • (3 < a" 

where A0 = *, Ap = ]Ja<p Za, and the maps in the sequence are the obvious ones. 
In particular we have that ]Ja<„ Za = lim Ap. 

Since X is compact, Proposition 2.4.33 implies that: 

[FJX), lim Ap]Spt 9Ê l im[Fn(X),^]sp 
P</IA</3 a</x 

Now using the induction hypothesis we have: 

[Fn(X),Aß]Spt^ ] J [Fn(X),Za]Spt 

a</x 
and usine ProDOsition 10.2.7 in f6l aeain. we get: 

lim ] J [Fn(X),Za]Spt = ]l [Fn(X),Za]sPt 
P</IA</3 a</x 
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thus 
[Fn(X), 1 J Za]Spt = [ I [Fn(X),Za]Spi 

Ct<LL CX<*.U 
as we wanted. 

Proposition 3.1.5. — The motivic stable homotopy category ym(S) is a compactly 
generated triangulated category in the sense of Neeman (see [19, definition 1.7]). The 
set of compact generators is given by (see definition 2.4-4): 

C = 
n,r,s>0 ue(Ms) 

Fn(Sr A Gl, A £/+) 

i.e. the smallest triangulated subcategory of ^m(S) closed under small coproducts and 
containing all the objects in C coincides with 0{(S). 

Proof — Since <$U(S) is closed under small coproducts, we just need to prove the 
following two claims: 

1. For every Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) G C; mapping out of Fn(Sr A Gsm A £7+) commutes 
with coproducts in (ffi(S), i.e. given a family of T-spectra {Xi}iej indexed by 
a set / we have: 

[Fn(SrAG;A[ /+) , 
iei 

^i]spt — 
iei 

[Fn(Sr AG;AC/+) , I JSp t 

2. If a T spectrum X has the following property: [Fn(Sr A G^ A U+),X]spt = 0 
for every Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G C, then X £ * in pKf (S). 

(1): It follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.4 since we know by Proposition 2.4.1 
that the pointed simplicial presheaves Sr A Qsm A £/+ are all compact in the sense of 
Jardine. 

(2): Consider the canonical map X —> * in SptT^*. Corollary 2.4.28 together with 
our hypotheses imply that X —• * is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*, therefore X = * 
in <ffi{S) as we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.1.6. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in <ffi(S). Then f is an isomorphism if 
and only if f induces an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[Fn(SrAGsmAU+),X}Spt f* [Fn(^AG^Af/+) ,y ] sPi 

for every Fn(Sr A Qsm A [/+) G C. 

Proof. — (=>)'- If / is an isomorphism in <$H{S) it is clear that the induced maps /* 
are isomorphisms of abelian groups for every Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+) G C. 

(<=): Complete f to a distinguished triangle in <M((S\. 

X —Y —i* Я — ^ £l>°X 
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Then / is an isomorphism if and only if Z = * in 0{{S). 
Now since the functor [Fn{Sr AG^ At/+), —]sPt is homological, we get the following 

long exact sequence of abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),X]Spt 

f* 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Y]Spt 

.9. 

[Fn(SrAGsmAU+),Z]Spt 

h. 

[Fn(SrAG^At /+) ,E^X]Spt V1'0 
V1'0 

[Fn+1(Sr AG'*1 AU+),X\Spt 

si.'0/. f 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),^0Y}Spt 
V1'0 

V1'0 
[Fn+1(SrAG^A[/+) ,F]Spt 

But by hypothesis all the maps /* are isomorphisms, therefore [Fn(Sr A G^ A 
£/+), Z]spt = 0 for every Fn(5r A A U+) G C. Since ($U(S) is a compactly gener
ated triangulated category (see Proposition 3.1.5) with set of compact generators C, 
we have that Z = *. This implies that / is an isomorphism, as we wanted. • 

Definition 3.1.7 (Voevodsky, cf. [25]). — We define the effective motivic stable homo
topy category ffiC (S) C ffi{(S) as the smallest triangulated full subcategory of 
o&{(S) that is closed under small coproducts and contains 

Ceff = 

n,r,s>ö;s—n>{j rJe{Ms) 

Fn(Sr AG^AC/+) 

Definition 3.1.8 (Voevodsky, cf. [25]). — Forqe Z, we define £|^eff (S) C ${(S) a 
the smallest triangulated full subcategory of ffi{{S) that is closed under small coprod 
ucts and contains 

Ceff = 

n,r,s>0;s—n>q U€(«Ms) 
Fn(Sr AGsmAU+] 
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Definition 3.1.9 (Voevodsky, cf. [25]). — The collection of triangulated subcategories 

EqtHeff (S) gives a filtration on <$tt(S) which is called the slice filtration, i.e. we 
have an inductive system of full embeddings 

• C Y?+x№^ (S) Ç E«(S) Ç E«S) с s r w e n í 5 ) с . 

and Proposition 3.1.5 implies that the smallest triangulated subcategory of ffiCyS) 
containing YÏLffiï^(S) for allq G Z and closed under small coproducts coincides with 

# Г ( 5 ) . 

Proposition 3.1.10. — The triangulated category Yi\<$K* (S) is compactly generated 
in the sense of Neeman, where the set of compact generators is 

Ceff = 

n,r,s>0;s—n>q ue{<№\s) 
FJSr AG*AU+) 

Proof — By construction Tiqr(^Ue (S) is closed under small coproducts. Therefore 
we just need to check the following two properties: 

1. For every Fn(Sr AG$nAU+) G C f̂f; Fn(Sr AGsmA17+) commutes with coproducts 
in E^<^eff(S), i.e. given a family of T-spectra {X4 G Y>qT${^ (S)}ieI indexed 
by a set I we have: 

Homs^eff(s)(F„(5r A G ; a U+), Uiei xi) 

= 

11*6/ HomE^^e«(S)(F„(S'- A G ; A U+), X<) 

2. If a T-spectrum X € Y3r<fâ{'lS(S) has the following property: 

HomE,^.H(s)(FB(5r A G ^ A U+),X) = 0 

for every Fn(Sr AGsmAU+)e CqeS, then X ^ * in S«,#Tett(5). 

(1): It follows immediately from proposition 3.1.5 since(Sr AGsmAU+)is in particular 
a full subcategory of <$W(S). 

(2): The natural map X —> * is an isomorphism in E^9^eff(5) if and only if for 
every Z G YlLMC (S) we get an induced isomorphism of abelian groups 

H O M £ ^ E F F ( S ) ( ^ > ^ 0 " 
= 

HOMS ^ o ^ E F F ( 5 ) ( ^ * ) = 0 

and since E^<^eff(5) is a full subcategory of <ffi(S), this last condition is equivalent 
to: For every Z G(Sr AGsmAU+)we have an induced isomorphism of abelian groups 

[Z, X]spt = [Z, *]sPt = 0 
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Let Ux be the full subcategory of <ffi(S) generated by the T-spectra Y satisfying the 
following property 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+) = [Fn(Sr AGsmAU+) 

for all n G Z. To finish the proof it is enough to show that S^^Kf6** (£) C S x , 
and by construction of E^<^eff(5), it suffices to prove that Hx is a triangulated 
subcategory of <ffl(S) which is closed under small coproducts and contains the objects 
Fn(Sr AG^ AC/+) G Cgff. The claim that Ux is triangulated follows immediately from 
the fact that the functor [—,X]spt is cohomological. The claim that £?x is closed 
under small coproducts follows from the universal property of the coproduct. Finally 
by hypothesis Ux contains the generators Fn(Sr A G^ A G Cjff. This finishes the 
proof. • 

Corollary 3.1.11. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in E^<^eff(5). Then f is an isomor
phism if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions holds: 

1. For every Fn(Sr AG^ A£/+) G Cgff> / induces an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

HomE,r«(s)(Fn(Sr A G : A C/+),X) 

f* 

Homs, ^ff ís)(F„(5 ' - Л С ; л U+), Y) 

2. For every Fn(Sr AG^ AC/+) G C*ff, / induces an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),X}Spt f* [F„(5rAG^AC/+),y]Spt 

Proof. — Since by construction Y^tfiK (S) contains Cgff and it is a full subcategory 
of (ffl(S), we get immediately that (1) and (2) are equivalent. 

We will prove (1). It is clear that if / is an isomorphism then the induced maps /* 
considered above are all isomorphisms of abelian groups. Conversely, assume that all 
the induced maps: 

HomE^eff(5)(Fn(5- A G ^ A U+),X) 

= 

HomE^eff(5)(Fn(5- A G ^ A U+),Y) 

are isomorphisms for Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+) G C%s. Complete the map / : X —• Y to a 
distinguished triangle in E^9^eff(5): 

У f > V 9 > 7.-^VlJ°X 
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then / is an isomorphism if and only if Z = * in YSpffî*^ (S). Now since the functor 
HomEg fflev(s)(Fn{Sr A Gfn A £/+), — ) is homological, we get the following long exact 
sequence of abelian groups: 

Hom E ̂ e«(s)(Fn(Sr A Gsm A U+), X) 

f* 

Hom E ; ^ ( s ) ( F n ( y A A U+), Y) 

9* 

Hom ̂ T^f!{s)(Fn(Sr AG°mA U+), Z) 

h. 

BomstMM(S,(Fn(Sr A G i A U+),E^A 

si.-0/. 

HomEl^e„rs,(Fn(5r A Gt, A U+), Ei,'°F) 

Hom s ,^«(S) (F„+1(5r A GJ*1 A 
v>A>ti T 

_= 
f* 

Horn-« ^ ^ ( F » ^ ^ A GÎ+1 A £/+), y ) 
v>A>ti 
T = 

But by hypothesis all the maps /* are isomorphisms, therefore 

HomE^eff(5)(Fn(^ A G ^ A U+), Z) = 0 

for every Fn(Sr A Gsm A U+) G CeV Since E^<^ff (5) is a compactly generated 
triangulated category (see Proposition 3.1.10) with set of compact generators C f̂f, we 
have that Z = *. This implies that / is an isomorphism, as we wanted. • 
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Proposition 3.1.12. — The inclusion 

z g : E ^ e f f ( S ) ^<ftf(S) 

has a right adjoint 

rq:ffi(S) - E ^ ^ t t ( 5 ) 

which is also an exact functor. 

Proof. — We have that E ^ , ^ " (S) is a compactly generated triangulated category 
(see Proposition 3.1.10), and it is clear that the inclusion iq is an exact functor which 
preserves coproducts. Then the existence of the exact right adjoint rq follows from 
Theorem 4.1 in [19]. • 

Remark 3.1.13. — 1. Since the inclusion iq : E^<^Teff(5) —> ^Kf(S) is a full em
bedding, we have that the unit of the adjunction id rqiq is an isomorphism of 
functors. 

2. We define fq = iqrq. Then clearly fq+\fq = and there exists a canonical 
natural transformation fq+i —> fq. 

Proposition 3.1.14. — Let g : X —• y be a map in ffiC(S). We have that fq(g) : fqX —• 
fqY is an isomorphism in $tt{S) if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A E/+) G 
the induced map: 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),X}Spt 9* 
= [Fn(Sr AG*mAU+),Y}Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 

Proof — We have that fq = iqrq, where iq : E^<^eff(5) —» $tt(S) is a full embed
ding. Therefore, fq(g) is an isomorphism in ^H[S) if and only if rq(g) is an isomor
phism in E^<^eff(5). 

Hence, Corollary 3.1.11 implies that fq{g) is an isomorphism if and only if for every 
Fn(Sr A G^ A C/+) G Cfff the induced map: 

HomE, ^«(5) (Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+),rqX) 

rq{g)* 

HomE,^«(s ) (Fn(5r A G ^ A C/+),r,y) 

is an isomorphism. Fix Fn(5r A G^ A [/+) G C ^ . Finally since iq,rq are adjoint 
functors and C E^<^eff (5), we have the following commutative diagram, where 
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the vertical arrows are all isomorphisms: 

Homs, m*«(s (Fn(Sr AG* Л U+),r0X) 

s, m*«( 

Homs, m*«(s){Fn{Sr A Gsm A U+), rqY) 

9̂  

= 

[Fn{Sr AGsmAU+),X]Spt 

= 
[Fn(SrAG;AC/+),y]Spt 

Therefore, fq(g) is an isomorphism if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) 6 Cgff 
the induced map: 

[Fn(Sr AG°mAU+),X}Spt 9* 
= 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Y]Spt 

is an isomorphism, as we wanted. 

Proposition 3.1.15. — The counit of the adjunction constructed in Proposition 3.1.12, 
Q 

fq = iqrq —> id, has the following property: 
For any T-spectrum X, and for any compact generator Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G C^, 

the map fqX X in 0{{S) induces an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr AG°mAU+),fqX]Spt s, m 
= 

[Fn(5-AG^AC/+),X]sPt 

Proof. — Let Fn(Sr A GJ^ A17+) be an arbitrary element in C*ff. Since Fn(Sr AGsmA 
[/+) G E^<^eff(5) for n, r, 5 > 0 with s — n > q, we get the following commutative 
diagram: 

[F„(5rAG^ACI+),/gX]Spt 
s, m*«( 

[Fn(SrAGsmAU+),X}Spt 

[iq(Fn(Sr AGsmA U+)),iqrqX]Spt Ox, 
[iq(Fn(Sr AGsmAU+)),X}Spt 
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Now using the adjunction between iq and rq we have the following commutative 
diagram: 

[i^F^S* AG'mAU+)),iqrqX]Si* 

= 

Homs«^eff(S)(Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+),rqiqrqX) 

TrqX = 

^om^T^t{(S)(Fn(Sr A G ; A U+), rqX) 

8x. 

[iq(Fn(SrAGsmAU+)),X]Spt 

rq{0x)* 
Homs, jxefus)(Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),rqX) 

id 

id 
^om^^(S)^n{y A U ^ A U ^ . r q X ) A U ^ . r q X ) 

where r is the unit of the adjunction between iq and rq. This shows that #x* is an 
isomorphism, as we wanted. • 

Theorem 3.1.16 (Voevodsky, cf. [25]). — There exist exact functors 

sq : &C(S) &{{ß) 

too ether with natural transformations 

TTfl > fa ^ SQ 
aq : sq . Ei>o , 

such that the following conditions hold: 
1. Given any T-spectrum X, we get the following distinguished triangle in <ffi{S) 

(26) fq+1X fqX fqXsqX 

2. For any T-spectrum X, sqX is in E^<^reff(S'). 
3. For any T-spectrum X, and for any T spectrum Y in T,^1 (ffîef[ (S), 

\Y,sqx]Spt = o. 

Proof — Since the triangulated categories Hp"1 (S) and E^<^eff(5) are both 
compactly generated (see Proposition 3.1.10), the result follows from Proposi
tions 9.1.19 and 9.1.8 in [20]. • 
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Definition 3.1.17 (Voevodsky). — Given an arbitrary T-spectrum X, the sequence of 
distinguished triangles (26) is called the slice tower of X. The T-spectrum sqX is 
called the g-slice of X, and the T-spectrum fqX is called the (q — l)-connective cover 
ofX. 

Theorem 3.1.18. — There exist exact functors 

s<Q : MIS) >- M(S) 

together with natural transformations 

7T<Q : id ^ S<Q 

a<q : s<q ^ j^of 

such that the following conditions hold: 

1. Given any T-spectrum X, we get the following distinguished triangle in ffi(S) 

(27) fqX *X^*X^± s<qXs<qXT%>fqX 

2. For any T-spectrum X, and for any T spectrum Y in T,^(^UeS(S), [Y, s<gX]spt = 
0. 

Proof. — The result follows from Propositions 9.1.19 and 9.1.8 in [20], using the fact 
that the triangulated categories E^<^eff(S') and <ffl(S) are both compactly generated 
(see Propositions 3.1.5 and 3.1.10). • 

Proposition 3.1.19. — Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum. We have the following 
commutative diagram, where all the rows and columns are distinguished triangles in 
M(S): 

fq+lX 7r<q+l = -sqX 
a<q+l 

E2,0 p T/ 
T /<7+lA 

fry 4-1 X - X 7r<q+l 

3q 

S<Q+\X a<q+l fq+lX 

TT<q tq 

* " S<QX s<qX - * 

a<q 

^>T°fq+lX YJJI fqX 
7r<q+l 

Erp' sqX 
T AQ 

E2,0 p T/ 
T /<7+lA 
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Proof. — It follows from Theorems 3.1.16 and 3.1.18, together with the octahedral 
axiom applied to the following commutative diagram: 

•fqx •fqx 

X 

Proposition 3.1.20. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in $K(S). We have that 

s<af : S<QX —• S<aY 

is an isomorphism in <ffi(S) if and only if f induces the following isomorphisms of 
abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr AG^AC7+),5<(?X]spt 
><«/)-

;Fn(SrAG^Atf+),*<gy]Spt 

for every Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) i CeV 

Proof. — {=>)' Assume that s<qf is an isomorphism. Then it is clear that (s<qf)* is 
also an isomorphism for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £7+) £ C^. 

(<=): Corollary 3.1.6 implies that s<qf is an isomorphism in <ffi(S) if and only if 
for every Fn(Sr A G* A t/+) G C, the induced maps: 

[Fn(SrAGsmAU+)iS<qX}spi S<qf)n [Fn(Sr AG*mAU+),8<qY]Spt 

are isomorphisms of abelian groups. 
But Theorem 3.1.18(2) implies that for every Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+) G C*ff, we have: 

OS[Fn(SrAG^A£/+),Ä<gX]spt 
S<qf)n 
= 

[Fn(5rAG^AC/+) ,s<9y]Spt^0 

thus {s<qf)* is an isomorphism in this case. 
Thus in order to show that s<qf is an isomorphism, we only need to check that for 

every Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+) ^ C f̂f, the induced maps: 

[Fn(SrAG^A[/+),S<gX]spt S<qf)n ;Fn(^AG^Af/+),5<(?Y]spt 

are all isomorphisms of abelian groups; but this holds by hypothesis. This finishes the 

proof. • 

Proposition 3.1.21. — Let f : X —>Y be a map in o&C(S). We have that 

Sqf SqX • SqY 

is an isomorphism in <$H{$) if and only if f induces the following isomorphisms of 
abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+), sqX]spt (sqf)* 
[Fn(S'AG^A£/+),sgY]Spt 
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for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) G C%s where s — n — q. 

Proof — (=>): Assume that sqf is an isomorphism. Then it is clear that (sqf)* is 

also an isomorphism for every Fn(Sr A G^ A (7+) G C*ff with s -n = q. 
(<=): Theorem 3.1.16(2) implies that sqX and sqY are both in E^<^eff (5). There

fore using Corollary 3.1.11 and the fact that E^<^eff(5) is a full subcategory of 

<^Kf(5), we have that sqf is an isomorphism if and only if the maps: 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),sqX\Spi S<qf)n 
[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),sqY]Spt 

are all isomorphisms of abelian groups for every Fn(Sr A G^ A G C f̂f. 

But if s - n > g + 1, we have that Fn(5r A G^ A £7+) is in fact in £^+1<^eff (5); 

and using Theorem 3.1.16(3) again, we have that in this case: 

0^[Fn(S^AG^A[/+) ,sgX]Spt S<qf)n 
= 

[ F n ( 5 r A G ; A [ / + ) , s g y ] S p t ^ 0 

Thus in order to show that sqf is an isomorphism, we only need to check that the 

maps: 

[Fn(SrAGsmAU+),sqX]Spt 
S<qf)n [Fn(SrAGsmAU+),SqY]Spt 

are all isomorphisms of abelian groups, for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) G Cgff with 

s — n = q. This finishes the proof. • 

3.2. Model Structures for the Slice Filtration 

Our goal in this section is to use the cellularity of SptT^* (see Theorem 2.5.4), 
to construct relying on Hirschhorn's localization techniques, several families of model 
structures on SptT(<^|s)Nis via left and right Bousfield localization. These new model 
structures will provide liftings in a suitable sense for the functors 

fQ,8<Q,8q:0C(S)^0C(S) 

described in Section 3.1. 

The first family of model structures on $\>tT{$n\s)ma will De constructed via right 

Bousfield localization. These model structures will have the property that the cofi

brant replacement functor coincides in a suitable sense with the functor fq defined 

in Remark 3.1.13. This will provide a natural lifting of Voevodsky's slice filtration to 

the level of model categories. In the rest of this section q G Z will denote an arbitrary 

integer. 

Theorem 3.2J. — Consider the following set of objects in SptTJ%* 

Ceff = 

n,r,s>0;s—n>q Ue($n\s) 

Fn(Sr AGsmAU+) 
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The right Bousfield localization of SptTM* with respect to the class of C%ff-colocal 
equivalences exists (see definitions 1.8.6 and 1.9.2). This model structure will be called 
(q—l)-connected motivic stable, and the category of T-spectra equipped with the (q—1)-
connected motivic stable model structure will be denoted by Rc<i SptT^*. Furthermore 
R-cq{î SptTJ%* is a right proper and simplicial model category. The homotopy category 
associated to RCQ^SptTM* will be denoted by Rcq^(ffi(S). 

Proof — Theorems 2.4.16 and 2.5.4 imply that SptTM* is cellular, proper and sim

plicial. Therefore we can apply Theorem 5.1.1 in [6] to construct the right Bousfield 

localization of SptT^* with respect to the class of Cgff-colocal equivalences. Using 

Theorem 5.1.1 in [6] again, we have that this new model structure is right proper and 

simplicial. • 

Definition 3.2.2. — Let Cq denote a cofibrant replacement functor in RCQ^SptTM*; 
such that for every T-spectrum X, the natural map 

CqX-^X 

is a trivial fibration in Rcv^SptTM*, and CQX is always a C^-colocal T-spectrum. 

Proposition 3.2.3. — IQTJ is also a fibrant replacement functor in RQQ SptTJ^* (see 
Corollary 2.4.2O). 

Proof. — Since RCQ^SptTM* is the right Bousfield localization of SptTJ#£* with re
spect to the C^ff-colocal equivalences, by construction we have that the fibrations and 
the trivial cofibrations are identical in Rc<i^SptTM* and SptTM* respectively. This 
implies that for every T-spectrum X, IQTJX is fibrant in RCQ SptTJ#/*, and using 

[6, Proposition 3.1.51 we have that the natural map: 

X I Q T J X I Q T J X 

is a weak equivalence in Rcq{{SptTM*. Hence IQTJ is also a fibrant replacement 

functor for Rc<iffSptTM*. • 

Proposition 3.2.4. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in SptTJ%*. We have that f is a 
Clfi-colocal equivalence if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £7+) G C^, / induces 
the following isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr AG^AC/+),X]Spt 
= 

[Fn(^AG^A[/+) ,Y]Spt 

Proof. — (=>): Assume that / is a Cgff-colocal equivalence. Since all the compact 

generators Fn(Sr AG^ A £7+) are cofibrant in SptT^*, we have that / is a C^-colocal 
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equivalence if and only if the following maps are weak equivalences of simplicial sets: 

Map(Fn(5^ A G ^ A U+),IQTJX) 

(iQrJf)* 

Map(Fn(^ A G ^ A U+), IQT JY) 

for every Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G C f̂f. Since SptTJ%* is a simplicial model category and 
Fn(Sr A G ^ A E/+) is cofibrant, we have that Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A E7+), IQTJX) and 
Map(Fn(5r A G^ A £/+), IQTJY) are both Kan complexes, thus we get the following 
commutative diagram where the top row and the vertical maps are all isomorphisms 
of abelian groups: 

7T0Map(Fn(5r A G ; A U+),IQTJX) 

— 

[Fn(^AG^At/+) ,X ]Spt 

= 

,IQTJX) 

= 
7r0Map(Fn(5'- A G ; A U+),IQTJY) 

= 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Y}SPT 

Therefore 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),X}SPT 
U 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Y]SPT 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every Fn(Sr AG^ At/+) G Cgff, as we wanted. 
(^=): Fix Fn(Sr A G^ A G Cgff. Let ljq, rjo denote the base points correspond

ing to Map,(Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+),IQTJX) and Map#(Fn(Sr A Gsm A U+),IQTJY) 

respectively. We need to show that the map: 

Map(Fn(Sr AGsmA U+), IQTJX) 

{IQrJf)* 

Mm(FJSr A G Ì A U+\IQTJY) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
We know that the map 

j : Fn+1(Sr+1 A GÎ+1 A U+) -> FJSr A G l A U+] 

which is adjoint to the identity map 

id : 5r+1 A G'+1 A U+ —> Evn+i Fn(Sr A G l A U+)) = Sr+1 A G^1 A U+ 
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is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. Now since Fn(Sr A A E/+) and Fn+i(Sr+1 A 
G 1̂"1 A [/+) are both cofibrant and SptTM* is a simplicial model category, we can 
apply Ken Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.4) to conclude that the horizontal maps 
in the following commutative diagram are weak equivalences of simplicial sets: 

Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A U+)9 IQTJX) 

{iQrJf)* 

Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A IQTJY) 

= 

Map(Fn+1(5^+1 A G^+1 A U+), IQTJX) 

(iQrJf)* 

7* 
Map(Fn+i(5r+1 AGJ+1 A U+),IQTJY) 

Hence by the two out of three property for weak equivalences, it is enough to show 
that the following induced map 

Map(Fn+1(Sr+1 A G^+1 A U+), IQTJX) 

(IQrJf). 

Map(Fn+1(5r+1 A G ^ 1 A U+),IQTJY) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
On the other hand, since SptTJ^* is a pointed simplicial model category, we have 

that Lemma 6.1.2 in [10] together with Remark 2.4.3(2) imply that the following 
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diagram is commutative for k > 0: 

7rfc,W0Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A U+),IQTJX) 

JJQrJf). 

7rMoMap(Fn(5r A G ; A U+), IQTJY) 

irk,U0M^(Fn(Sr A G ; A U+), IQTJX) 

JJQrJf). 

= 7rMoMap.(Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),IQTJY) 

\FJSr A GL A LM A Sk, IQTJX]^ = 

= 

JJQrJf). 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) A Sk, IQTJY]Spt 

[Fn(Sr AG°mAU+)ASK,X]SPT = 

= 

= 

[Fn(5^AG^AC/+)A5fc,y]spt 

[Fn(5fc^AG^A[/+),X]sPt = 

= 
= 

[ F n ( 5 ^ A G ^ A C / + ) , y ] s P t 

but by hypothesis we have that the bottom row is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
Therefore all the maps in the top row are also isomorphisms. Then for every Fn(Sr A 
GfL A U+) G Cffr, the induced map 

Map(Fn(5r A G^ A U+), IQTJX) 
(IQTJÎ). 

Map(Fn(5r A G^ A J Q T J T ) 

is a weak equivalence when it is restricted to the path component of Map(Fn(5r A 
G^ AU+),IQTJX) containing ujq. But Fn+1(Sr A G ^ 1 AU+) is also in Cegff, therefore 
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the following induced map 

Map, (S \Map*(Fn+1(^ A G ^ 1 A U+),IQTJX)) 

(IQrJf). 

Map.(S\Map.(Fn+1(Sr A G^+1 A U+),IQTJY)) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, since taking 51-loops kills the path components 
that do not contain the base point. 

Finally, since SptT^£* is a simplicial model category we have that the rows in the 
following commutative diagram are isomorphisms: 

Map.(51,Map.(Fn+1(5r A G*1 A U+),IQTJX)) 

(IQrJf). 

= 

Map.(Fn+10Sr A G ^ 1 A U+) A S\IQTJX) 

MapJS1 , Map.(Fn+1(5r A G^+1 A U+), IQTJY)) (IQrJf), 

= 

M*pJFn+1(Sr A GfL+1 A U+) A S\IQTJY) 

Hence the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies that the right 
vertical map is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. But Fn+i{SR A G^"1 A U+) A S1 
is clearly isomorphic to Fn+i(5r+1 A G 1̂"1 A [/+), therefore the induced map 

Map(Fn+i(5r+1 AG1+1 AU+),IQTJX) 

QTJX) 

Map(Fn+1(5^+1 A G^+1 A U+)JQTJY) 

is a weak equivalence, as we wanted. 

Corollary 3.2.5. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in SptTJ%*. We have that f is a C^-colo-
cal equivalence if and only if the following map 

rQX ^ rQY 

is an isomorphism in E^9^eff(5). 

Proof — The result follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.4 and Corol

lary 3.1.11(2). • 
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Corollary 3.2.6. — Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum X. We have that X = * in 
Rc* <ffi{S) if and only if the following condition holds: 

eff 
For every Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) € CgeS: 

[Fn(Sr AG^At/+),X]Spt = 0 

Proof. — We have that X is isomorphic to * in RCQ^ffi{(S) if and only if the map 
* —• X is a Cgff-colocal equivalence. But Corollary 3.2.5 implies that * —> X is a 
C|ff-colocal equivalence if and only if 

* = rg(*) ^ rqX 

becomes an isomorphism in Yf^fflC (S). 
Finally by Corollary 3.1.11(2) we have that * —> rqX is an isomorphism in 

E^(^feff(S) if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A E/+) 6 C% the following induced 
maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

0^[FB(SrAG;A[/+) ,*]Sp , = [Fn(5rAG^Ai7+))X]spt 

as we wanted. • 

Lemma 3.2.7. — Let f : X —* Y be a map in SptT^*. We have that f is a C^-colocal 
equivalence if and only if QS1IQT J(f) ^S A C^-colocal equivalence. 

Proof. — Assume that / is a C^-colocal equivalence. We need to show that 
SIS^IQTJU) is a C^-colocal equivalence. Fix FN(SRAG^AE/+) G C^. Since SptT^* 
is a simplicial model category and all the compact generators FN(SR A G^ A 17+) are 
cofibrant, we have the following commutative diagram: 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),IQTJXhMt 

= [Fn(Sr A G ; A U+),nSiIQTJY]Spt 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+)AS\X]Spt 
= 

= 

= [Fn(Sr AG*mAU+)AS\Y}Spt 

[Fn(Sr+1AGsmAU+),X]spi 
= 

= 

= 
[Fn(Sr+1AG°mAU+),Y}Spt 

but using Proposition 3.2.4 and the fact that / is a C|ff-colocal equivalence, we have 
that the bottom row is an isomorphism, therefore the top row is also an isomorphism. 
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Using Proposition 3.2.4 again, we have that £IS1IQTJU) ls a C7 f̂f-colocal equivalence, 
as we wanted. 

Conversely, assume that ^s^IQrJif) is a C^-colocal equivalence. Fix Fn(Sr A 
Qsm A [/+) G Cgff. Proposition 3.2.4 implies that the top row in the following commu
tative diagram is an isomorphism: 

[Fn+1(Sr A G ^ 1 A U+),nsiIQTJXhpt 
I — JQrJ(/). 

Ci \Fn+1(Sr A GÎ+1 A U+), SlslIQT jy]Spt 

[Fn+1(Sr A G**1 A U+) A S \ X]sPt 
A —- /* 

Ci 

Ci [Fn+1(5r A G^+1 A U+) A S\y]Spt 

[Fn(5'"AG^AC/+),X]spt Ci 

Ci 
[Fn(5rAG^A[/+) ,y]spt 

therefore the bottom row is also an isomorphism. Finally using Proposition 3.2.4 
again, we have that / is a Cgff-colocal equivalence. This finishes the proof. • 

Corollary 3.2.8. — The adjunction 

( - A S1, (p) : Äc« SptTJ%. ^ Rci{{SptT^* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.2.3 we have that it suffices 
to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every cofibrant object X in RCQ SptTJ/^*, the following composition 

X-^nSi(X AS1 
nqlIQTJXAS 

nSiIQTJ(X AS1) 

is a Cgff-colocal equivalence. 
2. flSi reflects C^-colocal equivalences between fibrant objects in Rc^SptTM*. 

(1): By construction Rc^SptTM* is a right Bousfield localization of SptTM*, 
therefore the identitv functor 

id : Rc*tSptTM* ^ SptTM* 

is a left Quillen functor. Thus X is also cofibrant in SptTJ%*. Since the adjunction 
(—AS1, Qs1, y>) is a Quillen equivalence on SptTM*, [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] implies 
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that the following composition is a weak equivalence in SptT^*: 

X—^Üsi(X AS1 
nqiIQTJXAS 

nSiIQTJ(X AS1) 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a C^-colo-

cal equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.7. • 

Corollary 3.2.9. — RCQ (ffl{(S) has the structure of a triangulated category. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.2.1 implies in particular that RC? SptT^* is a pointed simpli-

cial model category, and Corollary 3.2.8 implies that the adjunction 

( - A S1, nSi, <p) : Rc«fSptTM* -> Rc*{SptTM* 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the result follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII]. • 

Remark 3.2.10. — The adjunction ( E T - J ^ T , ^ ) is a Quillen equivalence on SptTM*. 
However it does not descend even to a Quillen adjunction on the (q — l)-connected 
motivic stable model category RcqH SptTy^*. 

Proposition 3.2.11. — We have the following adjunction 

(CQ, IQTJ, <P) : Rc^WiS) 0{{S) 

between exact functors of triangulated categories. 

Proof. — Since RCq SptT^* is the right Bousfield localization of SptTM* with 
respect to the C^ff-colocal equivalences, we have that the identity functor id : 
Rci SptTJ^* —• SptTM* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following 
adjunction at the level of the associated homotopy categories: 

(CQ, IQTJ, <p) : Rc**W(S) tf£(S) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that CQ maps cofibre sequences in RCQ^<ffl(S) 
to cofibre sequences in <ffi(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have that 

CQ and IQTJ are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Proposition 3.2.12. — The unit of the adjunction 

(Cq, IQTJ, <p) : RC^(S) ^ 0{(S) 

o~x • X —• IQTJCQX is an isomorphism in RCq $K{S) for every T-spectrum X, and 
the functor: 

cq : Rc:(!ms) - ms) 

is a full embedding. 
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Proof. — For any T-spectrum X, we have the following commutative diagram in 

Rc«ffSptTM*: 

CqX 
CqX 

-X 

IQTJCQX IQTJX 

IQTJCqX IQTJX 
IQTJ{CX) 

where IQTJC<IX is in particular a weak equivalence in SptT^*. But since 

RcqffSpt>TM* is the right Bousfield localization of SptTM* with respect to the 

Cgff-colocal equivalences, Proposition 3.1.5 in [6] implies that IQTJC<IX is also a 

Cgff-colocal equivalence. 

On the other hand, by construction we have that C* is a Cgff-colocal equivalence. 

Therefore IQrJCqX and C* both become isomorphisms in RCQ^ffi{(S). 
Finally, since ax is the following composition in Rci^ffi{(S): 

X 
CqX 

= 
CqJi 

IQTJCQX 

= 
IQTJCqX 

it follows that ax is an isomorphism in RCQ^(ffl(S) as we wanted. This also implies 

that the functor 

Cq : Rcl{f${{S) -> <#C(S) 

is a full embedding. • 

Proposition 3.2.13. — Let f : X —• Y be a map in Rci^<ffi{S). We have that f is an 
isomorphism if and only if the following condition holds: 

For every Fn(Sr A Gi, A £7+) G C?ff, the induced maps 

[Fn(Sr AGamAU+),CqX]Spi 
(cQf)* 

[Fn(£T AGamAU+),CqY]sPt 

are all isomorphisms of abelian groups. 

Proof. — Complete the map / to a distinguished triangle in Rc*^ffi{{S)'. 

X —f-^ Y >- Z >- 7%°X 

We have that 

(28) CqX CqY CqZ 7%°CqX 

is also a distinguished triangle in RCQ <${{S), therefore Cqf is an isomorphism in 

RCQ^<ffi(S) if and only if CqZ = * in Rc^<ffi(S); and since Cq is a cofibrant re

placement functor in Rcq{{ SptT^£* we have that / is an isomorphism in Rc*ff<ffl(S) 
if and only if Cqf is an isomorphism in RCQ^ffîC(S). 
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Hence, / is an isomorphism in Rc*^<ffi{S) if and only if CQZ = * in Rc^<^/f(S). 

Now Corollary 3.2.6 implies that CQZ = * in Rc<i ffi£(S) if and only if for every 

F n ( ^ A G ^ A C / + ) e C e V 

[Fn(SrAG^AC/+),C,Z]sPt = 0 

But Proposition 3.2.11 implies that the diagram (28) is a distinguished triangle 

in $K(S)\ and since for every FN(SR A GSM A C/+) G C*ff, the functor [Fn(Sr A G ^ A 

C/-4- ), — lsnt is homological, we get the following long exact sequence of abelian groups 

[FN(SRAG°MAU+),CQX}SPT 
I 
(cqf). 

[FN(SR AGSMAU+),CQY]SPI 

[FN(SRAG°MAU+),CQZ}SPT 

[FN(SR AGSMAU+),ETFICQX]SPT 
= 

v.1,0 
T 

[FN+1(SR A GL+1 A U+), CQX]SPT 

CQX]SPT (cqf). 

[FN(SR AG°MA U+),x£°C,K]spt 
= 

v.1,0 
T 

[Fn+1(SPAGS+1 AU+),CQY]sPt 

Therefore [FN(SR A G ^ A 17+), CQZ]SPT = 0 for every FN{SR A G ^ A C/+) G Ce9ff if and 
only if the induced map 

FN(SRAGSMAU^CQX}SP, 
(cqf) 

;Fn(^AG^AC/+) ,C , r ] sp t 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every FN(SR A G^ A J7+) G C f̂f. This finishes 

the proof. • 

Proposition 3.2.14. — Let A be an arbitrary T-spectrum in Yiïpfô^^ (S). We have that 
(QSA) AS1 is a Cçff-colocal T-spectrum in SptTM*. 

Proof. — Let (Jo? Vo denote the base points corresponding to Map*(QSA, IQTJX) 

and MapJ|e(QsA, IQTJY) respectively. 
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It is clear that QSA = A in ffi{(S)', then QSA is in Eqt Heff (S) since A is in 

E^9f^eff(5) and E^(^Teff(5) is a triangulated subcategory of <ffi{S). 
Since SptT^£* is a simplicial model category, we have that QsA/\Sl is cofibrant in 

SptTJ%*, hence it suffices to check that for every C^-colocal equivalence / : X —» Y, 
the induced map 

Mnp(QsAAS\lQTJX) (IQrJf)* 
Ma,p(QsA A S1,IQTJY) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 

Now Corollary 3.2.8 together with Proposition 3.2.3 imply that for every n > 0, 

SIS^IQTJU) is also a C^-colocal equivalence. Hence Corollary 3.2.5 implies that 

rqQsNIQTJ(f) is an isomorphism in H^9^eff(5). Since QSA G Yf^ffiC^(5), we have 

that iQQSA = QSA, then by Proposition 3.1.12 we get the following commutative 

diagram where both rows and the left vertical map are isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

HomEQ j^eHrsJQsA.rqftsnlQrJX) = [QsA,nSr>IQTJX}Sï>t 

(r„fisn/QTJ/), = (QsnIQTJf)* 

HomyjQ êff/CN (Qs A, rqüs^IQrJY) = QsA,tlSnIQTJY]svt 

Therefore the right vertical map is also an isomorphism of abelian groups. 

Now since SptTJ^* is a pointed simplicial model category, we have that 

Lemma 6.1.2 in [10] together with Remark 2.4.3(2) imply that the following di

agram is commutative for n > 0, where all the vertical maps together with the 

bottom row are isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

7Tnja;oMap((5s ,̂ IQTJX) 
(IQrJf)* 

KN^MapfäsA, IQTJY) 

7i"n,UM Map* (QSA, IQTJX) 
(IQT J f)> Mapt(QsA,IQTJY) 

= = 

[QsA,nSnIQTJX}Spt 
= 

(SlsnIQTJf), 
KN^MapfäsA, IQTJY) 

Therefore all the maps in the top row are also isomorphisms. Thus, the induced map 

M&p(QsA, IQTJX) 
(IQrJf)* 

Ma,p(QsA, IQTJY) 
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is a weak equivalence when it is restricted to the path component of Map(Qs A, IQTJX) 

containing uo> This implies that the following induced map 

Map, (S1, Map, (QAA, IQTJX)) 

{IQTJÎ)* 

Map, (S1, Map, (QsA, IQTJY)) 

is a weak equivalence since taking S1 -loops kills the path components that do not 
contain the base point. 

Finally, since SptTJ^* is a simplicial model category we have that the rows in the 
following commutative diagram are isomorphisms: 

Map, (S1, Map, (QAA, IQTJX)] 
= 

Map. (QSA A S1, IQTJX) 

(iQrJf) (iQrJf). 

Map, (S1 ,Map , (Q.A/Qr^; = Map, (QSA A S1, IQTJY) 

Hence the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies that the right 
vertical map is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, as we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.2.15. — Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum in Y3pffi{e^(S). We have that 
QSX is a C^-colocal T-spectrum in SptTJ^* 

Proof. — Let R denote a fibrant replacement functor in SptT^* such that for every 
T-spectrum Y, the natural map 

Y—^RY 

is a trivial cofibration in SptTM*. Then RQSX is cofibrant in SptTM*. Now the map 

QSXRYRQSX 

is in particular a weak equivalence in SptTM*, therefore using [6, Lemma 3.2.1(2)] 
we get that QSX is C^-colocal if and only if RQSX is Cgff-colocal. We will show that 
RQSX is Cgff-colocal. 

By hypothesis X is in E^(^eff (5) and it is clear that QSX ^ X in 0{{S). Hence 
QSX is also in Ej,9^eff(Sf) since it is a triangulated subcategory of <ffi{S). There
fore QsiRQsX is also in Y>qT<ffiC (S) since Cls1RQsX computes the desuspension 
T,^1,0QSX of QSX. 

Using Proposition 3.2.14 we have that (QsQ,s1RQsX)/\S1 is C^-colocal. But since 
the adjunction 

( - A S1, , (p) : SptTJ%* ^ SptT^* 
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is a Quillen equivalence, we have the following weak equivalence in SptTM*: 

(QsnSiRQsX)AS1 
fi ifiQsX 

eRQsxo{QSB Aid) RQsX 

where e denotes the counit of the adjunction considered above. 

Finally using [6, Lemma 3.2.1(2)] again, we get that RQSX is C^-colocal. This 

finishes the proof. • 

Proposition 3.2.16. — Let p be the counit of the adjunction: 

(CQI IQTJ, <p) : Rc^(S) ffl£(S) 

For every T-spectrum X, the map 

rq(px) : rqCqIQTJX -> rqX 

is an isomorphism in Yl^ffiC^(S); and this map induces a natural isomorphism be 
tween the following exact functors 

rqCQIQTJ 
rqCQIQTJ 

rx 
E ^ e f f ( 5 ) 

Proof. — The naturality of the counit p, implies that rq(p-) : rqCqIQTJ —> rq is 
a natural transformation. Hence, it is enough to show that for every T-spectrum X, 
fq{px) is an isomorphism in Y^fflC (S). 

Consider the following diagram of T-spectra: 

C0IQTJ* 
IQTJX 

IQTJX 
!QTJX 

X 

where IQTJX is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%* and CQ®TJX is a C^-colocal equiva

lence. Then it is clear that rQ(IQTJX) is an isomorphism in Y3p<ffîe& (S). On the other 

hand, Corollary 3.2.5 implies that rq(Cq®Tjx) is also an isomorphism in E^<^eff (5). 

And this proves the result, since px is just the following composition in <ffi(S)\ 

CQIQTJX 
C I Qrp J X 

q IQrrJX 
(IQTJ*)-1 

X 

Proposition 3.2.17. — Let 6 be the counit of the adjunction 

(iq,rq,<p) : E ^ e f f ( 5 ) 9#r f f (S) 

For any T-spectrum X in SptT^*, the map 

IQTJ{0X) : IQTJ{iqrQ)X ^ IQTJX 
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is an isomorphism in Rci <ffi£(S); and this map induces a natural isomorphism be
tween the following exact functors 

<<№{S) 
IQTJ(iqrq) 

IQTJ 
IQTJ(iqrq) 

Proof — The naturality of the counit 0, implies that IQTJ(0-) : IQrJ^qfq) —• 
IQTJ is a natural transformation. Hence, it is enough to show that for every T-spec
trum X, IQTJ(0X) is an isomorphism in RC^^{{S). 

By Proposition 3.2.13 it is enough to show that for every Fn(Sr A A [/+) G Ĉ ff 
the induced maps 

[Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+), CqIQTJ(iqrq)X]Spt 

CQIQTJ(OX)* 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+), CqIQTJX]Spt 

are all isomorphisms of abelian groups. 
Consider the following commutative diagram in ^H(S)\ 

C«IQTJ(inrN)X 
CqIQTJ{Ox) 

OQIQTJX 

cIQTJiqrqX nIQTJX 

IQTJ(iqrq)X iQTJ{ex) 
IQTJX 

where CIQT JiqrqX and C{<** JX are by construction maps of T-spectra and C^-colocal 
equivalences. Therefore proposition 3.2.4 implies that for every Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G 
Cgff the induced maps 

[Fn(Sr A G ; A U+), CqIQTJ(iqrq)X}Spt 

fr,IQTJiqrqX\ )* 

[Fn(Sr A G ; A U+),IQTJ(iqrq)X]Spt 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),CqIQTJX}Spt 

CqIQTJX}Spt 

[Fn(Sr AG°mAU+),IQTJX]Spt 

are both isomorphisms of abelian groups. 
On the other hand, Proposition 3.1.15 implies that we have an induced isomorphism 

of abelian groups: 
[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),IQTJ(iqrq)X]Spt 

IQTJ(BX). 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),IQTJX}Spt 

for every Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+) € CqeS. 
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Finally, this implies that for every Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G Cgff, we get the following 

induced isomorphisms of abelian groups 

[Fn(ST A G ; A U+), CqIQTJ(iqrq)X]Spt 

CqIQTJ(0x), 

[Fn(Sr A G ; A U+), CqIQTJX]Spt 

as we wanted. 

Proposition 3.2.18. — Let 6 be the counit of the adjunction 

(t„rq,<p): £« ^ ( 5 ) mS) 

For any T-spectrum X , the map 

CqIQTJ(0x) : CqIQTJ(iqrq)X CqIQTJX 

is an isomorphism in <^H[S); and this map induces a natural isomorphism between 
the following exact functors 

0C(S) 
CqIQTJ(iqrq) 

CqIQTJ 
$CIS) 

Proof — The naturality of the counit 0, implies that CqIQTJ{0-) : CqIQTJ{iqrq) —* 
CqlQrJ is a natural transformation. Hence, it is enough to show that for every 
T-spectrum X, CqlQrJiOx) is an isomorphism in <ffî(S). 

But this follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.17 together with Proposi
tion 3.2.11. • 

Proposition 3.2.19. — For every T-spectrum X, the natural map 

CqIQTJ{iqrq)X 
çIQTJ(IQRq)X 

IQTJ(iqrq)X 

is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. Therefore we have a natural isomorphism between 

the following exact functors 

CqIQTJ 
CQIQTJ(iqrQ) 

IQTJ(iqrq) 

CqIQTJ 

Proof — The naturality of the maps Cq : CqX —> X implies that we have an induced 

natural transformation of functors CqIQTJ(iqrq) —> IQT*f{^qfq)' Hence, it is enough 

to show that for every T-spectrum X, q1®?3^*7'^* [s a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. 
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Consider the following commutative diagram in SptTM*: 

QsCqIQTJ{iqrq)X 
Qs(cq/QTj(i*r*)x: 

QsIQTJ(iqrq)X 

QCqIQTJ(iqrq)X IQTJ(iqrq)X 

CqIQTJ{iqrq)X IQTJ(iqrq)X 
°9 

IQTJ(iqrq)X 

Since Qs is a cofibrant replacement functor in SptTJ^*, it follows that the vertical 
maps are weak equivalences in SptTJ^*. Hence by the two out of three property for 
weak equivalences it suffices to show that Qs(Cq®TJ^qrq^X) is a weak equivalence in 
SptT^*. 

On the other hand we have that by construction £^QTJ(^rg)x js a Cgff-colocal 
equivalence, and [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that the vertical maps in the diagram 
above are also C|ff-colocal equivalences. Then by the two out of three property for 
Cgff-colocal equivalences we have that Qs{CIq<^TJ("lqrq")X) is a C^-colocal equivalence. 

Now by construction we have that CqIQTJ(iqrq)X is a C^-colocal T-spectrum, 
and that QsCqIQTJ(iqrq)X is cofibrant in SptTJ^*. Since QCqIQTJ{iqrq)x .g «n 
particular a weak equivalence in SptT^*, using [6, Lemma 3.2.1(2)] we have that 
QsCqIQTJ(iqrq)X is also a C^-colocal T-spectrum. 

It is clear that 7QTJ(i0r0)X = iaraX in $K(S), therefore IQTJ(iarfa)X is in 

Y3r«men(s) since £ ^ e f f ( S ) is a triangulated subcategory of (ffi(S) and iqrqX 
is in Y,qTffi{en(S). Then using Corollary 3.2.15, we have that QsIQTJ(iqrq)X is a 
Cgff-colocal T-spectrum. 

Finally we have that Qs(CqQTJ^qTq^X) is a C^-colocal equivalence, and that 
QsCqlQTJiiqT^X, QsIQTJ(iqrq)X are both C^-colocal T-spectra. Then [6, Theo
rem 6.1. 13(2)] implies that Qs(CgQTJ{i'r")X) is a weak equivalence in SptT^*, as we 
wanted. • 

Theorem 3.2.20. — For every T-spectrum X, we have the following diagram in M{(S): 

(29Ì 

fqX = iqrqX 
IQTJ1«* 

= 
IQrJfgX 

= nIQTJfqX 
°9 

I 
CqIQTJfqX 

= 
CqIQTJX 

CqIQTJ(6x) 
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where all the maps are isomorphisms in <ffi(S). This diagram induces a natural iso
morphism between the following exact functors: 

WIS) 
U 

CQIQTJ 
ms) 

Proof — Since IQTJ is a fibrant replacement functor in SptTJ%*, it is clear that 
IQTJ^X becomes an isomorphism in the associated homotopy category ${{S). 

The fact that c\Qt3UX is an isomorphism in <ffi(S) follows from Proposi
tion 3.2.19. Finally, Proposition 3.2.18 implies that CQIQTJ(0x) is also an isomor
phism in <ffi(S). This shows that all the maps in the diagram (29) are isomorphisms 
in 9^ (5 ) , therefore for every T-spectrum X we can define the following composition 
in <ffi{S) 

(30) 

SqX 
IQTJFQX 

= 
iQTJfqx 

= ^QIQTJfqX^-\ 

CglQrJfqX - = 
Cq IQTJ (Ox) 

- CQIQTJX 

which is an isomorphism. The fact that IQTJ is a functorial fibrant replacement in 
SptT^*, propositions 3.2.19 and 3.2.18, imply all together that the isomorphisms 
defined in diagram (30) induce a natural isomorphism of functors fq —• CQIQTJ-

This finishes the proof. • 

Theorem 3.2.20 gives the desired lifting to the model category level for the functor 
fq. Now we proceed to show that the homotopy categories Rc<i{{(ffl(S) are in fact 
equivalent to the categories Yl^ffif^ (S) defined in Section 3.1. 
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Using Propositions 3.1.12 and 3.2.11, we get the following diagram of adjunctions: 

(31) 

Rctt[ms) 
(CQJQTJ,<fi) 

<M(S) 

(iq,rq,V) 

Y,qT<ftes{s) 

Rclftms) ; 
c= 
IQTJ 

<M(S) 

= f* 

Y,qT<ftes{s) 

where all the functors are exact. 

Proposition 3.2.21. — The adjunctions of diagram (31) induce an equivalence of cat
egories: 

(32) Y,qT<ftes{s) 
rqCq 

IQTJiq 
Y,qT<ftes{s) 

between RC^^{{S) and Y^ffi**\S). 

Proof. — It is enough to show the existence of the following natural isomorphisms 
between functors: 

(33) 

id e 
= - (IQTJig)(rqCq) 

(rqCq)(IQTJiq) = 
= 

id 

We construct first the natural equivalence e. Let / : X —> Y be a map in Rcqffffi{(S). 
Applying the functor iqrqCq, we get the following commutative diagram in $K{S\. 

iqrqCqX 
OcaX 

cqx 

iqTqCqj Cqf 

iqrqCqY 
0CQY 

CqY 
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where 6 denotes the counit of the adjunction between iq and rq. Now if we apply the 

functor IQTJ, we have the following commutative diagram in RCQ $K(S)\ 

IQrJiqVqCqX 
IQTJ{0Cqx) 

IQTJCqX ox 
X 

IQTJiqVqCgf 
= 

IQrJCqf f 

IQTJiqrqCqY = 
IQTJ(9C9Y) 

• IQrJCaY 
= 

= 
Y 

where a denotes the unit of the adjunction between Cq and IQTJ- But Propo

sitions 3.2.17 and 3.2.12 imply that all the horizontal maps are isomorphisms in 

Rc*fi<ffi{S). Now if we define 

ex = (IQTJ(Ocqx)r1 o (ax) 

we get the natural isomorphism of functors e : id —> \IQTJiq)\fqCq). 
To finish the proof, we proceed to construct the natural equivalence rj. Let / : X —• 

Y be a map in YOpffl* (5). Applying the functor CqlQrJiq, we get the following 

commutative diagram in <$H(S)\ 

CqIQTJiqX 
PiqY 

IqX 

CqIQTJiqf IqX 

CqIQTJiqY 
PiqY 

IqY 

where p denotes the counit of the adjunction between Cq and IQTJ- NOW if we apply 
the functor r9, we have the following commutative diagram in £^9$%^(S): 

VqCqlQrJiqX 
rq(Piqx 

fqiqX TX 
X 

rqCqIQTJiqf 
= = 

rqiqf f 

r 
TQCQIQTJÌQY 

= 

rq(Piqx 
VqlqY = 

TY 
Y 

where r denotes the unit of the adjunction between iq and rq. But Proposi

tion 3.2.16 and Remark 3.1.13 imply that all the horizontal maps are isomorphisms 

in £^<z£#eff(S). Now if we define 

Vx = (rx) 1orq(piqX) 

we get the natural isomorphism of functors rj : (rqCq)(IQTJiq) —• id. This finishes 

the proof. • 
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Proposition 3.2.22. — 1. We have the following commutative diagram of left 
Quillen functors: 

(34) 

Rcq+lSptTM* eff 
id Rc*{SptTM* 

id ^ id 
SptT^* 

2. For every T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

CqCq+iX 
Cq+i 

Cq+lX 

is a weak equivalence in ^H[S), and it induces a natural equivalence Cq 9+1 : 
Cq o Cq+i —> Cq+i between the following functors: 

Rçq+l <ßK(ß) Cq+1 Rçq+l <ßK(ß) 

Cq+i Cq+i 
Cq+i 

3. The natural transformation fq+\X —• fqX (see Theorem 3.1.16(1)) gets canon-
ically identified, through the equivalence of categories rqCq, IQTJiq constructed 
in Proposition 3.2.21; with the following composition in ffi{(S) 

f(jCq+1IQTJX-[ 
O-C^IQrrJX 

>Cq(C%?JX) 

C„+\IQTJX CqIQTJX 

which is induced by the following commutative diagram in SptTM* 

(35) 

CqCq+\IQTJX 
cn(cI?TJX) 

lqIQTJX 

CqCq+\IQTJX nIQTJX 

CQ+\IQTJX çIQTJ* IQTJ* 

Proof. — (1): Since Rcq+iSptTM* and RCQ SptTM* are both right Bousfield local
izations of SptTJ%*, by construction the identity functor 

Rcq+iSptTM* SptTM> 

Rci SptTM* ^ SptT^* 
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is in both cases a left Quillen functor. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that the 
identity functor 

id : Rc^SptTM* —» Rcq+iSptTM* 

is a right Quillen functor. Using the universal property of right Bousfield localizations 
(see definition 1.8.2), it is enough to check that if / : X —• Y is a Cgff-coloca] 
equivalence in SptTJ%* then IQxJ(f) is a Cg^-colocal equivalence. But since IQTJX 
and IQTJY are already fibrant in SptTJ%*, we have that IQTJ(J) is a C^1-colocal 
equivalence if and only if for every FN(SR A G ^ A U+) G C^"1, the induced map: 

Map(Fn(Sr A G ; a [/+), IQTJX) 

iQTJU)* 

Map(Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+), IQTJY) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. But since C C f̂f, and by hypothesis / 
is a Cgff-colocal equivalence; we have that all the induced maps IQTJ(I)* are weak 
equivalences of simplicial sets. Thus IQTJ(/) is a C^"1-colocal equivalence, as we 
wanted. 

Finally (2) and (3) follow directly from Proposition 3.2.21, Theorem 3.2.20 together 
with the commutative diagram (34) of left Quillen functors constructed above and [10, 
Theorem 1.3.7]. • 

Theorem 3.2.23. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen func
tors: 

(36) 

id 

R^q + lSptjiM* 

id id 

Rc<*îfSptTM* id - SptT^* 

id "id 
Rcq-lSptTM 

id 
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and the associated diagram of homotopy categories: 

(37) 

ñc„+i#T(S) , 

Cg + l IQTJ 
IQTJ, 
IQTJ, 

Rclf{ms) IQTJ, 
-IQTJ-

#T(S) , 

= IQTJ -1 
IQTJ 

RCq-i0{{S) 

gets canonically identified, through the equivalences of categories rqCq, IQrJiq con
structed in Proposition 3.2.21; with Voevodskyfs slice filtration: 

(38) 

E^T1E^ett(5;ett(5; 

iq+i R9 
IQTJ, 

IQTJ, 

£ ^ e f f ( S ) ¿0" #T(S) , 

in rq-i IQTJ, 
rq-! 

E ^ T 1 E ^ e t t ( 5 ; 

Proof — It follows immediately from propositions 3.2.22 and 3.2.21. • 

Remark 3.2.24. — The drawback of the model structures on Rcq SptT^* is that it is 
not clear if they are cellular again. Therefore in order to recover a lifting for the slice 
functors sq, we are forced to take an indirect approach. 
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The first step in this new approach will be to construct another family of model 
structures on SptT(q$m\s)msi via left Bousfield localization; such that the fibrant 
replacement functor provides an alternative description of the functors s<q defined in 
Theorem 3.1.18. 

Definition 3.2.25. — For r > 1, we define Dr using the following pushout diagram of 
simplicial sets: 

c r - 1 c r - 1 g r - 1 x Д1 

P 

* - Dt 
where jo is the following composition: 

sr_i ^ sr_i x Ao _ idxdi - 5r"x x A1 

and let i\ : Sr 1 —>• Dr be the following composition: 

Sr~l 9É Sr~x x A0 - idxdn - Sr~1 x A1 — ^ Dr 

Remark 3.2.26. — It is clear that the canonical map * —• Dr is a trivial cofibration 
in the category of pointed simplicial sets. 

Proposition 3.2.27. — For every r > l , s > 0, and for every scheme U G $n\s', the 
vointed simvlicial vresheaf on the smooth Nisnevich site over S 

Dr/\Gsm/\ U, 

has the following properties: 
1. it is compact in the sense of Jardine (see definition 2.3.10). 
2. the canonical map * —> Fn(Dr A G ^ A E/+) is a trivial cofibration in §ptTM*. 
3. the canonical map Fn(Dr A A E/+) weak equivalence in SptTM*. 

Proof. — (1): It is clear from the construction that Dr has only finitely many non-
degenerate simplices. Therefore the result follows from [14, Lemma 2.2]. 

(2): Proposition 2.3.7 implies that M* is a SSets*-model category; and since G ^ A 
J7+ is cofibrant, we have the following Quillen adjunction: 

ssets* ; 
ssets* ; 

Map„(G^Atf+,-) 
M* 

But * —> Dr is a trivial cofibration of pointed simplicial sets, therefore the induced 
map 

* ^ * A G ; a [ / + ^ Dr A G ^ A U+ 
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is a trivial cofibration in M*. Finally using Proposition 2.4.17 we have tha 

(Fn, Evn, <p) : M* ^ SptTJ%* 

is a Quillen adjunction. Hence the canonical map 

* * Fn(.) ^ Fn(Dr AGsmA U+) 

is a trivial cofibration in SptT^*, as we wanted. 
(3): It follows immediately from (2) and the two out of three property for weal 

equivalences. I 

Proposition 3.2.28. — For every compact generator Fn(Sr AG^ AE/+) G C (see Propo 
sition 3.1.5), there exists a natural cofibration: 

Fn(SrAGsmAU+) 
Ln,r,s 

Fn(Dr+1 A G^j A U+) 

in SptTJ^*. 

Proof — We define t^rs as Fn(ii A G^ A £/+), where ¿1 : Sr -> Dr+1 is the map 
constructed in definition 3.2.25. 

It is clear that ¿1 is a cofibration of pointed simplicial sets, therefore the result 
follows from Propositions 2.4.17 and 2.3.7 which imply that Fn and — A G^ A £/+ are 
both left Quillen functors. • 

Theorem 3.2.29. — Consider the following set of maps in SptTJ#£* : 

(39) L«q) = {L»:Fn(SrAGsm/\U+) Fn(Dr+1 AGI A [ M I 

F n ( S r A G ; A f / + ) e C y 

The left Bousfield localization ofSptTJU* with respect to the L(< q)-local equivalences 
exists. This new model structure will be called weight<q motivic stable. L<qSptTM* 
will denote the category of T-spectra equipped with the weight<q motivic stable model 
structure, and L<qffi{(S) will denote its associated homotopy category. Furthermore 
the weight<q motivic stable model structure is cellular, left proper and simplicial; with 
the following sets of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively: 

7 L « a) = lTu, = U n > o { * № - (A&)+)} 

h.u n\ = b]-a - B) 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 
1. j is an inclusion of i]^ -complexes. 
2. j is a L(< q)-local equivalence. 
3. the size of B as an 1^ -complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 

defined by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.31. 
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Proof. — Theorems 2.5.4 and 2.4.16 imply that SptTJ^* is a cellular, proper and sim
plicial model category. Therefore the existence of the left Bousfield localization follows 
from [6, Theorem 4.1.1]. Using [6, Theorem 4.1.1] again, we have that L<qSptTM* 
is cellular, left proper and simplicial; where the sets of generating cofibrations and 
trivial cofibrations are the ones described above. • 

Definition 3.2.30. — Let Wq denote a fibrant replacement functor in L<qSptTM*; 
such that the for every T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

X 
wqx 

wqx 

is a trivial cofibration in L<qSptTM*, and WqX is L(< q)-local in SptTM*. 

Proposition 3.2.31. — Qs is also a cofibrant replacement functor in L<qSptTM* (see 
definition 3.1.1), and for every T-spectrum X the natural map 

qxSptTM*. 

is a trivial fibration in L<qSptTM*. 

Proof. — Since L<qSptTM* is the left Bousfield localization of SptTM* with respect 
to the L(< g)-local equivalences, by construction we have that the cofibrations and the 
trivial fibrations are identical in L<gSptT^* and SptTM* respectively. This implies 
that for every T-spectrum X, QSX is cofibrant in L<qSptTSU*, and we also have that 
the natural map 

xL<qSptTM*. 

is a trivial fibration in L<qSptTM*. Hence Qs is also a cofibrant replacement functor 
for L<qSptTM*. • 

Proposition 3.2.32. — Let Z be an arbitrary T-spectrum. We have that Z is L(< q)-lo
cal in SptTM* if and only if the following conditions hold: 

1. Z is fibrant in Sp t j .^* . 
2. For every Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+) € CqeS, [Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+), Z]Spt = 0 

Proof. — (=>): Assume that Z is L(< g)-local. Then by definition we have that Z 
must be fibrant in SptTM*. Since all the T-spectra Fn(Sr A G ^ A [/+) and Fn(Dr A 
G ^ A E7+) are cofibrant, and Z is L(< g)-local; for every Fn{Sr A G ^ AU+) <E C*ff we 
get the following weak equivalence of simplicial sets: 

Map(Fn(Dr+1 A G ; A [ / + ) , Z ; 
(6n,r,s) 

Mnp(Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Z] 
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Now we have that SptTM* is in particular a simplicial model category, therefore we 

get the following commutative diagram: 

7ToMap(Fn(Dr+1 A G ; A U+), Z) 
<l».R..)* 

= 
~n0Map(Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Z) 

= = 

[F„(£>'-+1AG^At/+))Z]spt 
<l».R..)* 

[Fn(5rAG^AC/+),Z]Spt 

where the vertical arrows and the top row are isomorphisms. Therefore we get the 

following isomorphism: 

[Fn(Dr+1 AG*mAU+),Z}Sp 
uu y 
V n,r,s/ = 

~[FN(S ' A G ^ A£ /+ ) ,Z ]SPT 

Finally Proposition 3.2.27(2) implies that [Fn(Dr+1 AG8mA Z]Spt = 0. Thus, for 

every Fn(5r A G ^ A E7+) G Ce9ff we have that [Fn(Sr A G ^ A £/+), Z]Spt = 0, as we 

wanted. 

(<=): Assume that Z satisfies (1) and (2). Let u;0, rj0 denote the base points 

corresponding to the pointed simplicial sets Map*(Fn(I}r+1 A A [7+),Z) and 

Map*(Fn(Sr AG^A£/+), Z) respectively. Since Fn(Sr AGsmAU+) and Fn(Dr AGsrnAU+) 
are always cofibrant, it is enough to show that the induced map: 

Map(Fn(Dr+1 A G ^ AU+),Z] 
uu y 
V n,r,s/ Map(Fn(ST AG^Atf+) ,Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every map ^>r s G L(< q). 
Fix t%rs G L(< q). By Proposition 3.2.27(3) we know that the map Fn(£>r+1 A 

G^ A [/+) —> * is a weak equivalence in SptTJ^*. Then Ken Brown's lemma (see 
Lemma 1.1.4) together with the fact that SptTJ^* is a simplicial model category, 
imply that the following map is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets: 

* ^ Map(*, Z) >- Map(Fn(Dr+1 A GfL A 17+), Z) 

In particular Map(irn(£>r"f 1 A G^ A E/+), Z) has only one path connected component. 

Since SptTM* is a simplicial model category, we have the following isomorphism 

of abelian groups 

7T0Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A £/+), Z)Z)[Fn(Sr AGsmA £/+), Z]Sp 

but our hypothesis implies that [Fn(Sr A G^ A U+), Z]spt — 0, hence 7r0Map(Fn(5r A 

G^ A £/+), Z) = 0, i.e. Map(Fn(5r A G^ A £/+), Z) has only one path connected 

component. 
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Now Proposition 3.2.27(2) implies that * Fn(£>r+1 A G ^ A U+) is a trivial 
cofibration in SptT^*, and since — AS1 is a left Quillen functor, it follows that 

* g* * A Sk >• Fn(Dr^ A G ^ A U+) A Sk 

is also a trivial cofibration for k > 0. Therefore [Fn(Dr+l AG^A E/+) A 5fe, Z]Spt = 0; 
and this implies that the induced map (t^rs)* is an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

0 ^ [Fn(Dr^ AGsmA U+) A Sk,Z]sPt 

AGsmA U 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) A Sk, Z]spt = [Fn(Sk+r AGsmA U+), Z]Spt 

since by hypothesis [Fn(Sk+r A G^ A £/+), Z]Spt = 0. 
On the other hand, since SptTM* is a pointed simplicial model category, we have 

that Lemma 6.1.2 in [10] together with Remark 2.4.3(2) imply that the following 
diagram is commutative for k > 0 and all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms: 

7Tfc,W0Map(F„(£»'-+1 A G ^ A U+), Z) 

AGsmA U 
7rfc.„nMap(F„(5r A G» A CM, Z) 

nk^0M^(Fn(Dr+1 A G ; A U+), Z) 

= 
AGsmA U 

7rfc„0Map»(F„(5r A Gsm A U+), Z] 

[F„(£>'-+1AG^AC/+)A5fe,Z]spt = 

= 

[Fn(£r+1AG^At/+)A5fc,Z]Spt 

fi?..' 
[^n(5r A G* A C7+) A Sk, Z]spt 

== 

fi?..' 

[Fn(5fe+'-AG^AC/+),Z]spt 
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but we know that the bottom row is always an isomorphism of abelian groups, hence 
the top row is also an isomorphism. This implies that the map 

Map(Fn(ir+1 AG^A£/+) ,Z) 
(Ln,r,s) 

\AMFn(Sr AGSMAU+),Z) 

is a weak equivalence when it is restricted to the path component of Map(Fn(Dr"1"1 A 
G^ A [/+), Z) containing ljq. However we already know that Map(Fn(Dr+1 A G^ A 
£7+),Z) and Map(Fn(5r A G^ A C/+),Z) have only one path connected component. 
This implies that the map defined above is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, as 
we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.2.33. — Let m,n G Z with m > n. If Z is a L(< n)-local T-spectrum in 
SptTM*, then Z is also L(< m)-local in SptT^*. 

Proof. — We have that C^ C C ^ , since m > n. The result now follows immediately 
from the characterization of L(< g)-local objects given in Proposition 3.2.32. • 

Corollary 3.2.34. — Let Z be a fibrant T-spectrum in SptT^*. We have that Z is 

L(< q)-local if and only iffls1^ is q)-local. 

Proof — (=4>): Assume that Z is L(< ç)-local. We have that Z is fibrant in SptTJ^*; 
and since SptTJ^* is a simplicial model category, it follows that fJ^iZ is also fibrant. 

Fix Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+) G Cgff. Since SptTM* is a simplicial model category, we 
have the following natural isomorphisms: 

[FN(SR AGSMAU+),nslZ]Spt = [FN(SR AG^AU^AS^Z}^ 

= [Fn(^+1AG^Atf+),Z]Spt 

but Proposition 3.2.32 implies that [Fn(5r+1 A G^ A [/+), Z]Spt = 0, hence [Fn(Sr A 
G^ A *7+), ttSiZ}spt ̂  0 for every Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G CeV Finally, using Proposi
tion 3.2.32 again, we have that is L(< ç)-local, as we wanted. 

(<=): Assume that is L(< ç)-local. Since by hypothesis Z is fibrant in 

SptT^*, Proposition 3.2.32 implies that it is enough to show that for every 

FN(SR AG°MAU+)€C?«: 

[FN(SR AGSM A C/+),Z]spt = 0 

Fix Fn(Sr A G^ A 17+) G C^. Since SptT^f£* is a simplicial model category, and Z is 
fibrant by hypothesis; we have the following natural isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

[FN+1(SR A G ; + 1 AU+),nsiZ]Spt = [F„+1(5r+1AG^1AC/+),Z]Spt 

= [FN(SR AGSMAU+),Z}SPT 
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Now using Proposition 3.2.32 and the fact that fi^iZ is L(< g)-local, it follows that 

[Fn+1(Sr A G^+1 A C7+), nSiZ}Spt ^ 0. Therefore, [FN(SR AGSMA 17+), Z]Spt = 0 for 

every FN(SR A G ^ A E/+) G C|ff, as we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.2.35. — Let Z be a fibrant T-spectrum in SptTM*. We have that Z is 
L(< q)-local if and only if IQTJ(QSZ A S1) is L(< q)-local. 

Proof. — (=>): Assume that Z is L(< </)-local. Since IQTJ{QSZ AS1) is fibrant, using 

proposition 3.2.32 we have that it is enough to check that for every FN(SR A G ^ At/+) G 

Ceff* [FN(SR AGSMA U+),IQTJ(QSZ A S^sp t = 0. But since — AS1 is a Quillen 

equivalence, we get the following diagram: 

[FN(SR A G ^ A U+), IQtJ(QSZ A Ä^lspt 

= 

[FN+1(SR+1 A G^+1 A U+), IQtAQSZ A S^Jspt 

[Fn+1(5'-AG^1At/+),Z]spt 
vl,0 

= 

= 

;Fn+1(5r+1 A GS+1 A U+), QsZ A S^spt 

where all the maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups. Since Z is L(< </)-local, Propo 

sition 3.2.32 implies that [FN+1(SR A G1+1 A E/+), Z]Spt = 0. Therefore 

[Fn(5r A G ^ A U+),IQTJ(QSZ A S^Jspt ^ 0 

for every FN(SR A G ^ A C/+) G C f̂f, as we wanted. 

(<£=): Assume that IQTJ{QSZ A S1) is L(< g)-local. By hypothesis, Z is fibrant; 

therefore Proposition 3.2.32 implies that it is enough to show that for every FN(SR A 

GSM A £/+) G C*ff, [Fn(Sr A G ^ A £/+), Z]Spt = 0. Since SptT^* is a simplicial model 

category and - AS1 is a Quillen equivalence; we have the following diagram: 

[FN(SR AGSMA U+),Slsi IQtJ (QsZ A S1)]^ 

= 

[FN(SR A G ^ A [/+) A S\Q,Z A S^spt 
SR A 

T 
[FN(SR AGSRNAU^IZ}SPT 

where all the maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups. On the other hand, using 

Corollary 3.2.34 we have that QsilQrJiQsZ A S1) is L(< #)-local. Therefore using 

Proposition 3.2.32 again, we have that for every FN(SR A G ^ A 17+) G C%s: 

\FN(SR A GL A C/j.), Zlsnt = [FN(SR AGSMA f/+), ÜSIIQTJ(QSZ A S^Jspt = 0 
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and this finishes the proof. • 

Corollary 3.2.36. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in SptTJ^*. We have that f is a 
L(< q)-local equivalence if and only if for every L(< q)-local T-spectrum Z, f induces 
the following isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[y,£]spt 
= 

[X, Z]spt 

Proof. — Suppose that / is a L(< g)-local equivalence, then by definition the induced 
map: 

Map(Qsy,Z) (Q».fY 
Map(QsX, Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every L(< g)-local T-spectrum Z. Proposi 
tion 3.2.32(1) implies that Z is fibrant in SptT^*, and since SptT^* is in particula 
a simplicial model category; we get the following commutative diagram, where th< 
top row and all the vertical maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

7r0Map(QsF,Z; (QsfY 
= 

7r0Map(QsX, Z 

= = 

Map(QsF,Z; 
r 

Map(QsF,Z; 

hence /* is an isomorphism for every L(< g)-local T-spectrum Z, as we wanted. 
Conversely, assume that for every L(< q)-local T-spectrum Z, the induced map 

pT,Z]sPt 
= 

[X, Z]spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
Since L<qSptTM* is the left Bousfield localization of SptTJ#£* with respect to the 

L(< </)-local equivalences, we have that the identity functor id : SptT(<fin\s)m8 —> 
L<qSptTM* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore for every T-spectrum Z, we get the 
following commutative diagram where all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms: 

RomL<:a(M(s)(QsY,Z (Qsf)* HomL<q^(5)(QsX, Z) 

= = 

[Y,WqZ]Spt 
(Qsf)* 
(Qsf)* 

-[X,WqZ]Spt 

but WqZ is by construction L(< g)-local, then by hypothesis the bottom row is an 
isomorphism of abelian groups. Hence it follows that the induced map: 

HomL<q9^(5)(QsY,Z) 
{QsfY 

= 
Homr ^(5)(QSX, Z) 
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is an isomorphism for every T-spectrum Z. This implies that Qsf is a weak equivalence 
in L<qSptTM*, and since Qs is also a cofibrant replacement functor in L<qSptTM*, 
it follows that / is a weak equivalence in L<qSptTM*. Therefore we have that / is a 
L(< g)-local equivalence, as we wanted. • 

Lemma 3.2.37. — Let f : X —> y be a map in SptTM*. We have that f is a L(< q)-lo-
cal equivalence if and only if 

Qsf A id : QSX A S 1 - * QSY A S1 

is a L(< q)-local equivalence. 

Proof. — Assume that / is a L(< g)-local equivalence, and let Z be an arbitrary 
L(< g)-local T-spectrum. Then Corollary 3.2.34 implies that is also L(< (^-lo
cal. Therefore the induced map 

Map(Qsy, QSi Z)QSi ZMap(QsX, «5i Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Now since SptTw/%* is a simplicial mode] 
category, we have the following commutative diagram: 

Map(Qsy,£VZ) (Qsf y 
Map(QsX, ÇlsiZ) 

= = 

Map(Qsy A S \ Z ) 
(Qs/Aid)* 

-Map(QsX AS\Z) 

and using the two out of three property for weak equivalences of simplicial sets, we 
have that 

Map(Qsy AS\Z) 
(Qsf Aid)* 

Map(QsX A S \ Z ) 

is a weak equivalence. Since this holds for every L(< #)-local T-spectrum Z, it follows 

that 

Qsf A id : QSX AS1—* QSY A S1 

is a L(< g)-local equivalence, as we wanted. 
Converselv, suppose that 

Qsf A id : QSX A S 1 - * QSY A S1 

is a L(< #)-local equivalence. Let Z be an arbitrary L(< g)-local T-spectrum. Since 
SptTJ#£* is a simplicial model category and — AS1 is a Quillen equivalence, we get 
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the following commutative diagram: 

[QSY AS\IQTJ(QSZ AS^lspt (Qs/Aid)* •\QSX AS\IQTJ{QSZ AS1)}^ 

— = 

[QSY A Sl,QsZ A 51]sPt 
(Q./Aid)" 

[Q,XAS1,Q.ZAS1]sPt 
= V1'0 T [X, Z]s = 

[^]sPt 
(Q./Aid 

[X, Z]spt 

Now, Corollary 3.2.35 implies that IQTJ(QZAS1) is also L(< #)-local. Therefore us
ing Corollary 3.2.36 we have that the top row in the diagram above is an isomorphism 
of abelian groups. This implies that the induced map: 

[ y , Z ] sp t - ^ [ X , Z ]Sp t 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every L(< g)-local spectrum Z. Finally using 
Corollary 3.2.36 again, we have that / : X —• Y is a L(< g)-local equivalence, as we 
wanted. • 

Corollary 3.2.38. — The following adjunction: 

( - A S1, QSi, <p) : L<qSptTM* - L<qSptTM* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.2.31 we have that it suffices 
to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every fibrant object X in L<qSptTM*, the following composition 

(sQSiX)AS 
QSS Aid QsQSiX)A ex X 

is a L(< #)-local equivalence. 
2. — A S1 reflects L(< #)-local equivalences between cofibrant objects in 

L<qSptTM*. 

(1): By construction L<qSptTM* is a left Bousfield localization of SptT^*, there
fore the identity functor 

id : L<qSptTM* ^ SptT^* 

is a right Quillen functor. Thus X is also fibrant in SptT^*. Since the adjunction 
(—AS1, , (p) is a Quillen equivalence on SptTJ%*, [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] implies 
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that the following composition is a weak equivalence in SptTM*: 

(Qsns^X)ASl 
Q3S Aid 

(CtsiX)AS1 ex X 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a L(< q)-\o-
cal equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.31 and Lemma 3.2.37. • 

Remark 3.2.39. — We have a situation similar to the one described in remark 3.2.10 
for the model categories Rc<i SptTM*; i.e. although the adjunction ( D T ^ T ? ^ ) *5 A 
Quillen equivalence on SptTM*, it does not descend even to a Quillen adjunction on 
the weight<q motivic stable model category L<qSptTM*. 

Corollary 3.2.40. — The homotopy category L<q<ffi(S) associated to L<qSptTM* has 
the structure of a triangulated category. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.2.29 implies in particular that L<qSptTM* is a pointed simpli
cial model category, and Corollary 3.2.38 implies that the adjunction 

( - A Sl,QSi,<f) ' L<qSptTM* -> L<qSptTM* 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the result follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII]. • 

Corollary 3.2.41. — L<qSptTM* is a right proper model category. 

Proof. — We need to show that the L(< g)-local equivalences are stable under pull-
back along fibrations in L<qSptTM*. Consider the following pullback diagram: 

Z w* X 

p p 

w w 
- V 

where p is a fibration in L<qSptTM*, and w is a L(< g)-local equivalence. Let F be the 
homotopy fibre of p. Then we get the following commutative diagram in L<q^H{S)\ 

Q, y = F i X p Y 

Qsi w X w 

Q ,W 
r F 

3 
Z 

v* 
W 

Since the rows in the diagram above are both fibre sequences in L<qbptTM*, it follows 
that both rows are distinguished triangles in L<q$H(S) (which has the structure of a 
triangulated category given by Corollary 3.2.40). Now w^idp are both isomorphisms 
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in L<q(/m(S), hence it follows that w is also an isomorphism in L<q^H\b). Iheretore 
w* is a L(< g)-local equivalence, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.2.42. — We have the followinq adjunction 

(Qs, Wq, <p) : # f ( S ) L<q0C(S) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proof. — Since L<gSptT^* is the left Bousfield localization of SptTM* with respect 
to the L(< g)-local equivalences, we have that the identity functor id : SptTM* —• 
L<qSptTM* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the 
level of the associated homotopy categories: 

(Q„ Wq, ip) : 0{{S) L<qffl(S) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that Qs maps cofibre sequences in 0{(S) to 
cofibre sequences in L<qffi£(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have 
that Qs and Wq are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Proposition 3.2.43. — Let rjx : QsWqX —• X denote the counit of the adjunction 

(Qs, Wq, tp) : <fl£(S) L<q0{(S) 

Then the following conditions hold: 

1. For every T-spectrum X, we have that rjx is an isomorphism in L<qffî{(S). 
2. The exact functor 

Wq : L<qfêC(S) ^ MC(S) 

is a full embedding of triangulated categories. 

Proof — (1): We have that rjx is the following composition in L<q<$tt(S)\ 

QsWqX wqxK^-U x 

where QsVqX is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. Now [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies 
that Qs 9 is a L(< <?)-local equivalence, i.e. a weak equivalence in L<qSptT^*. 
Therefore QsVqX becomes an isomorphism in L<q0{(S), and this implies that nx is 
an isomorphism in L<q<ffi(S), as we wanted. 

(2): It follows immediately from (1). • 

Proposition 3.2.44. — For every Fn(Sr AGSM AU+) e C*ff, the map * -> Fn(SRAGSRNA 

£/+) is a L(< q)-local equivalence in SptTJ%*. 
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Proof. — Let Z be an arbitrary L(< g)-local T-spectrum. Then proposition 3.2.32(2) 
implies that the following induced map 

0 ^ [ F n ( S r AG^Al/+),Z]Spt M s p t = 0 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Therefore using Corollary 3.2.36, it follows that 
* —» Fn(Sr A G^ A (7+) is a L(< g)-local equivalence. • 

Proposition 3.2.45. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in L<q<ffi(S). We have that f is an 
isomorphism in L<qffi{(S) if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions 
holds: 

1. The following map 

WqX wq(f) 
= 

WQY 

is an isomorphism in <ffi(S). 
2. For every Fn(Sr A G^ A 17+) £ C*s, the induced map 

[ F n ( ^ A G ^ A [ / + ) , ^ I ] s p t 
iwqf) 

= 
[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),WqY}Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
3. For every Fn(Sr A G^ A E/+) ^ C^, the induced map 

HomL<gms)(QsFn(Sr AGsmA U+),X) 

= 

Romrms)(QsFn{Sr AGsmA U+), Y) 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups 

Proof. — Proposition 3.2.43 implies that / is an isomorphism in L<q<ffi(S) if and 
only if Wqf becomes an isomorphism in ^H(S). Thus it only remains to show that 
(1), (2) and (3) are all equivalent. 

(1) (2) Corollary 3.1.6 implies that Wqf is an isomorphism in <ffi(S) if and only 
if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A [/+) G C the following induced map 

[Fn(5^AG^AC/+) ,^X]sp t 
(wqf)> 

= 
[Fn(SrAGsmAU+),WqY]Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. But using proposition 3.2.32(2) we have that for 

every Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) € C« 

0^[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),WqX)Spi &[Fn(SrAGsmAU+),WqY}Spt 

since by construction WqX and WqY are both L(< </)-local T-spectra. Hence Wqf 
is an isomorphism in <ffi(S) if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) ^ the 
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following induced map 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),WqX]Spt 
{wqf) 

= 
[Fn(Sr /\G*mMJ+),WqY]spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
(2) o (3) By Proposition 3.2.42 we have the following adjunction between exact 

functors of triangulated categories: 

(Qs, Wq, ip) : 0((S) L<q^H(S) 

In particular for every F„(Sr A G^ A [/+) ^ C^s, we get the following commutative 
diagram, where all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

[Fn(Sr AG* A U+),WqX}Spi 

= 

HomL<gmS)(QsFn(Sr A G ; A U+),X) 

(Waf), 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),WqY]Spt 

= 

= 

HomL<qms)(QsFn(Sr A Gsm A U+), Y) 

therefore the top row is an isomorphism if and only if the bottom row is an isomor
phism of abelian groups, as we wanted. • 

Lemma 3.2.46. — Let Z be a L(< q)-local T-spectrum. We have that fqZ = * in 
0{{S) (see Remark 3.1.13). 

Proof. — Let j : * —• Z denote the canonical map. Proposition 3.1.14 implies that 
fq(j) : * = fq(*) —> fqX is an isomorphism in <ffl(S) if and only if for every Fn(Sr A 
G^ A G Cgff the induced map 

0^[F„(5'-AG^AC/+),*]spt 
spt 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Z}Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Therefore it is enough to show that for every 
Fn(Sr A G^ A C/+) G C*ff, we have [Fn{Sr A G^ A £/+), Z]Spt = 0. But this follows 
from proposition 3.2.32(2), since Z is L(< g)-local by hypothesis. • 

Corollary 3.2.47. — For every T-spectrum X, QsfqX = * in L<q^H{S). 

Proof. — We will show that the map * —> QsfqX is an isomorphism in L<q<$K(S). 
Bv Yoneda's lemma it suffices to check that for everv T-soectrum Z. the induced maD 

B.omL<qmS)(QsfqX, Z) ^HomL<g9^(5)(*,Z) £ 0 
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is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Now Propositions 3.2.42 and 3.1.12 imply that 
we have the following isomorphisms: 

HomL<g<^(5)(Qs/gX, Z) = [fqX,WqZ]Spt = [iqrqX,WqZ}Spt 

^« (S) ( H o m s ^ « (S) (r<?x> rqWqZ) 

Finally since iq is a full embedding, we have 

HomE?,^«(S)(r«x.r9W9^) - [iqrqX, iqrqWqZ]Spt = [fqX, fqWqZ}Spt 

and Lemma 3.2.46 implies that fqWqZ = * in ($K{S). Hence 

HomL<^(s)(<5s/,X, Z)SS [fqX, fqWqZ]Spt * [fqX, *]Spt S 0 

as we wanted. 

Proposition 3.2.48. — For every T-spectrum X, the natural map in L<q^H{S) 

Qss< Qs{>*<qx) Qss<qX 

is an isomorphism, where n<q is the natural transformation defined in Theorem 3.1.18 
Furthermore, these maps induce a natural isomorphism between the following exac 
functors 

Qss< 
Qs 

Qss<q 
L<q9m(s) 

Proof. — The naturality of 7T<Q and the fact that Qs is a functor imply that the maps 
Qs(^<qX) induce a natural transformation Qs —> Qss<q. Hence it suffices to show 
that for every T-spectrum X, the map Qs(^<qX) is an isomorphism in L<qffi{(S). 

Theorem 3.1.18 implies that we have the following distinguished triangle in <ffi(S)\ 

/ 9 x — x ^ s<qX ^°fqX 

and using Proposition 3.2.42, we get the following distinguished triangle in L<qfô{(S) 

QsfaX ^ QSX 
Q»(7r<,X) 

" Qss<qX fô{(S) Qss<qX 

But Corollary 3.2.47 implies that QsfqX = * in L<q$K(S), therefore Qs(^<qX) is 
an isomorphism in L<q<ffi(S), as we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.2.49. — For every T-spectrum X, the natural map in <fttt{S\ 

WqQsX 
WqQs{<*<qX) 

- WqQss<qX 
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is an isomorphism. Furthermore, these maps induce a natural isomorphism between 
the following exact functors 

WqQs 
WqQs 

WqQss<q 
WqQs 

Proof. — Since Qs, Wq are both functors and 7r<q : id —• s<q is a natural transfor
mation (see Theorem 3.1.18); we have that the maps WqQs{^<qX) induce a natural 
transformation WqQs —> WqQss<q. Therefore it suffices to see that for every T-spec
trum X, the map WqQs(^<qX) is an isomorphism in <ffi(S). 

But Proposition 3.2.48 implies that the map Qs(n<qX) is an isomorphism in 
L<q^H(S). Therefore using Proposition 3.2.42, we have that WqQs(7r<qX) is also 
an isomorphism in <ffi(S). • 

Lemma 3.2.50. — For every T-spectrum X, IQTJ(Qss<qX) is L(< q)-local in 
SptT M*. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.2.32 implies that it is enough to show that IQTJ(Qss<qX) 
satisfies the following properties: 

1. IQTJ(QSS«]X) is fibrant in SptT^*. 
2. For every Fn(Sr AGSMA U+) G C*ff 

[Fn(Sr A G ^ A C/+),/QTJ(Qs5<(?X)]spt = 0 

The first condition is obvious since IQTJ is a fibrant replacement functor in 
SptTJ%*. 

Fix Fn(Sr AGSMA 17+) G Ce9ff. Using Theorem 3.1.18(2) and the fact that C*ff Ç 
Y.tcM^^iS), we have that 

[Fn(5rAG^AC/+),5<gX]spt = 0 

Therefore 

[Fn(Sr A G ; A U+), IQTJ(QsS<qX)]Spt ^[Fn(Sr AG^At/+))S<gX]spt = 0 

for every Fn(Sr AG^ AE/+) G C%ff. This takes care of the second condition and finishes 
the proof. • 

Proposition 3.2.51. — For every T-spectrum X the natural map 

wQss<qX 
Qss<qX ^ WqQss<qX 
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is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. Therefore, we have a natural isomorphism betweei 
the following exact functors 

у Ш 5 
QsS<q 

WaQ3S<a 
0{{S) 

Proof — The naturality of the maps : X —> WQX implies that we have an 
induced natural transformation of functors Qss<q —• WQQss<q. Hence, it is enough 
to show that for every T-spectrum X, wqsS<qX is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. 

Consider the following commutative diagram in SptTM*: 

(40) 

Qss<qX • IQTJ{QsS<QX) 

wQss<qx IQTAW?3'«*) 

WGQss<QX IQTJ{WQQss<QX 

where the horizontal maps are weak equivalences in SptTM*. Hence, the two out 
of three propertv for weak equivalences implies that it is enough to show that 
IQrrJ(W?sS<qX is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. 

By construction the map WQ SS<Q is a L(< g)-local equivalence, and since the 
horizontal maps in diagram (40) are weak equivalences in SptTM*, it follows from 
[6, Proposition 3.1.5] that these horizontal maps are also L(< g)-local equivalences. 
Therefore, the two out of three propertv for L(< aVlocal equivalences implies that 
IQrrJ(W?sS<qX is a L(< g)-local equivalence. 

Now Lemma 3.2.50 implies that IQTJ(Qss<qX) is L(< g)-local. On the othe 
hand, since the map 

WQQss<QX IQTJ(WQQss<QX) 

is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*, WqQss<QX is by construction L(< g)-local, and 
IQTJ(WqQss<QX), WqQss<QX are both fibrant in SptTJ^*; it follows from [6, 
Lemma 3.2.1] that IQTJ(WqQss<QX) is also L(< g)-local. 

Finallv we have a L(< oVlocal equivalence 

IQTJ(QSS<OX) 
IQTJ{W^sS<qX) 

- IQTJ(WQQss<QX) 

where the domain and the codomain are both L(< g)-local. Then Theorem 3.2.13 in 
[6] implies that IQTJ(WqsS<qX) is a weak equivalence in SptTJ^*. This finishes the 
proof. • 
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Theorem 3.2.52. — For every T-spectrum X, we have the following diagram in ^H(S): 

(41) 

S<c nX QS<«X 
= 

- Qss<qX 

= wQss<qX 

WqQss<qX WqQs(n<q] 
WqQ.X 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in 0{(S). This diagram induces a natural iso
morphism between the following exact functors: 

<#H(S) 
S<Q 

WqQs 

Proof. — Since Qs is a cofibrant replacement functor in SptT^*, it is clear that 
Qss<q becomes an isomorphism in the associated homotopy category <$K(S). 

The fact that w®sS<qX is an isomorphism in $K(S) follows from Proposi
tion 3.2.51. Finally, Corollary 3.2.49 implies that WqQs(ir<q) is also an isomorphism 
in ffî{(S). This shows that all the maps in the diagram (41) are isomorphisms in 
<$K(S), therefore for every T-spectrum X we can define the following composition in 
<$K(S), 

(42) 

S<qX 
(Qss<qX)~1 

= 
• QsS<qX 

= wQss<qx 

WaQss<aX 
(WgQs(7r<q))-1 

= 
- WqQsX 

which is an isomorphism. The fact that Qs is a functorial cofibrant replacement in 
SptT^*, proposition 3.2.51 and Corollary 3.2.49, imply all together that the iso-
morphisms denned in diagram (42) induce a natural isomorphism of functors s<q ^ 
WqQs. This finishes the proof. • 

Remark 3.2.53. — Theorem 3.2.52 gives the desired lifting to the model category level 
for the functors s<q defined in Theorem 3.1.18. 
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Proposition 3.2.54. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 
functors: 

SptTM* 
id 0<* 

L<q+iSptTM* 
id 

L<qSptTM* 

Proof — Since L<qSptTM* and L<q+iSptTM* are both left Bousfield localizations 
for SpW^*, we have that the identity functors: 

id : SptTJ%* ^ L<gSptT^ 

id : SptTM* ^ L<g+iSptTJ%* 

are both left Quillen functors. Hence, it suffices to show that 

id : L<g+iSptTJ%* ^ L<qSptTM* 

is a left Quillen functor. Using the universal property for left Bousfield localizations 
(see definition 1.8.1), we have that it is enough to check that if / : X —» Y is a 
L(< q + l)-local equivalence then Qs(f) • QSX —> QSY is a L(< g)-local equivalence. 

But Theorem 3.1.6(c) in [6] implies that this last condition is equivalent to the 
following one: Let Z be an arbitrary L(< g)-local T-spectrum, then Z is also L(< 
q + l)-local. Finally, this last condition follows immediately from corollary 3.2.33. • 

Corollary 3.2.55. — We have the following adjunction 

(Qs, Wqi ip) : L<q+1<№{S) L<q0{(S) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.2.54 implies that id : L<g+iSptTJ#/* —> L<qSptTM* is a left 
Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the associated 
homotopy categories 

(Qs, Wq, if) : L<q+10{{S) L<q0{{S) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that Qs maps cofibre sequences in L<q+i0{(S) 
to cofibre sequences in L<qffî{(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have 
that Qs and Wq are both exact functors between triangulated categories. C 
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Theorem 3.2.56. — We have the following tower of left Quillen functors: 

(43) 

id 

L<q+ibptTM* 
id id 

SptrpMn id L<qSptTMi 

id 
id 

L<q-iSptTM* 

id 

together with the corresponding tower of associated homotopy categories: 

(44) cM(S) 

-Qs 
Wa 
-Qs 
Wa 

wq_l 

Qs W(S) 

L<q^(S) 

Qi = 

L<qSptTMi 

Qs wq-i 

L<q-ilW(S) 

Qt Wq-2 

Furthermore, the tower (44) satisfies the following properties: 

1. All the categories are triangulated. 
2. All the functors are exact. 
3. Qs is a left adjoint for all the functors Wq. 

Proof — It follows immediately from propositions 3.2.42, 3.2.54 and Corollary 3.2.55. 
i—i 
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Remark 3.2.57. — The great technical advantage of the categories L<qSptTM* over 
the categories Rci^SptTM* is the fact that L<qSptTM* are always cellular, whereas 
it is not clear if RQ9 SptTM* satisfies the cellularity property. Therefore we still can 
apply Hirschhornys localization technology to the categories L<qSptTM*. This will 
be the final step in our approach to get the desired lifting for the functors sq (see 
Theorem 3.1.16) to the model category level. 

Definition 3.2.58. — We consider the followina set of T-svectra 

S(q) = {Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) € C\s - n = q} Ç CqeS 

(see Proposition 3.1.5 and definition 3.1.8). 

Theorem 3.2.59. — The right Bousfield localization of the model category 
L<q+iSptTM* with respect to the S(q)-colocal equivalences exists. This new model 
structure will be called g-slice motivic stable. SqSptTM* will denote the category of 
T-spectra equipped with the q-slice motivic stable model structure, and Sq<ffi(S) will 
denote its associated homotopy category. Furthermore the q-slice motivic stable model 
structure is right proper and simplicial. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.2.29 implies that L<q+iSptTM* is a cellular and simplicial 
model category. On the other hand, corollary 3.2.41 implies that L<q+iSptTM* is 
right proper. Therefore we can apply Theorem 5.1.1 in [6] to construct the right 
Bousfield localization of L<q+\?>ptTM* with respect to the 5(g)-colocal equivalences. 
Using [6, Theorem 5.1.1] again, we have that S9SptT^* is a right proper and simpli
cial model category. • 

Definition 3.2.60. — Let Pq denote a functorial cofibrant replacement functor in 
SqSptTM*; such that for every T-spectrum X, the natural map 

px 
PqX-^X 

is a trivial fibration in SqSptTM*, and PqX is a S(q)-colocal T-spectrum in 
L<q+1SptTM^. 

Proposition 3.2.61. — We have that Wq+\ is also a fibrant replacement functor in 
S^pt^M* (see definition 3.2.30), and for every T-spectrum X the natural map 

PqX-^XPqX-^XPqX-^X 

is a trivial cofibration in SqSptTM*. 

Proof. — Since 59SptTw^* is the right Bousfield localization of L<q+iSptTM* with 
respect to the 5(g)-colocal equivalences, by construction we have that the fibrations 
and the trivial cofibrations are identical in SqSptTM* and L<g+iSptTJ^* respectively. 
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This implies that for every T-spectrum X, Wq+\X is fibrant in SqSptTM*, and we 

also have that the natural map: 

xwq+1xwq+1x 

is a trivial cofibration in SqSptTM*. Hence Wq+i is also a fibrant replacement functor 

for SqSptTM*. • 

Proposition 3.2.62. — Let f : X —> Y be a map of T-spectra. We have that f is a 
S(q)-colocal equivalence in L<g_|_iSptTJ^* if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ AZ7+) G 

S(q) the induced map 

[Fn(Sr A<GsmAU+),Wq+1X}Spi (WVhi/). 

= 
[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Wq+1Y]Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 

Proof. — (=>): Assume that / is a S(g)-colocal equivalence. All the compact gener

ators Fn(Sr A G^ A E/+) are cofibrant in L<q+iSptTM*, since they are cofibrant in 

SptT^*, and the cofibrations are exactly the same in both model structures. 

Therefore we have that / is a S'(g)-colocal equivalence if and only if for every 

Fn(Sr A G^ A C/+) G S(q) the following maps are weak equivalences of simplicial sets: 

Map(Fn(Sr A G ^ A Wq+1X) IWW). - Map(Fn(Sr A G* A CM, WQ+1Y 

Since L<q+iSptTM* is a simplicial model category, we have that Map(Fn(S'r A G^ A 
U+),Wq+xX) and Map(Fn(.S,r A G^ A U+),Wq+1Y) are both Kan complexes. Now 
Proposition 3.2.32(1) implies that Wq+\X, Wq+\Y are both fibrant in SptTJ%*, there
fore since SptTJ#£* is a simplicial model category we get the following commutative 
diagram where the top row and all the vertical maps are isomorphisms of abelian 
groups: 

7r0Map(Fn(5'- A Gî, A U+), Wa+1X) 

I W W ) . 
= 

7T0Map(Fn(5r A G ' A U+), Wq+1Y) = 

\Fn(Sr AG* A U+),Wq+1X}Spt = 

IWW). 
[Fn(5^AG^AC/+),^+1y]Spt 
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Therefore 

[Fn(SrAG*mAU+),Wq+1X]Spt 
(wVn/). 

= 
[Fn(^AG^AC /+ ) ,^+1y ]Sp t 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every Fn(Sr AG^ A[/+) € as we wanted. 
(<=): Fix Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) G S'(g). Let LJQ, T]Q be the base points corresponding 

to Map.(Fn+1(5r A G^+1 A £/+), Wq+1X) and Map,(Fn+1(^ A G ^ 1 A £/+), Wq+1Y) 
respectively. We need to show that the map: 

MapiFnlS* A Gì, A £/+), Wa^X) (W„ + 1 f) Map(Fn(Sr AGsmA £/+), Wq+{Y\ 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Let 

j : Fn+1(Sr+1 A G^1 A U+) - Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) 

be the adjoint to the identity map 

id : 5r+1 A G*+1 A U+ —• Evrì^Fn(Sr A GL A UA-) = Sr+1 A G ^ 1 A U+ 

We know that j is a weak equivalence in SptTM*, therefore [6, Proposition 3.1.5] im
plies that j is a L(< q + l)-local equivalence, i.e. a weak equivalence in £,<g+iSptT>>%*. 
Now since Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) and Fn+i(Sr+1 A G ^ 1 A 17+) are both cofibrant in 
L<g+iSptT^*, and L<q+iSptTM* is a simplicial model category, we can apply Ken 
Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.4) to conclude that the horizontal maps in the fol
lowing commutative diagram are weak equivalences of simplicial sets: 

Map(Fn(Sr A GfL A C/+), Wq+1X) 3* 
• Map(Fn+1(5p+1 A G*1 A t/+), Wq+1X) 

IWW). A GfL+1 A U+ 

Map(Fn(5r A A Wg+1F) 
= 

Map(Fn+1(5'-+1 A G^+1 A U+), Wq+1Y) 

Hence by the two out of three property for weak equivalences, it is enough to show 

that the following induced map 

Map(FB+1(Sp+1 A GfL+1 A U+),Wa+1X) 

A GfL+1 A U+ 

Map(Fn+1(Sr+1 A G^+1 A U+), Wq+1Y) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
On the other hand, since SptT^* is a pointed simplicial model category and 

Wq+iX, Wq+iY are both fibrant in SptTM* by proposition 3.2.32(1); we have that 
Lemma 6.1.2 in [10] together with Remark 2.4.3(2) imply that the following diagram 
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is commutative for k > 0: 

7rfeiU)0Map(Fn+1(5'- A GÎ+1 A U+), Wq+1X) 

Map(F„+1 

7rMoMap(F„+1(Sr A Gs+X A U+),Wq+1Y) 

7rfe,W0Map.(F„+1(5'- A G^+1 A U+), Wq+1X) 

Map(F„+1 

= 7Tfci%Map.(Fn+1(5r A A U+), Wq+1Y) 

[Fn+1(Sr A G^+1 A U+) A Sk, Wq+1X]Spt 

Map(F„+1 

= 

= [Fn+1(5r A G^+1 A U+) A 5fc, W,+1r]Spt 

[Fn+1(S*+r A GÎ+1 A EM, Wg+1X]sPt 
Map(F„+1 

= 

[F„+1(S*+r A G^+1 A U+), Wq+1Y]Spt 

but by hypothesis we have that the bottom row is an isomorphism of abelian groups, 
since Fn+i(5fc+r A G£+x A ̂ +) *s a^so m S(q). Therefore all the maps in the top row 
are also isomorphisms. Hence, the induced map 

M&p(Fn+1(Sr A G^+1 A U+), Wq+1X) 

(«Vu/) . 

Map(Fn+1(Sr A G'*1 A U+), Wq+1Y) 

is a weak equivalence when it is restricted to the path component of Map(Fn+i(5r A 
G ^ 1 A £/+), Wq+iX) containing lj0. This implies that the following induced map 

M a p ^ S S M a p ^ + x ^ A G ^ 1 A U+),Wq+1X)) 

( W W / ) * 

Map^SSMap^Fn+^ST A G^+1 A U+),Wq+{Y)\ 
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is a weak equivalence since taking 51-loops kills the path components that do not 
contain the base point. 

Finally, since SptT^* is a simplicial model category we have that the rows in the 
following commutative diagram are isomorphisms: 

Map*(S\Map.(F„+1(Sr A GÎ+1 A U+), Wq+1X)) 

= 

(Wq+if), Map,(Fn+1(Sr A GS+1 A U+) A S\ Wq+1X) 

M^{S\M^{Fn+1(Sr A GÎ+1 A U+),Wq+1Y)) (wq+1f). 

= 
Map,(Fn+1(5^ A G^+1 A 17+) A S\Wq+1Y) 

Hence the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies that the right 
vertical map is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. But Fn+i(£r A G^1 A [/+) A S1 
is clearly isomorphic to Fn+i(5r+1 A G1+1 A E/+), therefore the induced map 

M a p ^ + x O ^ 1 A G^+1 A Ü+), Wq+1X) 

Wq+1X) 

Map(Fn+i(5r+1 AC;+1 AU+),Wq+1Y) 

is a weak equivalence, as we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.2.63. — Let f : X —> Y be a map of T-spectra. We have that f is a 
S(q)-colocal equivalence in L<a+iSiptTM* if and only if 

Wq+1X Wq+lf > Wq+1Y 

is a Clfi-colocal equivalence in SptT^*. 

Proof. — (=>): Assume that / is a 5(g)-colocal equivalence, and fix Fn(Sr A G^ A 
[/+) G C?ff. By Proposition 3.2.4 it suffices to show that the induced map 

(45) 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Wq+1X}Spt 

(«Vu/). 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Wq+1Y}Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
Since Fn(Sr A G^ A 17+) G , we have two possibilities: 
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1. s - n = q, i.e. Fn(Sr A G^ A U+) G S(q). 
2. s - n > q + 1, i.e. Fn(Sr A G^ A C/+) G C^1 

In case (1), Proposition 3.2.62 implies that the induced map in diagram (45) is an 
isomorphism of abelian groups. 

On the other hand, in case (2), we have by Proposition 3.2.32(2) that 

\Fn(Sr A GfL A CM, Wa+1X]Sx)t = 0 ^ \Fn(Sr A Gì,. A CM, Wo+iHsot 

since by construction Wq+\X and Wq+\Y are both L(< q + 1)-local T-spectra. Hence 
the induced map in diagram (45) is also an isomorphism of abelian groups in this case, 
as we wanted. 

(<̂ =): Assume that Wq+\f is a C^-colocal equivalence in SptT>y^*, and fix Fn(Sr A 
G°m A U+) 6 S(q). 

Since S(q) C C f̂f, it follows from Proposition 3.2.4 that the induced map 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),Wq+1X]Spt 
(wq+1f). 

[Fn(Sr AG°mAU+),Wq+1Y]Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Therefore, Proposition 3.2.62 implies that / is 
a 5(^)-colocal equivalence in L<q+iSptTM*. This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.2.64. — Let f : X —* Y be a map of T-spectra. We have that f is a 
S(q)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptT^* if and only if 

« s * W W / ) : tosiWq+1X ilSiWq+1Y 

is a S(q)-colocal equivalence in L<q+iSptTM*. 

Proof. — Assume that / is a S(#)-colocal equivalence. We need to show that 
«s i Wg+i(/) is a 5(g)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptT^*. 

Fix Fn(Sr A G ^ A C/+) G S(q). Corollary 3.2.34 implies that and 
ÇlsiWq+{Y are both L(< q + l)-local; and proposition 3.2.32(1) implies that 
QgiWq+iX and Vts^Wq+iY are both fibrant in SptT^*. Therefore using the 
fact that SptTJ^* is a simplicial model category, we get the following commutative 
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diagram: 

[Fn(Sr A G Ì , A U+),nSiWq+1X]Spt 

nSiWq+1X]Spt 

= [Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),$VWq+1Y]Spt 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+) A S\Wq+1X)Spt = 

S\Wq+1X)Spt 

= [Fn(5r A G ^ A [/+) A 51, W,+1y]Spt 

[Fn(5r+1 A G ; A U+), Wq+1X]Spt = 

= 
W„4-l /), 

[Fn(5r+1 A G ^ A t/+), ^g+iy]Spt 

but using Proposition 3.2.62 and the fact that / is a £(<7)-colocal equivalence, we have 
that the bottom row is an isomorphism, therefore the top row is also an isomorphism. 
Hence, the induced map: 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+), nSi Wq+1X]Spt 

= (nslw,+1/). 

[Fn{Sr AG°mA U+),nSiWq+1Y]Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every Fn(Sr AG^ AC/+) G S(q). Finally, using 
Proposition 3.2.62 again, together with the fact that fi^i Wg+i-X" and fi^i Wg+iY are 
both L(< q + l)-local T-spectra; we have that tlgi Wg+i(/) is a S(g)-colocal equiva
lence in L<q+iSptT^*, as we wanted. 

Conversely, assume that Qs1 Wg+i(/) is a S(g)-colocal equivalence in Z,<9+iSptTj%* 
and fix Fn(5r A G^ A U+) G Corollary 3.2.34 implies that HsiWg^X 
and Qs^Wq+iY are both L(< g + l)-local; and proposition 3.2.32(1) implies that 
fl^i Wg+i-Y and Q51 Wq+iF are both fibrant in SptT^*. Therefore using the fact that 
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SptTM* is a simplicial model category, we get the following commutative diagram: 

Fn+1(Sr A GfL+1 A IM, «.ci W0+iXlSDt 
ci W0+iXlSD 

= 
= 

[F„+i(Sp A G^+1 A U+), nSiWq+1Y]Spt 

\Fn+1(Sr A G1+1 A U+) A S\ A S\ Wq+1X]Spt = 

Wq+1X]Spt 

= [Fn+1(5r A G*1 A U+) A S\ Wq+1Y]Spi 

\Fn+1(S""+1 A G1+1 A UM). W-.li.YW — 
Wq+1X]Spt 

= [Fn+1(Sp+1 A G^+1 A C/+), Wg+1y]Spt 

[Fn(5 ' -AG^At/+) ,^+1X]spt = 

Wq+1X]Spt 

[Fn(Sr AG°mAU+),Wq+1Y}Spt 

Since ^5iVFg+i/ is a 5'(g)-colocal equivalence, we have that Proposition 3.2.62 to
gether with the fact that « 5 1 Wq+\X and ilsxWq+iY are both L(< q + l)-local imply 
that the top row in the diagram above is an isomorphism; therefore the bottom row 
is also an isomorphism. Thus, the induced map: 

[ F n ( ^ A G ^ A C / + ) , ^ + 1 X ] s p t 
Wq+1X]Spt 

= 
[Fn(5^AG^AC/+),Wg+1y]spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) G S(q). Now using 
Proposition 3.2.62 again, we have that / is a S'(g)-colocal equivalence. This finishes 
the proof. • 

Corollarv 3.2.65. — The adjunction 

( - A S1, ÎI51, (p) : SqSptTM* ^ SqSptTM* 

is a Quillen equivalence 
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Proof. — Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.2.61 we have that it suffices 
to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every cofibrant object X in SqSptTM*, the following composition 

X-^QcifX AS1) 
WQ4-i(X A S1 

• CtSiWQ4-i(X A S1) 

is a S(q)-coloc&\ equivalence. 
2. Qs1 reflects 5(g)-colocal equivalences between fibrant objects in SqSptTJPl*. 

(1): By construction 59SptT^* is a right Bousfield localization of L<q4.iSptTM^ 
therefore the identity functor 

id : SqSptTM* ^ L<q4rlSptTM, 

is a left Quillen functor. Thus X is also cofibrant in L<q+iSptTM*. Since the ad
junction (— A S1,Sls1i(f) is a Quillen equivalence on L<q+iSptTM*, [10, Propo
sition 1.3.13(b)] implies that the following composition is a weak equivalence in 
jL<g+iSptTJ%*: 

X-^QcifX AS1) 
WQ4-i(X A S1 

nSiWq+1(X A S') 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a S(q)-co\o-
cal equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.61 and Lemma 3.2.64. • 

Remark 3.2.66. — We have a situation similar to the one described in remarks 3.2.10 
and 3.2.39 for the model categories RcQf{SptTM* and L<qSptTM*; i.e. although the 
adjunction ( E T , ^ T 5 ^ ) is a Quillen equivalence on SptT^*, it does not descend even 
to a Quillen adjunction on the q-slice motivic stable model category SqSptTM*. 

Corollary 3.2.67. — Sq<ffi(S) has the structure of a triangulated category. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.2.59 implies in particular that S9SptT^* is a pointed simplicial 
model category, and Corollary 3.2.65 implies that the adjunction 

( - A Suf ic i . : SqSi>tmM* -> SqSvtrrM* 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the result follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII]. • 

Proposition 3.2.68. — We have the followinq adjunction 

[Pq, Wq+1,ip) : S « # ( S ) L<q+1<№(S) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories 
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Proof. — Since SqSptTM* is the right Bousfield localization of L<q+iSptTM* 
with respect to the 5(#)-colocal equivalences, we have that the identity functor 
id : SqSptTM* —• L<q+iSptTM* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the 
following adjunction at the level of the associated homotopy categories: 

(Pq, Wq+1, <p) : S W ( 5 ) L<q+1<tW(S] 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that Pq maps cofibre sequences in SqffîC(S) 
to cofibre sequences in L<q+ifô{(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we 
have that Pq and Wq+\ are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Proposition 3.2.69. — The identity functor 

id : S*SptT^* ^ Rci((SptT^* 

is a right Quillen functor. 

Proof. — Consider the following diagram of right Quillen functors 

L<ö+iSptT^* S p t ^ * - i t > - Rc« SptT^* 

ic 
id 

SqSptTM* 

By the universal property of right Bousfield localizations (see definition 1.8.2) it suf
fices to check that if / : X —*• Y is a 5(#)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptT^*, then 
Wq+if : Wq+iX —> Wq+iY is a Cgff-colocal equivalence in SptTM*. But this follows 
immediately from Corollary 3.2.63. • 

Corollary 3.2.70. — We have the following adjunction 

(Cg, Wq+U<p) : Rc*ea#C(S) Sq^(S) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proof. — By Proposition 3.2.69 the identity functor id : RcQHSptTM* —> SqS>ptTM* 
is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the 
associated homotopy categories: 

(Cq, Wq+U<p) : Rc*vW(S) M ( S ) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that Cq maps cofibre sequences in RCQ^($U(S) 
to cofibre sequences in Sqffi{(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have 
that Cq and Wg+i are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Lemma 3.2.71. — If A is a cofibrant T-spectrum in SqSptTM*, then the map * —> A 
is a trivial cofibration in L<qSptTM*. 
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Proof. — Let Z be an arbitrary L(< g)-local T-spectrum in SptTJ%*. We claim that 
the map Z —• * is a trivial fibration in SqSptTM*. In effect, using Corollary 3.2.33 
we have that Z is L(< q + l)-local in SptTJ%*, i.e. a fibrant object in L<q+\SptTM*. 
By construction SqSptTM* is a right Bousfield localization of L<q4-iSptTM*, hence 
Z is also fibrant in SqSptTM*. Then by Proposition 3.2.62 it suffices to show that for 
every Fn{Sr A G ^ A 17+) G S(q) (i.e. a - n = q): 

0^[Fn(5^AG^AC/+),Z]Spt 

But this follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.32, since Z is L(< g)-local. 
Now since SqSptTM* is a simplicial model category and A is cofibrant in 

SqSptTM*, we have that the following map is a trivial fibration of simplicial sets: 

Map(A, Z) ^ Map(^4, *) = * 

rhe identity functor 

id : SqSptTM* ^ L<g+iSptT^* 

is a left Quillen functor, since SqSptTM* is a right Bousfield localization of 
L<(?+iSptTJ%*. Therefore A is also cofibrant in L<q+iSptTM*, and since L<q+iSptTM* 
is a left Bousfield localization of SptTM*; it follows that A is also cofibrant in 
SptTM*. On the other hand, we have that Z is in particular fibrant in SptTM*. 
Hence 7ToMap(A, Z) computes [A, Z]spt, since SptTJ%* is a simplicial model category. 
But Map(^4, Z) —* * is in particular a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, then 

[A,Z}Spt = 0 

for every L(< g)-local T-spectrum Z. Finally, Corollary 3.2.36 implies that * —» A 
is a weak equivalence in L<qSptTM*. This finishes the proof, since we already know 
that A is cofibrant in L<qSptTM*. • 

Lemma 3.2.72. — The natural map 

CqSqXCqSqX^ SqX 

is a weak equivalence in $ptTM*. 

Proof. — Consider the following commutative diagram in SptT^* 

Sql QlqJk - QsSnX 

csq* çQsSqX 

C„S„X CaQssaX 
Cq(QlqX) 
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By construction CqqX, c®sSqX are both weak equivalences in Rcq^SptTM*; and [6, 

Proposition 3.1.5] implies that QSSQX is a C^j-colocal equivalence in SptT^*, i.e. 

a weak equivalence in RCQ SptTJ^*. Then the two out of three property for weak 
eff 

equivalences implies that CQ(QSSQ ) is a weak equivalence in RcvffSptTM*. 

Now [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that CQ(QSSQX) is a weak equivalence in 

SptT^*, since CqsQX and CQQssQX are by construction C^-colocal T-spectra in 

SptTJ#/*. It is clear that QSSQX is a weak equivalence in SptT^*, then by the two out 

of three property for weak equivalences, it suffices to show that CqsSqX is a weak 

equivalence in SptTJ^*. 

By Theorem 3.1.16(2) we have that sQX is in E^<^feff(5), then.corollary 3.2.15 

implies that QssQX is C^-colocal in SptT^*. We already know that c®sSqX is a 

Cgff-colocal equivalence in SptTJ%*; then [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that CqsSqX 

is also a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*, since by construction CQQssQX is a C^-colocal 

T-spectrum. This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.2.73. — For every T-spectrum X, we have that IQTJSQX (see Theo

rem 3.1.16) is L(< q + \)-local. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.2.32 implies that it suffices to check that IQTJSQX satisfies 

the following conditions: 

1. IQTJsQX is fibrant in SptTJ^*. 

2. For every FJSr A GL A £M G C?+\ 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA U^)iIQTJsqX}Spt = 0 

Condition (1) holds trivially, since IQTJ is a fibrant replacement functor in 
SptTM*. 

Fix Fn(Sr AG^A U+) e Cg1. Since C ^ 1 ç E|,+1«^rff (5), it follows from Theo
rem 3.1.16(31 that: 

[Fn(Sr A G ; A U+), IQTJsqX]Sp Si [Fn(Sr A G ^ A U+), sgX]Spt S 0 

and this takes care of condition (2). 

Lemma 3.2.74. — For every T-spectrum X, CqIQTJfq-\-iX = * in Sq<ffî(S). 

Proof. — Consider the following commutative diagram in SptT^*: 

(46) 

Qsfq+lX 
QÎq+lX 

fq+lX 
IQTJ^+1 

IQTJfq+lX 

CQIQTJ fq cfj+lX /QTJ/q+1X 

CqQsfq+\X 
Cq(Qfsq+lX 

Cafa+1% 
CQIQTJ fq 

CQIQTJ fq+lX 
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We claim that all the maps in the diagram (46) above are weak equivalences in 
SptTM*. In effect, it is clear that all the maps in the top row are weak equivalences 
in SptTJ^*. Hence, by the two out of three property for weak equivalences it suffices 
to show that C^sfq+lX, Cq(Qfsq+lX) and Cq(IQTJfq+lX) are all weak equivalences in 
SptT M*. 

On the other hand, [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that all the maps in the top row 
are weak equivalences in Rcq{{ SptT^*, and it is clear that all the vertical maps are 
also weak equivalences in RCq SptTM*. Thus, by the two out of three property for 
weak equivalences we have that all the maps in the diagram (46) above are weak 
equivalences in RCq SptT^*. 

By construction we have that CqQsfq+\X, Cqfq+\X and CqlQrJfq+iX are 
all C^ff-colocal T-spectra in SptT^+. Then [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that 
Cq(Qfsq+lX) and Cq(IQTJfq+lX) are both weak equivalences in SptTJ^*. 

Now, by Proposition 3.1.12 we have that fq+1X G £^+1<^eff(S) C E^(^Teff(5). 
Thus, Corollary 3.2.15 implies that Qsfq+iX is a C^-colocal T-spectrum in SptT^*. 

Then using [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] again, we have that CqsJq+1 is a weak equiva
lence in SptTM* since by construction CqQsfq+iX is a C^-colocal T-spectrum and 
çQsfq+iX ^ a ç»*ff-colocal equivalence in SptTM*. 

This proves the claim, i.e. all the maps in the diagram (46) above are weak equiva
lences in SptT^*. Then using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] again, we have that all the maps 
in the diagram (46) above are also weak equivalences in SqSptTM*. Therefore, to 
finish the proof it is enough to check that * —• Qsfq+\X is a weak equivalence in 
SqSptTM*. 

But Corollary 3.2.47 implies that * —• Qsfq+iX is a weak equivalence in 
L<q+iSpiTM*. Therefore, using [6, Proposition 3.1.5], we have that * —• Qsfq+\X 
is a .S(ç)-colocal equivalence in L<q4-iSptTM*, i.e. a weak equivalence in 59SptTJ^*. 
This finishes the proof. • 

Proposition 3.2.75. — For every T-spectrum X, the following maps of T-spectra: 

(A7 sqX 
'M(S) 

IQTJsqX ^IQrp J SqX CqlQrJSqX 

are both weak equivalences in SptT^*. 
Furthermore, these weak equivalences induce natural isomorphisms between the fol-

lowinq exact functors 

M(S) 
Sq 

IQTJSq 
'M(S) 

M(S) 
IQTJSq 

CqIQTJsq 

'M(S) 
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Proof. — The naturality of the maps IQTJX : X IQTJX and Cx : CqX -> X 
implies that we have induced natural transformations of functors sq —> IQrJsq and 
CqlQrJsq —> IQTJ s q. Hence, it is enough to show that for every T-spectrum X, 
IQrJSqX and (Ji(QTJS<IX are Weak equivalences in SptT^/*. 

It is clear that IQrJSqX is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*, since IQTJ is a fibrant 
replacement functor for SptTJ^*. 

We now proceed to show that çi(QTJS<IX [S a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. Consider 

the following commutative diagram in SptTM*: 

sqX 
csqqX 

— CQsQX 

IQTJSqX Cq(IQTJSqX) 

IQTJsqX 
-,IQTJsqX 

- CglQrJsqX 

Lemma 3.2.72 implies that Cqq is a weak equivalence in SptTJ^*. Since we know 
that IQTJS<IX is always a weak equivalence in SptTJ^*, the two out of three property 
for weak equivalences implies that it suffices to check that CQ(IQTJSGX) is also a 
weak equivalence in SptTM*. 

Using [6, Proposition 3.1.5], we have that IQTJSQX is a Cgff-colocal equiva
lence. Then the two out of three property for Cgff-colocal equivalences implies that 
CQ(IQTJSQX) is a Cgff-colocal equivalence, since by construction CqqX and (j^Tjs<ix 
are both C^-colocal equivalences. 

Finally, by construction CqsqX and CqIQTJsqX are both C^-colocal, therefore 
[6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that Cq(IQTJSqX) is a weak equivalence in SptT^*, 
as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.2.76. — For every T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

CQIQTJSQI 
CqIQTJsqX 
9 + 1 Wa+1CQIQTJsQX 

is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. 
Furthermore, this weak equivalence induces a natural isomorphism between the fol

lowing exact functors 

<4ft(S) 
CqIQTJsq 

Vq+iCqIQTJ8t 
M(S) 

Proof. — The naturality of the maps Wq\1 : X —> Wq+\X implies that we have an 
induced natural transformation of functors CqIQTJsq —> Wq+iCqIQTJsq. Hence, it 
is enough to show that for every T-spectrum X, yy£qiQTJsqx .g a weaj^ equivalence 
in SvtTM*. 
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Consider the following commutative diagram in SptTM*: 

IQTJ8„X 
IQTJSqX 

Wq+1IQTJ8qX 
cIQTJSqX Wq+1CqIQTJsqX 

CaIQTJsaX 
CqIQTJsq. 

Wq+1CqIQTJsqX 

By construction, Wq2\JSqX 18 a L(< q + l)-local equivalence, and Wq+iIQrJsqX 
is L(< q + l)-local in SptTM*. By Lemma 3.2.73 we have that IQxJsqX is also 
L(< q + l)-local. Therefore, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(1)] implies that W^j8qX is a weak 
equivalence in SptT^*. 

Now, it follows directly from Proposition 3.2.75 that (J^TJSIX [S a weak equiv
alence in SptTM*. Hence by the two out of three property for weak equivalences, it 
suffices to show that Wq+i(Cq®Tj8qX) is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. 

We already know that çi(QTJS<IX Js a weak equivalence in SptT^*, then using 
[6, Proposition 3.1.5] we have that (J^tJs*x Js a L(< ç + l)-local equivalence. 
Then the two out of three property for L(< q + l)-local equivalences implies that 
Wq+i{CIq®TJSqX) is also a L{< q + l)-local equivalence, since by construction 
wiQTJsqx and wcqiQTjSqx are both L ^ q + i ) . ^ ^ equivalences. 

Finally, by construction Wq+iIQrJsqX and Wq+iCqIQTJsqX are L(< q + l)-lo-
cal in SptT^*, then [6, Theorem 3.2.13(1)] implies that Wq+i{CIqQ'rJSqX) is a weak 
equivalence in SptTM*, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.2.77\ — For every T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

Wa+1CaIQTJsal 
Wa+1CaIQTJsal 

CqWq+1CqIQTJsqX 

is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. 
Furthermore, this weak equivalence induces a natural isomorphism between the fol

lowing exact functors 

№{S) 
Wq+iCqIQTJsq 

CqWq+1CqIQTJsq 
№{S) 

Proof — The naturality of the maps Cq : CqX —> X implies that we have an 
induced natural transformation of functors CqWq+\CqIQTJsq —> Wq+\CqIQTJsq. 
Hence, it is enough to show that for every T-spectrum X, cWq+iCqiQTJsqx .g a wea^ 
equivalence in SptT^*. 
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Consider the following commutative diagram in SvtTM*: 

CqIQTJsqX 
CCqIQrp J SqX 

Q C„C„IQrrJs«X 

^.CqlQrp J SqX c (wCqIQTjSqX) 

Wq+1CqIQTJsqX 
nWq+1CqIQTJsqX 

CQWQ+1CQIQTJ8QX 

By construction çCvtQTJsqX ,g a (7gff-colocal equivalence, and CqlQrJsqX, 
CqCqIQTJsqX are both Ce9ff-colocal in SptT^*. Therefore, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] 
implies that (jCqiQrJsqX .g a wea^ equivalence in SptTM*. 

Now, it follows directly from Proposition 3.2.76 that Wq+[®T JSqX is a weak equiv

alence in SptTM*. Hence by the two out of three property for weak equivalences, it 

suffices to show that Cq(Wq^QTJSqX) is a weak equivalence in SptTM*. 

We already know that w^qiQrJsqX ,g a weak equivalence in SptTJ^*, then 

using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] we have that \y£qiQTJsqx ĝ a (j^_co\OC8ii equiva

lence. Then the two out of three property for Cgff-colocal equivalences implies that 

Cq(Wq+{®TJSqX) is also a C^-colocal equivalence, since by construction çCqiQrJsqX 

and (jWq+iCqiQrJsqX both c^ff-colocal equivalences. 

Finally, by construction CqCqlQrJsqX and CqWq+iCqIQTJsqX are C^-colocal 

in SptT^*, then [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that Cq(W^QTJSqX) is a weak 

equivalence in SpWJ^*, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.2.78. — For every T-spectrum X, the following natural maps in 
Rci <$K(S) (see Proposition 3.1.15 and Theorem 3.1.16): 

IQTJX 
IQTJ(9X 

iQTJfqx 
IQTJ(*X. 

• IQTJsqX 

become isomorphisms in Sqffi{(S) after applying the functor Cq 

CalQrJX 
CqIQTJ{Ox) 

= 
CglQrJfqX 

CgIQTJ(«f 

= 
CglQrJsgX 

Proof. — Proposition 3.2.17 implies that the map 

IQrJfaX 
IQTJ(0X 

= 
IQTJX 

is an isomorphism in Rcif!0({S). Hence using Corollary 3.2.70 we have tha 

CgIQTJfgX -
CqIQTJ{8x) 

= 
CqIQTJX 

is an isomorphism in Sq<fitt{S). 
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On the other hand, Theorem 3.1.16(1) implies that we have the following distin

guished triangle in <$H(S\. 

fq+1X fqX sqX ^/fq+1X 

Proposition 3.2.11 implies that after applying IQTJ we get the following distinguished 

triangle in RCQ fflC{S) 

IQTJfQ+1X IQT JfQX 
IQT JfQX 

- IQTJsqX ^ T^IQrJfq^X 

Now Corollary 3.2.70 implies that after applying Cq we get the following distinguished 

triangle in Sq<ffl(S) 

CqlQrJfq+lX CqlQrJfqX 
CqIQTJ(7TX 

CqlQrJSqX 

TijPCqlQrJ fq+\X 

Therefore it is enough to cheek that CqIQrJ fq+\X = * in Sqffi{(S). But this follows 

directly from Lemma 3.2.74. • 

Corollary 3.2.79. — For every T-spectrum X, the following natural maps in ffi£{S) 
(see Proposition 3.1.15 and Theorem 3.1.16): 

X - fgX ^ sqX 

become isomorphisms in 0({S) after applying the functor CqWq+\CqIQTJ• 

CqWq+1CqIQTJX -
CqWq+1CqIQTJ(9x) 

= 
- CaW0+iCaIQTJf0X 

= CqWq+1CqIQTJ(*? 

CqWq^CqlQrJSqX 

Furthermore, these maps induce natural isomorphisms between the following exact 

functors 

M(S) 
CqWq+1CqIQTJ& 

CqWq+1CqIQTJfq 

M(S) 

M(S) 
CnWa^CnIQTJ1 

CqWq+1CqIQTJ 
M(S) 
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Proof. — The naturality of the maps nx : fqX —> sqX and Ox ' fqX —• X im

plies that we have induced natural transformations of functors CqWq+\CqIQTJfq —» 
CqWq+iCqIQTJsq and CqWq+iCqlQrJ fq —> CqWq+1CqIQTJ. Hence, it is enough tc 

show that for every T-spectrum X, CqWq+iCqIQTJ{^x) and CqWq+\CqIQTJ(Ox) 
are weak equivalences in SptT^*. 

Proposition 3.2.78 implies that the following natural maps 

CqIQTJX ,q Wl x) CgIQTJfgX CqiQTJ(IIx) g > CqIQTJsqX 

are isomorphisms in Sq<ffi(S). Then the result follows immediately from Corol

lary 3.2.70 and Proposition 3.2.11. • 

Theorem 3.2.80. — For every T-spectrum X, we have the following diagram in <ffi{S) 

(48) 

Wq+lCqIQTJsqX 
yyCqIQTJsç ^Wq + 1CqIQTJsqX 

' Q 
= = 

CqIQTJsqX CqWq+1CqIQTJsqX 

C IQT J SQX 
Q = CqWq+1CqIQTJ(7rx) = 

rQTJsqX CqWq+1CqIQTJfqX 

IQTJSqX = CqWQ+1CqIQTJ(0x) = 

sqX CqWq+1CQIQTJX 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in ffi{(S). Furthermore, this diagram induces c 
natural isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

<ffl(S) 
SQ 

CqWq + 1CqIQTJ 

<ffl(S) 

Proof — The fact that IQTJSQX and (J^TJS^X are isomorphisms in <ffi(S) follows 

from Proposition 3.2.75. Now Proposition 3.2.76 implies that yy^iiQTJsqX ,g ^ 

morphism in (¿¿#(5), and proposition 3.2.77 implies that (j^q+lCqI®TJSqX is also an 

isomorphism in <$K(S). Finally, Corollary 3.2.79 implies that CqWq+iCQIQTJ{^X) 

and CqWq+iCQIQTJ(0x) are both isomorphisms in <$K(S). 
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This shows that all the maps in the diagram (48) are isomorphisms in <^(S) , 

therefore for every T-spectrum X we can define the following composition in ffi{(S) 

(49) 

Wq+1CqIQTJsqX 
yy.CqIQTJsq CqWq+1CqIQTJsqX 

= = 
CqIQTJsqX CqWq+1CqIQTJsqX 

(r,IQTJsqX._i = (CqWq^CqlQTJilT?))-1 = 

IQTJsqX CqWq+1CqIQTJfqX 

IQTJ"4* = CqWq+1CqIQTJ(eX) = 

sqX CqWq+1CqIQTJX 

which is an isomorphism. 

On the other hand, Propositions 3.2.75, 3.2.76 and 3.2.77, and Corollary 3.2.79 

imply all together that the isomorphisms defined in diagram (49) induce a natural 

isomorphism of functors sq —> CqWq+iCqIQTJ • This finishes the proof. • 

Proposition 3.2.81. — Let rj denote the unit of the adjunction (Cg,Wg+i,y>) : 
RCQ 0{{S) —• Sq<tffl(S) constructed in Corollary 3.2.70. We have that the natural 
transformation 7rq : fq —> sq (see Theorem 3.1.16) gets canonically identified, through 
the equivalence of categories rqCq, IQrJiq constructed in Proposition 3.2.21 with the 
following map in ffi£(S): 

CqIQTJX Cg(77JQTJx)> CqWq+1CqIQTJX 

Proof. — It follows directly from Theorem 3.1.16, Corollary 3.2.63 together with [20, 
Proposition 9.1.8]. • 

Remark 3.2.82. — Theorem 3.2.80 gives the desired lifting to the model category level 

for the functors sq defined in Theorem 3.1.16; and it completes the program that we 

started at the beginning of this section, where the goal was to get a lifting for the slice 

functors sq. 

3.3. The Symmetric Model Structure for the Slice Filtration 

Our goal now is to lift the model structures constructed in section 3.2 to the 

category of symmetric T-spectra, in order to have a natural framework for the study 

of the multiplicative properties of Voevodsky's slice filtration. 
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Let (ffl^(S) denote the homotopy category associated to Spi^M*. We call 9^E(5) 
the motivic symmetric stable homotopy category. We will denote by [—, — ]gpt the set 
of maps between two objects in (5), and q G Z will be an arbitrary integer. 

Definition 3.3.1. — Let <5E denote a cofibrant replacement functor in Spt^J^*; such 
that for every symmetric T-spectrum X, the natural map 

Qx 
Q v X - ^ x Q x 

is a trivial fibration in SptEJ%*. 

Definition 3.3.2. — Let ife denote a fibrant replacement functor in Spi^M*; such that 
for every symmetric T-spectrum X, the natural map 

RX 
X—^RvX 

is a trivial cofibration in Spi^M*. 

Proposition 3.3.3. — The motivic symmetric stable homotopy category 9#^S(5) has a 
structure of triangulated category defined as follows: 

1. The suspension functor is given by 

-AS1 : 9^E(5) >• ^{S) 

X i ^ Q^X A S1 

2. The distinguished triangles are isomorphic to triangles of the form 

A — B — C — E ^ ' 0 J 4 

where i is a cofibration in Spt^-M*, and C is the homotopy cofibre of i. 

Proof. — Theorem 2.6.23 implies in particular that Spt^M* is a pointed simplicial 
model category, and Theorem 2.6.27 implies that the adjunction: 

( - A S\ IF) : Sp t^R , ^ S p t ^ * 

is a Quillen equivalence. The result now follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII] (see [10, 
Proposition 7.1.6]). • 

Theorem 3.3.4. — The adjunction 

(V, U, IF) : SptT^* ^ SptSj/* 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors, induces an adjunction 

(VQS, URv, <p) : *W(S) ^ s ( 5 ) 
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of exact functors between triangulated categories. Furthermore, VQS and URY, are 
both equivalences of categories. 

Proof. — Theorem 2.6.30 implies that the adjunction (V, U, <p) is a Quillen equiva
lence. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the associated homo
topy categories: 

(VQs, URv, tp) : 0£(S) ^(S) 

Now [10, Proposition 1.3.13] implies that VQS,URY, are both equivalences of cat
egories. Finally, Proposition 2.6.19 together with [10, Proposition 6.4.1] imply that 
VQS maps cofibre sequences in <ffi(S) to cofibre sequences in <ffl*(S). Therefore 
using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have that VQS and UR% are both exact functors 
between triangulated categories. • 

Corollary 3.3.5. — 1. The exact functor (see Remark 3.1.13) 

fq : <#C(S) ^ &C(S) 

gets canonically identified with the following exact functor: 

s<q : #T(5) »- #f(S)^ &C(S) 
X I VQs(fg(URsX)) 

i.e. fq = VQsofgoURs. 
2. The exact functor (see Theorem 3.1.18) 

s<q : #T(5) »- # f ( S ) 

gets canonically identified with the following exact functor: 

s<q : ̂ (S) >- # r E ( 5 ) 

X I »• VQsis^iURxX)) 

i.e. s<q = VQS o s<q oUR-z. 
3. The exact functor (see Theorem 3.1.16) 

sa : №{S) *• M(S) 

gets canonically identified with the following exact functor: 

s„ : <M*(S) »- №*(S) 

X I >- VQAsJURvX)) 

i.e. sq = VQs osgO URT,-

Proof. — It follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.4. 
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Lemma 3.3.6. — Let X G M* be a pointed simplicial presheaf which is compact ir 
the sense of Jardine (see definition 2.3.10), and let F^(X) be the symmetric T-spec 
trum constructed in definition 2.6.8. Consider an arbitrary collection of symmetric 
T-spectra {Zi\iGT indexed by a set I. Then 

FÏ(SrAG 

= 
iJSpt — 

iei 
: № ) ^ ] i p t 

Proof. — We have that F% = V o Fn (see Proposition 2.6.18). Therefore, the result 
follows directly from Lemma 3.1.4 together with Theorems 2.6.30 and 3.3.4. • 

Proposition 3.3.7. — The motivic symmetric stable homotopy category ^{^{S) is a 
compactly generated triangulated category in the sense of Neeman (see [19, definition 
1.7]). The set of compact generators is given by (see definition 2.6.8): 

FÏ(SrAG 

n,,r,s>0 ue(Ms) 
FÏ(SrAG°mAU+) 

i. e. the smallest triangulated subcategory of (S) closed under small coproducts 
and containing all the objects in CE coincides with (ffi^(S). 

Proof. — It follows directly from Proposition 3.1.5, Lemma 3.3.6 and theorems 2.6.30, 
3.3.4. • 

Corollary 3.3.8. — Let f : X -» Y be a map in ^U^{S). Then f is an isomorphism 
if and only if f induces an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[F*(Sr A G ^ A U+), X]gt - A ^ [FÏ(Sr A Gfn A U+), Y]gt 

for every F*(Sr AGsmA U+) G C s . 

Proof — (=>): If / is an isomorphism in <^E(5) it is clear that the induced maps 
/* are isomorphisms of abelian groups for every F^(Sr A A [/+) G Cs . 

{<=): Complete / to a distinguished triangle in <$tt (S): 

X" — — Y — z —X" ——Y —z — 

Then / is an isomorphism if and only if Z = * in <^E(5) . 
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Now since the functor [F%(Sr AG^ A£/+), -]$pt is homological, we get the following 
long exact sequence of abelian groups: 

[F*{S^G°mAU+),Y%xY%x 

f. 

[F*{S^G°mAU+),Y%xY%x 

9* 

[FÏ(SrAG°mAU+),Z]*pY%x 

h* 

[F^(SrAGsmAU+),^°X)gt 
= 

T 
^ ( S ' A G ^ A ^ ) , ! ! , 

4"°/. = 

[Fns(5rAG^A[/+),E^°y]i:pY%x = 
V1»0 T 

[ ^ + i ( S r A G ^ A { / + ) , F ] I p l 

But by hypothesis all the maps /* are isomorphisms, therefore [F^(Sr A A 
U+), Z]%pt = 0 for every F%(Sr A A U+) G C s . Since <^E(S) is a compactly gen
erated triangulated category (see Proposition 3.3.7) with set of compact generators 
CE, we have that Z = *. This implies that / is an isomorphism, as we wanted. • 

Theorem 3.3.9. — Consider the following set of objects in Spt^J%* (see Theo
rem 3.2.1): 

°eff -
n,r,s>0;s—n>q Ue(<ftn\s. 

F*(SrAG°mAU+) 

The right Bousfield localization of Spt^M* with respect to the class of C^-colocal 
equivalences exists (see definitions 1.8.6 and 1.9.2). This model structure will be called 
(q — l)-connected motivic symmetric stable, and the category of symmetric T-spectra 
equipped with the (q — \)-connected motivic symmetric stable model structure will be 
denoted by Rcq{{ Spt^M*. Furthermore Rcq{{ Spt^J%* is a right proper and simplicial 
model category. The homotopy category associated to Re* Sp t^^* will be denoted by 

Rco <Ж (S) 
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Proof. — Theorems 2.6.23 and 2.7.4 imply that SptEJ%* is a cellular, proper and 
simplicial model category. Therefore we can apply Theorem 5.1.1 in [6] to construct 
the right Bousfield localization of SptE^* with respect to the class of С^Е-со1оса1 
equivalences. Using Theorem 5.1.1 in [6] again, we have that this new model structure 
is right proper and simplicial. • 

Definition 3.3.10. — Let Cf denote a cofibrant replacement functor in RCQ SptE^*; 
such that for every symmetric T-spectrum X, the natural map 

c f x - ^ x c f x - ^ x 

is a trivial fibration in Rc^Spt^M^, and C^X is always C^E-colocal in SptEJ%*. 

Proposition 3.3.11. — ife is also a fibrant replacement functor in RCQ SptEJ%* (see 
definition 3.3.2), and for every symmetric T-spectrum X the natural map 

Rx 
X^^RvX 

is a trivial cofibration in Rc^Spt^M^. 

Proof. — Since RCQ SptSj%* is the right Bousfield localization of Sp tS^* with re-
spect to the C^E-colocal equivalences, by construction we have that the fibrations and 
the trivial cofibrations are identical in Rcqff SptEM* and SptE^/* respectively. This 
implies that for every symmetric T-spectrum X, R^,X is fibrant in Rci SptSj^*, and 
we also have that the natural map 

X ^RzX 

is a trivial cofibration in Rcq{{ SptE^*. Hence R% is also a fibrant replacement functor 
for i?c«ffSptE^*. • 

Proposition 3.3.12. — A map of symmetric T-spectra f : X —> Y is a -colocal 
equivalence in SptEJ%* if and only if the underlying map UR^(f) : UR%X —» UR^Y 
is a Cgff-colocal equivalence in SptTM*. 

Proof. — Consider F%(Sr A Gsm A £/+) G C^E. Using the enriched adjunct ions of 
proposition 2.6.19, we get the following commutative diagram where all the vertical 
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arrows are isomorphisms: 

Map x(F*(Sr AGsmAU+), R^X) 
Rsf, 

Maps(Fns(5r AG°mA U+),R^Y) 

Mapx(V(Fn(Sr AGsmA U+)),JfeX Rzf, Map x(V(Fn{Sr A G ^ A U+)),RSY) 

= 

Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A U+), UR^X) 
Rzf, 

Map(Fn(5r A G ^ A C/+), UR*Y) 

Since URY,X and URYX are both fibrant in SptTJ%*, we have that UR^(f) is a 

Cgff-colocal equivalence in SptT^* if and only if the bottom row in the diagram above 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every Fn(Sr AG^ A £7+) G . By the two 

out of three property for weak equivalences we have that this happens if and only if the 

top row in the diagram above is a weak equivalence for every F^(SrAG^n A£/+) G . 

But this last condition holds if and only if / is a C^E-colocal equivalence in SptfL^*. 

This finishes the proof. • 

Proposition 3.3.13. — Let f : X —>Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We have that 
f is a CgflF-colocal equivalence in SptEJ#£* if and only if for every F^(Sr AG^ AE/+) G 
Cçfi , the induced map: 

lF*(sr A G ; A u+), x]|pt f [F„s(5r A G ; A u+), r]fpt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 

Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.12, / is a C^-colocal equivalence in SptE^* if and only 

if URj:(f) is a C^ff-colocal equivalence in SptTM*. Using Proposition 3.2.4 we have 

that UR^if) is a C^-colocal equivalence if and only if for every Fn(Sr A G^ A £/+) G 

Cgff, the induced map 

[Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),URvX)spt 
URsU). [Fn(Sr AGsmAU+),URzY]Spt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
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Now Theorem 2.6.30 implies that we have the following commutative diagram, 
where all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms: 

[ F n ( 5 - A G ^ A f / + ) , № X ] S p i №X]Spi [Fn(SrAGsmAU+),URxY}svY}sv 

= = 

[V(Fn(SrAGsmAU+)),X]gt-
= 

[V(Fn(SrAG°mAU+)),Y}gtY}sv 

[FÏ(SrAGsmAU+),X}*pt f. [FÏ(SrAG°mKU+),Y]gtY}sv 

Therefore / is a C^-colocal equivalence if and only if for every F^(Sr A G^ AC/+) G 
^effE' ^ne bottom row is an isomorphism of abelian groups. This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.3.14. — Let f : X —• Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We have that 
f is a CgflF-colocal equivalence in Spi^M* if and only iffls1Rxf is a -colocal 
equivalence in Spi^M*. 

Proof. — It follows from Proposition 3.3.12 that / is a C^-colocal equivalence 
in Spi^M* if and only if UR^f is a C^-colocal equivalence in SptTM*. Since 
URY,X,URYX are both fibrant in SptTJ^*, using Lemma 3.2.7 we have that UR^f 
is a Cgff-colocal equivalence if and only if Çts1UR^f = U(Qs1Rj:f) ls a C^ff-colocal 
equivalence in SptTM*. 

Finally, since ^ l i f e X , tig^R^Y are both fibrant in SptEJ%*, we have by Propo
sition 3.3.12 that U(Qs1R^f) is a C^-colocal equivalence if and only if fls1R^:f is a 
CggF-colocal equivalence. This finishes the proof. • 

Corollary 3.3.15. — The adjunction 

( - A S1, , IF) : Rc*fSptrM* ^ Rc<i{ Spi^M* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.3.11 we have that it suffices 
to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every cofibrant object X in Rc<i Spt^y^*, the following composition 
eff 
q ftXAS1 

XQSi{QSi{X A S1) — — ^ nSiRj:(X A S1) 

is a CçQ2-colocal equivalence. 

2. Qs1 reflects C^F-colocal equivalences between fibrant objects in Rcq{iSptE-/%*. 
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(1): By construction Rcqif S p t i s a right Bousfield localization of SptE^*, 
therefore the identity functor 

id : Rc^Spt^M* >- Spt^M* 

is a left Quillen functor. Thus X is also cofibrant in Spi^M*. Since the adjunction 
(—AS1, Qs1, y>) is a Quillen equivalence on SptE^*, [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] implies 
that the following composition is a weak equivalence in SptfL/^* : 

X îî5i (X A S1) Os1Rexs1—— >- nSiRx(X A S1) 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a C^s-colo-
cal equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.11 and Lemma 3.3.14. • 

Remark 3.3.16. — The adjunction ( E T , O T > ^ ) is a Quillen equivalence on Spt^-M*. 
However it does not descend even to a Quillen adjunction on the (q — \)-connected 
motivic symmetric stable model category RCQ Spi^M*. 

eff 
Corollary 3.3.17. — RQ^^H^'(£) has the structure of a triangulated category. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.3.9 implies in particular that RÇQ SptEJ^* is a pointed simpli
cial model category, and Corollary 3.3.15 implies that the adjunction 

( - A S1,Qs^<p) - Rc* Spt^M^ -> Rc* SptEJ% 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the result follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII]. • 

Proposition 3.3.18. — We have the following adjunction 

(Cf, ÄE, <p) : Rcltt^{S) ^(S) 

between exact functors of triangulated categories. 

Proof. — Since RcqH SptEM* is the right Bousfield localization of SptEJ#£* with 

respect to the C^-colocal equivalences, we have that the identity functor 

id : Rc<i^Spi^M* —> Spi^M* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the 

following adjunction at the level of the associated homotopy categories: 

(Cf, Rz, <p) : Rc!(i^(S) 0{*{S) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that Cf maps cofibre sequences in 

Rcq 0^{S) to cofibre sequences m 0{^(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 

in [10] we have that Cf and i?s are both exact functors between triangulated 

categories. • 
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Theorem 3.3.19. — The adjunction 

(V, U, ф) : Rc*a SptT^* >• Rc*ff S p t ^ * 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.3.12 together with the universal property for right Bousfield 
localizations (see definition 1.8.2) imply that 

U : Rc«{{ S p t ^ * x v ^ Rcq{{ SptTJ%* 

is a right Quillen functor. Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.3.11 we 
have that it suffices to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every cofibrant object X in RCQffSptTM*, the following composition 

XUV(XUV(X) xv- ^ URvV(X) 

is a weak equivalence in RcqH SptT^*. 
2. U reflects weak equivalences between fibrant objects in Rc^fSpt^M^. 
(1): By construction Rci SptTM* is a right Bousfield localization of SptT^*, 

therefore the identity functor 

id : i*c*ffSptT^* ^ SptTJ^* 

is a left Quillen functor. Thus X is also cofibrant in SptTM*. Since the adjunc
tion (V, U, ip) is a Quillen equivalence between SptTJ^* and SptE^*, [10, Proposi
tion 1.3.13(b)] implies that the following composition is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*: 

X UV(X) UR™ > URvV(X) 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a Cgff-colo-
cal equivalence in SptTM*, i.e. a weak equivalence in Rcqif SptTJ%*. 

(2): This follows immediately from Propositions 3.3.11 and 3.3.12. • 

Corollary 3.3.20. — The adjunction 

(V, 17, ip) : Rc« SpkrJW. ^ Rnq SptSjfL 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors, induces an adjunction 

(VCq, URv, if) : RcqH<4tt(S) ^ Rc^&rtf) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. Furthermore, VCQ and URY, are 
both equivalences of categories. 
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Proof. — Theorem 3.3.19 implies that the adjunction (V,U,tp) is a Quillen equiva
lence. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the associated homo
topy categories: 

(VCqi URv, <p) : Rc<ffî(S) Rc, ^(S) 
e" eff 

Now [10, Proposition 1.3.13] implies that VCQ,URY, are both equivalences of cat
egories. Finally, Proposition 2.6.19 together with [10, Proposition 6.4.1] imply that 
VCQ maps cofibre sequences in RCq ffi{(S) to cofibre sequences in RC« 9#T(S) . 
Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have that VCQ and URy, are both exact 
functors between triangulated categories. • 

Now it is very easy to find the desired lifting for the functor fq : <^TS(S') —> ^{^{S) 
(see Corollary 3.3.5(1)) to the model category level. 

Lemma 33.21. — 1. Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum in Rcq^SptTM*. Then the 

following maps in SptE^* 

V(0CqX) c^vcqx 
VQs(CqX) lWa ; > VCqX Cf(VCqX 

induce natural isomorphisms between the functors: 

Cf O VCq, VCq, VQS O Cq L -RC,ff#f(S) -» # fE (S ) 

RC,^(S) 

VCq vc 

VQs(CqX) VCq 
#T E ( 5 ) 

c„ VQs 

0{{S) 

Given a T-spectrum X 

ax : VQs(CqX) v Cf{VCqX) 

will denote the isomorphism in (S) corresponding to the natural isomor
phism between VQS o Cq and Cf o VCq. 

2. Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum. Then the following maps in 
i?c9ff £>ptTJ%* 

IQTJ(URZX) -«-Iqtjurex̂  UR-цХ u(Reek)- ^ URx(RzX) 
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induce natural isomorphisms between the functors: 

IQTJ O URV, № , № o i?E : <fflE(S) RC« &C{S) 
eff 

0{{S) 
Rv IQTJ 

0{{S) 0{{S ~RC«№(S) 

Rv 0{{S 

RC«№(S) 

Given a symmetric T-spectrum X 

ßx : IQTJ(URZX)URxURURx(RzX) 

will denote the isomorphism in RCQ ffityS) corresponding to the natural iso
morphism between IQTJ ° UR% and URY, o R^. 

Proof — (1): It follows immediately from Theorem 1.3.7 in [10] and the following 
commutative diagram of left Quillen functors: 

Rc<* SptTJ#£* v Rc\ S p t ? ^ * 

id id 

Spt^K. 
V Spt^K. 

(2): It follows immediately from the dual of Theorem 1.3.7 in [10] and the following 
commutative diagram of right Quillen functors: 

Rc«{{ SptTJW. ^— Rc*{{ Spt^J%* 

id id 

SptTJ^* ^—vv Spt£#í. 

Theorem 3.3.22. — Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum. 
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1. The diagram (29) in Theorem 3.2.20 induces the following diagram in <flH^(S): 

(50Ì 

VQAIQTJUURVX) 
VQ (c'QT->tq(UREx) 

VQs(CqIQTJfq(URxX)) 

= VQs{IQTJSqUR*x) 

= 

VQ3{CqIQTJ(Ounsx)) = 

fqX = VQs(fq(URsX)) VQs(CqIQTJ{URBX)) 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in <$tt (S). Furthermore, this diagram 
induces a natural isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

aIQTJ{URl:X) 
= 

VQ,oCqIQTJoURs 
€REX) 

2. Let e be the counit of the adjunction (see Corollary 3.3.20): 

(VCq, URS, if) : Rc^(S) Rcltt^{S) 

Then we have the following diagram in <^fS(5) (see Lemma 3.3.21): 

(51) 

Cf(VCq(IQTJ(URxX))) 
CfVCJßx) 

= 
CfiVCiURviRvX))) 

aIQTJ{URl:X) = = C,E(€REX) 

VQAC„IQTJ(UR*XY, CfRvX = ffX 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in 9^E(5) . This diagram induces a natural 
isomorphism between the followinq exact functors: 

aIQTJ{URl:X) 
VQSOCÇIQTJOURV 

aIQTJ{URl:X) 

C,E(€REX) 

3. Combining the diagrams (50) and (51) above we get a natural isomorphism 
between the following exact functors: 

C,E(€REX) 
= 

€REX) 

C,E(€REX) 
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Proof. — It is clear that it suffices to prove only the first two claims. 
(1): It follows immediately from theorems 3.2.20 and 3.3.4. 
(2): It follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.21 and Corollary 3.3.20. • 

Proposition 3.3.23. — Let e denote the counit of the adjunction (Cf,Rx,<p) : 
Rc« 9 ^ E ( 5 ) —> <ffi^(S) constructed in Proposition 3.3.18. Then the natural trans
formation 0q : fq —> id (see Proposition 3.1.15) gets canonically identified, through 
the equivalence of categories rqCq, IQrJiq, VCq, URJ:, VQS and URY, constructed 
in Proposition 3.2.21, corollary 3.3.20 and Theorem 3.3.4; wtih Of = e. 

Proof — By construction 0q is the counit of the adjunction 

(iq,rq^) :ZqT9$U*E(S) -+ <№(S) 

(see Proposition 3.1.15). The result follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.21, corol
lary 3.3.20 and theorem 3.3.4. • 

The functor f^ gives the desired lifting for the functor fq to the model category 
level, and it will be used in the study of the multiplicative properties of Voevodsky's 
slice filtration. 

Proposition 3.3.24. — 1. We have the following commutative diagram of left 
Quillen functors: 

(52) 

R CQ+1 
Spt EM. id E •̂ eff 

Spt EM. 

id id 
Spt?J%, 

2. For every symmetric T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

c f c f + 1 x r 
E.C2. . X Q + l 

c 
7+1 

K 

is a weak eauivalence in Jïtt (S), and it induces a natural eauivalence C 
Q 

Cq+1-
: 

Cf o C^+1 —> Cf+1 between the following functors: 

h cS1 
SHE (S) °q + l 

R r-iq êff 
SHE (S) 

C9 + l CE 
SHE (S) 
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3. The natural transformation fq+iX —> fqX (see Theorem 3.1.16(1)) gets canon-
ically identified, through the equivalence of categories rqCq, IQrJiq, VCq and 
URY, constructed in Proposition 3.2.21 and corollary 3.3.20; with the following 
composition Pq : f\%\X —> f ^ X in 0 { (S) 

C ^ C ^ Ry\X 

(Ca 
EnCQ+1 REX CE (C E, RE X 

3 + 1 > 

c 7+1 ̂ x Cf RxX 

which is induced by the following commutative diagram in SptTM* 

(53) 

CE CE+1 REX 
Cf(C CfRxX 

+1 CfR xX 

Cq 
CfRxX 

Cq CfRxX 

C|+I-RE-^ 
C i,R<rX 
+ i 

RvX 

Proof. — (1): Since Rcq+iSpt^M* and Rci Spt^J^* are both right Bousfield local-

izations of SptEM*, by construction the identity functor 

id : i^g+iSpt^/* —• Spî M* 

id : RCQ Spi^M* -+ SptE^* 

is in both cases a left Quillen functor. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that the 
identity functor 

id : Rc* Spt%M* - » Äc«+iSpt£#k 

is a right Quillen functor. Using the universal property of right Bousfield localizations 
(see definition 1.8.2), it is enough to check that if / : X —» Y is a C^E-colocal 
equivalence in SptEJ%* then R%f is a C^"1,E-colocal equivalence. But since R^X 
and R%Y are already fibrant in SptEJ%*, we have that JRE(/) is a C2r"1,B-colocal 
equivalence if and only if for every F%(Sr AGsmA U+) € CST1,E, the induced map: 

Map vffîiSr A G'm A U+),RsX) 

(HE/). 

Map s(FnE(5r AG^A £/+), R E Y ) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. But since Cg1* C C*E, and by hypoth
esis / is a C^-colocal equivalence; we have that all the induced maps (-RE/)* ARE 
weak equivalences of simplicial sets. Thus R^f is a C^1 ' -colocal equivalence, as we 
wanted. 
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Finally (2) and (3) follow directly from Proposition 3.2.21, Corollary 3.3.20, Theo
rems 3.2.20, 3.3.22 together with the commutative diagram (52) of left Quillen functors 
constructed above and [10, Theorem 1.3.7]. • 

Theorem 3.3.25. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen func
tors: 

(54) 

id 

R Cq+1 SptT M* 

id id 

R êff S p t ^ id Sptjyw. 

id id 
E Cq -1 3 p t ^ * 

id 

and the associated diagram of homotopy categories: 

(55) 

E -.9 + 1 •'eff 
SptT M* 

Uq + 1 RE 
Cq+1 
RE 

R êff SHE (S° CE 
RE M (S) 

RE RE RE-1 
RE 

R ~i<i — ± -'eff 
SGE (S) 

gets canonically identified, through the equivalences of categories rqCq, IQrJiq, VCq 
and URY, constructed in Proposition 3.2.21 and Corollary 3.3.20; with Voevodsky's 
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slice filtration: 

(56) 

E^+1E^eff(53 

iq+l rq <̂7 + l 
r q+1 

Y,qT<flt*ü(S) -%a-
-rq-

SH (S) 

iq rq-i Jq-1 
Jq-1 

E^+1E^eff(53) 

Proof. — It follows immediately from proposition 3.3.24, Corollary 3.3.20 and Theo
rem 3.2.23. • 

Theorem 3.3.26. — Consider the following set of maps in Sptf^* (see Theo
rem 3.2.29): 

(57) Ls(< q) = W O : F^(Sr AGsmA U+) - F^D**1 A G ^ A U+) | 

f ^ A G ; A [ / + ) E ^ } 

The left Bousfield localization of Spt^J^* with respect to the LE(< q)-local equiva
lences exists. This new model structure will be called weight<9 motivic symmetric 
stable. L<qSpt^M^ will denote the category of symmetric T-spectra equipped with 
the weight<q motivic symmetric stable model structure, and L<q<0{Y1(S) will denote 
its associated homotopy category. Furthermore the weight<q motivic symmetric sta
ble model structure is cellular, left proper and simplicial; with the following sets of 
generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations respectively: 

7LS(< q) = J£ = Un>o-KE(n - (A&)+)} 

JL E (<q) = {j : A - - B] 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of l£-complexes. 
2. j is a Ls(< q)-local equivalence. 
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3. the size of B as an l£-complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 
defined by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof — Theorems 2.7.4 and 2.6.23 imply that Sp^M* is a cellular, proper and sim-
plicial model category. Therefore the existence of the left Bousfield localization follows 
from [6, Theorem 4.1.1]. Using [6, Theorem 4.1.1] again, we have that L<qSpi^M^ 
is cellular, left proper and simplicial; where the sets of generating cofibrations and 
trivial cofibrations are the ones described above. • 

Definition 3.3.27. — Let denote a fibrant replacement functor in L<qSpi^M*; 
such that for every symmetric T-spectrum X, the natural map: 

X 
WE,X 

w f x 

is a trivial cofibration in L<qSpt^M^, and W^X is Ls(< q)-local in Spt^J^*. 

Proposition 3.3.28. — QY, is also a cofibrant replacement functor in L<qSpt^M^ (see 
definition 3.3.1), and for every symmetric T-spectrum X the natural map 

QEX 
QEX 

X 

is a trivial fibration in L<gSpt̂ J%*. 

Proof. — Since L<qSpt^M^ is the left Bousfield localization of Spi^M* with respect 
to the LE(< #)-local equivalences, by construction we have that the cofibrations and 
the trivial fibrations are identical in L<qSpi^M* and Spi^M* respectively. This im
plies that for every symmetric T-spectrum X , QY,X is cofibrant in L<qSpi^3i^, and 
we also have that the natural map 

QvX 
QEX 

X 

is a trivial fibration in L<qSpt^M*. Hence QE is also a cofibrant replacement functor 
for L<qSpt%M*. • 

Proposition 3.3.29. — Let Z be a symmetric T-spectrum. We have that Z is 
Ls(< q)-local in Spt̂ J%* if and only ifUZ is L(< q)-local in SptTJ%*. 

Proof. — We have that Z is LE(< g)-local if and only if Z is fibrant in Spi^M* and 
for every 

C . : F"(Sr A G- A U+) "> *,»(2?P+1 A G ; A U+) € L(< q) 
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the induced map 

Map s(y(Fn(£»r+1 AG^A U+)), Z) 

V-Un,r,s)* 

Map x(V(Fn(Sr A G' A U+)), Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
On the other hand, we have that UZ is L(< c?)-local in SptTM* if and only \ iUZ 

is fibrant in SptT^* and for every t^rs : Fn(Sr AG8m A17+) Fn(Dr+1 AGsm AE/+) G 

L(< q), the induced map 

Map(Fn(£>r+1 A G ^ A £/+), Z) 
(*».r,-)* 

Map(Fn(5r A A £/+), ?7Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
Then the result follows from the following facts: 

1. By definition, Z is fibrant in Spt^J^* if UZ is fibrant in SptT^*. 
2. Proposition 2.6.19, which implies that the adjunction 

(V, U, (p) : SptTM* >• Spt^M* 

is enriched in the category of simplicial sets. 

Proposition 3.3.30. — Let Z be a symmetric T-spectrum. We have that Z is 
LE(< q)-local in Spt^%* if and only if the following conditions hold: 

1. Z is fibrant in Spt̂ J%*. 
2. For every F*(Sr AG^A U+) € C*s, [F*(Sr AG^A U+), Z]gt 9* 0 

Proof — It follows directly from Propositions 3.3.29 and 3.2.32, together with the 
fact that (V, U, cp) : SptTM* —> Sp^M* is a Quillen adjunction. • 

Corollary 3.3.31. — Let Z be a fibrant symmetric T-spectrum in Spt^M*. We have 
that Z is Ls(< q)-local in Spt^M* if and only ifÇLSiZ is Ls(< q)-local in Spt̂ J%*. 

Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.29 we have that Z is LE(< g)-local if and only if UZ is 
L(< g)-local in SptTM*. Now Corollary 3.2.34 implies that UZ is L(< g)-local if and 
only if nSiUZ = [/(fi5iZ) is L(< tf)-local. 

Therefore using Proposition 3.3.29 again, we get that Z is Ls(< q)-\oc&\ if and 
only if ̂ 5iZ is Ls(< ç)-local. • 

Corollary 3.3.32. — Let Z be a fibrant symmetric T-spectrum in Sp^M*. We have 

that Z is Ls(< q)-local in Spi^M* if and only if R^iQzZ A S1) is Ls(< q)-local in 

Spt%M*. 
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Proof. — (=>): Assume that Z is LE(< g)-local. Since RT,{QT,ZAS1) is fibrant, using 
proposition 3.3.30 we have that it is enough to check that for every F^(Sr AG^ Ai7+) G 
Ce^S, [F*(Sr A G ^ A U + ) , R X ( Q X Z A S1)}^ ^ 0. But since — AS1 is a Quillen 
equivalence, we get the following diagram: 

[F*{SR AG^A U+) , R V ( Q B Z A 51)]fpt 

= 

[F„s+1(Sr+1 A G^1 A U+), Rv{Q*Z A S1)]^ 

[Fn +1(Sr ^ Gs+1 ^U+), Z]Spt 
V1'0 T 

= 

= 
№+1(Sr+l A G^1 A U+),QvZ A S1]^ 

where all the maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups. Since Z is LE(< #)-local, 
Proposition 3.3.30 implies that [FE+1(Sr A G^1 A 17+), Z]Ept ^ 0. Therefore 

[F*(Sr AGsmA C/+), Rx(QxZ A S1)}* * 0 

for every FE(Sr A G^ A [/+) E C^E, as we wanted. 
(=) Assume that RY,{QY,Z A S1) is LE(< #)-local. By hypothesis, Z is fibrant; 
therefore Proposition 3.3.30 implies that it is enough to show that for every F^(Sr A 
GsmAU+)e C*f, [FE(5R A G^ A £/+), Z]|pt ^ 0. Since Spt%M* is a simplicial model 
category and — AS1 is a Quillen equivalence; we have the following diagram: 

[F*(Sr AGJ.A U+), nsiRi;(QvZ A S1)]^ 

$ 

[FE (Sr AG^A U+) A 51,QEZ A S1]^ 
2,T 

= 
[F„s(5'-AG^Af/+),Z]|pt 

where all the maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups. On the other hand, using 

Corollary 3.3.31 we have that ^ S I # E ( Q E Z A S1) is L E ( < g)-local. Therefore using 

Proposition 3.3.30 again, we have that for every F%(Sr A G^ A [/+) G C*£: 

[F*(Sr AGsmA £/+), Z]Ept - [FE(5^ AG^A [/+), fi5i/lE(QEZ A S1)}^ - 0 

and this finishes the proof. 

Corollary 3.3.33. — Let f : X —• Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We have that 
f is a LE(< q)-local equivalence in Spi^M* if and only if for every LE(< q)-local 
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symmetric T-spectrum Z, f induces the following isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[Y,Z]Spt f* [x,z]gt 

Proof — Suppose that / is a LE(< g)-local equivalence, then by definition the in
duced map: 

Map E(QEF,Z) (QEf)* MapE(QEX, Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every L^(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum 
Z. Proposition 3.3.30(1) implies that Z is fibrant in SptE^*, and since Spi^M* is 
in particular a simplicial model category; we get the following commutative diagram, 
where the top row and all the vertical maps are isomorphisms of abelian groups: 

7r0MapE(Qsy,Z) 
(QEf)* 

= 7T0Maps(<5sX, Z) 

= = 

[x,z%t 
f* 

[x,z%t 

hence /* is an isomorphism for every Ls(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum Z, as we 
wanted. 

Conversely, assume that for every Ls(< #)-local symmetric T-spectrum Z, the 
induced map 

[Y,Z]%t f* 
[*.Z]ipt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
Since L<qSpt^M* is the left Bousfield localization of SptEJ#/* with respect to 

the LE(< #)-local equivalences, we have that the identity functor id : SptE^* —> 
L<qSpt^M* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore for every symmetric T-spectrum Z, we 
get the following commutative diagram where all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms: 

Horn L <qSHE (S° (QvY,Z) (QEf)* Horn L<q0t*(S) (QEX, Z) 

= = 

[Y, W Z]Spt = 
f* 

[x,wfz\* 

but W f Z is by construction Ls(< g)-local, then by hypothesis the bottom row is an 
isomorphism of abelian groups. Hence it follows that the induced map: 

Hon M <q SHE (S) [QEY,z] 
(QEf)* 

= 
Horn L<qVW*(S) ( Q E X , Z ) 

is an isomorphism for every symmetric T-spectrum Z. This implies that QE/ is a weak 
equivalence in L<gSptE^*, and since QE is also a cofibrant replacement functor in 
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L<gSptE^*, it follows that / is a weak equivalence in L<gSptEJ%*. Therefore we 
have that / is a LE(< g)-local equivalence, as we wanted. • 

Lemma 3.3.34. — Let f : X —> Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We have that f 
is a LE(< q)-local equivalence in SptEJ^* if and only if 

Q s / A id : QT,X A S1 -+ Qsy A S1 

is a LE(< q)-local equivalence in SptEJ%*. 

Proof — Assume that / is a LE(< g)-local equivalence, and let Z be an arbitrary 
LE(< #)-local symmetric T-spectrum. Then Corollary 3.3.31 implies that fisiZ is also 
LE(< g)-local. Therefore the induced map 

MapE(<2sy,ft5iZ) 
(QEf)* 

MapE(QEX, QSiZ) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Now since Spt^j^* is a simplicial model 
category, we have the following commutative diagram: 

Maps(QEy,fi5iZ) 
(QEf)* 

MapE(QEX,ft5iZ) 

= = 

MapE(QEYAS\Z) 
(Qs/AidV 

MapE(QEXA^,Z) 

and using the two out of three property for weak equivalences of simplicial sets, we 
have that 

MapE(QEF AS\Z) 
(QS/Aid)* 

MapE(QEXAS\Z) 

is a weak equivalence. Since this holds for every LE(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum 
Z, it follows that 

Qs/ A id : QY,X A 5 U QEy A S1 

is a LE(< ç)-local equivalence, as we wanted. 
Conversely, suppose that 

Qe/ A id : QEX A S'1 —> QEF A S1 

is a LE(< g)-local equivalence. Let Z be an arbitrary LE(< ^)-local symmetric T-spec
trum. Since SptEJ#£* is a simplicial model category and — A51 is a Quillen equivalence, 
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we get the following commutative diagram: 

[QsyA51,JRs(QEZA51)]|pt (QE/Aid)* [QvXAS\Rx (QvZAS1)}gt 

= = 

[QxYAS^ QvZAS1]^- ;Qs/Aid)* [QxXAS \QxZAS%t 

— £-lrp EI,O ^ 

\x,z%t 
= 

\x,z%t 

Now, Corollary 3.3.32 implies that ife(QsZAS1) is also LE(< <?)-local. Therefore us
ing Corollary 3.3.33 we have that the top row in the diagram above is an isomorphism 
of abelian groups. This implies that the induced map: 

\x,z%t i l [x,z]lt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups for every Ls(< <?)-local symmetric spectrum Z. 
Finally using Corollary 3.3.33 again, we have that / : X —> Y is a Ls(< g)-local 
equivalence, as we wanted. • 

Corollary 3.3.35. — The following adjunction: 

(—AS1, Çls1» <P) : L<qSpt%M* ^ L<qSptj.M* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.3.28 we have that it suffices 
to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every fibrant object X in L<qSpt^M^, the following composition 

(Q^X) AS1 
Qssl Aid 

(^iI)AS1 ex X 

is a Ls(< g)-local equivalence. 
2. — A S1 reflects Ls(< g)-local equivalences between cofibrant objects in 

L<qSpt^M^. 

(1): By construction L<qSpt^M^ is a left Bousfield localization of SptE^*, there
fore the identity functor 

id : L<(?Spt^* ^ SptE^* 

is a right Quillen functor. Thus X is also fibrant in Spt^-M*. Since the adjunction 
(-AS1, Qs1, ^)is a Quillen equivalence on Spt^J^*, [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] implies 
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that the following composition is a weak equivalence in SptTM* : 

(QE^SIX) A S 1 
Qss Aid 

(QS1 X) ^S1 ex X 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a 
LE(< #)-local equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.28 and Lemma 3.3.34. • 

Remark 3.3.36. — We have a situation similar to the one described in remark 3.3.16 
for the model categories RCQ^Spt^M^; i.e. although the adjunction (E^jftr,^) is a 
Quillen equivalence on Spt^^*, it does not descend even to a Quillen adjunction on 
the weight<q motivic symmetric stable model category L<9SptyJ%*. 

Corollary 3.3.37. — The homotopy category L<q0{T'{S) associated to L<qSpt^M^ 
has the structure of a triangulated category. 

Proof — Theorem 3.3.26 implies in particular that L<gSptyJ%* is a pointed simpli
cial model category, and Corollary 3.3.35 implies that the adjunction 

( - A 51, nsi, (p) : L<qSpt%M* -* L<qSpt%M* 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the result follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII]. • 

Corollary 3.3.38. — L<gSpt^# is a right proper model category. 

Proof. — We need to show that the LE(< #)-local equivalences are stable under pull-
back along fibrations in L<qS\>t^M*. Consider the following pullback diagram: 

Z w* X 

p* p 

w - w 
Y 

where p is a fibration in L<qSpt^M^, and U; is a LE(< ^)-local equivalence. Let 
F be the homotopy fibre of p. Then we get the following commutative diagram in 
L < q ^ ( S ) : 

nSiY a F i X p V 

ílsl w w w 

QS1 W 
r 

F 
j 

Z 
p* 

w 

Since the rows in the diagram above are both fibre sequences in L<qSpt^M^, it follows 
that both rows are distinguished triangles in L<q^&{T'{S) (which has the structure of a 
triangulated category given by Corollary 3.3.37). Now w, idF are both isomorphisms in 
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L<q<ffi^(S), hence it follows that w* is also an isomorphism in L<q</iWJ:(S). Therefore 
w* is a Ls(< g)-local equivalence, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.3.39. — We have the following adjunction 

(Qs, Wf, <p) : <№*(S) L < q ^ { S ) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proof. — Since L<gSpt̂ J%* is the left Bousfield localization of Spt^j^* with respect 
to the LE(< </)-local equivalences, we have that the identity functor id : SptEJ#£* —» 
L<qSpt^M^ is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the 
level of the associated homotopy categories: 

(Qu,Wf,<p) : <<№*{S) — L < q ^ { S ) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that QE maps cofibre sequences in SH (S) 
to cofibre sequences in L<,*WE(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we 
have that Qs and Wf are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Lemma 3.3.40. — Let X be a L(< q)-local spectrum in SptTJ%*. We have that Q S X 
and U R Y Y Q s X are also L(< q)-local in SptTJ%*. 

Proof. — Since X is L(< <?)-local, it follows that X is fibrant in SptTJ^*. By definition 
we have that the natural map 

QsX 
QSX 

X 

is a trivial fibration in SptTM*, therefore QSX is also fibrant in SptTM*. Hence [6, 
Lemma 3.2.1(a)] implies that QSX is L{< g)-local. 

Since the adjunction (V, U, ip) is a Quillen equivalence between SptTJ^* and 
Spt^^*, we have that UR^VQSX is fibrant in SptTJ%*, and [10, Proposi
tion 1.3.13(b)] implies that the composition 

QsX VQsX UV(QSX) 
U(RZQSX) 

- UR^VQsX 

is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. Since we already know that QSX is L(< g)-local, us
ing [6, Lemma 3.2.1(a)] again we get that UR%VQSX is also L(< g)-local in SptTM*. 
This finishes the proof. • 

Proposition 3.3.41. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in SptTJ%*. We have that f is a 
L(< q)-local equivalence in SptTM* if and only ifVQsf is a Ls(< q)-local equivalence 
in Spi^M*. 
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Proof. — Assume that / is a L(< g)-local equivalence, and let Z be an arbitrary 
Lp(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum. Then Z is fibrant in SptEJfi*, and using the
orem 2.6.30 we get the following commutative diagram where all the vertical arrows 
are isomorphisms: 

[VQaY,Z]gt 
(VQsf)' 

-[VQsX,Z%t 

= = 

[Y,UZ]Spt 
= 

[X,UZ]8pt 

By Proposition 3.3.29 we have that UZ is L(< g)-local in SptTM*, hence corollary 
3.2.36 implies that the bottom row in the diagram above is always an isomorphism. 
Therefore the top row in the diagram above is an isomorphism for every Ls(< (^-lo
cal symmetric T-spectrum Z, then by Corollary 3.3.33 it follows that VQsf is a 
Ls(< g)-local equivalence in Spi^M*. 

(^=): Assume that VQsf is a £E(< g)-local equivalence in SptEJfi*, and let Z be 
an arbitrary L(< g)-local T-spectrum in SptTM*. We need to show that the induced 
map: 

Map(Qsy,Z; (QsfY Map(QsX, Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
But Theorem 2.6.30 implies that the adjunction (V, [/, <p) is a Quillen equivalence 

between SptTM* and SptfL/%*, therefore using [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] we have 
that all the maps in the following diagram are weak equivalences in SptTJ%*: 

Z 
Qzs 

QSZ 
U(R̂ QsZ)orjQsZ 

URzVQsZ 

Lemma 3.3.40 implies in particular that Z^QsZ^UR^VQsZ are all fibrant in 
SptTM*. Now using the fact that SptTJ%* is a simplicial model category together 
with Ken Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.5) and the two out of three property for 
weak equivalences, we have that it suffices to prove that the induced map: 

M&P{QSY,URYVQSZ) 
(Qsf) 

Map(QsX, U R Y V Q S Z ) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Using the enriched adjunctions of Proposi
tion 2.6.19, we get the following commutative diagram where all the vertical arrows 
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are isomorphisms: 

Mzp(QsY,URxVQsZ) 
(Qsf)* 

Map(QsX, UR^VQsZ) 

= = 

M&pv(VQsY,RvVQsZ) 
(VQsfV 

Map AVQsX,RvVQsZ) 

Finally, Lemma 3.3.40 implies that UR^VQSZ is L(< #)-local in SptTj^*, therefore 
by Proposition 3.3.29 we have that R^VQSZ is LE(< g)-local in SptEJ%*. Since VQsf 
is a LE(< ç)-local equivalence and VQSX, VQSY are both cofibrant in SptEJ^*, it 
follows that the bottom row in the diagram above is a weak equivalence of simplicial 
sets. This implies that the top row is also a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, as we 
wanted. • 

Theorem 3.3.42. — The adjunction 

(V, U, (p) : L<qSptTM* ^ L<qSpt%M* 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functor is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.3.41 together with the universal property for left Bousfield 
localizations (see definition 1.8.1) imply that 

V : L<qSptTjM* ^ L<qSpt%M* 

is a left Quillen functor. Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.2.31 we have 
that it suffices to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every fibrant object X in L<gSptE^*, the following composition 

VQSU{X) V{QUSX) 
VU(X) e v X 

is a weak equivalence in L<qSpi^M^. 
2. V reflects weak equivalences between cofibrant objects in L<qSptTM*. 

(1): By construction L<qSpt^M^ is a left Bousfield localization of SptyJ%*, there
fore the identity functor 

id : L<qSpt%M* ^ Spt?j%. 

is a right Quillen functor. Thus X is also fibrant in Spt^%*. Since the adjunc
tion (V,U,<p) is a Quillen equivalence between SptTM* and Spt̂ J%*, [10, Proposi
tion 1.3.13(b)] implies that the following composition is a weak equivalence in Spt^l^*: 

VQsU(X) v{QUsX) 
VU{X) ex X 
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Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a 
LE(< #)-local equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Propositions 3.2.31 and 3.3.41. • 

Corollary 3.3.43. — The adjunction 

(V, U, if) : L<qSptTM* ^ L<qSpt%M* 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors, induces an adjunction 

{VQs, UWf, ip) : L<qffl(S) L < q ^ ( S ) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. Furthermore, VQS and UW^ are 
both equivalences of categories. 

Proof — Theorem 3.3.42 implies that the adjunction (V, U, (p) is a Quillen equiva
lence. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the associated homo-
topy categories: 

{VQ„ UWf, ip) : L<qffi(S) L < q ^ ( S ) 

Now [10, Proposition 1.3.13] implies that VQs,UWf are both equivalences of 
categories. Finally, Proposition 2.6.19 together with [10, Proposition 6.4.1] imply 
that VQS maps cofibre sequences in L<qffi{(S) to cofibre sequences in L<q<$K (S). 
Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have that VQS and UW^ are both exact 
functors between triangulated categories. • 

Now it is very easy to find the desired lifting for the functor s<q : 9$%^ (5) —> 
SFE(S) (see Corollary 3.3.5(2)) to the model category level. 

Lemma 3.3.44. — Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum. 

1. The following maps in L<qSpt^M^ 

Q*{VQSX) 
QlQ'x 

VQSX 
V(Q?»X) VQsiQsX) 

induce natural isomorphisms between the functors: 

Qs o VQS, VQS, VQS o Qs : 0{ (S ) - L<,#fs(S) 
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SHE (S) 

VQs QE 

SHE (S) VQs L<qffi*(S) 

Qs VQs 
L < q ^ ( S ) 

Given a T-spectrum X 

Kx : Qv(VQsX) = VQAQ.X) 

will denote the isomorphism in L<q(̂ &{Y'(S) corresponding to the natural iso
morphism between QE ° VQs and VQS o Qs. 

2. The following maps in SptTJ%* 

URv(WfX) 
U(R WEX. 

cx u w f x Wq uŵ x 
Wq{UWfX) 

induce natural isomorphisms between the functors: 

URv o Wf, UWf, Wq o UWf : L<q9WE(S) -> tfC(S) 

#TE(S) 
wf VR-z 

L<QTFC*(S) 
UWf 

0 f ( S ) 

UWf Wq 
L<q0{(S) 

Given a symmetric T-spectrum X 

FIX : VR*(WfX) = Wq{UWfX) 

will denote the isomorphism in <0{{S) corresponding to the natural isomorphism 
between URY, O Wf and Wq o UWf. 
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Proof. — (1): It follows immediately from Theorem 1.3.7 in [10] and the following 
commutative diagram of left Quillen functors: 

SptTjW. v Spt?^* 

id id 

L<qSptTM* 
V 

L<qSptTM* 

(2): It follows immediately from the dual of Theorem 1.3.7 in [10] and the following 
commutative diagram of right Quillen functors: 

SptTJ^* u SptTJ^* 

id id 

L<qSptTM* 
v 

L<qSpt^M„ 

Theorem 3.3.45. — Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum. 

1. The diagram (41) in Theorem 3.2.52 induces the following diagram in ^ { ^ ( S ) : 

(58) 

VQs(Qss<Q(URxX)) 
YQs wOss<q(URsX)) 

= 

VQs(Q] <qURj;X ^ VQs(WqQss<q(URzX)) 

s<qX = VQ,(8<q{URsX)) = VQ,(8<q{URsX)) 

VQs iWMURxX)) 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in < ^ " S ( 5 ) . Furthermore, this diagram 
induces a natural isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

9^E(5) 
s<q 

VQsoWqQsoURj: 
9^E(5) 

2. Let T) be the unit of the adjunction (see Corollary 3.3.43): 

(VQS, UWf, <p) : L<q^{(S) L < q ^ { S ) 
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Then we have the following diagram in (ffi(S) (see Lemma 3.3.44)-' 

(59) 

Wq{UWf{Qv{VQsX))) WqUWf(KX) 
= 

Wq{UWf{VQs{QsX))) 

^(R7QSX)-1 = D * ^(R7QSX)-1 

URv(WfQv{VQsX)) WqQsX 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in <^fE(S'). This diagram induces a natural 
isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

M ( S ) 
URY.oWfQ̂ oVQs 

WqQs 
0ft(S) 

3. Let e denote the counit of the adjunction (see Theorem 3.3.4): 

(VQs, № , tp) : <#C{S) 0{*(S) 

and let 7 denote the natural isomorphism constructed above in (2). Then we 
have the following diagram in (^U^(S): 

(60) 

VQs(URxW?QBVQs(URvX)) 
WfQvVQsiURvX) 

= 
VQ.̂ uRy-x)-1 S WfQvVQsiURvX) 

VQs(WqQs(URxX)) WfQv VQsi 

WfQvX = s lqX 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in <$K (S). This diagram induces a natural 
isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

SHE (S) 
VQsoWqQsoURj2 

WE QE = s<q 
SHE (S) 
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4. Combining the diagrams (58) and (60) above we get a natural isomorphism 
between the following exact functors: 

SHE (S) 
q<q 

qE<q 
SHE (S) 

Proof — It is clear that it suffices to prove only the first three claims. 
(1): It follows immediately from theorems 3.2.52 and 3.3.4. 
(2): It follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.44 and Corollary 3.3.43. 
(3): It follows immediately from (2) above, and Theorem 3.3.4. • 

The functor s<g gives the desired lifting for the functor s<q to the model category 

level. 

Proposition 3.3.46. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 
functors: 

SptyJK. 

id ^ id 

L<<y+iSpl£jM. -
id 

L<0Spt£^* 

Proof. — Since L<qSpt^M^ and L<q+\Spt^M* are both left Bousfield localizations 
for Spt̂ /%*, we have that the identity functors: 

id : S p t ^ * >- L<qSptrM* 

id : Sptyj^. ^ L<g+iSpt?j^* 

are both left Quillen functors. Hence, it suffices to show that 

id : L<q+iSptE^* >- L ^ S p t ^ * 

is a left Quillen functor. Using the universal property for left Bousfield localizations 
(see definition 1.8.1), we have that it is enough to check that if / : X —• Y is a 
LE(< g+l)-local equivalence then Q s / • QT,X —• Q T X is a Z/S(< g)-local equivalence. 

But Theorem 3.1.6(c) in [6] implies that this last condition is equivalent to the 
following one: Let Z be an arbitrary Ls(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum, then Z is 
also Ls(< #-|-l)-local. Finally, this last condition follows immediately from proposition 
3.3.29 and corollary 3.2.33. • 

Corollary 3.3.47. — We have the following adjunction 

(Qv,W?,<p) : L<q+19mE(S) L < q ^ { S ) 

of exact functors between trianqulated cateqories. 
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Proof. — Proposition 3.3.46 implies that id : L<q+iSpt^M^ —• L<qSpi^M^ is a left 
Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the associated 
homotopy categories 

(QE, W f , v ) • L<q+l<<№ {S) L < q ^ { S ) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that Qs maps cofibre sequences in L<q+\ffî{ (S) 
to cofibre sequences in L«,#r ( S ) . Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we 
have that and Wf are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Theorem 3.3.48. — We have the following tower of left Quillen functors: 

(ei) 

id 

L < 1 Spt rp 

id , id 

S p t ^ * id L<gSpt^j%. 

id id 

L<g_iSpt^* 

id 

together with the corresponding tower of associated homotopy categories: 

(62) 

Qs Wq+1 

L<q+1 ^ ( S ) 

Qz' 
Wq+1 Qz wf 

SHE (S) -Qs-Wq+1 L < q ^ ( S ) 

Wq+1 
Wq-1 Qs Wq+1 

-L < q . ^ { S ) 

Qs K -2 
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The tower (62) gets canonically identified, through the equivalences of categories VQS, 
URY, and UWf constructed in Theorem 3.3.4 and Corollary 3.3.43; with the tower 
(44) defined in theorem 3.2.56. Moreover, this tower also satisfies the following prop
erties: 

1. All the categories are triangulated. 
2. All the functors are exact. 
3. QE is a left adjoint for all the functors W^. 

Proof. — It follows immediately from propositions 3.3.39, 3.3.46, Corollary 3.3.47 

together with Theorem 3.3.4 and Corollary 3.3.43. • 

Definition 3.3.49. — We consider the following set of symmetric T-spectra 

S*{q) = {F%(Sr A G I A U+) e CB\s - n = q} Ç Cq,Z 

(see Proposition 3.1.5 and definition 3.1.8). 

Theorem 3.3.50. — The right Bousfield localization of the model category L<q+\Sp\^M* 
with respect to the S^(q)-colocal equivalences exists. This new model structure will be 
called g-slice motivic symmetric stable. SqSpt^M* will denote the category of sym
metric T-spectra equipped with the q-slice motivic symmetric stable model structure, 
and Sqffi{T'(S) will denote its associated homotopy category. Furthermore, the q-slice 
motivic symmetric stable model structure is right proper and simplicial. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.3.26 implies that L<<?+iSptyJ%* is a cellular and simplicial 
model category. On the other hand, corollary 3.3.38 implies that L<q+iSpt^M^ is right 
proper. Therefore we can apply Theorem 5.1.1 in [6] to construct the right Bousfield 
localization of L<q+iSpt^M^ with respect to the 5E(g)-colocal equivalences. Using 
[6, Theorem 5.1.1] again, we have that SqSpt^M^ is a right proper and simplicial 
model category. • 

Definition 3.3.51. — Let P^ denote a cofibrant replacement functor in SqSpt^M^; 
such that for every symmetric T-spectrum X, the natural map 

p f x 
PE;X 

X 

is a trivial fibration in SqSpt^M*, and P f X is always a SE(q)-colocal symmetric 
T-spectrum in L^+iSpi^M*. 

Proposition 3.3.52. — W^-i i>s â so a fibrant replacement functor in SqSpt^M^ (see 
definition 3.3.27), and for every symmetric T-spectrum X the natural map 

X 
W q+1 

W q+1 W 
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is a trivial cofibration in SqSpt^M^. 

Proof. — Since SqSpt^M^ is the right Bousfield localization of L^+iSptf^* with 
respect to the 5s (g)-colocal equivalences, by construction we have that the fibrations 
and the trivial cofibrations are identical in S^Spt^J^* and L<q+iSpi^M^ respectively. 
This implies that for every symmetric T-spectrum X, Wf+1X is fibrant in SqSpi^M^, 
and we also have that the natural map 

X -
WE, X 

Wq+1 X 

is a trivial cofibration in SqSpt̂ M .̂ Hence Wf+1 is also a fibrant replacement functor 

for S«Spt?jW.. • 

Proposition 3.3.53. — Let f :-X —> Y be a map in L<q+iSpt^M .̂ We have that f 
is a S (̂q)-colocal equivalence in L^+iSpi^M* if and only if the underlying map 
UWf+1{f) : UWq\xX —> UWf+{Y is a S(q)-colocal equivalence in L<(?+iSptT^*. 

Proof. — Consider F^(Sr A A £/+) G S îq). Using the enriched adjunctions of 
proposition 2.6.19, we get the following commutative diagram where the vertical ar
rows are all isomorphisms: 

Map v(F?(Sr A G Ì , A U+), Wf+1X) 
Wq+1 f* 

Map s(F„E(Sr AGsmAU+), W?+1Y) 

Map v(V(Fn(Sr A G ' A U+)), W * X ) 

Wq+1 f* 

Map z(V(Fn(Sr A G ; A U+)), Wf+lY) — 

Map(Fn(^ A G ; A U+), UWf+1X) = 

Wq+1 f* 

Map(Fn(^ A G ^ A U+), UWf+lY) 

Since UWf+1X and UWf+{Y are both fibrant in L<g+iSptT^*, we have that 
UWf+1(f) is a 5(g)-colocal equivalence in L<(?+iSptTJ%* if and only if the bot
tom row in the diagram above is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every 
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Fn(Sr A G ^ AC/+) G S(q). By the two out of three property for weak equivalences 
we have that this happens if and only if the top row in the diagram above is a weak 
equivalence for every F^(Sr A G ^ A G S^(q). But this last condition holds if and 
only if / is a S23 (g)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSpt^^*. This finishes the proof. • 

Proposition 3.3.54. — Let f : X —>Y be a map in L<g+iSpt^J^*. We have that f is a 

SY'(q)-colocal equivalence in L^+iSpt^M* if and only if for every F^(Sr AG^AU .̂) G 

SY,(q), the induced map: 

[F^(SrAGsmAU+),W^+1X}gt 
5we+1 F°* 

[FZ(SrAG°mAU+),Wf+1Y]gt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 

Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.53, / is a 5s(g)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSpt^^* 

if and only if UWf+l(f) is a S(g)-colocal equivalence in L<q+iSptTM*. Since 

UWf+1X,UWf+1Y are both fibrant in L<g+iSptT^*, using Proposition 3.2.62 

we have that Wgs+1(/) is a 5(#)-colocal equivalence if and only if for every 

Fn(Sr A G ; A [ / + ) G S(q), the induced map 

[Fn(Sr AGsmA V+\UWf+1X\Svt 
uwQ+1 5F°* 

[Fn(Sr A G ^ A U ^ ^ U W ^ Y ^ 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 

Now since Wf^X^Wf^Y are also fibrant in Spt^J^*, Theorem 2.6.30 implies 

that we have the following commutative diagram, where all the vertical arrows are 

isomorphisms: 

[Fn(Sr AG*mA U+),UW?+1X]apt 

(UWf+1f). 
[Fn(Sr AGsmA U+), UW?+1Y]Spt + 

[V(Fn(Sr AG°mA 17+)), W&iXfêpt + 

(w&i/). 
\y(Fn(sr A G ; A U+)), W?+1Y]gt 

[ F n s ( 5 R A G ; A C / + ) , ^ + 1 X ] | T 

(Wq++1 f)* 
[F^ST AG'mAU+),Wf+1Y]^ 

Therefore / is a 5E(g)-colocal equivalence if and only if for every F^(Sr A G ^ A 

£/+) G ST'(q), the bottom row is an isomorphism of abelian groups. This finishes the 

proof. • 
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Corollary 3.3.55. — Let f : X —>Y be a map of symmetric T-spectra. We have that 

f is a SY'{q)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptE^* if and only if 

WE+1 X 
WE+1 f 

WE+1Y 

is a Cçjf -colocal equivalence in Spt^M^. 

Proof — (=>): Assume that / is a 5E(g)-colocal equivalence, and fix F^(Sr A A 

U+) G CiS. By Proposition 3.3.13 it suffices to show that the induced map 

(63) 

[Fns(SrAG;Af/+),^+1X]|t 

(WE+1f)* 

[FN£(5rAG;At /+),^+1r|pt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
Since F%(Sr AG^AC/+)G C^E, we have two possibilities: 

1. s - n = q, i.e. Fn(Sr AG^A U+) G S*(q). 
2. s - n > q + l, i.e. F*(Sr AGsmA U+) G CqJhE 

In case (1), Proposition 3.3.54 implies that the induced map in diagram (63) is an 

isomorphism of abelian groups. 

On the other hand, in case (2), we have by Proposition 3.3.30(2) that 

[F%(sr AG;Au+),wf+1x]|pt ^ o [ F % ( s r AG;AU+),wf+xilipt 

since by construction Wf+1X and Wf_xY are both LE(< q + l)-local symmetric 
T-spectra. Hence the induced map in diagram (63) is also an isomorphism of abelian 
groups in this case, as we wanted. 

(<=): Assume that Wf+1f is a C^ -colocal equivalence in SptEJ%*, and fix F^(Sr A 
Gm A U+) € S*(q). 
Since SE(q) C C^E, it follows from Proposition 3.3.13 that the induced map 

[FNS(5'-AG^At/+),%s+1X]i:pt 
(WE+1f)* 

[FNS(5'-AG^Af/+),^s+iy]|pt 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Therefore, Proposition 3.3.54 implies that / is 

a 5s (g)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptE„/%*. This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.3.56. — Let f : X —> Y be a map in L<g+1SptEJ^*. We have that f is a 

S^(q)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptEJ%* if and only if£ls1Wq\1f is a S^(q)-colocal 

equivalence in L<q+iSptfl/^*. 

Proof. — It follows from Proposition 3.3.53 that / is a 5s(g)-colocal equivalence in 

Z/<q+iSptfL^* if and only if UWf+1f is a S'(g)-colocal equivalence in L<q+iSptTM*. 

Since UWf+lX,UWf+1Y are both fibrant in L<g+iSptT^*, using Lemma 3.2.64 
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we have that UWf^f is a S'(g)-colocal equivalence if and only if 0,s1UW^1f = 
U(ÇlsiWf+1f) is a 5(^)-colocal equivalence. 

Finally, since ÇlSi Wf+1X, Cls1 are both fibrant in L^+iSptÇj^*, we have 
by Proposition 3.3.53 that U ^ s ^ W ^ f ) is a S(g)-colocal equivalence if and only if 
^ s i W ^ / is a 5s(g)-colocal equivalence. This finishes the proof. • 

Corollary 3.3.57. — The adjunction 

( - A S \ «51, (p) : SqSpt%M+ >• SqSpt%M* 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.3.52 we have that it suffices 

to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every cofibrant object X in SqSpt^M^, the following composition 

X 
nx OS1 (XAS1) 

nsiWf+fASl 
OS1 Wq+1 (XAS1) 

is a 5s (^)-colocal equivalence. 
2. figi reflects 5E(g)-colocal equivalences between fibrant objects in SqSpt^M^. 

(1): By construction SqSpt^M* is a right Bousfield localization of L<g+iSptyJ%*, 
therefore the identity functor 

id : SqSpt%M* L<g+iSpt?j%. 

is a left Quillen functor. Thus X is also cofibrant in L<g+iSptE^*. Since the ad
junction (— A S1,Sls1ilP) is a Quillen equivalence on L<(?+iSptE^*, [10, Propo
sition 1.3.13(b)] implies that the following composition is a weak equivalence in 
L<q+1Spt%M>: 

X Vx ^ ( l A S 1 ) 
o -i WS'XAS1 

Q ^ W ^ X A S 1 ) 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a 
£E(<z)-colocal equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.52 and Lemma 3.3.56. • 

Remark 3.3.58. — The adjunction (ET,^T5^) is a Quillen equivalence on SptE^*. 
However it does not descend even to a Quillen adjunction on the q-slice motivic sym
metric stable model category S^Sptfij^*. 

Corollary 3.3.59. — Sqffi{T'(S) has the structure of a triangulated category. 
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Proof. — Theorem 3.3.50 implies in particular that SqSptTM* is a pointed simplicial 
model category, and Corollary 3.3.57 implies that the adjunction 

(- A S 1 , ^ ! , ^ ) : S^Spt^* -+ S9Spt^* 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the result follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII]. • 

Proposition 3.3.60. — We have the following adjunction 

(Pf, Wf+1,<p) : ̂ ( S ) L<q+1^(S) 

between exact functors of triangulated categories. 

Proof. — Since SqSpi^M^ is the right Bousfield localization of L<g+iSptE^* with 
respect to the 5E(#)-colocal equivalences, we have that the identity functor id : 
S * S p t ^ * -> L<q+iSptEJ^* is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following 
adjunction at the level of the associated homotopy categories: 

{P?,W?+1,<p) : 5 W S ( 5 ) ^L<q+1^(S) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that PE maps cofibre sequences in Sq SHE (S) 
to cofibre sequences in L<q^i^&{J:(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we 
have that PE and Wf+l are both exact functors between triangulated categories. • 

Proposition 3.3.61. — The identity 

id : S<*Spt^* >• Rc^SptZM* 

is a right Quillen functor. 

Proof. — Consider the following diagram of right Quillen functors 

L<q+iSptT^* id SptE M* id Äc«ffSpt^%. 

id id 
S«Spt?j%. 

By the universal property of right Bousfield localizations (see definition 1.8.2) it suf
fices to check that if / : X —> Y is a 5E (g)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptEJ^*, then 
wq+if : w?+ix -> w?+iY is a C^S-colocal equivalence in SptE^*. But this follows 
immediately from Corollary 3.3.55. • 

Corollary 3.3.62. — We have the following adjunction 

К,W?+1,<p) • Reikis) — - s w s ( S ) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 
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Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.61 the identity functor id : flc« SptyjW. -> S^Spt^ . 
is a left Quillen functor. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the 
associated homotopy categories: 

(Cf,W?+1,<p) : R c i ^ i S ) SWS(S) 

Now Proposition 6.4.1 in [10] implies that CE maps cofibre sequences in 

Rc« <ffi*(S) to cofibre sequences in Siffi2-'(S). Therefore using Proposition 7.1.12 

in [10] we have that Cf and Wf+1 are both exact functors between triangulated 

categories. • 

Lemma 3.3.63. — If A is a cofibrant symmetric T-spectrum in 59SptE^*? then the 

map * —» A is a trivial cofibration in L<qSpt^M^. 

Proof. — Let Z be an arbitrary LE(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum in Spi^M*. We 
claim that the map Z —• * is a trivial fibration in SqSpt^M^. In effect, using Propo
sition 3.3.29 and Corollary 3.2.33 we have that Z is LE(< q + l)-local in Sp t^* , 
i.e. a fibrant object in L<g+iSptEJ%*. By construction SqSpt^M^ is a right Bous
field localization of L<g+iSptEJ^*, hence Z is also fibrant in SqSpt^M^. Then by 
Proposition 3.3.54 it suffices to show that for every FE(5r A G ^ A £/+) e SE(<?) (i.e. 
s — n = q): 

0^[F^(SrAGsmAU+),Z}lt 

But this follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.30, since Z is LE(< g)-local. 
Now since SqSpt^M^ is a simplicial model category and A is cofibrant in 

.99SptEJ^*, we have that the following map is a trivial fibration of simplicial sets: 

Map s (A, Z) >- Map *) = * 

The identity functor 

id : 59SptE^* ^ L<<7+iSptE^* 

is a left Quillen functor, since is a right Bousfield localization of 
L<g+iSptEĴ Hc. Therefore A is also cofibrant in L<(?+1SptE^*, and since L<g+iSptEJ^* 
is a left Bousfield localization of SptEJ^*; it follows that A is also cofibrant in 
SptEJ^*. On the other hand, we have that Z is in particular fibrant in SptE^*. 
Hence 7r0Map ̂ (A, Z) computes [A, Z]Ept, since SptEJ^* is a simplicial model cat
egory. But Map ̂ (A,Z) —> * is in particular a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, 
then 

[A,Z}sPt = 0 
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for every Ls(< g)-local symmetric T-spectrum Z. Finally, Corollary 3.3.33 implies 
that * —> A is a weak equivalence in L<qSpi^M*. This finishes the proof, since we 
already know that A is cofibrant in L<gSptE^*. • 

Theorem 3.3.64. — The adjunction 

(V, U, ip) : SqSptTM* >» SqSpt%M* 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.3.53 together with the universal property for right Bousfield 
localizations (see definition 1.8.2) imply that 

U : SqSpt%M+ — S q S p t T M * 

is a right Quillen functor. Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.3.52 we 
have that it suffices to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every cofibrant object X in 59SptTJ%«, the following composition 

X Vx - UV(X) 
UWE,V X 

-UWf+1V{X) 

is a weak equivalence in 59SptT^*. 
2. U reflects weak equivalences between fibrant objects in SqSpt^M^. 

(1): By construction SqSptTM* is a right Bousfield localization of L<9+iSptT^*, 
therefore the identity functor 

id : SqSptTM* ^ L<q+1SptTM^ 

is a left Quillen functor. Thus X is also cofibrant in L<q+\SptTM*. Since the adjunc
tion (V, U, <p) is a Quillen equivalence between L<q+iSptTM* and L<g+iSptE^*, [10, 
Proposition 1.3.13(b)] implies that the following composition is a weak equivalence in 
L<<?+iSptT^*: 

X Vx UV IX) 
UWE,V X 

UWf+lV{X) 

Hence using [6, Proposition 3.1.5] it follows that the composition above is a 5(g)-colo-
cal equivalence in L<q+iSptTM*, i.e. a weak equivalence in SqSptTM*. 

(2): This follows immediately from Propositions 3.3.52 and 3.3.53. • 

Corollary 3.3.65. — The adjunction 

(V, U, if) : SqSptTM* ^ SqSpt%M* 

given by the symmetrization and the forgetful functors, induces an adjunction 

(VPq,UW?+1,<p) : S*<jX(S) S " ^ { S ) 
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of exact functors between triangulated categories. Furthermore, VPq and UWf+1 are 
both equivalences of categories. 

Proof — Theorem 3.3.64 implies that the adjunction (V, U, <p) is a Quillen equiva
lence. Therefore we get the following adjunction at the level of the associated homo
topy categories: 

(VPq, UW?+1,<p) : S«#(S) ^ ( S ) 

Now [10, Proposition 1.3.13] implies that VPq,UWf+1 are both equivalences of 
categories. Finally, Proposition 2.6.19 together with [10, Proposition 6.4.1] imply that 
VPq maps cofibre sequences in Sqffi{(S) to cofibre sequences in Sq<ffl (S). Therefore 
using Proposition 7.1.12 in [10] we have that VPq and UWf+1 are both exact functors 
between triangulated categories. • 

Now it is very easy to find the desired lifting for the functor sq : ̂ &fE(S) —» <ffi^(S) 
(see Corollary 3.3.5(3)) to the model category level. 

Lemma 3.3.66. — 1. Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum in Rc^SptTM^. Then the 
following maps in SqSptEM* 

VPq(CqX) 
v(pf*x) 

vcqx C V,VCqX 
Cf(VCqX) 

induce natural isomorphisms between the functors: 

Cf o VCq, VCq, VPq o Cq : Rc^tfCiS) - » S q ^ { S ) 

RCeff SHE (E) 
eff 

VCq CE 

RCeff SHE (E) VCq Sq SHE (E) 

Cq VPq 
S"0{{S) 

Given a T-spectrum X 

ax : V P J C X ) = Cf(VCqX) 

will denote the isomorphism in Sq$K (S) corresponding to the natural isomor
phism between VPq o Cq and Cf o VCq. 
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2. Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum in 59SptEJ%*. Then the following 
maps in Rcv^SptTM* 

Wq+l{UWf+1X) 
W UWljl . X 

Q+l uwf+1x U{E 
W11. . X 0 + 1 

U R z i W ^ X ) 

induce natural isomorphisms between the functors: 

Wq+1 o UWf+l,UWf+1,URv o Wf+X : S«0C*{S) - R C ^ ( S ) 

S"0{(S) 
UWq+1 Wq+1 

5«#TS(5) 
UWq+1 

R •̂eff SH(S) 

UWq+1 UR-z 
R ~<q 

-'eff 

SHE (S) 

Given a symmetric T-spectrum X 

Tx : Wq+1{UWf+1X) = UBv(Wf+xX) 

will denote the isomorphism in Rc<î <ffiC(S) corresponding to the natural iso
morphism between WQ+\ o U W ^ ^ and URY, O W^+1. 

Proof — (1): It follows immediately from Theorem 1.3.7 in [10] and the following 
commutative diagram of left Quillen functors: 

RCQ SptTM* v Rc* Spt^M* 

id id 

SqSptTM* 
v 

SqSpt%M* 

(2): It follows immediately from the dual of Theorem 1.3.7 in [10] and the following 
commutative diagram of right Quillen functors: 

Rcv^SptTM* u Rc« S p t ^ * 

id id 

S9SptT^* 
u 

SqSpt%M* 
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Lemma 3.3.67. — Let X be an arbitrary T-spectrum, and let n be the unit of the 
adjunction (see Corollary 3.3.65): 

(VPq, UW?+1,<p) : &tfC{S) S'#E(S) 

We have the following diagram in RCQ <$U(S) (see Lemma 3.3.66): 

Wq+1UWf+1VPqCqX 
Wq+1UWf+1(vx) 

= 
wq+1uw?+1cfvcqx 

Wq + 1(r}CaX) ai TcfvCqX 

Wq+1CqX UR^Wf+1CfVCqX 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in RQQ <ffi(S). This diagram induces a natural 
isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

Rcl um(s) 
Wg+1Cq 

UR*W?+1CfVCq 
R c l u m s ) 

Proof. — It follows immediately from lemma 3.3.66 and Corollary 3.3.65. • 

Theorem 3.3.68. — Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum. 
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1. The diagram (48) in Theorem 3.2.80 induces the following diagram in <^TE(5): 

(64) 

sqX = VQB(sgURsX) 

VQJIQTJaiUR̂ x) S< 

VQs(IQTJsqURzX) 

VQs(Cq QTJsqURsX. ^ 

VQs(CqIQTJsqURvX) 

VQS(W CqIQTJSqUR<zX 
3 + 1 = 

VQs(Wq+1CqIQTJsqUR^X) 

VQs(Ct W +1CqIQTJsqUR̂ X ) ~ 
VQs(CqWq+1CqIQTJsqUREX) 

VQa(CqWq+1CqIQTJ(* UR̂ X )) = 

VQs{CqWq+1CqIQTJfqUR^X) 

VQs(CqWq+1CqIQTJ(OURi:X)) ~ 

^f t (C9^+iCg/QTMsX) 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in <$f{ (S). This diagram induces a natural 
isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

9^S(5) 
sq 

VQsoCqWq+1CqIQTJoURj: 
SHE (S) 

2. Let e denote the counit of the adjunction (see Corollary 3.3.20): 

(VCqi URv, ip) : Rc^ffîiS) Rcq ^ ( S ) 
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and let S denote the natural isomorphism constructed in Lemma 3.3.67. Then 
we have the following diagram in ^f#E(5) (see Lemmas 3.3.67 and 3.3.21): 

(65) 

CfW?+1CfRxX = sfX 

of Wq+1 CEREW) = 

CfiVCtURv W ^ C f R v X ) 

CfVC,URsWf+1Cf(eRsx) Si 

C*VCqURvWÏ+lCf {VCqURvR*X) 

CfVCq(SUR„Rl.x) Si 

CfVCg(Wg +iC„)URsRsX 

CfVCqWq+1C„(0x) S 

C^VCqWq+lCq{IQTJUR^X) 

aWq + 1CqIQTJURj:X at 

VQsCq(Wq+1CqIQTJUREX) 

where all the maps are isomorphisms in <$K (S). This diagram induces a natural 
isomorphism between the following exact functors: 

SSHE (S) 
VQsoCqWq+1CqIQTJoURv 

CEWq+1CERE =sE 
SSHE (S) 

3. Combining the diagrams (64) and (65) above we get a natural isomorphism 
between the following exact functors: 

9^ S(S) 
Sq 

sE 
9 ^ S ( S ) 

Proof. — It is clear that it suffices to prove only the first two claims. 
(1): This follows immediately from theorems 3.2.80 and 3.3.4. 
(2): This follows immediately from lemmas 3.3.21 and 3.3.67 together with Corol

lary 3.3.20. • 

Proposition 3.3.69. — Let 77 denote the unit of the adjunction (Cf,W^.ly(p) : 

RCQ^(^fT'(S) —• Sq(^Y:(S) constructed in Corollary 3.3.62. The natural trans

formation 7Tq : fq —> sq (see Theorem 3.1.16) gets canonically identified, through 
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the equivalence of categories rqCq, IQrJiq, VCq and UR^, constructed in Proposi
tion 3.2.21 and corollary 3.3.20; with the following map : ff —• sq in <$W^(S): 

CfRzX 
Cf(rjRl:x) 

C?W? + lCfRsX 

Proof. — The result follows easily from Proposition 3.2.81, Corollaries 3.3.20, 3.3.65 
and Theorem 3.3.68. • 

Remark 3.3.70. — The functor sE gives the desired lifting for the functor sq to the 
model category level, and it will be the main ingredient for the study of the multi
plicative properties of Voevodsky's slice filtration. This completes the program that we 
started at the beginning of this section. 

3.4. Multiplicative Properties of the Slice Filtration 

Our goal in this section is to show that the smash product of symmetric spectra is 
compatible in a suitable sense with the slice filtration. To establish this compatibility 
in a formal way, we will use the model structures constructed in Section 3.3. In the 
rest of this section p, q £ Ъ will denote arbitrary integers. 

Lemma 3.4.1. — The sphere spectrum 1 is cofibrant in Rc°t{Spt^M*, S°Spt^M* and 
Spt^M*. 

Proof. — By proposition 3.3.61 and Theorem 3.3.9 we have that it is enough to show 
that 1 is cofibrant in Rco Spi^M*. 

Now, Corollary 3.2.15 implies that Fo(S°) is a C°ff-colocal T-spectrum in SptT^*, 
since F0(S°) e <^eff(5). Then using [6, Theorem 5.1.1(2)] we have that F0(5°) is a 
cofibrant object in Rco SptTJ%*, and this implies that 1 = V(Fq(S0)) is also cofibrant 

in Rco SptEJ^*, since the symmetrization functor 

V : Rcc SptTM* ^ Rco S p t ^ * 
e" eff 

is a left Quillen functor. • 

Lemma 3.4.2. — Let A be a symmetric T-spectrum. 

1. If A is cofibrant in RcpH Sp t t ^* > ^en ^e functor Hom5pfs(i , —) maps fibra-

tions in RCp-rgSpt^jH^ to fibrations in Jfc^ SptE J%*. 

2. If A is cofibrant in SptE^*; then the functor HornSptv(A,—) maps fibrations 

in RCp+qSpt^M* to fibrations in Rc^Spt^M^. 
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Proof. — Since Rcp{{ SptE^*, Rcqf{ SptfL^* and RcP+g SptT^* are all right Bousfield 
localizations of Spt|L^*, we have that the fibrations in all these model structures 
coincide and also the identity functor 

id : i?CPfSptEĴ * ^ Spt^bK. 

is a left Quillen functor. Therefore if A is cofibrant in Rcpu Spt^M*, then A is also 
cofibrant in SptEJ%*. Hence it suffices to prove (2). 

So assume that A is cofibrant in Spt̂ J%*, and let / : X —• Y be an arbitrary 
fibration in R^p+gSptrM^. Then using Corollary 2.6.29 together with the fact that 
A is cofibrant in Spi^M*, we get that 

Hom5pf?(i,l) f* Hom5pt?(A,r) 

is a fibration in S p t , or equivalently a fibration in Rcqu SptEJ^*. • 

Lemma 3.4.3. — If A = F^(Sr A G^ A [/+) is an arbitrary element in 5s(p), i.e. 
s — n = p, and F is a symmetric T-spectrum such that the map F —> * is a trivial 
fibration in RCp+gSpt^M*; then n : HomSpfs(i,F) —> * is a trivial fibration in 

Rc*aSpt%M*. 

Proof. — Since A is cofibrant in SptyJ%*, it follows directly from Lemma 3.4.2 that 
7r is a fibration in RCQ Spt^J^*. Thus, it only remains to show that TT is a weak 
equivalence in Rc<i^Spt^M^. 

Fix Ff(Sk A G^ A V+) G C ^ . By construction R ^ S p ^ M * is a right Bousfield 
localization of SptEJ^*, therefore F is also fibrant in Sp^M*. Since A is cofibrant and 
F is fibrant in Spî fM*, corollary 2.6.29 implies that we have the following natural 
isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[if (S* A Glm A V+), HomSpt?(A, F)}gt * [if (Sfc A A V+) A A, F]|pt 

and Proposition 2.6.13 implies that: 

F?(SkAGlmAV+)AA = i f (Sk A Glm A V+) A F*(Sr A Gsm A U+) 

S Ff+n(Sk+r AGl+s AUxsV+) 

But clearly Ff+n{Sk+r A Gl+S A U xs V+) € C^9'^, and since F -+ * is a weak 
equivalence in RnP+qSpiS<M*, we have by Proposition 3.3.13: 

0 - [Ff+n(Sk+rAG'^AUxsV+),F%t 

- [if (Sfc A A 7+),HomSp(?(A,F)]fpt 

Finally, using Proposition 3.3.13 again, we get that 7r is a weak equivalence in 
^cgffSpt^^*, as we wanted. • 
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Lemma 3.4.4. — If A is a cofibrant symmetric T-spectrum in i?£Pf Spt̂ J%*, and 
F is a symmetric T-spectrum such that the map F —> * is a trivial fibration in 
RCP+qSpt̂ M ;̂ then тг : HomSptv(A, F) —» * is a trivial fibration in Rcqi{Sptт^*• 

Proof. — Since A is cofibrant in Rcpff Spt̂ J%*, it follows from Lemma 3.4.2(1) that 
7Г is a fibration in Rç* S t̂̂ M*. Thus, it only remains to show that it is a weak 
equivalence in Д(?« врйрЖ*. 

Fix F%(Sr Л G; Л G C*f. Then Lemma 3.4.3 together with Proposi
tion 3.3.24(1) imply that 

Hom5pt?(Fns(^ ЛС^Л U+), F) . * 

is a trivial fibration in Rcp{{ SptTM*. Now, since A is cofibrant in Rcpu SptTJ%* which 
is in particular a simplicial model category, we have that the induced map: 

Map E(A HomSpMF*(Sr ЛС^Л C/+), F)) Map E(A, *) = * 

is a trivial fibration of simplicial sets. Finally using the enriched adjunctions of Propo
sition 2.6.12, this last map gets canonically identified with 

Mapz(F%(Sr ЛС^Л U+),HomSpt?(AF)) 

Maps(F„s(SrAG^AC/+),*) = * 

Since Hom5pts(i,F) is in particular fibrant in Sp^M*, by definition we have that 
7r is a C^E-colocal equivalence in SptEĴ *, i.e. a weak equivalence in .R^Spt^L^*. 
This finishes the proof. • 

Theorem 3.4.5. — The smash product of symmetric T-spectra 

- Л - : RCpfSpt̂ M^ X Rc^SptrM* ^ RcP+qSpt%M* 

is a Quillen bifunctor in the sense of Hovey (see definition 1.7.4). 

Proof. — By Lemma 1.7.5, it is enough to prove the following claim: 
Given a cofibration i : A —• B in RCp^Spt̂ M^ and a fibration / : X —• Y in 

î p+qSpt̂ Ĵ *, the induced map 

(t*,/.) : HomSptx(B,X) ^ HomSptv(A,X) xHomSpt?(A,Y) HomSpt?(B,7) 

is a fibration in RCq Spt̂ M* which is trivial if either i or / is a weak equivalence. 
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Since RCp̂ SptTM*, Rc<i{fSptTM* and RcP+gSptTM* are all right Bousfield local
izations of Spt̂ M*, we have that the fibrations in all these model structures coincide 
and also the identity functor 

(66) id : Rcp Spt̂ JK. ^ SptSĵ * 

is a left Quillen functor. Hence it follows that i is cofibration in Spt̂ Ĵ * and / is 
fibration in Sp^M*. Then Proposition 2.6.28 implies that (i*,/*) is a fibration in 
SptrM*, or equivalently a fibration in Rcq{f Spt^^*. 

Now assume that i is a trivial cofibration in RCp Sp^M*. Since the identity functor 
considered in (66) above is a left Quillen functor, we have that i is also a trivial 
cofibration in SptfL^*. Hence using proposition 2.6.28 again, we have that (i*,/*) is 
in particular a weak equivalence in Spt̂ pĴ *. Then [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that 
(z*, /*) is also a weak equivalence in RCq Spi^M*. 

Finally, assume that / is a trivial fibration in R̂ p+q Spt%M*. Consider the following 
commutative diagrams 

F K * 

X 
f 

Y 

A i B 

* B/A 

where the diagram on the left is a pullback in i?CP+?Spt̂ J%» and the diagram on the 
right is a pushout in RCp̂ Spt̂ M*. We already know that the map (z*, /*) is a fibration 
in RCQ^Spî M ,̂ therefore it is clear that Hom5pfs(5/A, F) is the homotopy fibre of 
(z*, /*) in Rc\{ Spt̂ M .̂ On the other hand, it is clear that K is a trivial fibration in 
RCP+q Spt̂ M^ and i is a cofibration in -R̂ p̂ Spt̂ Ĵ *. 

By Corollary 3.3.17 we have that the homotopy category associated to Rcq{{Sptj>M* 
is triangulated, hence to check that (i*,/*) is a weak equivalence in Rcq{{Spt̂ M* it 
is enough to show that the map 

7r:Hom5pt=(B/A,F) ^* 

is a weak equivalence in RCq Spi^M*. But this follows immediately from lemma 
3.4.4. 6ff • 

Lemma 3.4.6. — If i : A —» B is a cofibration in L<pSpt̂ M f̂ and j : C —> D is a 
cofibration in L<qSpî M ;̂ then for every r G Z , the map 

BAC 4AC^AL> 
ioj BAD 

is a cofibration in L<rSpt̂ M .̂ 
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Proof. — Since L<pSpt^J^*, L<qSpt^M^ and L<rSptE^* are all left Bousfield lo
calizations of SptE^*, we have that the cofibrations in these four model categories 
coincide. 

Then the result follows immediately from Proposition 2.6.28. • 

Lemma 3.4.7. — If A = F^(Sr A A 17+) is an arbitrary element in S^(p), i.e. 
s — n = p, and Z is an arbitrary LE(< p + q)-local symmetric T-spectrum in Spt^M*; 
then HomSpfs(A,Z) is a LE(< q)-local symmetric T-spectrum in Sp^M*. 

Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.30 it is enough to check that the following two conditions 
hold: 

1. Hom5pfs(i,Z) is fibrant in SptTM*. 

2. For every Ff {Sk A G ^ A V+) G q, Z 

[Ff (Sk A G ^ A H o m ^ (A, Z)%t - 0 

Since Z is Ls(< p + g)-local in Spt^/fC, we have that Z is in particular fibrant in 
SptE^*. Now Corollary 2.6.29 together with the fact that A is cofibrant in Sp^M* 
imply that HomSptE (A, Z) is fibrant in SptE^*. This takes care of the first condition. 

Fix Ff(Sk A Glm A V+) e Cl£ . Since A is cofibrant and Z is fibrant in Sp t^* , 
it follows from Corollary 2.6.29 that we have the following natural isomorphism of 
abelian groups: 

[F?(Sk AGlmAV+),nomSpt.(A,Z)}gt - [F?(Sk A Glm A V+) A A, Z]gt 

Using Proposition 2.6.13 we have the following isomorphisms of symmetric T-spectra: 

Ff(Sk AGlmAV+)AA = F?(Sk AGlmAV+)AF*(Sr AGsmAU+) 

S Ff+n(Sk+rAGl+sAUxsV+) 

But clearly Ff+n(Sk+r A Gl+S A U xs V+) € Cj£9's. Since Z is LE(< p + g)-local in 

Spt^M», Proposition 3.3.30 implies: 

0 - [F?+n(Sk+r AG%° AU xsV+),Z}* 

— [F?{Sk A Glm A V+),HomSptz(A, Z)]gt 

This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.4.8. — If A is a symmetric T-spectrum such that the map * —• A is a trivial 

cofibration in L<pSpt^M^, and Z is an arbitrary Ls(< p+q)-local symmetric T-spec

trum in SptE^*; then HomSpts (A, Z) is a LE(< q)-local symmetric T-spectrum in 

Sp t^* . 

Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.30 it is enough to check that the following two conditions 

hold: 
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1. Hom5pts (A, Z) is fibrant in SptTM*. 

2. For every F%(Sr AGsmAU+)e Cq£ 

[F*(Sr AGsmA U+), HomSpt?(A, Z)]gt * 0 

Since Z is Ls(< p + g)-local in Spt^J^*, we have that Z is in particular fibrant 

in Spt^M*. By construction L<pSpt^M* is a left Bousfield localization of Spt^j^*, 

then it follows that A is cofibrant in Sp^M*. Therefore, Corollary 2.6.29 implies that 

HomSpts(i, Z) is fibrant in Spt^J^*. This takes care of the first condition. 

Fix F%(Sr AGsm AU+) G C^F. Using Lemma 3.4.7 together with Proposition 3.3.46, 

we get that the induced map 

HomSpMF*(Sr AG°mA U+),Z) * 

is a fibration in L<pSpt^M^. Since L<pSpi^M* is a simplicial model category and 

* —• A is a trivial cofibration in L<pSpt^M^, it follows that the following map is a 

trivial fibration of simplicial sets: 

Map E(A, Hom5pt?(F*(Sr AGsmA U+), Z)) Map e(j4, *) = * 

Finally using the enriched adjunctions of Proposition 2.6.12, the map above becomes: 

Maps(FnE(S- AGS, A U+),HomSpt,(A,Z)) 

MapE(F„E(5R A G ^ A U+),*) = * 

which is in particular a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. We already know that 

HomSptE (A, Z) is fibrant in Spt^^*, and we have that F^(Sr AG^ AU+) is cofibrant 

in Spt^J^*. Since Spt̂ J%* is a simplicial model category, we have that 

0 ^ 7r0MapE(FNS(^AG^AC/+),Hom5pt?(A,^)) 

- [Fn(Sr A G^ A C/+),Hom5pts(A, Z)]gpt 

for every F*(Sr A Gsm A U+) G C*£. This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.4.9. — If A,C are symmetric T-spectra such that * —• A is a trivial cofi

bration in L<pSpt^M^, and * —> C is a trivial cofibration in L<qSpi^M^; then 

l : * C A A is a trivial cofibration in L<p^.qSpt^M*. 

Proof. — Since A is in particular cofibrant in L<pSpt^M* (respectively C is cofi

brant in L<qSpt^M*), it follows directly from Lemma 3.4.6 that i is a cofibration 

in L<p+gSptyJ%*. Thus, it only remains to show that i is a weak equivalence in 

-^<p+qSpt̂ J^*. 
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Let Z be an arbitrary LE(< p + g)-local symmetric T-spectrum in SptE^*. Then 
by Lemma 3.4.8, we have that Hom5pts(4, Z) is LE(< g)-local in SptE^*. Now 
Corollary 3.3.33 implies that 

[C,HomSpt?(AZ)]fpt^0 

But A, C are in particular cofibrant in SptT^*, and Z is in particular fibrant in 
SptE^*, then using Corollary 2.6.29 we get the following isomorphism: 

[С A A, Z%t й [C, HomSpt? (Д Z)]|pt S 0 

Hence the induced map 

0 ^ [CAA,Z]gt i* [*^]|Pt = 0 

is an isomorphism for every LE(< p + g)-local T-spectrum Z. Thus, using Corol
lary 3.3.33 again, we have that i is a LE(< p + g)-local equivalence. This finishes the 
proof. • 

Lemma 3.4.10. — If A = FE(5r AG^Af/+) is an arbitrary element in 5E(p), i.e. s — 
n = p, and F is a symmetric T-spectrum such that the map F —• * is a trivial fibration 
in S^+^Spt^J^*; then n : Hom^E^,^) ->* i sa trivial fibration in SqSpi^M*. 

Proof — F is fibrant in L<p+g+iSptEJ^*, since by construction Sp~^qSpt̂ M^ is a 
right Bousfield localization of L<p+q+\Sp\^M*. Applying Lemma 3.4.7, we get that 
HomSptE (A, F) is fibrant in L<g+iSptE^*; and since S9Spt^* is a right Bousfield 
localization of L<g+iSptE^*, it follows that Hom5pts(A, F) is fibrant in S^SptfL/R*. 

By Proposition 3.3.54 it only remains to check that for every FE(5fe A G ^ A V+) G 
SE(?), i.e. l - j = q, 

[Ff(Sk V+), Hom5pt?(A, F)]Ept - 0 

Since A is cofibrant in SptE^* and F is in particular fibrant in SptE^*, corollary 
2.6.29 implies that we have the following natural isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[if (S* AGlmA V+), HomSptf(A, F)]gt - [if (S* Л Glm A V+) A A, F]|pt 

But using Proposition 2.6.13 we get: 

F?(SkAGlmAV+)AA = Ff(SkAGlmAV+)AF*(SrAGsmAU+) 

Si Ff+n(Sk+rAGl+sAUxsV+) 

and it is clear that if.n(Sfc+r Л Gl+S A U xs V+ ) € 5s (p + q). 
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Finally, since F —> * is a trivial fibration in Sp+qSpi^M*, using Proposition 3.3.54 
we get that for every F?(5fc A Glm A V+) G SE(g): 

0 ^ [ i f + N ^ A G ^ A C / x ^ ^ ) , ^ 

й [F^S" AGlmAV+),HomSpt,(A,F)]lt 

as we wanted. • 

Lemma 3.4.11. — If A is a cofibrant symmetric T-spectrum in SpSpt^M^, and F is a 
symmetric T-spectrum such that the map F —• * is a trivial fibration in Sp+qSpt^M^; 
then 7r : HomSpts (A, F) —• * is a trivial fibration in SqSpt^M*. 

Proof — F is fibrant in L<p+g+iSptE^*, since by construction Sp+qSptj.M* is a 
right Bousfield localization of L<p+q^iSpi^M*. Now, Lemma 3.3.63 implies that 
* —> A is a trivial cofibration in L<pSpt^M*. Applying Lemma 3.4.8, we get that 
Hom5pts(i, F) is fibrant in L<g+iSpt|L^*; and since SqSpt^M* is a right Bousfield 
localization of L^+iSpt^J^*, it follows that Hom5PTE(A, F) is fibrant in 59Spt|L/^*. 

Fix F%(Sr AG^AC/+) G 5E(g), i.e 5 - n = q. Applying Lemma 3.4.10 we have 
that 

HomSpt*(F*(Sr AG^A U+), F) ^ * 

is a trivial fibration in SpSptTM* which is in particular a simplicial model category. 
Therefore the induced map 

Map E(A, HomSpf?(F*(Sr AGsmA [/+), F)) Map E(A, *) = * 

is à trivial fibration of simplicial sets. Finally using the enriched adjunctions of Propo
sition 2.6.12, the map above becomes: 

Map E(F=(flr A Gm A U+), Hom5jrt= (A, F)) 

MapE(FE(^ A A £/+),*) = * 

which is in particular a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. We already know that 

HomSpt̂  (A, F) is fibrant in L<g+iSptE./%*, then by definition it follows that 7r is 

a 5s (g)-colocal equivalence in L<g+iSptfl/^*, i.e. a weak equivalence in SqSpi^M^. 

This finishes the proof. • 

Theorem 3.4.12. — The smash product of symmetric T-spectra 

- A - : SpSpt%M* x SqSpt%M* ^ Sp+qSpt%M* 

is a Quillen bifunctor in the sense of Hovey (see definition 1.7.4). 
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Proof. — Since 

- A - : SpSptfM* x SqSpt%M* ^ Sp+(?Spt^* 

is an adjunction of two variables (see Lemma 1.7.5), it follows that it is enough to 
prove the following two claims: 

1. Let i : A —> B be a cofibration in 5pSptEJ%*, and let j : C —» D be a cofibration 
in SqSptT-M*. Assume that either i or j is trivial. Then 

B AC 
AAC 

AAD ioj BAD 

is a trivial cofibration in Sp~^qSpt^M*. 
2. Let i : A —> B be a cofibration in 5pSptEJ^*, and let p : X Y be a trivial 

fibration in Sp+<?SptEĵ *. Then 

Hom5pt?(£,X) (<*'p*) > Hom5jrt?(B,y) xHomSpt?(A,y) Hom5pt? (A, X) 

is a trivial fibration in 59SptEJ%*. 
(1): By symmetry, it is enough to consider the case where i is a cofibration 

in SpSptE^*, and j is a trivial cofibration in S9Spt̂ J%*. Since SqSpt^M^ and 
SpSpt^M^ are right Bousfield localizations of L<g+iSptE^* and L<p+iSptEJ^* 
respectively, we have that the identity functor 

id : SqSpt%M* ^ L<g+iSpt|j%. 

id : SPSpÌtM* ^ L<p+iSptE^* 

is in both cases a left Quillen functor. This implies in particular that i is a cofibration 
in L<p+iSptyJ%* and j is a cofibration in L<g+iSptEJ%*. Then by Lemma 3.4.6 we 
have that i \3j is a cofibration in L^+^+iSpt^J^*. 

By construction 5p+9SptEJ%* is a right Bousfield localization of L<p_|_g+iSptE^*, 
hence the trivial cofibrations in both model structures are exactly the same. Thus, it 
only remains to show that i • j is a weak equivalence in L<p+q+iSptE^*. 

Consider the following pushout diagrams in SptTM*: 

A i B 

* ¿ 
B/A 

C i D 

* 
K 

DIC 

By construction S^Spt̂ J^* is a right Bousfield localization of L<g+iSptT^*; there
fore the trivial cofibrations coincide in both model structures. This implies that j and 
K are both trivial cofibrations in L<q+iSptE^*. On the other hand, it is clear that i is 
a cofibration in S^Spt̂ J^*. Then Lemma 3.3.63 implies that i is a trivial cofibration 
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in L<pSpt^M^. Using Lemma 3.4.9, we get that the map * —> (B/A) A (D/C) is a 
trivial cofibration in L<p+q^iSpt^M^. 

Finally, since iDj is a cofibration in L<p+q+iSptj<M*, it follows that (B/A)A(D/C) 
is the homotopy cofibre of iD j in L<p+g+iSptE^*. But Corollary 3.3.37 implies that 
the homotopy category associated to Z/<p+g+iSptE^* is triangulated. Therefore iD j 
is a trivial cofibration in L<p+g+iSptE^*, since its homotopy cofibre is contractible. 

(2): Using (1) above together with the fact that 

- A - : SpSpt%M* x SqSpt%M* ^ Sp+qSpt%M* 

is an adjunction of two variables, we have that (z*,p*) is a fibration in SqSpt^M^. 
Thus, it only remains to show that (i*,p*) is a weak equivalence in S9SptEJ%*. 

Consider the following diagrams in SptTM*: 

A i B 

* L 
B/A 

F K * 

X 
p 

Y 

where the diagram on the left is a pushout square and the diagram on the right is a 
pullback square. It is clear that t is a cofibration in SpSptj>M* and that K is a trivial 
fibration in 5p+9SptE^*. Then Lemma 3.4.11 implies that HomSptv(B/A, F) -> * 
is a trivial fibration in SqSpt^M^. 

We already know that (fc*,p*) is a fibration in Ŝ SptfL/̂ *, therefore 
HomSptv(B/A,F) is the homotopy fibre of (i*,p*) in SqSpt^M^. Finally, by 
Corollary 3.3.59 we have that the homotopy category associated to SqSpt^M^ is 
triangulated. Therefore it follows that (i*,p*) is a trivial fibration in SqSpt^M*, 
since its homotopy fibre is contractible. • 

Remark 3.4.13. — Notice that the weight<q motivic symmetric stable model structures 
are not compatible with the smash product of symmetric T-spectra, since the bifunctor 

- A - : L<pSptj.M* x L<qSpt^M* » L<p+gSptEJ%, 

is not a Quillen bifunctor, contrary to the case of the q-connected motivic symmet
ric stable model structures RcqtiSpt^^* (see Theorem 3.4-5) and the q-slice motivic 
symmetric stable model structures SqSpt^M^ (see Theorem 3.4-12). 

In effect, fix q G Z and assume that the bifunctor defined above is a Quillen bifunc
tor. It follows from Lemmas 3.3.63 and 3.4-1 that the map * —• 1 is a trivial cofibration 
in L<oSptEJ^*. Then, for every fibrant symmetric T-spectrum F in L<gSptEJ%* we 
have that the map 

HomSpt?(l ,F)^F^* 
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is a trivial fibration in L<qSptTM* (contrast with Lemma 3.4-8). Therefore the ho
motopy category L<q<$tt (S) associated to L<gSptEJ%* is trivial. By Theorem 3.3.45 
this implies that the functors 

qEq : SHE (S) -- SHE (S) 

are all trivial, i.e. s^qX = 0 for every symmetric T-spectrum X. Then, it follows 

from Proposition 3.1.19, Corollary 3.3.5 and Theorem 3.3.68 that all the slices are 

also trivial, i.e. s^X = 0 for every symmetric T-spectrum X. 

Finally, if our base scheme S is a perfect field then the zero slice of the sphere 

spectrum Sq(1) is given by the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ (see [26] 
and [16, Theorem 10.5.1],), which is not trivial. So we have a contradiction. 

Remark 3.4.14. — Theorems 3.4-5 and 3.4-12 establish formally the compatibility be

tween the smash product of symmetric T-spectra and Voevodsky's slice filtration. In the 

remaining sections we will see that they have remarkable consequences; for instance if 

A is a cofibrant ring spectrum with unit in Spt̂ J%*, then under mild conditions the 

slice filtration preserves A-module structures in Spi^M*. 

3.5. Further Multiplicative Properties of the Slice Filtration 

In this section A will always denote a cofibrant ring spectrum with unit in Spi^M*. 

Our goal is to use the motivic model structure A-mo&{M*) for the category of A-mod-

ules (see Section 2.8) together with the model structures for the category of symmetric 

T-spectra constructed in Section 3.3 (which provide a lifting of the slice filtration to 

the model category level), in order to get an analogue of the slice filtration for the 

category of A-modules. The main results of this section guarantee that under suit

able conditions, the (q — l)-connective cover f f (M) , s<q(M) and the g-slice sE(M) 

of an arbitrary A-module M in SptE^*, inherit a natural structure of A-module in 

SptEJ^*; and that the unit map u : 1 —> A satisfying some natural additional condi

tions, induces for every symmetric T-spectrum X a natural structure of A-module in 

SptE^* on its g-slice sf(X). 

Let (ffi{A-mo&) denote the homotopy category associated to A-mod(J%*). We call 

ffi£(A-m.o&) the motivic stable homotopy category of A-modules. We will denote by 

[— j — ]m the set of maps between two objects in cflU(A-mod), and p,q G Z will be 

arbitrary integers. 

Definition 3.5.1. — Let Qm denote a cofibrant replacement functor in A-mod(j%*); 

such that for every A-module M, the natural map 

QmM 
QM 

M 
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is a trivial fibration in A-mod(M*). 

Definition 3.5.2. — Let Rm denote a fibrant replacement functor in A-mod{M*); such 
that for every A-module M, the natural map 

M 
RM 

RmM 

is a trivial cofibration in A-mod(M*). 

Proposition 3.5.3. — The motivic stable homotopy category of A-modules (ffi(A-mod) 
has a structure of triangulated category defined as follows: 

1. The suspension functor is given by 

- A S 1 : <ffi{A-mod) >- <ffl{A-mod) 

MI ^ QmM A S1 

2. The distinguished triangles are isomorphic to triangles of the form 

M i N 3 O k E1,0 M 

where i is a cofibration in A-mod(M*), and O is the homotopy cofibre of i. 

Proof. — By Proposition 2.8.10(2) we have that A-moà(M*) is a pointed simplicial 
model category, and Theorem 2.8.12 implies that the adjunction: 

(- A S 1 , ^ ! , ^ ) : A-moà(M*) ^ A-mod(J%*) 

is a Quillen equivalence. The result now follows from the work of Quillen in [21, 
sections 1.2 and 1.3] and the work of Hovey in [10, chapters VI and VII] (see [10, 
Proposition 7.1.6]). • 

Theorem 3.5.4. — The adjunction 

(A A —, U, (p) : Spt^M* ^ A-mod(M*) 

defined in Proposition 2.8.1, induces an adjunction 

(A A Q s - , URm, if) : ̂ ( S ) ^ ( ^ m o d ) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proof — The proof is exactly the same as in Theorem 3.3.4. We leave the details to 
the reader. • 

Lemma 3.5.5. — Let X G M* be a pointed simplicial presheaf which is compact in the 
sense of Jardine (see definition 2.3.10), and let F^(X) be the symmetric T-spectrum 
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constructed in definition 2.6.8. Consider an arbitrary collection of A-modules {Mi}iei 
indexed by a set I. Then 

[A A F^(X), 

tei 

Mi]m = 

tei 

[A A F^(X), Mi]m 

Proof — The proof is exactly the same as in Lemma 3.3.6. We leave the details to 
the reader. • 

Proposition 3.5.6. — The motivic stable homotopy category of A-modules </&{(A-mod) 
is a compactly generated triangulated category in the sense of Neeman (see [19, def
inition 1.7]). The set of compact generators is given by (see definition 2.6.8): 

Cm = 

n,r,s>0 ue(Ms) 

AAF*(SrAGsmAU+) 

i.e. the smallest triangulated subcategory of (ffi(A-mod) closed under small coproducts 
and containing all the objects in Cm coincides with (ffi(A-mod). 

Proof. — The proof is exactly the same as in Proposition 3.3.7. We leave the details 
to the reader. • 

Corollary 3.5.7. — Let f : M —• N be a map in <ffi(A-mod). Then f is an isomor
phism if and only if f induces an isomorphism of abelian groups: 

[A A Fn(Sr A A £/+), M]m f* [AAFNE(5^AG^AC/+),iV]m 

for every A A F%(Sr AGsmA U+) G Cm. 

Proof. — The proof is exactly the same as in Corollary 3.3.8. We leave the details to 
the reader. • 

In the rest of this section some results will be just stated without proof. In every 
case, the proof is exactly the same as the one given in Section 3.3, taking into consid
eration all that has been proved so far in this section together with proposition 2.8.2, 
the cellularity for the motivic model category of A-modules (see Theorem 2.8.11), 
and the fact that the generators A A F^(Sr A G ^ A £/+) G Cm are all cofibrant in 
A-mod(J4) (this follows immediately from Theorem 2.8.4). 

Theorem 3.5.8. — Consider the following set of objects in A-mod(^*) (see Theo

rem 3.2.1): 

Cq,m _ 
pflF — 

n,r,s>0;s—n>q U€(Ms) 

AAF^(SrAGsmAU+) 

The right Bousfield localization of A-mod(M*) with respect to the class of C^1 -colocal 
equivalences exists (see definitions 1.8.6 and 1.9.2). This model structure will be called 
(q — l)-connected motivic stable, and the category of A-modules equipped with the 
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(q — l)-connected motivic stable model structure will be denoted by Rqi A-mod{M*). 
Furthermore Rcq{{ A-mod(M*) is a right proper and simplicial model category. The ho
motopy category associated to RcquA-mod(M*) will be denoted by Rci^($tt{A-mod). 

Remark 3.5.9. — Notice that we can not use the adjunction 

(A A —,U,ip) : Rc^SptrM^ -> Rc*{{A-mod(M*) 

for the construction of Rc<*{{ A-mod(M*), since we do not know if the model structure 

for Rqi SptEJ#£* is cofibrantly generated. 

Definition 3.5.10. — Let C™ denote a cofibrant replacement functor in 
RCq A-mod(M*); such that for every A-module M, the natural map 

Cm M 
cm,M 

M 

is a trivial fibration in Rcq{{A-mod{M*), and C^M is always C^1 -colocal in 
A-mnd{M*). 

Proposition 3.5.11. — Rm is also a fibrant replacement functor in RCq A-mod(M*) 
(see definition 3.5.2), and for every A-module M the natural map 

M 
RM 

RmM 

is a trivial cofibration in Rcq{{A-mod(M*). 

Proposition 3.5.12. — The adjunction 

( - A S1, Qs1 > ¥>) Rc;ff A-mod{M*) ^ RcqH A-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence, and RCQ^(ffi(A-mod) has the structure of a triangulated 
category. 

Proposition 3.5.13. — We have the following Quillen adjunction 

(id,id,<p) : Rc*aA-mod(M*) ^ A-mod{M*) 

which induces an adjunction 

(C™, R m M - Rcqe{{ <ffl{A-mod) ^ ^ (A-mod) 

between exact functors of triangulated categories. 

Theorem 3.5.14. — The adjunction (see Theorem 3.2.1) 

(A A —, /7, ip) : Rci Sptj.M* >• Rcqeff A-mod(M*) 
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given by the free A-module and the forgetful functors is a Quillen adjunction, and it 
induces an adjunction 

(A A URm, if) : R c l f f ^ { S ) R c ^ ( A - m o d ) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proposition 3.5.15. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 
functors: 

(67) 

it C+1 
SptE M* id R q̂ "'eff 

SptE M* 

aa-

id 
SptE M* 

id 

AA— 

aa— 
R êff 4-mod(J%0 id R "eff A-mod(M*) 

id id 
A-mod(M*) 

and the following associated commutative diagrams of homotopy categories: 

(68) 

R Ceff ̂W(A-mod) 

AACf- Cm 

R -yq ( 'eff SHE (S) 
AACf-

fêC(A-mod) 

CE ^AaQe-
SHE (S) 

(69) 

SHE (S) 

URm RE 

<4%(A-mod) U Rm R -yq 
""eff 

SHE (S) 

-Ttm URm 
E ci, W(A-mod) 
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Theorem 3.5.16. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen func
tors: 

(70) 

id id 

fi -.9+1 -"eff SptE M* 
4A-

R •̂eff A-mod(M*) 

id id id id 

Spt^j%. id E °eff SptpĴ * 
AA-

R Ceff A-mod(M*) id A-mod(M*) 

id id id id 
R -̂ eff 

SptE M* 
AA — 

E ci* 4-mod(^*) 

id id 

and the following associated commutative diagrams of homotopy categories: 

(71) 

R Cq+1 SHE (E) 
AAC+1 

R °eff <«f(j4-mod) 

•̂9 + 1 •^9 + 1 •^9 + 1 •^9 + 1 

*KfE(S)*<7f-ü °eff 
SHE (S) 

AACe-
R org êff ^f(A-mod) - C ™ ^ (^r(A-mod) 

Cq-1 Cq Cq Cq-1 

fi Cq-1 SHE (S) 
AACq-1 

fi -,9-1 -'eff J*f(j4-mod) 
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(72) 

E Cq+1 
SHE (S) 

URm 
R '-'eff №(A-mod) 

RE Re Rm Rm 

tW^iS) - R E ^ r Ceff MB(S) 
URm 

R r~1H 
êff 

0C(A-mod) ^FIM- ^F(^-mod) 

"ßE RE R-m Rm 

R Cq-1 SHE (S) 
URm 

E Cq-1 (№{A-moà) 

Theorem 3.5.17. — If A is a commutative cofibrant ring spectrum in Spi^M*, then 
the symmetric monoidal structure for the category of A-modules, induces the following 
Quillen bifunctor in the sense of Hovey (see definition 1.7.4): 

- Aa - ' Rcpf{A-mod(M*) x Rcq{{A-mod(M*) ^ RCp+QA-mod(M*) 

Proof — The proof is similar to the one given for Theorem 3.4.5. We leave the details 
to the reader. • 

If the ring A is not commutative, then we need to impose some additional conditions 
in order to get a weaker version of the previous result (see Theorem 3.5.21). 

Lemma 3.5.18. — Let f : A —» A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in Spt^M*, 
which is compatible with the ring structures. 

1. The adjunction: 

(Ä A a - , U, if) : Rcii{A-mod{M*) -* Rc*fÄ-mod{M*) 

is a Quillen adjunction. 
2. Furthermore, a map w : M —> M' in RcqfiAf-mod(M*) is a weak equivalence if 

and only ifUwisa weak equivalence in Rcq{{A-mod(M*). 
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Proof. — (1): Lemma 2.8.6 implies that U : A'-mod(M*) —• A-mod{M*) is a right 
Quillen functor. Consider the following commutative diagram of right Quillen functors: 

A'-mo&{M*) u A-mod(M*) 

id id 

R eff 4'-modWO 
u 

R Ceff A-mod(M*) 

then the universal property of right Bousfield localizations together with proposition 
2.8.8 imply that the dotted arrow U is a right Quillen functor. 

(2): Let jRm, Rm' denote fibrant replacement functors in A-mod(M*) and 
Af-mod(M*) respectively, and let N be an arbitrary A'-module. We have the 
following commutative diagram in A-mod(M*): 

N 
Rm 

RmN 

RN, 
m' 

Rm(Rm') 

Rm'ft RmRmN Rm Rm' N 

Lemma 2.8.6 implies that all the maps in the diagram above are weak equivalences 
in A-mod(^*). 

Now fix Fn(Sr A Gm A U+) G . Using the naturality of the diagram above to
gether with Proposition 2.8.8, we get the following commutative diagram of simplicial 
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sets: 

MapA,_mod(A' A Fn(Sr A.Gsm A U+), Rm>M) 

(Rm'w)* 

= Map 4/-mod [A' AFn(Sr AG* A U+YRm'M') 

Mar 4-moc (A A Fn(Sr A G i A U+), URm'M) = 
(URm'w)* 

( H ^ ' M ) . Map 4-mod [A A Fn(Sr AGsmA U+),UR^M') 

Map 4-mod 
(A A Fn(Sr A GL A C/+), RmURm>M) (URm'w)* 

(UR m'w)* 

(C/Äm(fî )). Map A-mod 
(A A Fn(fiT A G ^ A £/+), RmURmfMf) 

Map A-mod (A A Fn(^ A GL, A U+), URmM) {URm(R™,))* 
(URmw)* 

Map 4-mod (A A Fn(Sr AGsmA £/+), URmM') 

where the top vertical arrows are isomorphisms of simplicial sets. But A-mod(M*), 
A'-mod(^*) are simplicial model categories (see proposition 2.8.10(2)) and the nat
ural maps RmRm'M, URm(RM,), RmRrn'M and URrn(R^!) are all weak equivalences 
between fibrant objects, thus by Ken Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.5) all the vertical 
arrows are weak equivalences of simplicial sets. 

Therefore, the top row is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets if and only if the 
bottom row is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. This proves the claim. • 

Proposition 3.5.19. — Let f : A —> A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 
SptyJ%*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that f is a weak equiv
alence in Spi^M*. Then the adjunction 

(A1 AA -,U,<p) : Rc<i A-mod(j%.) ~» Rc«f{Ä-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — We have shown in lemma 3.5.18(1) that 

(A' Aa —, U, (p) : Rc«fî A-mod(^*) - » R c ^ A'-mod(j%*) 
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is a Quillen adjunction. 
Now let 77, e denote the unit and counit of the adjunction {A' A a — ,£/,<£>). By 

Corollary 1.3.16(c) in [10], it suffices to check that the following conditions hold: 

1. For every cofibrant A-module M in Rc<i A-mod(M*), the following composition 
eff 

M = A Aa M 
nm = fAaid 

A' AAM 
ra'aam 

m1 Äm'(A' AA M ) 

is a weak equivalence in Rci A-moa(M*), where Rm> denotes a fibrant replace-
ment functor in Af-mod(M*) (see Proposition 3.5.11). 

2. U reflects weak equivalences between fibrant objects in Rcqi{Af-mod(M*). 

(1): Since id : RCQ^A-mod(M*) —» A-mod(M*) is a left Quillen functor, we 

have that M is also cofibrant in A-mod(j%*). Hence, proposition 2.8.7 implies that 

R^,AAM O TJM is a weak equivalence in A-mod(M*). Finally, by [6, Proposition 3.1.5] 

we have that Rm,AAM o rjM is a weak equivalence in RCQ A-mod(M*), as we wanted. 
(2): This follows immediately from Lemma 3.5.18(2). • 

Proposition 3.5.20. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^M^, which is also 

C0,E-colocal (equivalently cofibrant in Rco^Spi^M*). For every cofibration f : M -* 

N in RCQ^A-mod(M*), we have that f is also a cofibration in RCQ^Spt^M*. 

Proof. — Let (see Theorem 2.8.11) 

A(K) = JA.mod U {A A F*(Sr A Gm A U+) ® dAk -

A A F*(Sr A Gsm A U+) <8> Ak I s - n > q, k > 0} 

Since A-mod(M*) is in particular a simplicial model category (see Proposi
tion 2.8.10(2)), using definitions 5.2.1, 16.3.1 and Propositions 5.3.6, 16.1.3 in [6], we 
have that / is a retract of a cofibration g : M —» O in A-mod(M*) for which there is 
a weak equivalence h : O —» P in .A-mod(^*) such that the composition h o g is a 
relative A(K)-cell complex. 

It is clear that it is enough to check that g is a cofibration in RCQ Spt^J^*. Now, 
using Lemma 5.3.4 in [61, we have that this follows from: 

1. g is a cofibration in SptTJ%*. 

2. h is a weak equivalence in Spt̂ J%*. 

3. h o g is a cofibration in Rc<i Spt^^*. 

(1): This follows directly from Proposition 2.8.9. 

(2): This follows directly from Theorem 2.8.4. 

(3): Let denote the class of cofibrations in Rci Spt^J^*. Theorem 2.8.11 im

plies that Ĵ -mod is a set of generating trivial cofibrations for A-mod(M*), therefore 
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Proposition 2.8.9 and Theorem 2.8.4 imply that all the maps in Ĵ .mod are trivial cofi
brations in Spt̂ J%*. But Rc<i SptSĵ * is a right Bousfield localization with respect 
to Spt|l^*, hence all the maps in Ĵ -mod are also trivial cofibrations in Rcqu Spt^M*. 
We have that in particular 

^A-mod = A A Jf = {id A j : A A X -> A A Y } 

is contained in i§\ On the other hand, by hypothesis the map * —> A is a cofibra
tion in Rco^Spt^M^ and by construction * —> Fn(Sr A A 17+) are cofibrations 
in R^Spi^M* for s — n > q. Then Theorem 3.4.5 together with the fact that 
Rcq{{SptrM* is a simplicial model category (see Theorem 3.3.9) imply that 

{A A F*(Sr AGsmA U+) <S> dAk —> A A F*(Sr A G ^ A U+) ® Ak | 

5 — n > q, k > 0} 

is also contained in Therefore, we have that all the maps in A(K) are contained in 
C. 

Finally since limits and colimits in A-mod are computed in Spt^((^m\s)ms, we have 
that h o g is a relative J?-cell complex in Spt^((^m\s)ms, and since is clearly closed 
under coproducts, pushouts and filtered colimits, we have that h o g is a cofibration 
in iic« S p t ^ . . • 

Theorem 3.5.21. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Sptj>M*, which is also cofi
brant in i?c°ff Spt^J^*. Then — A a — defines a Quillen adjunction of two variables 
(see definition 1.7.4) from the (p — l)-connected motivic model structure for right 
A-modules and the (q — 1)-connected motivic model structure for left A-modules to the 
(p + q — 1 )-connected motivic symmetric stable model structure: 

- AA - : Rcp A-mod(^*)r x Rc* A-mod(M*)i ^ J^p+gSpt^f* 
eff eff êff 

Proof. — By Lemma 1.7.5, it is enough to prove the following claim: 
Given a cofibration i : N —» N' in RCQ A-mod(M*)i and a fibration / : X —> Y in 

RCP+q Spi^M*, the induced map 

HomSpt?(JV',X) 

(i*, f*) 

nomSptz(N,X) xHora SptE (N,Y) Hom Spt,(N',Y) 

is a fibration in Rcv A-mod(M*)r which is trivial if either i or / is a weak equivalence. 
However, Proposition 3.5.20 and Lemma 3.5.18(2) imply that i is also a cofibration 

in RCQ SptrM*, which is trivial if i is a weak equivalence in Rcqfî A-mod(M*)i. Now, 
it follows from Theorem 3.4.5 that (i*,/*) is a fibration in RCp Spt^J^* which is 
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trivial if either i or / is a weak equivalence. By Lemma 3.5.18(2) we have that it 

suffices to check that (i*, /*) is a fibration in RCp^A-mod(M*)r. 

Since Rcpi{ Spt^M* is a right Bousfield localization with respect to SptÇj^*, we 

have that (i*,/*) is a fibration in SptÇ^*; hence it follows from Theorem 2.8.4 that 

(i*, /*) is also a fibration in A-mod(^*)r. However, by construction RCp^A-mod(M*)r 

is a right Bousfield localization with respect to A-mod(^*)r, therefore the classes 

of fibrations in both model structures are identical. Thus (i*,/*) is a fibration in 

RCp A-mod(M*)r, as we wanted. • 

Theorem 3.5.22. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^J^*, which is also 
Ceff E- colocal in Spt^l^* (equivalently cofibrant in R^Spi^M*), and let M be an 
arbitrary A-module. Then the solid arrows in the following commutative diagram: 

(73) 

C?RmM 
CE (RM) 

CfM 
CE (RM),m 

CfC™Aû 
Cf(R Cm; M 

n ) CfRmC^M 

CE Rm M CE M C, , Cm M Cq 
E, RmCmM 

RmM 
RM cm,M 

C™M. 
Rm 

7™-A4 
RmC™M 

induce a natural equivalence between the functors: 

(74) 

<M(A-moà) 
Cm URm 

Rcilt0l"(^-mod) SHE (S) 

URm of 
Rcl!t^{S) 

r~im «/Г 
Proof. — Clearly it suffices to show that Cf(R%), C^(C™'M), Cf{Rmq ) and 
CçX,RmCq M ^ weak equivalences in Spi^M^. 

Proposition 3.5.11 implies that R^ is a weak equivalence in Rc° A-mod(^*), then 
applying lemma 3.5.18(2) to the unit map 1 —• A we have that R% is a weak equiva
lence in Rcq{{Spt̂ J%*. By construction Cf>RmM and CflM are both weak equivalences 
in Rcq{{ Spt^M*. Hence, the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies 
that Cf(R%) is a weak equivalence in Rc^Spt^M^. However, CfRmM and CfM 
are both C^E-colocal; therefore [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that Cf(R^) is a weak 
equivalence in SptpJ%*. 
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Using Lemma 3.5.18(2) again, we have that C™,M is a weak equivalence in 
Rcq{{SptTM*. But C ,̂M and Cq ' 9 are both weak equivalences in Rçq Spt̂ -M*, 
thus the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies that Ĉ {C™*M) 
is also a weak equivalence in Rc9{{ Spi^M^. However, by construction C^M and 
CfC^M are both C^F-colocal; hence by [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] we have that 
CfiCq71'1̂ ) is a weak equivalence in SptEJ%*. 

By Proposition 3.5.11 we have that Rm is a weak equivalence in Rc* A-mod^*), 

then lemma 3.5.18(2) implies that Rmq is a weak equivalence in Rci Spt^J^*. 

Now, Cq ' 9 and Cq m q are both weak equivalences in RCQ Spt^J^*. Thus, 

the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies that Cf(Rmq ) is a weak 
equivalence in RCQ Sp^M*. However, by construction, CfC^M and CqRmC^M 

are both C^ -colocal; therefore [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that Cq(Rmq ) is a 
weak equivalence in Spi^M*. 

We already know that C (̂Rm ) is a weak equivalence in SptfM*, and definition 
3.5.2 together with Theorem 2.8.4 imply that Rmq is also a weak equivalence in 
SptTJ#£*. Therefore, to show that Cg ' m 9 is a weak equivalence in SptEJ%*, it 
suffices to check that Cq ' 9 is a weak equivalence in SptTJ%*. Now, by construction 
we have that C^°q M is a C^E-colocal equivalence in SptEJ#C and that C^C^M 
is a C^E-colocal spectrum, thus by [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] it only remains to show 
that C™M is CgfjE-colocal. But this follows from our hypothesis which says that A is 
C®£p-colocal together with Proposition 3.5.20. This finishes the proof. • 

Remark 3.5.23. — Notice that Theorem 3.5.22 does not follow from the general non
sense (see Proposition 3.5.15), since it gives a compatibility between compositions of 
left and right adjoints. 

Theorem 3.5.24. — Fix q G Z. Let f : A-+ A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra 
in SptEJ^*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that there exists 
p G Z such that A, A' are both CP^-colocal in SptEJ^* and f is a weak equiva
lence in RCpffSpî M^ (equivalently in Rcp{{A-mod(M*)). Then f induces a Quillen 
equivalence between the (q— \)-connected motivic stable model structures of A and A' 
modules: 

(Ä AA - , U, <p) : Rc* A-mod{M*) ^ Rc^ A'-mod(M*) 

Proof. — Since A and A' are CPfa -colocal, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that / is a 
weak equivalence in SptEJ%*. Therefore, the result follows directly from proposition 
3.5.19. • 
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Theorem 3.5.25. — Consider the following set of maps in A-mod(M*) (see Theo

rem 3.3.26): 

(75) Lm(< q) = {id A V(% ) : A A F%(Sr AGsmA U+) -

A A F*(Dr+1 A G ; A U+) \F%(Sr A G ^ A U+) € (%?} 

The left Bousfield localization of A-mod(M*) with respect to the Lm(< q)-local 
equivalences exists. This new model structure will be called weight<q motivic stable. 
L<qA-mod(M*) will denote the category of A-modules equipped with the weight<q 
motivic stable model structure, and L<qffi{(A-mod) will denote its associated homo
topy category. Furthermore the weight<q motivic stable model structure is cellular, 
left proper and simplicial; with the following sets of generating cofibrations and trivial 
cofibrations respectively: 

ILm{<q) = IA.mod = [Jn>o{A A F^(Y+ — (Aj})+)} 

JL {̂<q) = {j : A ^ B} 

where j satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of IA-mod-complexes. 
2. j is a Lm(< q)-local equivalence. 
3. the size of B as an 1A-mod-complex is less than n, where K is the regular cardinal 

defined by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Remark 3.5.26. — Notice that the model category L<qSpt^M^ is not a symmetric 
monoidal model category (see Remark 3-4>13), i.e. the smash product and the model 
structure are not compatible, therefore in general it is not possible to use the adjunction 

(A A —, £/, ip) : Spty (çfo&|s)Nis —> ^4-mod 

for the construction of a model structure on the category of A-modules. However, 
if A satisfies additional conditions (see Proposition 3.5.41), then the adjunction 
above induces a model structure on the category of A-modules which coincides with 
L<qA-mod(M*) (see Proposition 3.5.41 and Theorem 3.5.44)-

Definition 3.5.27. — LetW™ denote a fibrant replacement functor in L<qA-mod(M*); 
such that for every A-module M, the natural map: 

M 
Wm,M Wm M 

is a trivial cofibration in L<qA-mod(M*), and W™M is Lm(< q)-local in A-mod(M*). 
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Proposition 3.5.28. — Qm is also a cofibrant replacement functor in L<qA-m.od(M*) 
(see definition 3.5.1), and for every A-module M the natural map 

QmM 
QM 

M 

is a trivial fibration in L<qA-mod(M*). 

Proposition 3.5.29. — Let M be an A-module in Spt^J^*. We have that M is Lm(< 
q)-local in A-mod(M*) if and only ifUM is LE(< q)-local in Spu^M*. 

Proposition 3.5.30. — The adjunction: 

(- A S 1 , ^ ! , ^ ) : L<qA-mod(M*) >• L<qA-mod{M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence, and the homotopy category L<qfô{(A-mod) associated to 
L<qA-mod(M*) has the structure of a triangulated category. 

Corollary 3.5.31. — L<qA-mod(M*) is a right proper model category. 

Proposition 3.5.32. — We have the following Quillen adjunction: 

(id, id, (p) : A-mod(M*) ^ L<qA-mod(M*) 

which induces and adjunction: 

(Qm,W™,(p) : <ffi(A-mod) ^ L<q9$U(A-mod) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Theorem 3.5.33. — The adjunction: 

(A A - , 17, u>) : L<QSptrM* >- L<qA-mod(M*) 

given by the free A-module and the forgetful functor is a Quillen adjunction, and it 
induces an adjunction: 

(A A Q s - , UW™, tp) : L<q^(S) L<q9W(A-mod) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 
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Proposition 3.5.34. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 

functors: 

(76) 

SptE M* 

id 
AA-

id 

L<9+iSpt£j%. 
id 

L<qSpt%M* 

AA- A-mod(M*) AA — 

id id 

L<q+1A-mod(M^) 
id 

L<qA-mod(M*) 

and the following associated commutative diagrams of homotopy categories: 

(77) 

aWfA-mod) 

AAQs- Qrr, 

SH E (S) AAQv-
L<qffi{(A-mod) 

QZ AaQy.— 

L<q0 {*(S) 

(78) 

9^(A-mod) 
Wm URm 

L<q(ffi(A-mod) 
uw™ 

9 ^ S ( 5 ) 

UWm QE 

L<q0 {^{S) 
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Theorem 3.5.35. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen func

tors: 

(79) 

id id 

L <<7+l' 
Spt E M* 

4A-
L^a+iA-modfM*) 

id 
id id 

id 

Spt E M* id M<q Spt E M* 
AA — 

L<qA-mod(M*) id A-mod(M*) 

id id id 
ID 

L<0_iSptòJ%< AA — 
L^n-i A-mod(M*) 

id id 

and the following associated commutative diagrams of homotopy categories: 

(80) 

L <q+1 ShE (S= 
4AQE-

L<a+i<ffi(A-mod) 

QE ·· QE Qm Qm 

SHE (S) -- QE -- L< q SHE (S) 
4AQs-

L<aow(A-mod) ^Qm— (AW(A-mod) 

QE QE Qm Qm 

L<q-1 SHE (S) 
XAQv 

L<q-1 Sh (A-mod) 
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(81) 

[/<g + i < ^(S) 
JVVq + l 

[/<g+i<^(A-mod) 

Wq+1 · WE Wm Wm 

SHE (S) -- WE -- L<q SH E (S) 
uw™ 

L<q9W(A-mod) -w™^ ^(A-mod) 

9~1 WQ-l VVq-l VVq-l 

L<q-\0{ (S) 
jw™_ 

L<q -\0{ (A-M OD) 

Lemma 3.5.36. — Let f : A—* A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in Spi^M*, 
which is compatible with the ring structures. If g : M —> N is a Lm(< q)-local equiva
lence in A-mod(M*), then id Aa Qmg • A' Aa QmM —> A' Aa QmN is a Lm (< q)-lo-
cal equivalence in A'-m.od(M*), where Qm denotes a cofibrant replacement functor in 
A-mod{M*). 

Proof. — Let Z be an arbitrary Lm (< g)-local A'-module in A'-mod(M*). Lemma 
2.8.6 implies that A! AaQtuM, A' AaQtuN are both cofibrant in A'-mod^M*). There
fore it suffices to show that the induced map 

MapA,_mod(A' AA QmN, Z) 
(idAAQMG)* MapA,_mod(,4' AA QmM, Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. However, using Proposition 2.8.8 we get the 
following commutative diagram, where the vertical maps are isomorphisms of simpli
cial sets 

Mar A'-mod {A' AA QmN, Z) 
(idAAQm9)* Mai A'-mod (A' AA QmM, Z) 

+ + 

Mar A-mod (QMN, UZ) 
{QMGY 

Maj A-MOI {QmM,UZ) 

Finally, Proposition 3.5.29 implies that UZ is Lm(< g)-local in ^ l - m o d ^ * ) , therefore 
the bottom row is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, since by hypothesis g is a 
LM(< g)-local equivalence in ^4-mod(^*). Hence, the two out of three property for 
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weak equivalences implies that the top row is also a weak equivalence of simplicial 

sets, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.5.37. — Let f : A A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 

SptfL/^*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Then the adjunction: 

{A' AA - , U, (p) : L<qA-mod{M*) -> L<qA''-mod(jW.) 

is a Quillen adjunction. 

Proof. — Lemma 2.8.6 implies that A' A a — ' A-mod(M*) —» Af-mod(M*) is a left 

Quillen functor. Consider the following commutative diagram of left Quillen functors: 

A-modlM*) 
A'Aa-

A'-mod(M*) 

id id 

L<qA-mod(M*) 
a'aa-

L<qA'-mod(M*) 

then the universal property of left Bousfield localizations together with lemma 3.5.36 

imply that the dotted arrow A' A a — is a left Quillen functor. • 

Lemma 3.5.38. — Let f : A —> A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 

Spt^J^*, which is compatible with the ring structures. If f is a weak equivalence in 

SptEJ%* (equivalently in A-mod{M*)), then for every Lm(< q)-local A-module M in 

A-mod(M*), we have that QmM and URm'{A1 A a QmM) are also Lm(< q)-local in 

A-mod(M*), where Qm denotes a cofibrant replacement functor in A-mod(3t*) and 

Rm' denotes a fibrant replacement functor in Af-mod(M*). 

Proof. — Since M is Lm(< <?)-local, it follows that M is fibrant in A-mod(M*). By 

definition we have that the natural map 

QmM 
qM 

M 

is a trivial fibration in j4-mod(J%*), therefore QmM is also fibrant in A-mod(M*). 

Hence [6, Lemma 3.2.1(a)] implies that QmM is Lm(< g)-local. Proposition 2.8.7 im

plies that the adjunction (A' Aa~,U,</?) is a Quillen equivalence between A-mod(j#£*) 

and A'-mod(M*)i therefore we have that URM>(A'A^QmM) is fibrant in A-mod(M*), 

and [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] implies that the composition 

QmM 'HQ m M U(A' AA QmM) 
U{R l/AAQmM 

m1 URm* (A' A A QmM) 

is a weak equivalence in A-mod(M*). Since we already know that QmM is Lm(< 

(/)-local, using [6, Lemma 3.2.1(a)] again we get that URm'{A' Aa QmM) is also 

Lm(< g)-local in A-mod(M*). This finishes the proof. • 
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Lemma 3.5.39. — Let f : A —> Af be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in SptEM*, 
which is compatible with the ring structures. If f is a weak equivalence in Sptf^* 
(equivalently in A-mod(SU*)); then g : M —> N is a Lm(< q)-local equivalence in 
A-mod(M*) if and only ifid A a Qm9 ' Af AaQtuM —• A' A a QmN is a Lm''(< q)-local 
equivalence in A,-mod(M*), where Qm denotes a cofibrant replacement functor in 
A-mod(M*). 

Proof — (=>): It follows directly from Lemma 3.5.36. 
(4=): Assume that id AA Qm9 is a Lm'(< ^)-local equivalence in A'-mod(M*), and 

let Z be an arbitrary Lm(< g)-local A-module in A-mod(j^*). We need to show that 
the induced map: 

MapA_mod(QmiV, Z) (Qm9) MapA_mod(QmM, Z) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. 
But Proposition 2.8.7 implies that the adjunction (A' Aa —,U,ip) is a Quillen 

equivalence between A-mod(M*) and A ' - m o d ^ * ) , therefore using [10, Propo
sition 1.3.13(b)] we have that all the maps in the following diagram are weak 
equivalences in A-mod(./%*): 

Z 
Qz 

QmZ 
U(R A' A AQmZ 

m' °VQmZ 
URm. {A' A A QmZ) 

where Rmt denotes a fibrant replacement functor in A ' - m o d ^ * ) . Lemma 3.5.38 im
plies in particular that Z , QmZ, URm>{A' Aa QmZ) are all fibrant in A-mod{M*). 
Now using the fact that A-mod{M*) is a simplicial model category together with 
Ken Brown's lemma (see Lemma 1.1.5) and the two out of three property for weak 
equivalences, we have that it suffices to prove that the induced map: 

MapA_mod(<2miV, URm'{A' AA QmZ)) 

[Qm9Y 

MaPA-mod(<9mM, URm'(A' AA QmZ)) 

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Using the enriched adjunctions of proposition 
2.8.8, we get the following commutative diagram where all the vertical arrows are 
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isomorphisms: 

Mar 4-mod (QmN, URm* (A' A A QmZ)) 
(QmaY 

= Mar 4-mod [QmM,URm'{A' A A QmZ)) 

Mar A'-mod {A' A A QmN, Rm> (A' AA QmZ)) 
(odAAQmg 

= 

Mat A'-moc {A' AA QmM,Rm,(A' AA QmZ)) 

Finally, Lemma 3.5.38 implies that URm'(Af A a QmZ) is Lm(< g)-local in 
A-mod(^*) , therefore by Proposition 3.5.29 we have that Rm'{A' Aa QmZ) is 
Lm (< g)-local in A'-mod(M*). Since id Aa Qm9 is a Lm (< g)-local equivalence 
and A' A a QmM, A' A a QmN are both cofibrant in A ' -mod(^*) , it follows that the 
bottom row in the diagram above is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. This implies 
that the top row is also a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.5.40. — Let f : A —> A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 
SptE^*, which is compatible with the ring structures. If f is a weak equivalence in 
Spt^J^C then the adjunction: 

(Ä AA - , U, (p) : L<qA-mod{M*) — L<qA'-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.5.37 implies that the adjunction (Af A a —,U,(f) is a Quillen 
adjunction. Using Corollary 1.3.16 in [10] and Proposition 3.5.28 we have that it 
suffices to verify the following two conditions: 

1. For every fibrant A'-module M in L<qA'-mod(M*), the following composition 

A' AA QmUM 
idAA(QmM) 

A! A a UM 
CM 

M 

is a weak equivalence in L<qAf-mod(M*), where Qm denotes a cofibrant re
placement functor in A-mod(M*) (see proposition 3.5.28). 

2. A' A a — reflects weak equivalences between cofibrant A-modules in 
L<qA-mod(M*). 

(1): By construction L<qAf-mod(M*) is a left Bousfield localization of A'-mod(j^*), 
therefore the identity functor 

id : L<qÄ-mod{M+) A'-modpRJ 
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is a right Quillen functor. Thus M is also fibrant in A'-mod(M*). Proposition 2.8.7 im

plies that the adjunction (A' Aa—->U,(p) is a Quillen equivalence between A-mod(j%*) 

and A'-mod(J%„), hence using [10, Proposition 1.3.13(b)] we have that the following 

composition is a weak equivalence in A ' -mod(^*) : 

A' AA QmUM 
idAA(Q™) 

A' AA UM 
CM 

M 

Therefore [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that the composition above is a Lm (< g)-local 

equivalence. 

(2): This follows immediately from Proposition 3.5.28 and Lemma 3.5.39. • 

Proposition 3.5.41. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt̂ J%*; which is also 

cofibrant in S°Spi^M^. The adjunction: 

(A A - , (7, if) : SptT(<^Hs)Nis -+ A-mod 

between symmetric T-spectra and A-modules, together with the model structure 

L<qSpi^M^ (see Theorem 3.3.26), induces a model structure on A-mod, which we 

will denote by L<qA-mod(M*); i.e. a map f : M —> N of A-modules is a fibration 

or a weak equivalence in L<qA-mod(M*) if and only if Uf is a fibration or a weak 

equivalence in L<qSptj>M*. Furthermore, the model category L<qA-mod(M*) is 

cofibrantly generated, with the following sets of generating cofibrations and trivial 

cofibrations respectively: 

lLm(<q) — 1 A-mod = A A l£ 

= 
k>0 

{id A i : A A i f (y+) - A A i f ( (A^)+) | U E (<fi»\s),n > 0} 

JLm«q) = {id A j : A AX A AY} 

where j : X —> Y satisfies the following conditions: 

1. j is an inclusion of l£-complexes in L<qSpt^M^. 

2. j is a LE(< q)-local equivalence in Spt^l^*. 

3. the size of Y as an l£-complex is less than K, where K is the regular cardinal 

defined by Hirschhorn in [6, definition 4.5.3]. 

Proof — Using a result of D. Kan (see Theorem 11.3.2 in [6]), we have that it is 

enough to prove that the following conditions hold: 

1. The domains of /Lm(<g) (respectively JLm(<q)) are small relative to the 

i"z,m(<ç)-cells (respectively JLm(<g)-cells) in the category of A-modules. 

2. U maps relative JL™(<g)-cell complexes to weak equivalences in L<qSpt^M^. 
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( 1 ) : By adjointness it suffices to check that the domains of ^ E ( < q) (resPec~ 

tively ^£E(< g)) are sma^ relative to the lL™(<q)-cells (respectively JL™{<q)-cells) in 

Spt^(^m\s)ms- Theorem 3 .3 .26 implies that L<qSpt^M^ is in particular a cofibrantly 

generated model category with the sets ^ E ( < q) anc* ^Ls (< q) 33 genera^mg con~ 

brations and trivial cofibrations, therefore by [10, Proposition 2.1 .16] it only remains 

to show that all the maps in 7Lm(<g)-cells (respectively JL™(<q)-cells) are cofibrations 

(respectively trivial cofibrations) in L<qSpt^M*. 

Since A is in particular cofibrant in Spt^J^* and the cofibrations in Spi^M* and 

L<qSpi^M^ are identical, Proposition 2 .6 .28 implies that all the maps in Il™(<q) are 

cofibrations in L<qSpt^M^. However, the class of cofibrations is closed under coprod-

ucts and filtered colimits, and the limits and colimits in the category of A-modules 

are computed in Spt^((^m\s)ms, hence all the maps in lL™(<q)-cells are cofibrations 

in L<qSpt^M^. 

By hypothesis A is cofibrant in 5°SptE^*, and every map j in ^ E ( < q) ls c^ear̂ y 

a trivial cofibration in L<qSpi^M^. Since Sq~1Sptj>M* is a right Bousfield localiza

tion with respect to L<qSptEJ%*, we have that every map j in ^ is also a 

trivial cofibration in Sq~1Spi^M^. Therefore, Theorem 3 .4 .12 implies that all the 

maps in JL^(<9) are trivial cofibrations in 59-1SptEJ%*, and since is a 

right Bousfield localization with respect to L<qSpt^M^; we get that all the maps in 

JLm(<q) are also trivial cofibrations in L<qSpt^M*. Finally, since the class of trivial 

cofibrations is closed under coproducts and filtered colimits, and the limits and col

imits in the category of A-modules are computed in Spt^(<flfn\s)ms, we have that all 

the maps in JI/m(<9)-cells are also trivial cofibrations in L<qSpt^M^. 

( 2 ) : We have shown that every map in JL™-{<q)-cells is a trivial cofibration in 

L<qSpt^M^. In particular, every relative JL™(<q)-cell complex is a weak equivalence 

in L<(?SptE^*, as we wanted. • 

Remark 3.5.42. — Notice that we can not use the same argument as in Theo

rem 2.8.4 to construct the model structure L<qA-mod(M*), since the model category 

L<qSpt^M^ is not a symmetric monoidal model category (see Remark 3.4-13), i.e. the 

monoidal structure on symmetric T-spectra is not compatible with the model structure 

on L<qSpt^M*. Therefore, the hypothesis of A being cofibrant in S°Spt^M^ is really 

necessary. 

Lemma 3.5.43. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in SptfL^*, which is also cofi

brant in S^Spt^J^*. Then the model category L<qA-mod(M*) described in Proposi

tion 3.5.41 is simplicial. 
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Proof. — Since the cotensor objects NK for the simplicial structure are identical 

in L<qA-mod(M*) and L<qSpt^M^, the results follows from proposition 3.5.41 and 

theorem 3.3.26 which implies in particular that L<qSpt^M* is a simplicial model 

category. • 

Theorem 3.5.44. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^J%*, which is also cofi

brant in S°Spt^M^. We have that the model structures L<qA-mod(M*) (see Theo

rem 3.5.25) and L<qA-mod(M*) (see Proposition 3.5.^1) on the category of A-mod

ules are identical. 

Proof. — Theorem 3.5.25 and Proposition 3.5.41 imply that both L<qA-mod(M*) 

and L<qA-mod(M*) have 

fc>0 

{id A i :A A F?(Y+) - A A i £ ( (A£)+) | U € (Ms), n > 0} 

as set of generating cofibrations. Hence the cofibrations in L<qA-mod(M*) and 

L<qA-mod(M*) are exactly the same. It suffices to check that the weak equivalences 

in both model structures are identical. 

However, Theorem 3.3.26 and Lemma 3.5.43 imply that L<qA-mod(M*) and 

L<qA-mod(M*) are both simplicial model categories. Therefore, corollary 1.6.11(2) 

implies that it is enough to show that the fibrant objects in L<qA-mod(M*) and 

L<qA-mod(M*) coincide. But this follows directly from Propositions 3.5.29 and 

3.5.41. • 

Theorem 3.5.45. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^^*, which is also cofi

brant in S°SptEJ%*, and let M be an arbitrary A-module. Then the solid arrows in 

the following commutative diagram: 

(82) 

QzRmM 
QzRmM 

QEM 
QzRmM 

QEMQEM 
QE(Mm,QmM) 

QxW™QmM 

QRmM Qm QQmM Q W™QmM 
E 

RmM 
pM 

M 
QM 

QmM yr/m,Qm M 
9 

• W™QmM 
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induce a natural equivalence between the functors: 

(83) 

L<a(ffi(A-mod) 

Qm uw™ 

vW(A-mod) L <q 
SHE (S) 

URm QE 
SHE (S) 

Proof — It suffices to show that all the maps W™>QmM, Q£f, R™ and Q*mM are 

weak equivalences in L<gSptEJ%*. Proposition 3.3.28 implies that Q^mM is a weak 

equivalence in L<qSpi^M^. 

Since A is cofibrant in S°SptE^*, Theorem 3.5.44 and Proposition 3.5.41 imply 

that it is enough to show that iyjn'^mM, Q^f and R%[ are weak equivalences in 

L<qA-mod(M*). By construction (see definition 3.5.27) W™'®mM is a weak equiva

lence in L<qA-mod(M*), and Proposition 3.5.28 implies that Q^f is a weak equiva

lence in L<qA-mod(M*). Finally, by construction (see definition 3.5.2) i?£f is a weak 

equivalence in A-mod(J%*), and [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that R% is also a weak 

equivalence in L<qA-mod(M*). This finishes the proof. • 

Remark 3.5.46. — Notice that Theorem 3.5.45 does not follow from the general non

sense (see Proposition 3.5.34), since it gives a compatibility between compositions of 

left and right adjoints. 

Theorem 3.5.47. — Fix q G Z. Let f : A —> A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra 

in Spi^M*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that one of the 

following conditions holds: 

1. f is a weak equivalence in SptEJ%* (equivalently in A-mod(M*)). 

2. There exists p G Z such that A, A' are both LE(< p)-local in SptE^* and f is 

a weak equivalence in L<pSptEM*. 

3. There exists p G Z such that A, Af are both -colocal in Spi^M* and f is a 

weak equivalence in Rqp Spt^M* (equivalently in Rcp{{A-mod(M*)). 

Then f induces a Quillen equivalence between the weight<q motivic stable model struc

tures of A and A' modules: 

(A' AA - , U, if) : L<qA-mod{M*) ^ L<qAf-mod{M*) 

Proof. — (1): This is just proposition 3.5.40. 
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(2): Since A and Af are LE(< p)-local in SptE^*, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(1)] implies 

that / is a weak equivalence in Spt^-M*. Therefore the result follows from Proposi

tion 3.5.40. 

(3): Since A and A! are C^S-colocal in S p t ^ * , using [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] we 

have that / is a weak equivalence in SptE^*. Thus, the result follows from Proposi

tion 3.5.40. • 

Definition 3.5.48. — We consider the following set of A-modules 

Sm(q) = {A A F%(Sr A Gm A U+) € Cm\s - n = q} Ç C £ » 

(see definition 3.3.49). 

Theorem 3.5.49. — The right Bousfield localization of the model category 

L<q+iA-mod(M*) with respect to the Sm(q)-colocal equivalences exists. This new 

model structure will be called g-slice motivic stable. SqA-mod(M*) will denote the 

category of A-modules equipped with the q-slice motivic stable model structure, and 

Sq<ffi (A-mod) will denote its associated homotopy category. Furthermore, the q-slice 

motivic stable model structure is right proper and simplicial. 

Remark 3.5.50. — Notice that we can not use the adjunction (A A —, £7, tp) : 

SqSpt^M* —• SqA-mod(M*) for the construction of SqA-mod(M*), since we 

do not know if the model structure for SqSpt^M^ is cofibrantly generated. 

Definition 3.5.51. — Let P™ denote a cofibrant replacement functor in SqA-mod(M*); 

such that for every A-module M, the natural map 

prnM 
•pm, M 
Q 

M 

is a trivial fibration in SqA-mod(M*), and P™M is always a Srn(q)-colocal A-module 

in L<q+iA-m.od(M*). 

Proposition 3.5.52. — Wq\1 is also a fibrant replacement functor in SqA-mod(M*) 

(see definition 3.5.27), and for every A-module M the natural map 

M 
Wm, M 

Wm,1 M 

is a trivial cofibration in SqA-mod(M*). 

Corollary 3.5.53. — Let f : M —> N be a map of A-modules. Then f is a Sm(q)-colocal 

equivalence in L<q+iA-mod(M*) if and only if 

W™+1M 
Wm, M f 

W™+1N 

is a Cqq1 -colocal equivalence in A-mod(M*). 
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Proposition 3.5.54. — The adjunction 

(- A S1,Sis1i<p) ' SqA-mod(M*) ^ SqA-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence, and Sq(ffl(A-mod) has the structure of a triangulated cate

gory. 

Proposition 3.5.55. — We have the following adjunction 

(PfiW^ip) : 5 W ( A - m o d ) L <q+10i\A-mod) 

between exact functors of triangulated categories. 

Proposition 3.5.56. — The identity functor 

id : SqA-mod{M*) » Rc* A-mod(M*) 

is a right Quillen functor, and it induces the following adjunction 

(C™, W^ip) : Rc*#C(A-mod) Sq<ffl(A-mod) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Lemma 3.5.57. — If M is a cofibrant A-module in SqA-mod(M*), then the map * —> 

M is a trivial cofibration in L<qA-mod(M*). 

Theorem 3.5.58. — The adjunction 

(A A -, U, if) : SqSpt%M* ^ SqA-mod(M*) 

given by the free A-module and the forgetful functors is a Quillen adjunction, and it 

induces an adjunction 

(A A Pf-, UW^tp) : S W S ( S ) ^ Sq${(A-mod) 

of exact functors between triangulated categories. 

Proposition 3.5.59. — We have the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 

functors: 

(84) 

E ryq Spt£j%> 4a- I êff 4-mod(^*) 

in id 

S«Spt?^K. 
Aa— 

SqA-mod{M+) 
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and the following associated commutative diagrams of homotopy categories: 

(85) 

R ^q 
-'eff 

№(A-moà) 

AACf- Cm 

R iq SH E (S) 
AACf-

S"<0((A-moà) 

CE AAP^-
S«çiKfs(S) 

(86) 

Sq SHE (S) 

UWq+1 "«+1 

S«<ffl(A-mod) 
UWq+1 

R •̂ eff 
SHE (S) 

UWq+1 U Rm 
R ^q W{A-moà) 

Theorem 3.5.60. — Let A be a commutative cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt|b%*. Then 
the symmetric monoidal structure for the category of A-modules, induces the following 
Quillen bifunctor in the sense of Hovey (see definition 1.7.4): 

-AA- : SpA-mod(M*) x SqA-mod(M*) ^ Sp+q A-mod(M*) 

Proof — The proof is similar to the one given for Theorem 3.4.12. We leave the 
details to the reader. • 

If the ring A is not commutative, then we need to impose some additional conditions 
in order to get a weaker version of the previous result (see Theorem 3.5.65). 

Lemma 3.5.61. — Let f : A —> Af be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in Spt^M*, 
which is compatible with the ring structures. Then the adjunction: 

(A' AA -,U,(p) : SqA-mod(M*) -> SqA'-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen adjunction. 

Proof. — Proposition 3.5.37 implies that U : L<q+iA'-mod(M*) —• L<g+1 A-mod(M*) 
is a right Quillen functor. Consider the following commutative diagram of right Quillen 
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functors: 

L<q+iA'-mod(M*) U L<g+iA-mod(^*) 

id id 

SqA'-mod(M*) 
u 

SqA-mod(M*) 

then the universal property of right Bousfield localizations together with proposition 

2.8.8 imply that the dotted arrow U is a right Quillen functor. • 

Proposition 3.5.62. — Let f : A —• A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 

SptEM*, which is compatible with the ring structures. If f is a weak equivalence in 

Spi^M*, then the adjunction: 

(A' AA -, U, <p) : SqA-mod{M+) -> SqA'-mod{M*) 

is a Quillen equivalence. 

Proof. — We have shown in lemma 3.5.61 that 

(A' AA-,U,<p): SqA-mod{M*) -> SqA'-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen adjunction. 

Now let 77, e denote the unit and counit of the adjunction (A' A A —,U,tp). By 

Corollary 1.3.16(c) in [10], it suffices to check that the following conditions hold: 

1. For every cofibrant A-module M in SqA-mod(M*), the following composition 

M = A AA M T7M=/AAid A! AAM 
W mf ,A' A A M 

9 + 1 W^A' A a M) 

is a weak equivalence in S9A-mod(^*), where W£±1 denotes a fibrant replace

ment functor in SqA'-mod(M*) (see Proposition 3.5.52). 

2. U reflects weak equivalences between fibrant objects in SqA'-mod(M*). 

(1): Since id : SqA-mod(M*) —• L<q+iA-mod(M*) is a left Quillen functor, we have 

that M is also cofibrant in L<g+1 A-mod(M*). Hence, theorem 3.5.47(1) implies that 

W%\.{A AaM °t/m is a weak equivalence in L<g+1 A-mod(M*). Finally, by [6, Proposi

tion 3.1.5] we have that W^{A AaM o TJM is a weak equivalence in 59A-mod(J%*), as 

we wanted. 

(2): Let g : M —> N be a map between fibrant A'-modules in SqA'-mod(M*), such 

that Ug is a weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*). 

Fix F%(Sr A Gm A t/+) G SE(q) (see definition 3.3.49). Using the enriched adjunc

tions of Proposition 2.8.8, we get the following commutative diagram of simplicial sets 
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where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms 

Map A'-mod 
(A 'AF„s(SrAG^A£/+) ,M) 

9* 

= Mai A'-mod (A' A F*(SrAG°mAU+),N) 

Map 4-moc 
{AAF* (SrAGsm A U+),UM) = 

(Ug)* 

Map 4-mod (A A F*(Sr A G i AU+),UN) 

Now M and N are both fibrant in Z/<g+iA'-mod^*) (this follows from Proposi

tion 3.5.52), hence Proposition 3.5.37 implies that UM and UN are also fibrant in 

L<q+iA-moà{M*). Therefore, the bottom row in the diagram above is a weak equiva

lence of simplicial sets, since by hypothesis Ug is a weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*). 

Finally, by the two out of three property for weak equivalences we get that the top row 

is also a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, and this implies that g is a weak equiva

lence in SqA'-mod(M*), since M and N are both fibrant in L<q+iA'-mod(M*). • 

Lemma 3.5.63. — Let f : A-+ A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in SptEJ%*, 

which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that A and A' are cofibrant in 

S ^ S p t ^ . . Then W.M-+M' is a weak equivalence in SqA'-mod(M*) if and only 

ifUwisa weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*). 

Proof. — Let W^+i, WJfi denote fibrant replacement functors in L<q+iA-mod(M*) 

and L<q+iA'-mod(M*) respectively, and let N be an arbitrary A'-module. We have 

the following commutative diagram in L<q+iA-mod(M*): 

N 
W m,N 
q+1 W m, at q+1 

w <n',N W m(w m',N 
q+Lv o+l 

W m at . 
q+1 

• w m U/m' aj 
q+1 q+1 

Vi m,Wrn. . N 
9+1 

since A, A' are both cofibrant in 5°Spt^%«, Theorem 3.5.44 and Proposi

tion 3.5.41 imply that all the maps in the diagram above are weak equivalences 

in L<q+iA-mod(M*). 

Now fix A A F*(Sr A Gm A £/+) G Sm(q) (see definition 3.5.48). Using the nat-

urality of the diagram above together with Proposition 2.8.8, we get the following 
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commutative diagram of simplicial sets: 

Map A'-mod1 [A' A Ff(Sr A G ; A U+), W&M) 

(Wq+1w)* 

= Map A'-mod (A' A F*(Sr A Gm A U+), W^M') 

Map A-mod (A A A G ; A U+), UW™+1M) = 

(UW q+1w)* 

(W 
m.f/Wm . M 
q+1 q+1 * Map 

A-mod 
(A A A G ^ A £7+), UW&M') 

Mai A-mo( 
(A A Ff(Sr A G ^ A f/+), W ^ C T O ^ M ) (W 

m.L/W™ . M' ' cr-t-1 
+ 1 J* (Wq+1w)* (Wq+1w)* 

(Wq+1w)* (Wq+1w)* Map 
l-moc 

(A A F*(Sr A G ^ A ¡7+), W ^ t f W ^ M ' ) 

Mai 
A-mod 

[A A F W A G i A U+), UW?+1M) (Wq+1w)* (Wq+1w)* 
(Wq+1w)* 

Mai A-mod (A A F*(Sr A G ; A [/+), tfW^M') 

where the top vertical arrows are isomorphisms of simplicial sets. But L<q+iA-mod(M*), 

L<Q+iA'-mod(M*) are simplicial model categories (see theorem 3.5.25) and the nat-

ural maps W 
rn,UW™M 
g+i 5 

un m 
7+1 

(W m' M 
9+1 

), w 
m, UWm',M' 

Q+l 
and C/W m [w m' ,M' 

q+1 ) are 

all weak equivalences between nbrant objects, thus by Ken Brown s lemma (see 

Lemma 1.1.5) all the vertical arrows are weak equivalences of simplicial sets. 

Therefore, the top row is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets if and only if the 

bottom row is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. This proves the claim. • 

Proposition 3.5.64. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Sp^M*, which is also 

cofibrant in S^Spt^J^*. For every cofibration f : M —» N in SqA-mod(M*) we have 

that f is also a cofibration in SqSpi^M^. 
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Proof. — Let (see Theorem 3.5.25) 

A(K) = JLm{<q+1) U {A A F*(Sr A G ^ A U+) ® dAk -> 

A A Fn(Sr A G ^ A [/+) 0 Ak \ s - n = q ,k>0} 

Since £<g+iA-mod(M*) is in particular a simplicial model category (see Theo
rem 3.5.25), using definitions 5.2.1, 16.3.1 and Propositions 5.3.6, 16.1.3 in [6], we 
have that / is a retract of a cofibration g : M —• O in L <q+\ A-mod (M*) for which 
there is a weak equivalence h : O —» P in L<g+1 A-mod(M*) such that the composition 
h o # is a relative A(if )-cell complex. 

It is clear that it is enough to check that g is a cofibration in 5<?SptEĴ *. Now, 
using Lemma 5.3.4 in [6], we have that this follows from: 

1. g is a cofibration in L<q+iSptTM*. 
2. h is a weak equivalence in L<9+iSptEJ^*. 
3. h o g is a cofibration in SqSpt^M^. 

(1): Since L<g+iA-mod(j%*) is a left Bousfield localization with respect to 
A-mod(J^*), we have that the cofibrations are exactly the same in both model 
structures. Hence g is a cofibration in A-mod(^*), and Proposition 2.8.9 implies that 
g is also a cofibration in Spt^J^*. But L<q+iSpt^M* is a left Bousfield localization 
with respect to SptEJ^*, therefore g is a cofibration in L<g+iSptyJ%*. 

(2): Since A is cofibrant in 5°SptEJ%,, Theorem 3.5.44 and Proposition 3.5.41 
imply that h is a weak equivalence in L<q+iSpt^M^. 

(3): Let 6* denote the class of cofibrations in SqSpt^M^. Theorem 3.5.25 implies 
that JLm(<g+i) is a set of generating trivial cofibrations for L<g+iA-mod(^*), and 
since A is cofibrant in S°SptEJ^*, theorem 3.5.44 together with Proposition 3.5.41 
imply that all the maps in JLm(<q+i) are weak equivalences in L<g_|_iSptEJ%*. 

Now, L<q+\ A-mod(M*) is a left Bousfield localization with respect to A-mod(^*), 
thus all the maps in JL™{<q+i) are cofibrations in A-mod(j%«), and Proposition 2.8.9 
implies that the maps in JLm(<q+i) are also cofibrations in SptEJ#£*. However, 
L<g-fiSptf^* is a left Bousfield localization with respect to SptE^*, hence all the 
maps in JL™(<g+i) are cofibrations in L<q+iSptl}M*. 

Therefore, all the maps in Jz,m(<g+i) are trivial cofibrations in L<g+iSpt^%*. But 
SqSp\%>M* is a right Bousfield localization with respect to L<g+iSptE^*, hence all 
the maps in Jz,m(<g+i) are also trivial cofibrations in SqSpt^M^. We have that in 
particular JLm(<g+i) is contained in ë\ On the other hand, by construction * —> 
F^(Sr A G ^ A E/+) are cofibrations in i?c«ff SptfL^* for s — n = q, thus, Proposi
tion 3.3.61 implies that * —> Fn(Sr A G ^ A [/+) are also cofibrations in SqSp\%M* 
for s — n = q. By hypothesis the map * —> A is a cofibration in £°SptE^*, then 
Theorem 3.4.12 together with the fact that 59Spt̂ >W* is a simplicial model category 
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(see Theorem 3.3.50) imply that 

{A A F*(Sr A Gm A U+) ® dAk -> A A F E ( 5 R A G ^ A £/+) 0 Ak \ 

s — n = q, k > 0} 

is also contained in g\ Therefore, we have that all the maps in A(K) are contained in 
C. 

Finally since limits and colimits in A-mod are computed in Spt^(<^|s)NiS) we have 

that h o g is a relative f?-cell complex in Spi^((^m\s)ms, and since is clearly closed 

under coproducts, pushouts and filtered colimits, we have that h o g is a cofibration 

in SqSptrM*. • 

Theorem 3.5.65. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spt^^*, which is also cofi

brant in S°Spt^M^. Then — Aa — defines a Quillen adjunction of two variables (see 

definition 1.7.4) from the p-slice motivic model structure for right A-modules and the 

q-slice motivic model structure for left A-modules to the (p-t-q)-slice motivic symmetric 

stable model structure: 

-AA-: SpA-mod(M*)r x SqA-mod(M*)i >• S ^ S p t ^ * 

Proof — By Lemma 1.7.5, it is enough to prove the following claim: 

Given a cofibration i : N —• N' in SqA-mod(M*)i and a fibration / : X —> Y in 

S ^ S p t ^ W . , the induced map 

Horn Spt% (N', X) 

(i*n f*) 

Horn Spt* (N,X) x HomsPt| (N,Y) Horn SPyE (N',Y) 

is a fibration in SpA-mod(M*)r which is trivial if either i or / is a weak equivalence. 

However, Proposition 3.5.64 and Lemma 3.5.63 (1 is cofibrant in 5°Spt|L^* by 

Lemma 3.4.1) imply that i is also a cofibration in SqSpt^M^, which is trivial if i 

is a weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*)i. Now, it follows from Theorem 3.4.12 that 

(i*,f*) is a fibration in SpSpt^M^ which is trivial if either i or / is a weak equiva

lence. By Lemma 3.5.63 we have that it suffices to check that (i*, / * ) is a fibration in 

SM-mod(^*) r . 

By definition 5pSpt^^* is a right Bousfield localization with respect to 

L<p+iSpt^^*, hence the fibrations in both model structures coincide. This im

plies that (i*, /*) is a fibration in L<p^iSpt^M^. Now, proposition 3.5.41 and 

Theorem 3.5.44 imply that (i*,/*) is also a fibration in L<p+iA-mod(M*)r since 

we are assuming that A is cofibrant in S^Spt^J^*. However, by construction 

SpA-mod(M*)r is a right Bousfield localization with respect to I/<p+iA-mod(M*)r, 
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therefore the classes of fibrations in both model structures are identical. Thus (i*, / * ) 
is a fibration in SpA-mod(M*)r, as we wanted. • 

Lemma 3.5.66. — Let f : A —• A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in Spt^M*, 
which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that A and A' are cofibrant 
in S°S\)t^M*. Furthermore, assume that A' is also cofibrant in A-mod(M*). If 
f is a weak equivalence in S°Spt^M^, then for every cofibrant A-module M in 
SqA-mod(M*), the induced map 

M = A AA M 
/AAid A! AAM 

is a weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*). 

Proof. — Lemma 3.4.1 implies that 1 is cofibrant in S°SptEJ^* and A is by hypothesis 
cofibrant in S°SptEJ^*, thus by Lemma 3.5.63 it suffices to check that / A A id is a 
weak equivalence in SqSpt^M^. 

Using Lemma 3.5.63 again, we get that / is a weak equivalence in 5° A-mod (J^*). 
Now, M is cofibrant in SqA-mod(M*) and f : A —+ Af may be considered as a map 
of right A-modules; therefore theorem 3.5.65 together with Ken Brown's lemma (see 
Lemma 1.1.4) imply that it suffices to show that A and A! are both cofibrant in 
S°A-mod(^*) . 

We have that 1 is cofibrant in 5°SptEJ^* by Lemma 3.4.1, therefore Theorem 3.5.58 
implies that A is cofibrant in S°A-mod(M*). 

Now, since 5°A-mod(^*) is a right Bousfield localization with respect to 
L< i A-mod(J^*), [6, Proposition 3.2.2(2)] implies that to show that A' is cofibrant in 
S°A-mod(M*) it suffices to check that A! is cofibrant in L < i A-mod (j%*) and that / 
is a weak equivalence in L<iA-niod(^*). 

On the other hand, L<\A-mod(M*) is a left Bousfield localization with respect 
to A-modp^*), hence A! is cofibrant in L<iA-mod(M*) since by hypothesis A' is 
cofibrant in A-mod(M*). 

Finally, we are assuming that / is a weak equivalence in S°Spt^M^ and that A, 
A' are both cofibrant in 5°SptEJ^*; therefore, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that 
/ is also a weak equivalence in L^Sp^M*. But since A is cofibrant in 5°SptEJ^*, 
we can apply Proposition 3.5.41 and Theorem 3.5.44 to conclude that / is a weak 
equivalence in L<i A-mod(^*) , as we wanted. • 

Proposition 3.5.67. — Let f : A —• A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra in 
Sptpy^*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that A and Af are 
cofibrant in .Sf°SptEJ%*. Furthermore, assume that A' is also cofibrant in A-mod(i^*). 
If f is a weak equivalence in 5°SptE^*, then it induces a Quillen equivalence between 
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the q-slice motivic stable model structures of A and A' modules: 

(A' AA - , U, ip) : SqA-mod(M*) ^ SqA'-mod{M*) 

Proof — We have shown in lemma 3.5.61 that 

{A' AA - , U, ip) : SqA-mod{M*) -+ SqA'-mod(M*) 

is a Quillen adjunction. 
Now let 77, e denote the unit and counit of the adjunction (A' A A —,U,<p). By 

Corollary 1.3.16(c) in [10], it suffices to check that the following conditions hold: 

1. For every cofibrant A-module M in SqA-mod(M*), the following composition 

M = A AA M r)M=fAAid A' AAM 
W m' ,Af Aj^M 

<7+l W m 
7+1 (A' AA M) 

is a weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*), where Wqn+1 denotes a fibrant replace
ment functor in SqA'-mod(M*) (see Proposition 3.5.52). 

2. U reflects weak equivalences between fibrant objects in Sq A'-mod{M*). 

(1): Lemma 3.5.66 implies that /A^id is a weak equivalence in SqA-modand 
Lemma 3.5.63 implies that W™^.{A AaM is also a weak equivalence in SqA-mod(M*). 
Therefore, the result follows from the two out of three property for weak equivalences. 

(2): This follows immediately from Lemma 3.5.63. • 

Theorem 3.5.68. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Spi^M*, which is also cofi
brant in Rc°i{ Spt^J%*, and let M be an arbitrary A-module. Then the solid arrows in 
the following commutative diagram: 

(87) 

CEWq+1 с™м 
of 

m,CjrN лит Я 
q+1 ) 

CEWq+1 
CEWq+1 

CfM 
CEWq+1 

CfRmM 

W 
ï2,Wrn. . С™ M q + 1 Я W ,CmM ri-È,M CEWq+1 

W™+1C™M 
W m,C™M 

9 + 1 

с™м 
CEW m 

M 
RM 

RmM 
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induce a natural equivalence between the functors: 

(88) 

R Ceff №B(S) 

URm Of 

R Ceff (M (A-mod) Sq SH Z (S) 

Cm UWq+1 

m.Y7m M _£.f7mM ^ 

S«?W(j4-mod) 

Proof — Clearly, it is enough to prove that the maps Wq+X q , Cq ' q , Cf(C^M) 
and C^(R^) are all weak equivalences in S^Spt^^*. 

Lemma 3.4.1 implies that 1 is cofibrant in 5°Spt̂ J%*, and Proposition 3.3.61 
implies that A is also cofibrant in 5°SptfL^*. 

Now, Proposition 3.5.52 implies that Wq\1 is a fibrant replacement functor in 

SqA-mod{M*), then using Lemma 3.5.63 we get that W^i" M is a weak equivalence 

in S*Spt£#k. 
By construction SqS\>t^M* is a right Bousfield localization with respect to 

L<9+iSptfL^*, and on the other hand, L<g+iSpt^^* is a left Bousfield localization 
with respect to Spt^J^*. Hence, [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that it suffices to show 
that the remaining maps Cq 9 , Cf(C^M) and Cf(R%) are weak equivalences 
in Spi^M*. We will show that this is the case. 

Since A is cofibrant in Rco Spt^l^*, Proposition 3.5.20 implies that C™M is 

cofibrant in Rcv SptfM*, and Cq ' 9 is by definition a weak equivalence in 

#c9ff Spt|b%*; therefore [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] implies that Cq q is a weak 
equivalence in SptfL^*, since CfC^M is also cofibrant in Rc<* Spt^jW.. 

Since CfC^M and CfM are both cofibrant in RCQ^Spt^M^ by construction, 
using Theorem 3.2.13(2) in [6] we get that if C^((7™,M) is a weak equivalence in 
Rc« Spt^J^*, then it is also a weak equivalence in SptyJ%*. But it is clear that 

Cq ' q and C^,M are both weak equivalences in Rcq{{SptTJ%*, then by the two out 
of three property of weak equivalences, it is enough to check that the map C™'M is 
a weak equivalence in RCQ SptSj^*. Applying lemma 3.5.18 we get that C™'M is a 

weak equivalence in RCQ^Spt^M^, since C™,M is by construction a weak equivalence 

in RcqH A-mod(M*). 

Since CfM and CfRmM are both cofibrant in RcquSpt^/%* by construction, 

using Theorem 3.2.13(2) in [6] again, we get that if Cf(R^) is a weak equivalence 

in RCQ SptS^*, then it is also a weak equivalence in Spi^M*. But it is clear that 
eff 
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Cf'M and Cf,RmM are both weak equivalences in Rc^Spi^M^, then by the two out 

of three property of weak equivalences, it is enough to check that the map R^ is a 

weak equivalence in Rcq{{SptÇM*. However, Theorem 2.8.4 and definition 3.5.2 imply 

that R^ is a weak equivalence in Spt^/R*, and by [6, Proposition 3.1.5] we have that 

R^ is a weak equivalence in Rcq{{ Spt^ J#£*. This finishes the proof. • 

Remark 3,5.69. — Notice that Theorem 3.5.68 does not follow from the general non

sense (see Proposition 3.5.59), since it gives a compatibility between compositions of 

left and right adjoints. 

Theorem 3.5.70. — Fix q G Z . Let f : A —• A' be a map between cofibrant ring spectra 

in Spt^l^*, which is compatible with the ring structures. Assume that one of the 

following conditions holds: 

1. f is a weak equivalence in Spt^J%*. 

2. There exists p € Z such that A, A' are both LE(< p)-local in Sptp^* and f is 

a weak equivalence in L<pSpt^M*. 

3. There exists p G Z such that A, A' are both -colocal in Spt̂ J%* and f is a 

weak equivalence in Rcp{{Spt^J%* (equivalently in RCp^A-mod(M*)). 

4. A, A' are both cofibrant in Rc°{{ Spt^M*, A' is also cofibrant in A - m o d ^ * ) 

and f is a weak equivalence in £°Spt^J%*. 

5. A, A' are both cofibrant in S°Spt^M^, A' is also cofibrant in A-mod(J^*) and 

f is a weak equivalence in 50SptEJ^*. 

Then f induces a Quillen equivalence between the q-slice motivic stable model struc

tures of A and A' modules: 

{A' AA -, 17, (f) : SqA-mod(M*) >• SqA'-mod(M*) 

Proof. — (1): This is just Proposition 3.5.62. 

(2): Since A and A! are L s ( < p)-local in SptE^*, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(1)] implies 

that / is a weak equivalence in Spt^/%*. Therefore the result follows from Proposi

tion 3.5.62. 

(3): Since A and A! are C^E-colocal in SptÇ^*, using [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] we 

have that / is a weak equivalence in Spt^^*. Thus, the result follows from Proposi

tion 3.5.62. 

(4): Proposition 3.3.61 implies that A and A! are both cofibrant in .S°Spt^l/^*, 

therefore the result follows from Proposition 3.5.67. 

(5): This is just proposition 3.5.67. • 
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3.6. Applications 

In this section we will describe some of the consequences that follow from the 
compatibility of the slice filtration with the smash product of symmetric T-spectra 
in the sense of Theorems 3.4.5 and 3.4.12, as well as those that follow from the 
compatibility between the slice filtration on the categories of symmetric T-spectra 
and A-modules in the sense of Propositions 3.5.15, 3.5.34, 3.5.59 and Theorems 3.5.22, 
3.5.45, 3.5.68, 3.5.70. In the rest of this section p,q G Z will denote arbitrary integers. 

Proposition 3.6.1. — The model categories Rco^Spt^M* and S°Spt̂ J%* are both 
symmetric monoidal model categories (with respect to the smash product of symmet
ric T-spectra) in the sense of Hovey (see definition 1.7.7). 

Proof. — It follows directly from Lemma 3.4.1, together with theorems 3.4.5 and 
3.4.12 • 

Theorem 3.6.2. — The triangulated categories <^f#E(5), Rc°{f<ffiT(S) and 5°çi#E(5) 
inherit a natural symmetric monoidal structure from the smash product of symmetric 
T-spectra. The symmetric monoidal structure is defined as follows: 

1. 

- AL - : *f#S(S) X 0 { * { S ) *i#S(S) 

(X, Y) I QvX A QEy 

2. 

- AL - : Rcoi{0{l:(S) x Rcoff<ffiE(S) ^ Rco{f0{*{S) 

(X, Y) I ^ C$X A C$Y 

3. 

- AL - : S ° ^ ( S ) x S°<ffi*(S) ^ 5°9^S(5 ) 

(X, Y) l ^ P*X A PÏY 

Proof. — It follows directly from Propositions 2.6.28 and 3.6.1, together with Theo
rem 1.7.15. • 

Proposition 3.6.3. — The following exact functors between triangulated categories are 
both strong symmetric monoidal: 

C0S : Rco №*{S) ^ S ( 5 ) 

Cf : R c o ^ i S ) 5°#fS(5) 
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Proof. — Propositions 2.6.28 and 3.6.1 imply that Spt^J%*, R^Spi^M* and 

5°Spt^^* are all symmetric monoidal model categories in the sense of Hovey. Now, 

using Theorem 3.3.9 and Proposition 3.3.61 we have that the following adjunctions 

(id, id, ip) : Äcoff Spt^JM. ^ Spt^M^ 

(id,id,y>) : Äco f fSp t^* ^ 5°Spt£jM. 

are both symmetric monoidal Quillen adjunctions (see definition 1.7.11). The result 

then follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.3 in [10]. • 

Corollary 3.6.4. — The following exact functors between triangulated categories are 

both lax symmetric monoidal: 

Д Е : ^ Е ( 5 ) ñ c o f f # f S ( S ) 

W f : S°^(S) Rco((^{S) 

Proof — By Proposition 3.3.18 and Corollary 3.3.62 we have the following adjunc

tions 

(С0Е, Rv,<p) : Rcoff<№E(S) W?(S) 

(C0S, Wf, y>) : Rcoa^{S) S °#B(S) 

Using Proposition 3.6.3 we have that the left adjoints for R^, and are both strong 
symmetric monoidal. Finally by standard results in category theory we get that the 
right adjoints ife and Wf1 are both lax symmetric monoidal (see [15, Theorem 1.5]). 

Proposition 3.6.5. — The smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces the following 
Quillen adjunctions of two variables (see definition 1.7.12): 

1. RQ* Spt^M^ ¿5 a Rco Sp^M*-model category in the sense of Hovey. 
eff eff 

2. 59Spt^J%* 25 a S°Spt^M^-model category in the sense of Hovey. 

3. Spt^-M* 25 a Rc°H Spt^M*-model category in the sense of Hovey. 

4. SqSpt^M^ is a Rco Spt^M^-model category in the sense of Hovey. 

Proof — (1): This follows immediately from Lemma 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.5. 

(2): This follows immediately from Lemma 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.12. 
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(3): It follows from proposition 2.6.28 and Theorem 3.3.9 which imply that the 

following composition is a Quillen adjunction of two variables: 

R Ceff SptrM* x S p t ^ * -
(id.icH 

Sptj,M* x Spt^M. 

- A -

Sptyj%. 

(4): It follows from proposition 3.3.61 and Theorem 3.4.12 which imply that the 

following composition is a Quillen adjunction of two variables: 

R êff Spi^M* x SqSptrM* (id,id) 
5°SptSjM. x S«Spt?JW. 

- A -

SqSptEjM* 

Theorem 3.6.6. — The smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces the following 

natural module structures (see definition 1.7.1): 

1. The triangulated category Rc* has a natural structure of 

Rco <ffi^(S)-module, defined as follows: 
eff 

— AL — : L Ceff 0{*{S) X Rcí¡í^{S) d Rc^^iS) 

(X,Y)\ C$X A CfY 

2. The triangulated category Sq0{^(S) has a natural structure of 

S° ffiC^"(S)-module, defined as follows: 

- AL - : S°0{T'{S) x S*#fs(S) > • S"^(S) 

(X, Y) I » P$X A PfY 

3. The triangulated category <$tt (S) has a natural structure of 

Rqo (0(^(3)-module, defined as follows: 

— AL — : R 
êff 

AL - : S°0{T'{S) x S*#fs(S) > • S"^(S) 

(X, Y) I C$X A QEY 

4. The triangulated category Sq(M{£'(S) has a natural structure of 

R 0̂ êff ffi1](S)-module, defined as follows : 

- AL - : Rcoff^E(S) x Sq^(S) d - S ^ E ( S ) 

(X, Y) I ^ C$X A PfY 
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Proof. — This follows directly from Lemma 3.4.1, Proposition 3.6.5 and [10, Theo
rem 4.3.4]. • 

Theorem 3.6.7. — The smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces the following 
adjunctions of two variables (see definition 1.7.2) which are also bilinear pairings: 

1. 
- AL - : Rcvif0{*{S) x RCLU^{S) ^ RcPjq9mE(S) 

(X, Y) I ^ CfX A CfY 

2. 

- AL - : SP^(S) x 5 ^ S ( S ) ^ SP+o^iS) 

(X, Y) I >- PfX A PfY 

Proof. — (1): By Theorem 3.4.5 we have that 

- A - : Äcpff SptyjW. x ÄcgffSpty;W. ^ ÄCp+,Sptr^. 

is a Quillen bifunctor. Then Proposition 1.7.14 implies that 

- AL - : RCp # T ( S ) x Rco <flr{S) ^ RCp+*W(S) 

(X, Y) I ^ CfX A CfY 

is an adjunction of two variables. Finally, since the coproduct of two cofibrant objects 
is always cofibrant, and X A (Y \\Z) is canonically isomorphic in Spt^{$n\s)ms to 
(X A Y) JJ(X A Z), we get that the pairing — AL — is bilinear. 

(2): By Theorem 3.4.12 we have that 

- A - : SpSpt%M* x S ^ S p t ^ . ^ Sp+qSpt%M* 

is a Quillen bifunctor. Then Proposition 1.7.14 implies that 

- AL - : SP</W*(S) x SQ^(S) ^ SP+«9«fE(5) 

(X, Y) I ^ PfX A PfY 

is an adjunction of two variables. Finally, since the coproduct of two cofibrant objects 
is always cofibrant and X A (Y \JZ) is canonically isomorphic in Spt^((^m\s)ms to 
(X A Y) ] J (X A Z ) , we get that the pairing — AL — is bilinear. • 

Proposition 3.6.8. — Let X, Y be two arbitrary symmetric T-spectra. 

1. There exists a natural bilinear isomorphism in 9 ^ S ( 5 ) : 

CfX A CfY 
m X,Y 

Cf+q(Cf X ACfY) 
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2. There exists a natural bilinear map in R Cp+q 
SH E (S) : 

C^RxX ACfRxY 
mX;Y 

Rz (X / \Y) 

3. There exists a natural bilinear isomorphism in Sp+q<fâ{^(S): 

CfX A CfY 
m3 

Cf + g(CfXACfY) 

4. There exists a natural bilinear map in R 
-'eff 

SH E(S) 

C?W?+1XACfW? + 1Y 
m XY 

^ + , + i ( ^ A y ) 

Proof. — (1): Theorems 3.4.5 and 3.3.9 imply that we have the following commutative 

diagram of Quillen bifunctors: 

R eff Spt£j^* x E Ceff SptyJ%, 

-A-
-A-

R êff 
-SptS^* 

id 
SptS^* 

Using [10, Theorem 1.3.7] we get the natural isomorphism mi, which is bilinear since 

the functors Cp , C^+q are all exact and the smash product is bilinear. 

(2): By proposition 3.3.18 we have the following adjunctions: 

(Cps, Rx, <p) : Rclft^{S) ^ ( S ) 

(Cf, Jfe, V) : Rcla0{*{S) ^ ( S ) 

K+q, ÄS, ip) : RcVj^(S) ^E(<?) 

Let €p, €g denote the respective counits, and let m2 ' be the following composition 

in *WS(S): 

Cf+q(CfR^X ACfR^Y) 
("R»1 )-1 

CfRvX Л CfRzY 

mX,Y 

X AY 
EX A Y 

Then using the adjunction between Cp+q and ife considered above, we define m*'y 
as the adjoint of ra2 ' . The naturality of follows from: 

1. the naturality of m\ 
2. the naturality of the fibrant replacement functor, and 
3. the naturality of the counits ep and eq. 
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Finally we have that m<2 is bilinear since: 

1. mi is bilinear 
2. the functors Cpi Cf, Cp+q and RY, are all exact, and 
3. the smash product is bilinear. 

(3):Theorem 3.4.5 and proposition 3.3.61 imply that we have the following com
mutative diagram of Quillen bifunctors: 

RCp SptEM* x RC9 Spi^M* 

-A- -A-

E r<P+<i êff SptE^* -
id 

SP+qSptE^* -

Using [10, Theorem 1.3.7] we get the natural isomorphism 7713, which is bilinear since 
the functors Cp, Cf, Cp+q are all exact and the smash product is bilinear. 

(4):By corollary 3.3.62 we have the following adjunctions: 

(Cps, W?+1, ip) : Rcr№*{S) S W S ( S ) 

{Cf,W?+lìV) : R c ' ^ i S ) — 5 ^ S ( S ) 

(C*.q,W%.g+i,<p) : RcPjq^(S) ^ S ^ ^ i S ) 

Let ep, eq denote the respective counits, and let mi ' be the following composition 

in SP+i<^fB(S): 

C?+q(CfW?+1X A CfWf+1Y) (m3 
p+1 q+1 > -1 

CfWf+lX ACfWf+1Y 

m4 

XAY 
eX A Y 

Then using the adjunction between Cf+q and W%+q+1 considered above, we define 

m^,Y as the adjoint of fh*,Y. The naturality of 7714 follows from: 

1. the naturality of 777,3 

2. the naturality of the fibrant replacement functors, and 

3. the naturality of the counits ep and eq. 

Finally we have that 7714 is bilinear since: 

1. 7713 is bilinear 

2. the functors Cf, Cf, Cf+q, Wf+1, Wf+X and W^_g+1 are all exact, and 

3. the smash product is bilinear. 
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Theorem 3.6.9. — The smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces the following 
natural pairings (external products): 

1. For every couple of symmetric T-spectra X, Y we have the following natural 
map in 9^E(.S) (see Proposition 3.6.8): 

ffX S ffY-
uc 

f?+q(X A Y) 

CfRvX A CfRxY 

771 j 
RE X, REY Cp+q (mX, y) 

C 
P+<7 

Rx{X A Y) 

= 
C%.q (C*RvX A Cf RvY) 

which induces a bilinear natural transformation between the functors: 

SHE (S) x SHE (S) ----SHE (S)SHE (S) 

(X, Y) I ffX A ffY 

${^{S) x #fE(S) »- ^ ( S ) 

(X, Y) I ff+q{X A Y) 
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2. For every couple of symmetric T-spectra X, Y we have the following natural 

map in 9#^E(S') (see Proposition 3.6.8): 

s*X A sfY 

^p,q 

CfW*+1CfRsX A CfW?+1CfRsY sf+q(X AY) 

m1 
Wp+iCP R*X>W?+iCïRVY Sí Cf+qWf+q+1Cf+qR^{X AY) 

Cf+q{CfWf+xC*RvX A CfW?+1CfRvY) 

<£+.(»> 
CE REX, CE REY 
4 I 

Cp+q Wp+q+1Cp+q(m2X,Y) 

Cf+qWf+q+1(C%R*X A C^RvY) 

Cp+q Wp+q+1 (m rex,rey7~ 
i > 

= 

C?+qW*+g+1C?+q(CfRvX A CfRvY) 

which induces a bilinear natural transformation between the following functors: 

<MS(S) x M^{S) <MS(S) 

(X,Y)\ *sfXAs*Y 

# T S ( 5 ) x 9 ^ E ( 5 ) # T S ( 5 ) 

(X,Y)i ^sf+q(XAY) 

Proof. — (1): This follows immediately from (1) and (2) in Proposition 3.6.8. 

(2): This follows immediately from (1), (4), (3) and (2) in Proposition 3.6.8. • 

Theorem 3.6.10. — The pairings U£ q and q constructed in theorem 3.6.9 are com

patible with the natural transformations p and 7rs (see propositions 3.3.24(3) and 

3.3.69) in the following sense: 
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1. For every couple of symmetric T-spectra X, Y; the following diagram is com
mutative in <$H (S): 

ff+1X AffY 
pX Aid 

îfX AffY 

Up+1,q U p,q 

ff+q+l{XAY) 
Pp+q + 1 

f?+q(X AY) 

2. For every couple of symmetric T-spectra X, Y; the following diagram is com
mutative in 9^E(S') : 

ffX A ff+1Y 
idAp^ 

-ffX A ffY 

Up,q+1 P,9 

ff+q + l{XAY) XAY Pp+q+1 
ff + q{XAY) 

3. For every couple of symmetric T-spectra X, Y; the following diagram is com
mutative in <^{^{S): 

ffX A ffY 
7Tp A7Tg 

*%X A sfY 

^p,q ^P,q 

fp+q(X A Y) 
UE,WAY 

sf+q(X A Y) 

Proof — (1): This follows from the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 
(bi)functors (see Theorems 3.4.5 and 3.3.25), together with the construction of the 
external pairing Uc given in Theorem 3.6.9(1) and the construction of the natural 
transformation p given in Proposition 3.3.24(3): 

JRCp+iSpt^j%. X Ä c « f f S p t ^ . idxid R riP SptS^* x E "'eff SptE^* 

- A - - A -

- A - SptE M* - A -

id 
id 

E Cp+q+1 
SptE M* 

id 
R Cp+q 

SptE M* 

(2): This follows from the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 
(bi)functors (see Theorems 3.4.5 and 3.3.25), together with the construction of 
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the external pairing Uc given in theorem 3.6.9(1) and the construction of the natural 

transformation p given in Proposition 3.3.24(3): 

R •'eff SptEJ^* x R 1̂ ,9 + 1 
°eff 

Spt^j%. idxid 
R icp 

°eff 

SptoUk x R Ceff 
SptE M* 

- A - - A -

- A - Spt^j%. - A -

id 
id 

Rt .(jp + q+l 
SptE M* 

id 
R Ceff Sptfo^* 

(3): This follows from the following commutative diagram of left Quillen 

(bi)functors (see Theorems 3.3.25, 3.4.5, 3.4.12 and Propositions 2.6.28, 3.3.61), 

together with the construction of the external pairings Uc, Us given in theorem 

3.6.9(l)-(2) and the construction of the natural transformation 7rE given in Proposi

tion 3.3.69: 

Spi^M* x SptE^* - A - Spt^M* 

idxid id 

R ̂ ff S p t ^ * x R °eff Spt^jW. - A - R Cp+q rSptyjW. 

idxid id 

SPSPÌTM* x SqSptj,JK* 
- A -

S » + « S p t ^ « . 

Definition 3.6.11. — Consider the following functors: 

/E : ^ E ( S ) ^ ^ ( S ) 

X - - - - O q E Z f E X 

sE : ^ E ( S ) ^<ffi*(S) 

X - - - - O q E Z f E X 

Proposition 3.6.12. — The functors: 

1. /S :9^E(5) ->9Ì^S(5) 

2. 5E : ^ E ( S ) ^ ^ E ( S ) 

are both exact. 

Proof. — (1): Theorem 3.3.22(3) implies that all the functors /E are exact. There

fore / E = 0gez/E is also an exact functor, since the coproduct of a collection of 

distinguished triangles is a distinguished triangle. 
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(2): Theorem 3.3.68(3) implies that all the functors sE are exact. Therefore sE = 
0gezsE is also an exact functor, since the coproduct of a collection of distinguished 
triangles is a distinguished triangle. • 

Theorem 3.6.13. — Let X be a ring spectrum in ffi^(S) and let M be an X-module. 
1. The (—1)-connective cover of X, f^X (see Theorem 3.3.22(3)) also has the 

structure of a ring spectrum in $tt (S). 
2. The (q — \)-connective cover of M, f f M is a module in <^"E(5) over the (—1)-

connective cover of X, f ^X. 
3. The coproduct of all the connective covers of X, /EX has the structure of a 

graded ring spectrum in <^WS(5). 
4. The coproduct of all the connective covers of M, /EM is a graded module in 

^ ( S ) over the graded ring f X. 
5. The zero slice of X, s$X (see Theorem 3.3.68(3)) also has the structure of a 

ring spectrum in <$K (S). 
6. The q-slice of M, sEM is a module in (S) over the zero slice of X, s$X. 
7. The coproduct of all the slices of X, s^X has the structure of a graded ring 

spectrum in <$H (S). 
8. The coproduct of all the slices of M, sEM is a graded module in <$K (S) over 

the graded ring s^X. 

Proof. — We have that (1) and (5) follow immediately from proposition 3.6.3 and 
corollary 3.6.4. On the other hand, (2), (3) and (4) follow directly from Theo
rem 3.6.9(1). Finally, (6), (7) and (8) follow directly from Theorem 3.6.9(2). • 

Theorem 3.6.14. — Let X be an arbitrary symmetric T-spectrum. 
1. The (—1)-connective cover of the sphere spectrum, /El has the structure of a 

ring spectrum in ^ { ^ ( S ) . 
2. The (q — \)-connective cover of X, f f X is a module in (^{^(S) over the (—1)-

connective cover of the sphere spectrum, /E1. 
3. The coproduct of all the connective covers of the sphere spectrum, /El has the 

structure of a graded ring spectrum in $K (S). 
4. The coproduct of all the connective covers of X, /EX is a graded module in 

(ffi^(S) over the graded ring /El. 
5. The zero slice of the sphere spectrum, sEl has the structure of a ring spectrum 

in ^ ( S ) . 
6. The q-slice of X, s^X is a module in <^S(.S) over the zero slice of the sphere 

spectrum, SqI. 
7. The coproduct of all the slices of the sphere spectrum, sEl has the structure of 

a graded ring spectrum in <^S(S). 
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8. The coproduct of all the slices of X, s^X is a graded module in ^{^(S) over 

the graded ring s s l . 

Proof — It is clear that the sphere spectrum 1 is a ring spectrum in 9#^S(S'), and 

by construction we have that every symmetric T-spectrum X is a module in (^f^(S) 

over the sphere spectrum. 

The result then follows immediately from Theorem 3.6.13. • 

Using the slice filtration, it is possible to construct a spectral sequence which is an 

analogue of the classical Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence in algebraic topology. 

Definition 3.6.15 (Motivic Atiyah-Hirzebruch Spectral Sequence). — Let X,Y be a pair 

of symmetric T-spectra. Then the collection of distinguished triangles in <^TE(S') (see 

Theorem 3.1.16 and Propositions 3.3.24(3), 3.3.69): 

fq+1 X 
pq 

ffx 
nE, X 

s^X 
o E, X 

1,0 f E y 

generates an exact couple (Dp,q(Y', X), Ep,q(Y; X)), where: 

1. D™(Y;X) = {Y,ZpT+i>0tfX}gt, and 

2. E^(Y;X) = [Y,^°sfX}lt. 

The compatibility of the slice filtration with the smash product of symmetric 

T-spectra implies that the smash product of symmetric T-spectra induces a pairing 

of spectral sequences: 

Theorem 3.6.16. — Let X, X1, Y, Y' be in Spt^/%*. The smash product of symmetric 

T-spectra induces natural external pairings in the motivic Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral 

sequence: 

EPìQ(Y; X) ® EP •« (Y'; X') ^ EP+P (Y A Y'\X A X') 

(a,/3) a — ß 

Furthermore, this pairing has the following explicit description on the E\ terms: 

— Given a : Y -+ ZpT+q'°sfX in E™(Y;X) and /3 : Y' -> Y^+q'*sftX' in 

Ep,q (Y']Xf), a W /3 is the following composition (see Theorem 3.6.9(2)) in 

EP+Pf,q+q',Y AY';X AX'): 

Y AY' 

aAß 

(XpT+q>°sfX) A m.W'°s*X') 

P+P +g+g ,Og 

*p+p' 
(X A X') 

EP + P +q + q ,0oUs ^ 

= v+v +1+1 ß(3vX)A{8$X') 
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Proof. — Using the naturality of the external pairings Up q, Upq (see Theorem 3.6.9) 
and Theorem 3.6.10, the result follows immediately from the work of Massey [17] 
together with [2, Proposition 14.3]. • 

Definition 3.6.17. — Consider a cofibrant ring spectrum A with unit in Sp^M*. 

1. Let f™ denote the following composition of exact functors between triangulated 
categories (see Proposition 3.5.13) 

#f (A-mod) -
/m 9 ^ M - m o d ) 

Rm. Cm 
E Ceff M(A-mod) 

2. Let s™q denote the following composition of exact functors between triangulated 
categories (see Proposition 3.5.32) 

çW(A-mod) 
s<q 

${(A -moà) 

Qm Wm 
L<q0{(A-uLoa) 

3. Let s™ denote the following composition of exact functors between triangulated 
categories (see Propositions 3.5.13 and 3.5.56) 

<M(A-mod) *7 <M(A-mod) 

Rm Cm 

R •'eff W(A-mod) 
Cm 

Sq<ffi(A-mod) 
Wq+1 

R Ceff ffl(A- mod) 

Remark 3.6.18. — Notice that the next two theorems are much stronger than Theo
rem 3.6.13; since the module structures in the latter are defined just up to homotopy 
(i.e. they make sense in (S)), whereas the module structures in Theorems 3.6.19 
and 3.6.20 are strict (i.e. they are defined in the model category Sp\%>M*). 

Theorem 3.6.19. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum with unit in SptE^%*. 

1. If A is cofibrant in Rc°{{ SptEM*, then the functor /E o URm (see Theo
rems 3.3.22 and 3.5.4) 

<ffl{A-mod) URm 9 ^ E ( 5 ) 
Jq 9 ^ E (5) 
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factors up to a canonical isomorphism through <$tt(A-mod) (see definition 
3.6.17(1)) as follows: 

<ffi(A-mod) U Rm SHE (S) 

f m J a 

<^{{A-moà) 
URm 

^ (S) 

i.e. for every A-module M, its (q —I)-connective cover / E ( M ) inherits a natural 
strict structure of A-module in SptE^*. 

2. If A is cofibrant in 5°SptEJ^*, then the functor s^qoURm (see Theorems 3.3.45 
and 3.5.4) 

<ft{(A-mod) URm ç«r(S) •5« 
<ffi*(S) 

factors up to a canonical isomorphism through <$K(A-mod) (see definition 
3.6.17(2)) as follows: 

ffl(A-mod) URm ^ ( S ) 

s<q s<q 

<4tf(A-mod) 
U Rm 

0 {*(S) 

i.e. for every A-module M, s^-q(M) inherits a natural strict structure of A-mod
ule in SptfL/̂ *. 

3. If A is cofibrant in Rc°{{ Spt t^* 9 then the functor sE o URm (see Theo
rems 3.3.68 and 3.5.4) 

0{(A-mod) URm ^ ( S ) 
sq 

0 {*(S) 

factors up to a canonical isomorphism through <$H(A-mod) (see definition 
3.6.17(3)) as follows: 

^U(A-mod) U Rm 
^ (S) 

sq sq 

<ffl(A-mod) 
URm 

^ (S) 

i.e. for every A-module M, its q-slice s s (M) inherits a natural strict structure 
of A-module in Sptfo^*. 
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Proof. — (1): By construction (see Theorem 3.3.22) the functor ff is defined as the 

following composition 

SHE (S) Jq 
# T E ( 5 ) 

RE Of 

R Ceff 9 # T ( S ) 

Since we are assuming that A is cofibrant in i2coffSpt^J%« (equivalently C^-coloca l 

in Spt^j^.), the result follows directly from diagram (69) in Proposition 3.5.15 and 

Theorem 3.5.22. 

(2): By construction (see Theorem 3.3.45) the functor s<9 is defined as the following 

composition 

# T S ( S ) 

Cqq 
^ E ( S ) 

QE wf 

L<q0f {S) 

Since we are assuming that A is cofibrant in S°Spt^M*, the result follows directly 

from Theorem 3.5.45 and diagram (78) in Proposition 3.5.34. 

(3): By construction (see Theorem 3.3.68) the functor sE is defined as the following 

composition 

# f S ( 5 ) 
sE 

9#<rE(S) 

Re CE 

RC* W^{S) 
Cof 

5 « * « f E ( 5 ) 
Wq+1 

Rc!ti ^ ( S ) 

Since we are assuming that A is cofibrant in i^o^Spt^^* (equivalently Ce£ -colo

cal in SptE^*), the result is a consequence of diagram (69) in Proposition 3.5.15, 

Theorem 3.5.68, diagram (86) in Proposition 3.5.59 and Theorem 3.5.22. • 

Theorem 3.6.20. — Let A be a cofibrant ring spectrum in Rco Spi^M* such that the 

unit map u : 1 —• A is a weak equivalence in S°Spi^M^. Consider the following 

composition of exact functors between triangulated categories (see Proposition 3.3.18, 
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Corollary 3.3.62, Theorem 3.5.58, propositions 3.5.56, 3.5.13 and Theorem 3.54) 

(89) 

#TS(S) 

Re 

R Ceff 
#TS(S) 

of 

Sq #TS(S) 

SHE (S) 

URm 

<0f(A-mod) 

Cm 

AhPf-
Si<ffl(A-mod) 

Wq+1 
R eff ^ ( A - m o d ) 

Then u induces a natural isomorphism between sE (see Theorem 3.3.68) and the 

functor defined above in diagram (89), i.e. for every symmetric T-spectrum X, its 

q-slice s^(X) is equipped with a natural strict structure of A-module in Spt^M*. 

Proof. — The functor ss (see Theorem 3.3.68) is defined as the following composition 

# f s ( 5 ) 
>f #TS(S) 

RE of 

h Ceff 
#TS(S) 

of 
5«çWE(5) Wq+1 

R ̂ eff #TE(5) 

By hypothesis A is cofibrant in Rco SptTM*, and Lemma 3.4.1 implies that 1 is also 

cofibrant in i2cofSptEJ%«. Since the unit map u : 1 —• A is assumed to be a weak 

equivalence in 5°SptEJ%„, it follows from theorem 3.5.70(4) that the adjunction 

(A A - , U, ip) : S«Spt£jM. - » 5M-mod(j%.) 

is a Quillen equivalence. Therefore the functor ss is naturally isomorphic to the 

following composition 

#TS(S) #TS(S) 

fis of 

R -Oln 
#TS(S) R 

'•'EFF 1 
0{*{S) 

of wf+i 

S"<^ (S) 
AAPf-

S«#C(A-mod) 
uw™+1 

Sq0 {^{S) 

Now, Proposition 3.3.61 implies that A is cofibrant in S°SptEJ%., therefore using 

diagram (86) in Proposition 3.5.59, we get that the functor ss becomes naturally 
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isomorphic to the following composition 

SHE (S) #TS(S) 

CE of 

R Ceff SHE (S) R Ceff 
SHE (S) 

of URm 

Sq SHE (S) 
AAPf-

S"<M(A-mod) 
Wq+1 

R Ceff ̂ T(A-mod) 

Finally, since A is cofibrant in Rco Spt^M* we can apply Theorem 3.5.22 and we get 
that sE is naturally isomorphic to the following composition 

SHE (S) SHE (S) 

Re URm 

R, ou 
SHE (S) «WM-mod) 

of C7 

sq SHE (S) 
AAPf-

Sq<M(A-moà) 
Wq+1 

R Ceff <M(A-mod) 

This finishes the proof. • 

Lemma 3.6.21. — Let g : X —> Y be a map between cofibrant spectra in Sp^M*. 

1. The natural map 9fjX : ff(X) —• X (see Proposition 3.3.23) is an isomorphism 
in 9^e(AS') if and only if X is cofibrant in Rcq^Spt^M*. 

2. The induced map ff(g) : ff(X) —• /E (Y) is a weak equivalence in SptEjR* if 
and only if g is a weak equivalence in Rcq^Spt^M^. 

3. IfX9* sf(X) in ffi^iS), then X is cofibrant in Rc« Spt%M* and X ^ ff(X) 

in 0{^(S). 
4. Furthermore, assume that X, Y are both cofibrant in Rcq{{ SptE^*. Then g is a 

weak equivalence in 59SptEJ%* if and only if the induced map s^(g) : sE(X) —• 
s^ (Y) is a weak equivalence in SptEy^*. 

Proof. — (1): Consider the following diagram in SptE^* 

X 
RE 

RzX 
CE, REX 

CfRzX 

We claim that 0f,x is an isomorphism in <^E(Sf) if and only if C^,Rl:X is a weak 
equivalence in SptEJ%*. In effect, Proposition 3.3.23 implies that the natural map 0q 
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is just the counit of the adjunction (see Proposition 3.3.18) 

(CE,ñE,<¿) : fíc, #fE(S) -> ^ E ( 5 ) 

and by construction (see definition 3.3.2) Rx is always a weak equivalence in SptEjR*; 

therefore, 0f,x is an isomorphism in (ffiE(S) if and only if Cf>R*x is a weak equiv

alence in SptfL^*. 

We have that X is cofibrant in Spt2^* and by construction R£ is a trivial cofi

bration in SptEJ^* (see definition 3.3.2), thus RY,X is also cofibrant in SptE^*. On 

the other hand, Cf is a cofibrant replacement functor in Rcq{{ SptEM* (see definition 

3.3.10). Hence, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] and [6, Proposition 3.2.2] imply that Cf'R*x 

is a weak equivalence in SptE^* if and only if R^X is cofibrant in RCQ SptS^*. 

Finally, [6, Proposition 3.2.2] implies that X is cofibrant in Rc<i^Spt^M^ if and 

only if RY,X is cofibrant in Rcq SptS^*. 

(2): By construction, we have that ff = Cf o R% (see Theorem 3.3.22). Consider 

the following commutative diagram in RCQ^Spt^M^ 

X 9 Y 

RX RX 

RrX 
R*{g 

RTX 

R E X R E Y 

CfRsY 

CERE(g) 
CfRsY 

Proposition 3.3.11 and definition 3.3.10 imply that all the vertical arrows are weak 

equivalences in Rc<i SptE^*. Hence, using the two out of three property for weak 

equivalences we get that the top row is a weak equivalence in Rcq^Spt^M^ if and 

only if the bottom row is a weak equivalence in Rcq^Spt^M^. 

On the other hand, by construction CfR^X, CfR^Y are both cofibrant in 

Rcq Sptf^M* (see definition 3.3.10); thus, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] and [6, Proposi-

tion 3.1.5] imply that CfR%(g) is a weak equivalence in Rci^Spt^M* if and only if 

CfR^(g) is a weak equivalence in SptE^*. 

(3): By (1) above, it suffices to show that X is cofibrant in Rc<i^Spi^M^. Since we 

are assuming that X is cofibrant in SptEJ%* and X = s^(X) in <^E(5), [6, Proposi

tion 3.2.2] implies that it is enough to check that s^(X) is cofibrant in Rcqff SptEM*. 

However, by definition sE = Cf o Wf+1 o Cf o i?E (see Theorem 3.3.68), and by 

construction Cf is a cofibrant replacement functor in RCQ^Spt^M^ (see definition 

3.3.10). Therefore, s^(X) is always cofibrant in R^Spi^M*, as we wanted. 
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(4): By construction, we have that = CfoWf^oCfoR^ (see Theorem 3.3.68). 
Consider the following commutative diagram in Spi^M* 

X 9 Y 

REX REY 

REX REX(g) 
REX 

CE, RE,X cf,Rj:Y 

CfR^X 
RERE (g) 

CfRxY 

w 
EnCq REY 

q+1 
W 

EnCq REY 
9 + 1 

W q+1 
Cf RvX 

Wq+1 CERE(g) 
Wq+1 CfR^Y 

W 
En Cq REY 

W 
En Cq REY 

Cf W ̂  CfRvX 
SE (s) 

CfW? + 1CfRvY 

We claim that C^R^(g) is a weak equivalence in SqSpt^M* if and only if s^(g) 
is a weak equivalence in Spi^M*. In effect, Corollary 3.3.55 implies that CfRx(g) 
is a weak equivalence in SqSpt^M^ if and only if W^+1Cf Rv(g) is a weak equiv
alence in Rcq{{ SptE^*. But is by construction a cofibrant replacement functor 
in jRcgffSptEĴ * (see definition 3.3.10); thus, W^Cf Rx(g) is a weak equivalence 
in Rcq{{ SptEJ#£* if and only if sE(#) is a weak equivalence in #cgff SptEM*. Finally, 
since s^(X), (Y) are always cofibrant in RCQ SptEJ%<, we have that [6, Theo
rem 3.2.13(2)] and [6, Proposition 3.1.5] imply that s^(g) is a weak equivalence in 
Rcqf{Spt>rM* if and only if s^(g) is a weak equivalence in SptEJ^*. 

Now, the two out of three property for weak equivalences implies that it is enough 
to show that the maps Rx, R%, Cf>Ri:X and Cf,Rj:Y are all weak equivalences 
in SqSpt^M^. But SqSpt^M* is a right Bousfield localization with respect to 
L<g+iSptEJ^*, and similarly L<<?+iSptf^* is a left Bousfield localization with 
respect to Sp^M*; thus, [6, Proposition 3.1.5] implies that it is enough to check that 
R£, Cf^x and Cf'R*Y are weak equivalences in SptEJ%*. 

By construction the maps R£, R^ are trivial cofibrations in SptEJ%* (see defini
tion 3.3.2); hence, they are in particular weak equivalences in SptE^*, and ifeX, 
ifeY are both cofibrant in SptE^* since we are assuming that X and Y are cofibrant 
in Spt^J^*. Now [6, Proposition 3.2.2] implies that R^X and R^Y are also cofi
brant in RCQ SptEJ%*, since by hypothesis X, Y are both cofibrant in RCQ SptSj%*. 
Therefore, [6, Theorem 3.2.13(2)] and [6, Proposition 3.1.5] imply that Cf>R*x and 
£f£,#EY are weak equivalences in SptEJ^*, if and only if they are weak equivalences 
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in Rcqf{ SptE^*, but this is clear since Cf is a cofibrant replacement functor in 
i ic« SptyJK. (see definition 3.3.10). • 

The next theorem proves a conjecture of Voevodsky (see [16, Corollary 11.1.3], 
[25]). 

Theorem 3.6.22. — Let HZ denote the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum in 
Spt^jW* (see [16, Example 8.2.2(2)],), and assume that the base scheme is a perfect 
field k. Then for every symmetric T-spectrum X in <$H (k): 

— The q-slice of X, s^X has a natural structure of HZ-module in SptEJ%*, i.e. 
s^X is in a natural way an object in the motivic stable homotopy category of 
HZ-modules <$tt\HZ-mod). 

Proof. — The work of Voevodsky [26] in the case of a field of characteristic zero, 
and Levine [16, Theorem 10.5.1] in general, shows that SQ(U) is a weak equivalence 
in SptpJ^*, where u denotes the unit map u : 1 —> HZ for the commutative ring 
spectrum HZ in SptEJ^*. 

By Theorem 2.8.17, Proposition 2.8.18 and Lemma 3.4.1, we can assume that 
HZ is cofibrant in SptE^*. On the other hand, Lemma 10.4.1 in [16] shows that 
Sq(HZ) is isomorphic to HZ in <ffi{ (S); hence by Lemma 3.6.21(3) we get that HZ 
is cofibrant in Rc°{{Spt^/R*. Furthermore, Lemma 3.4.1 implies that 1 is also cofibrant 
in Rc°fi SptEM*. 

Therefore we can apply lemma 3.6.21(4) to conclude that u : 1 —• HZ is a weak 
equivalence in S^Spt^J^*. Thus, the result follows from Theorem 3.6.20. • 

The motivic stable model category of iJZ-modules has been studied in detail by 
Rondigs and 0stvaer [22], as a consequence of their work we get that the slices may 
be interpreted as motives in the sense of Voevodsky. 

Theorem 3.6.23. — Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Then for every symmetric 
T-spectrum X in ^{^(k): 

— The q-slice of X, s^X is a big motive (see [24], [22, Section 2.3],) in the sense 
of Voevodsky . 

Proof. — The work of Rondigs and 0stvaer [22] shows in particular that over a field 
of characteristic zero, the motivic stable homotopy category <$K(HZ-mod) of modules 
over the motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ is equivalent to Voevodsky's big 
category of motives DMk, where the equivalence preserves the monoidal and trian
gulated structures (see [22, Theorem 1]). 

Therefore, the result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6.22 • 
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